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To provide information regarding the availability of Landsat imagery, the Image Processing Facility (IPF),
at the Goddard Space Flight Center, publishes a World Standard Catalog on a monthly schedule. These
catalogs identify imagery whic]i has been processed and input to the data files during the referenced month.
As a supplement to these catalogs, the Landsat imagery of one spectral band is available on 16mm microfilm.
MOTE
This issue covers Landsat 2 for the months January 1978
through April 1978. The catalog will be returned to a
monthly publishing schedule beginning with the May 1978
issue. In the future, a catalog will be issued for each
of the two satellites - Landsat 2 and Landsat 3; but the
coverage will no longer be divided into U.S. and Non-U.S.
categories. Each satellite catalog will provide world
coverage.
In addition to the routine monthly catalogs, the IPF annually publishes a cumulative Standard Catalog for
each satellite, covering a year based on the launch date for that satellite. These catalogs include in-
formation on all observations acquired and processed by the facility during that year.
Film products for imagery listed in this catalog are available at a nominal price from all three agencies
listed below. In addition, the 16mm microfilm can be purchased from the U.S. Department of the Interior
(USDI) EROS Data Center and National Oceanic and _4tmospheric Administration (NOAA). Digital tapes can be
purchased only from the USDI EROS Data Center.
U.S. Department of Agriculture .............Aerial Fhotography Field Office
Administrative Services Division
USDA-ASCS
2222 West - 2300 South
Salt Lake City, Utah 84125
U.S. Department of Commerce ...............Environment Data Service




Kashington , D.C. 20233
W
Pb
U.S. Department of the e Interior ............ User Services. Unit
Geological Survey	 EROS Data Center
Sioux Falls , South Dakota 57198
Additional Lands at
 data is acquxed, prccessed, and archived at several other locations throughout
the world,4, The location of these Data Banks are:
Brazil
Instituto de Pesqiu sas Fis ipac ads
Av, dos Ast-ionautag , 17 8
Caixa Postal 515
12 .




Attend on '[p JL	 ad.6x '4 Dr. ' Nials i c	 :isus Pax .
Iran
Mr. Ali Ghazi
Remto Sensing and Data Collection Division
Plan and Budget Organization
Imperial Government of Iran
80 Sepand Avenue
Tehran, Iran
Attention: User Project Office
Canada:	 .
Canada Centre for Remote Sensing
2464 'Sheff'^eid Rp ' ad.	 I
OttqK4., Cona..da
KI -A. OY7
Attentioft-, hir. L'. Morley
Italy
Tele-5paz- io
S.P.A. Per le Commicazioni Spaziali
dorso ' 4 1 1talia 4 43
Rom?, 00198, Italy
Attention: Dr. G. Bressanian
For , information -cb0cerni:ng, d, a..ta. available in these- regions, k is suggested that the above .data banks
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1SECTION 1 - STANDARD CATALOG
WNHLY CATALOG
The coverage contained in the monthly Standard Catalog is divided into two parts. Fart l contains a com-
puter generated listing organized by observation identification number (ID) and includes pertinent
information about each image. Part 2 provides a computer listing of observations organized by latitude/
longitude.
A. Observation Identification Number (ID) Listing
Observation ID numbers are listed in sequential order from smallest number to largest. Associated with.
each ID number in the list is pertinent information about that observation: A sample catalog page with
a description of each data item is shown in Figure 1-1.
B. Latitude/Longitude Listing
This listing contains the same observations as the observation ID Listing but organizes them by
coordinates using image center location information for each observation. Observations in this listing
will be sorted first by latitude, and within latitude by longitude. may; latitude/Longitude listing is
arranged in the following manner:
0-90 degrees North; 0-180 degrees East and 0-180 degrees West
followed by
0-90 degrees South; 0-180 degrees Bast and 0-180 degrees West
I
ft-^.,.^......y., _ _....,..ems._,.,.....- ^..-- ^..,^^...
.1
C. SAMPLE OBSERVATION ID AND LATITUDE/LONGITUDE FORMAT
STANDARD CATALOG
04/11/78 ^ LANDSAT 2	 MSS SENSOR	 O
04:19 FROM 01/01/78 TO 04/3W78
06w_PVO10N 13 R0'ab' 4UAL10 Y 15 CCMENTRYPAT O	 IT DAYTNITE SUN SUN °.SCI D CCPA MODE GAM PICT PICTURE k91CROFfL EM{ICI3FLli1
ID
i
DATE SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 4567 QLTY 4567 4167 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL. FRAME
°
j	 21127-17030 03/09/78 41 33 15715 D 28.40 133.71 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N	 112.69 W	 2-90057 0001
21127-17033 03/09/78 41 34 15715 D 29.16 132.80 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N	 113.17 W	 2-90057 0002
21127-17035 03/09/78 41 35 15715 D 29.91 131.88 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N	 113.63 W	 2-90057 0003
21127-17042 03/09/78 41 36 15715 D 30.64 130.95 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N	 114.08 W	 2-90057 0004
21127--17044 03/09/78 41 37 15715 D 31.35 130.00 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 114.51 W	 2-90057 0005
21127-17051 03/09/78 41 38 15715 D 32.05 129.04 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 114.94 W	 2-90057 0006
21127-18410 03/09/78 59 20 15716 S 17.49 145.52 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.05 N	 130.19 W	 2-90057 0007
21127-18412 03/09/7B 59 21 15716 S 18.38 144.53 80 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 55.66 N	 131.05 W	 2-90057 0008
Description of Data Items
3. RBV and MSS microfilm roll and image position on roll
4. Date of Entry
5. Estimated percent of cloud cover = 0-100%; N/A indicates cloud cover not
assessed.
6. Orbit number
7. Latitude and Longitude at observation center
8. Sun elevation and azimuth at observation center
9. Image quality: P = Poor, F = Fair, E = Excellent, M = Missing. Any
number in the Quality column will represent a "J" code (see page 3
for "J" codes).
10. MSS Data Mode: "C" indicates that the spacecraft signal compression
mode was used to acquire bands 4, 5 and 6; 'Z" indicates that all
bands were acquired in the linear mode.
11. MSS Image Gain: "L" indicates that all bands were acquired in low
gain mode; 'H" indicates that bands 4 and 5 were acquired by the
spacecraft in the high gain mode.
12. Path/Row - World frame reference system
13. Day/Hite Spcl: D = daytime coverage
N = nighttime coverage (band 8 only)
S = twilight coverage (Sun elevation is between
0 and 20 degrees)
14. CCM/CCM quality: CCM indicates that a color composite master exists for
that image. CCM quality indicates the quality of the color composite
master (P--Poor. FmFair, E=Excellent).
1. Date of catalog listing
2. Period luring which imagery was processed
3. Observation ID
17030
Tens of seconds (5th character)
Minutes of hour (3rd & 4th characters)
Hour of Day.	 (lst i 2nd characters)
- ---i--. Day since launch(2nd,3rd, $ 4th characters)
Satellite number(lst character)
J-1 = images on archival film fail criteria because of photographic problems such as processing
chemical spots or stains.
J-2 = electron beam recorder problem evident on archival film product including:
more than 21 line drops and/or greater than 25% of image area affected;
electron beam recorder image correction failure causing image breakup;
sync lock loss; banding; window pane; false start of scan code; and data shafts.
J-3 spacecraft attitude parameter change rate exceeds normal limits.
J-4 = ascending node (night) band 4-7 images on archival film or tape products (i.e., no
discernable image data on bands 4--7); band 8 data available.
J-8 = archival film bears emulsion defects which are supplier related; e.g., paint chips
from film spools, film blisters, emulsion tears due to lack of adhesion.
J-6 = partial image produced on film because of data problem; film is correctly annotated.
J-7 = wide band video tape damaged or unavailable; digital and archival film product cannot be
regenerated.
J-8 = spacecraft data tape damaged; cannot regenerate digital product.




The Image Processing Facility produces a I6mm microfilm inventory of imagery processed during the
referenced month which is organized for convenient use with the StandardCatalog. The following
information applies only to Standard Catalogs produced after December of 1977. Refer to Document
NTISUB/C/139-012 for catalogs produced prior to January of 1978.
As in the case of the Standard Catalog, the microfilm data can contain U.S. and non -U.S. segments.
Each set of microfilm images is in correspondence-to a Standard Catalog, except for "J" coded images
which are not microfilmed, and can be used in conjunction with the catalog for selecting desired images.
m.A maxinu of 1000 images representing one or more complete Archival rolls is- contained on one roll of
16m X 100 feet of microfilm. Because the microfilm images ate intended to provide a summary of the
data available, only Landsat 2 ASS Band 5 and Landsat 3 RBV (cameras 1 and 2) and I43S Bands 5 and 8
F	 are reproduced.
2.2 IITBRPRETING THE CA^i.Ai^OG PRIMU1'
Microfilm roll numbers contain six digits, followed by a four digit frame count.
The first digit designates the satel lite. Example: 3-80001/0002 is a Landsat 3 roll. The second
digit will alvays be a 9 to designate combined U.S. and non-U.S. coverage. The remaining 5 digits
before the slash are used to sequentially number all microfilm rolls prepared within each satellite
group. Example: the first roll of microfilm generated for Landsat 3 is numbered 3-90001/0002. The
four digit number following the roll number designates the frame location number of ffe scene.
Exar gle: The second frame into the roll, described: above, reacts 3-90001/ 0002 .
2.3 16mm MICROFILM ROLL I'ORMAT




The first frame states START OF REEL and contains the microfilm roll number. The second frame contains
information about where the roll of film was produced. The third frame is a 3x3 density array target
which is used as an internal quality control check.
., r	 rnAlgt I
	 tRR^A^a	 FIVAME3	 FRAME # THRU X.
	 NEXT TO LAST
START OF REEL
	 ]"FORMATION	 CATALOG
ROLE. NUM"It	 FRAME:	 IMAGERY
0-00000
END OF REEL
Figure. 2-1 Microfilm Roll Format
2
.4 MICRDFIIM IMAGE S'O3S1YYZd
Each microfilm image contains all of the original annotation information plus two rapid search aids and










The User Search aids are the bar code indexing system, the document mar1k, and the four digit in nber.
A. Bar Code Indexing System
The Landsat microfilm images have been annotated with visual bar code lines to the right of
each frame. The visual bar code lines graduate up the edge of the screen as the film advances



















To utilize this system, a user must generate a bar code indexing scale to attach to the face
of his viewer. The size and spacing for the bar scale is dependent upon the magnification
of his viewer. Landsat imagery is microfilmed at a reduction ratio of 5.75X. To determine
the overall length of a bar code indexing scale required for the users' microfilm viewer,
multiply 9.45mm (14 bars and 13 spaces, each .35mm in height) by the viewer lens enlarge-
ment factor. Multiply .35mm by the viewer lens enlargement factor to determine the
individual bar and space heights on the bar code indexing scale.
B. The Document Mark
The LANDSAT microfilm images have also been annotated with a document mark at the base of each
frame. This type of encoding is designed for use on readers with an electronic sensing and
counting capability or an odometer. To use the document mark encoding retrieval system, the
film will have to be placed in a cartridge. When the cartridge is placed in a reader which .
contains an odometer or has a ke yboard attached, the identification of the desired image is
obtained from the ,Standard Catalog (columns 17 & 18-Microfilm Roll and Frame) and either
punched on the keyboard or read via the odometer as the film advances. Using a reader con-
figured for rapid search and retrieval, the file advances and the frames' document marks are
counted by means of a photosensing light. When the appropriate number has been counted, the
reader stops and the desired image is projected on the screen. Using a reader with an odometer
requires the user to monitor the odometer as the film advances and stop the advance of the film
in the vicinity of the required frame. (See Figure 2-4.)
Figure 2-4 Document Mark Size on 16mn Microfilm_
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BEGIN END BEGIN END BEGIN END BEGIN END
38 689 706 11 Dec 76 28 Dec 76 .55 995 1012 13 Oct 77 30 Oct 77
39 707 724 29 Dec 76 15 Jan, 17 56 1013 1030 31 Oct 77 17 Nov 77
40 725 742 16 Jan 77 2 Feb 77 57 1031 1048 18 Nov 77 5 Dec 77
41 743 760 3 Feb 77 20 Feb 77 58 1049 1066 6 Dec 77 '23 Dec 77
42 761 778 21-Feb 77 10 Max 77 59 1067 1084 24 Dec 77 10 Jan 78
43 779 796 11 Mar 77 28 Mar 77 60 1085 1102 11 Jan 78 28 Jan 78
44 797 814 29 Mar 77. 15 Apr 77 61 1103 1120 29 Jan 78 15 Feb 78
45 815 832 16 Apr 77 3 May 77 62 1121 1138 16 Feb 78 5 Mar 78
46 833 850 4 May 77 21 May 77 63 1139 1156 6 Mar 78 23 Mar 78
47 851 868 22 May 77 8 Jun 77 64 1157 1174 24 Mar 78 10 Apr 78
48 869 886 9 Jun 77 26 Jun 77 65 1175 1192 11 Apr 78 28 Apr 78
49 897 904 27 Jm 77 14 Jul 77 66 1193 1210 29 :Apr 78 16 May 78
50 905 922 15 Jim 77 1 Aug 77 67 1211 1228 17 May 78' 3 Ju- 78
51 923 940 2 Aug 77 19 Aug 77 68• 1229 1246 4 Jun 78' 21 Jun 78
52 941 958 20 Aug 77 6 Sep 77 69 1247 1264 22 Jun. 78 9 Jul 78
53 959 976 7 Sep 77 24 Sep 77 70 1265 1282 10 Jul 78 27 Jul 78
54 977 994 23 Sep 77 12 Oct 77 71 1283 13 00 28 Jul 78 14 Aug 78
CYCLE
DAYS SINCE




BEGIN END BEGIN END BEGIN I	 END BEGIN END
72 1301 1318 15 Aug 78 1 Sep 78 76 1373 1390 26 Oct 78 12 l4ov 78
73 1319 1336 2 Sep 78 19 Sep 78 77 1391 1408 13 Nov 78 30 Nov 78
74 1337 1354 20 Sep 78 7 Oct 78 78 1409 1426 1 Dec 78 18 Dec 78
75 1355 1372 8 Oct 78 25 Oct 78 79 1427 1444 '19 Dec 78 5 Jan 78
9y h
"•'+^........:.^rw^	 x . .-	 ^	 ..,... ^.ti	 .^.., wi'.i. ..w,or^di...cbbl..a x^.	 1..,..o...__	 __	 .i.._.^a..a..^._..




GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
LANDSAT IMAGE PROCESSING FACILITY







06/28/78 LANDSAT 2	 MSS SENSOR PAGE 7
23:38 FROM	 01/01/78	 TO 04130/78
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NIT[ SUN SUN Z	 CLD DUALITY CCM	 CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM 1410	 FLAP
ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 4567 OLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CYTR LONG ROLL FRAME
7087312072 03/09/78 236 76 12170 D 25.54 047.25 80 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 23.05 S	 047_98 w 0 0
2087312075 03/09/78 236 77 12170 0 24,38 046.95 70 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 24.49 S	 048.35 W 0 0
2087312081 03/09/78 236 78 12170 D 23.22 046.6A 10 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 25.93 S	 048.73 w 0 0-
2087312084 03109/78 236 79 12170 D 22,.05 [1 46.44 10 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 27.36 S	 049.11 w 0 0
2087412115 02/14/78 237 73 11184 D 28.90 048.37 70 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 18.74 5	 048.32 w	 - 0 0
2087412122 02/34/78 237 74 12184 D 27.76 047.96 60 1666 NO CCCL LLLL 20.18 S	 048.68 W 0 0
2087412124 02/14178 237 75 12184 D 26.61 047.59 70 6665 NO CCCL LLLL 21.62 S	 049.04 W 0 0
2087412131 02/14/78 237 76 12184 D 25.46 047.25 80 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 23.05 S	 049.41 W 0 0
2087412133 02/14/78 237 77 12184 D 24.30 046.95 NA /111 NO CCCL LLLL 24.49 S	 049.79 W 0 0
2087412140 02/14178 '237 78 12184 D 23.14 046.69 NA MMM6 NO CCCL LLLL 25.93 S	 050.17.W 0 0
2087412142 02/14/78 237 79 12184 D 21.97 046.45 NA mm(16 NO CCCL LLLL 27.36 S	 050.55 w 0 0
2087412145 02/14/78 237 80 12184 D 20.79 046.25 NA 1116 NO CCCL LLLL 28.80 5	 050.95 W 0 0
2087412151 02/14/78 237 81 12184 S 19.62 046.08 70 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 30.23 S	 051.34 w 0 0
2087412154 02/14/78 237 82 12184 S 18.43 045.95 50 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 31.66 S	 051.76 W 0 0
2087412160 02/14178 237 83 12184 S 17.24 045.85 10 6616 NO CCCL LLLL 33.10 5	 052.18 w 0 0
2067512173 02114178 238 73 12198 D 28.82 048.37 40 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 18.74 S	 049.75 w 0 0
2087512180 02/14178 238 74 12198 0 27.68 047.97 50 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 20.18 S	 050.10 w 0 0
2087512182 02/14/78 238 75 12198 0 26.54 047,60 80 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 21.62 S	 050.46 w 0 0
2087512185 02/14/78 ?38 76 12198 D 25.38 047.26 60 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 23.06 S	 050.83 W 0 0
2087512191 02/14/78 238 77 12198 D 24.22 046.96 70 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 24.49 S	 051.21 W 0 0•
2087512194 02/14/78 238 78 12198 D 23.05 046.70 NA /177 NO CCCL LLLL 25.93 S	 051.59 w 0 0
2087512200 02/14/78 238 79 12198 D 21.89 046.47 60 6666 No CCCL LLLL 27.37 S	 051.97 w 0 0
2087512203 02/14/78 238 80 12198 D 20.73 046.27 80 L6666 NO CCCL LLLL 28.80 S	 052.37 w 0 0
2087512205 02/14/78 238. 81 12198 S 19.54 046.10 70 6665 NO CCCL LLLL 30.23 S	 052.77 W 0 0
2087512212 02114178 238 82 12198 S 18.35 045.97 NA 1111 NO CCCL LLLL 31.67 S	 053.18 W 0 0
2087612231 02/14/78 239 73 12212 D 28.75 048.38 60 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 18.74 S	 051.17 w 0 0
20B7612234 02/14/78 239 74 12212 D 27.60 047.9? 90 6665 NO CCCL LLLL 20.18 S	 051.53 w 0 0
2087612240 02/14/78 239 75 12212 0 26.46 047.61 90 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 21.62 S	 051.90 W 0 0
2087612243 02/14/78 239 76 12212 D 25.31 047.21< 90 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 23.06 S	 052.27 W 0 0
[087612245 02/14/78 239 77 12212 D 24.15 046.98 NA 1116 NO CCCL LLLL 24.49 S	 052.64 w 0 0
2087612252 02/14/78 239 78 12212 D 22.98 046.71 NA 1111 NO CCCL LLLL 25.93 S	 053.02 W 0 0
2087612254 02/14/78 239 79 12212 D 21.81 046.48 60 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 27.37 S	 053.41 w 0 0
2087612261 02/14178 239 80 12212 D 20.63 046.28 20 6166 NO CCCL LLLL 28.80 S	 053.80 W 0 0
20887692263 02/14/78 239 n1 12212 S 19.45 046.12 10 6666 CFO CCCL LLLL 30.23 S	 054.21 w 0 0
2087612270 02/14178 239 82 12212 S 18.27 046.00 0 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 31.67 S	 054.62 0 0




ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCHIM
STANDARD CATALOG
06128/78	 LANDSAT 2	 MSS SENSOR	 PAGE	 2
23:38
	
FROM 01 /01178 TO 04/30/7R
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITS St1N SUN %	 CLD QUALITY CCM CCM	 MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM KIC	 FLPI
r
ID DATE 9 /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 4567 OLTY	 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
I
2087612275 02/14/78 239 84 12212 S 15.90 045.82 NA 7111 NO CCCL LLLL 34.53 S	 055.47 W	 0 0
2087612281 02/14/78 239 85 12212 S 14.71 045_79 10 E666 NO CCCL LLLL 35.96 S	 055.91 W	 290060 463
2087612284 02/14/78 239 86 12212 5 13.51 045_79 30 6665 NO CCCL LLLL 37.39 S	 056.36 W	 0 0
2057612290 02/14/7b 239 87 12212 S 12.31 045.83 30 6166 NO CCCL LLLL 38.82 S	 056.83 W	 0 0
2087712301 02/14/78 240 76 12226 D 25.25 047_30 NA 1111 NO CCCL LLLL 23.05 S	 053.72 W	 0 ^0
2087712303 02/14178 240 77 122?6 0 24.09 047.00 40 1165 NO CCCL LLLL 24.49 S	 054.09 W	 0 0_
2087712310 02/14/78 240 78 12226 D 22.93 046_75 50 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 25.93 S	 054.46 W	 0 0
2087712312 02/14/78 240 79 12226 0 21.77 046.51 40 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 27_36 S	 054.85 W	 0 0
2087712315 02/14/78 240 80 12226 D 20.519 066.31 50 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 28.80 S	 055.25 W	 0 0
2087712322 02114/78 240 81 12226 S 19.41 046.15 90 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 30.23 S	 055.64 W	 0 0
2087712324 02/14/78 240 82 12226 S 18.22 046.01 NA 1111 NO CCCL LLLL 31.67 S	 056.05 W	 •0 0
2087712331 02/14/78 240 83 12226 5 17.03 045.92 90 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 33.10 S	 056.47 W	 0 0
2087712333 02/14/78 240 84 12226 S 15_84 045.A5 NA 1111 NO CCCL LLLL 34.53 S	 056.89 W	 0 0
2087712340 02/14/78 240 85 12226 S 14.65 045.82 90 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 35.96 S	 057.33 W	 0 0
2087712342 02/14/78 240 86 12226 S 13.45 045.82 90 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 37.39 S	 057_78 W	 0 0
' 2087712345 02/14/78 240 87 12226 S 12.24 045.86 90 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 38.82 S	 058.26 W	 0 0
2087712351 02/14/78 240 88 12.226 S 11.04 045.93 100 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 40.24 S	 058.75 W	 0 0
2087912434 03104/78 242 81 12254 S 19.28 046.21 40 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 30.24 S	 058.50 W	 0 0
2087912440 03/04/78 242 82 12254 5 18.10 046.08 30 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 31.67 S	 058.90 W	 0 0
2087912443 03/04/78 242 83 12254 5 16.91 045.98 90 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 33.10 S	 059.32 W	 0 0
2087$17445 03/04/78 242 84 12254 S 15.73 045.92 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 34.53 S	 059.76 W	 0 0
• 2067912452 03/04/78 242 85 12254 5 14.54 045.8+9 90 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 35.96 S	 060.20 W	 0 0
2087912454 03/04178 242 86 12254 S 13.34 045.90 100 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 37.39 S	 060.66 W	 0 0
P
2087912461 03/04/78 242 87 12254 S 12.14 045.93 50 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 38.82 S	 061.13 W	 0 0
1087912463 03/04/78 242 88 12254 S 10.94 046.01 10 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 40.24 5	 061.61 W	 0 0
2087912470 03/04/78 242 89 12254 S 09.73 046.12 50 7777 NO CCCL.LLLL 41.67 5	 062.11 W	 0 0
2088012483 03/04/78 243 79 12268 0 21.59 046.61 NA MAMM NO CCCL LLLL 27.36 S	 059.16 W	 0 0
2088012485 03/04/78 243 80 12268 D 20.42 046.42 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 28.80 S	 059.55 H	 0 0
2088012492 03/04/78 243 81 1226E S 19.25 046.25 100 7772 No CCCL LLLL 30.23 S	 059.95 W	 0 0
2088012494 03/04 / 78 243 82 12268 S 18.06 046 . 12 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 31.66 S	 060.. 36 W	 0 0
2088012501 03/04 / 78 243 83 12268 S 16.87 046 . 03 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 33.1 0 S	 060.77 W	 0 0.
2088012503 03/04/78 243 84 12268 S 15_69 045.96 NA MMMF! NO CCCL LLLL 34.53 S	 061.20 W	 0 0
2088012510 03/04/78 243 85 12268 S 14.49 045.93 NA MMM?! NO CCCL LLLL 35.96 S	 061.63 W	 0 0
2088012513 03104/78 243 86 12268 S 13.29 045 . 94 NA MAMM no CCCL LLLL 37.39 S	 062.08 W	 0 0
2088012515 03/04/78 243 87 12268 S 12.09 045.98 NA Mmmm NO CCCL LLLL 38.82 S	 062.55 W	 0 0
2088012522 03/04/78 243 88 12268 S 10.88 046.05 NA MMKM NO CCCL LLLL 40.25 S	 063.03 W	 0 0
2088012524 03/04/78 243 89 12268 S 09.68 046.16 NA HKM+S NO CCCL LLLL 41.67 5	 063.54 W	 0 0
2088213002 03/04/78 245 80 12296 D 20.33 046.51 40 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 28.79 S	 062_45 W	 0 0
2088213004 03/04/78 245 81 12296 5 19.15 046.35 50 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 30.22 S	 062.84 W	 0 0
2088213011 03/04/78 245 82 12296 S 17.97 046.22 90 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 31.66 S	 063.25 W	 0 0
.Y
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ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCHIM
STANDARD CATALOG
LANDSAT 2	 MSS SENSOR	 PAGE	 5
FROM 01101/78 TO 04/30/78
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAYINITF SUN 	 SUN	 % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM
	 MODE GAIN PICTURE
	 PICTURE	 MICROFILM MIC FLM

























i	 20899/2570 03104178 244
20901/3053 03104/78 246
2090113060 03/04/78 246{	 2090113062 03/04/78 246
[	 2090113065 03/04178 246




t	 2090912065 03/04/78 236






1	 2107712353 03/13/78 242
2107712355 03/13178 242
2107712362 03/13/78 242
21077.2364., 0 .x/ 1_3/7,8 .2.4Z11
80 12519 D 20.40 047.93 90 7272 NO CCCL LLLL
81 12519 S 19.25 047.75 90 7777 NO CCCL LLLL
82 12519 5 18.08 047.61 90 7777 NO CCCL LLLL
83 12519 .5 16.91 047.51 90 7777 NO CCCL LLLL
334 12519 S 15.75 047.43 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL
85 12519 S 14.58 047.39 20 7777 NO CCCL LLLL
86 12519 S 13.40 047.39 10 7777 NO CCCL LLLL
87 12519 S 12.23 047.42 30 7777 No CCCL LLLL
88 12519 S 11.04 047.50 70 7777 NO CCCL LLLL
89 12519 S 09.86 047.54 70 7777 No CCCL LLLL
79 12533 D 21.60 048.26 80 7777 No CCCL LLLL
80 12533 D 20.45 048.05 80 7777 NO CCCL LLLL
81 12533 S 19.29 047.88 90 7777 No CCCL LLLL
82 12533 S 18.14 047.73 90 7777 No CCCL LLLL
83 12$33 S 16.98 047.53 90 7777 NO CCCL LLLL
84 12533 S 15.82 047.55 90 7777 NO CCCL LLLL
85 12533 S 14.64 047.51 90 7777 NO CCCL LLLL
86 12533 S 13.47 047.50 50 7777 NO CCCL LLLL
87 12533 S 1.2.29 047.53 80 7777 NO CCCL LLLL
88 12533 S 11.11 047.60 60 7777 NO CCCL LLLL
81 12561 5 19.41 048.13 60 7777 NO CCCL LLLL
82 12561 S 18.26 048.00 60 7777 NO CCCL LLLL
83 12561 S 17.10 047.87 60 7777 NO CCCL LLLL
84 12561 S 15.94 047.80 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL
85 12561 S 14.77 047.75 70 7777 No CCCL LLLL
76 12672 D 25.71 050.63 20 7777 tro CCCL LLLL
77 12672 b Z4.60 050.29 60 7777 NO CCCL LLLL
78 12672 D 23.49 050.00 NA mmmm NO CCCL LLLL
79 12672 b 22.37 049.72 80 7777 NO CCCL LLLL
83 15007 D 43.62 091.18 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
84 15007 D 43.36 090.00 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
85 15007 D 43.07 088.86 80 F.EEE NO CCCL LLLL
86 15007 D 42.74 087.75 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
83 15008 D 43.61 091.17 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
82 15015 D 43.77 092.34 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
83 15015 D 43.54 091.14 10 PFFF NO CCCL LLLL
84 15015 D 43.28 089.97 10 P222 NO CCCL LLLL
85 15015 D 42.99 088.83 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
86 15015 D 42.66 (187.73 10 F F F F No CCCL LLLL
87 15015 D 42.30 086.67 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
28.80 S	 059.55 W 0 0
30.23 S	 059.95 W 0 0
31.66 S	 060.37 W 0 d
33.09 S	 060.80 W 0 {I
34.52 S	 061.22 W 0 0
35.95 S	 061.66 W 0 -	 I	 a
37.38 S	 062.12 W 0 0
38.81 S	 062.58 W 1) 0
40.24 S	 063.06 W. 11 0
41.66 S	 063.56 W 0 0
27.36 S	 060.61 w 0 0
28.79 S	 061.00 W 0 0
30.23 S	 061.40 W 0 0
31.66 5	 061.81 W 0 0
33.09 5	 062.23 W 0 0
34.53 5	 062.65 W 0 0
35.95 S	 063.09 W 0 0
37.38 S	 063.55 W 0 0
38.81 S	 064.02 W 0 0
40.23 S	 064.50 W 0 0
30.22 S	 064.29 W 0 0
31.65 S	 064.69 W 0 0
33.09 S	 065.10 W 0 0
34.52 5	 065.52 W 0 0
35.96 S	 065.96 W 0 0
23.05 S	 047.98 W 0 0
24.49 S	 048.35 W 0 0
25.93 S	 048.73 W 0 0
27.36 S	 049.11 W 0 0
33.03 S	 146.95 E 290062 344
34.46 S	 146.52 E 290062 345
35.88 S	 146.07 E 290062 346
37.31 S	 145.62 E 290062 34T
33.04 S	 121.17 E 290062 348
31.61 S	 059.12 W 290062 349•
33.04 S	 059.54 w 290062 350'
34.46 S	 059.98 W 290062 351•
35.89 S	 060.43 W 290062 352
37.32 S	 060.89 W 2900"62 353
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i	 21OT712371 03/13178 242 88 15015 D 41.91 085.64 30 EEEE NO -CCCL LLLL 40.16 S	 061.85 N	 Z90p6Z 355
2107714055 03113/78 9 53 15016 D 35„55 127.72 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 10.11 N	 074.67: 4	 290062 356
2107714062 03/13/78 9 54 15016 D 36.24 126.75 40 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 08_66 N	 075.00 0	 29OQ62 357
2107715373 03104/78 27 25 15017 5 10.73 147.51 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.16 N	 088.28 w	 290060 586
2107715375 03104/78 27 26 15017. S 11_73 146.89 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4b.75 H	 088.92 41	 290060 .587
2107715382 03/04/78 27 27 151117 S 12.71 146.28 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.33 N	 089.53 w	 290060 588
218771;5384 03.104/78 27 28 15017 S 13.70 145.6b 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.91 N	 090.10 R	 290060 589'
2107715391 03/04/78 27 29 15017 S 14.69 145.08 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.49 N	 090.66 W	 290060 590
21077153.93 03/014/i"ts 27 30 15017 S 15.66 144.48 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.07 N	 091.19 W	 290060 591
2/07715400 03104/70 27 31 15017 S 16.63 143.89 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.65 N	 091.70 U	 290060 592
2107715402 03/0417B 27 32 15017. 5 17.60 143.29 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 40.23 N	 092.21 H	 290060 593
2107715405 03/04/78 27 33 15017 S 1B.56 142.68 0 EEEE NO CCCL. LLLL 38.80 N	 092.70 W	 290060 594
2107722514 03/10/78 99 76 15021 D 44_34 099.98 20 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 23:.00 S	 148.30; E	 290061 369
2107722521 03110176 99 77 15021 D 44.32 098.67 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 24.43 S	 147.92-E 290061 370
2107722544 03/10/78 99 83 15021 D 43.48 091.12 50 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.03 S	 145.52 E	 290061 371
21{17722550 03/10/78 99 84.15021 -	 D 43.22 089.95 90 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.46 S	 145.08 E	 290061 372
210772250 03/10/78 99 85 15021: D 42.93 088.82 80 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.88 5	 144.64 E	 290061 373
2107722555 03/10/78 99 36 15021 D 42_60 087.71 50 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.31 S	 1,44.17 E	 290061 374
2107800373 03/10/78 117 82 15022 D 43.70 092.30 0 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 31.61 S	 120.15E 290061 375
2107800380 03/10/78 117 83 15022 D 43.47 091.11 0 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 S	 119.72 F	 290061 376
21078fl03$2 03/10/78 117 84 15022 D 43.21 089.93 10 FFEF NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 S	 119.28 E	 290061 377.
2107822573 03/10/78 100 76 15035 D 44.21 099.86 90 FFEF NO CCCL LLLL 23.01 S	 146.90 E	 290061 378
2107823005 03/10/78 100 84 15035 D 43.08 089.88 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 S	 143.67 E	 290061 379
2107823011 03/10/78 100 85 15435 D 42.79 088.76 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.89 S	 143.25 E	 290061 380
2107G23014 03/10178 100 86 15035 D 42_46 087.67 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 5	 -142.79 E	 290061 3B1.
2107900425 03110/78 110 81 15036 D 43.76 093.46 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.17 S	 119.10 E	 290061 382
2107900431 03/10/78 118 82 15036 D 43.57 092.25 60 8EEE NO CCCL LLLL 31_60 S	 116.68 E	 290061 363
2107900434 03/10/78 118 '83 15036 D 43.34 091.05 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.03 5	 118.26 E'	 29.0061 384
2107900440 0311'0/78 118 84 15036 D 43.017 089.88 40 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 34.46 S	 117.83 E	 290061 385
2147902134 03/10/78 136 51 15037 D 34.09 129.30 20 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 12.98 N	 103.87 E	 '290061 386k	
ZID7902154 03110/78 136 56 15037. D 37.48 124.45 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 05.78 N	 102.15 E	 290061 387
2107902161 03/10178 136 57 15037 D 38.10 123.40 30 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 04.34 'N	 101.81 E	 290061 388
'Z107907124 03/10/78 190 25'15040 S 10.84 147.27 70 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 50_12 N	 037_98 E	 290061 389
2107907130 03/10/76 190 26 15040 S 11.83 146.65 90 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 48.71 N	 037.35 E	 290061 390
2107907133 03/10/78 190 Z7 15040 S 12.82 146.04 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47:311 N	 036.75 E	 290061 391
2107907135 03/10/78 190 28 15040 S 13_80 145.43 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL • 45,.89 N	 036.15 E	 294061 392
2107907142 03/10/78 190 29 15040 S 14.78 144.83 60 EFFF NO CCCL LLLL 44.47 N	 035.58 E	 290061 3.93
210791245`2 03/10/78 244 80 15043 D 43.85 094.63 70 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 28.75 S	 061.15 V	 290061 394{	 2107912454 03/10/78 244 81 15043 D 43.69 093.39 40 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.18 S	 061.55 W	 290061 395
i	 2107912461 03/10/78 244 82 15043 D 43.49 092.78 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31_61 S	 061.97 W	 290061 396
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2107912463 03/10/78 244 83 15043 D 43.26 091.00 10 PFEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 S	 062.40 w	 290061 397
2107912470 03110/78 244 84 15043 D 43.00 089.84 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 S	 062.83 w.	 290061 398
2107912472 03/10/78 241f 85 15043 D 42.70 (188.71 NA 222E NO CCCL LLLL 35.89 S	 063.28 W	 290061 399
2107912475 03110/'78 244 ib 15043 D 42.37 087.62 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 S	 063.75 W	 290061 400
2107912481 03/10178 244 87 15043 D 42.01 086.57 10 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL 38.74 S	 (364.21 W	 290061 -4ul
2107914063 03/04178 11 27 15044 S 12.83 146.00 50 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.31 N	 066.53 w	 290060 595
2107914065 ()3!04178 11 28 15044 S 13.81 145.39 10 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL 45.90 N	 067.11 w	 290060 596
2107914072 03/04/78 11 29 15044 5 14.79 144.79 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.48 N	 067.67 W	 290060 597
2107914074 03/04/78 11 30 15044 S 15.76 1-44.19 60 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.06 N	 068.22 w	 290060 598
2107914081 03/04/78 11 31 15044 S 16.72 143.59 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.64 N	 068.75 W	 290060 599
2107914083 03/04/78 11 32 15044" 5 17.68 143.00 20 EEEE. No CCCL LLLL 40.23 N	 069.26 w	 290060 600
2107914090 03/04/78 11 33 15044 S 18.63 142.39 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.80 N	 069.75 W	 290060 601
2107914092 03/04/78 11 34 15044 S 19.57 141.711 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.38 N	 070.22 W	 290060 602
2107914095 03/04/78 11 35 15044 D 20.52 141.16 50 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.95 N	 070.68 w	 290060 603
2107914101 03/04/78 11 36 15044 D 21.45 140.53 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.52 N	 071.12 W	 290060 604
2107915485 02103/78 29 25 15045 5 10.84 147.25 60 IEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.15 N	 091.11 W	 290060 94
2107915492 02/03/78 29 26 15045 S 11.83 146.61 90 EE1E NO CCCL LLLL 46.74 N	 091.76 W	 290060 95
21'7915495 02/03/78 29 27 15045 S 12.82 146.00 100 IEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.33 N	 092.37 W	 290060 96
2107915501 02/0317B 29 28 15045 S 13.80 145.39 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.91 N	 092.96 V	 290060 97
2107915504 02/03/78 29 29 15045 S 14.78 144.78 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.49 N	 093.52 W	 290060 98
21079'15510 02/03/78 29 30 15045 S 15.75 144.19 60 IEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.07 N	 094.07 W	 290060 99
2107913513 02/03/78 29 31 15045 S 16.72 143.59 80 IEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.65 N	 094.59 W	 290060 100
2107915515 02/U3/78 29 32 15045 S 17..68 142.98 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 40.23 N	 095.09 W	 290060 101
2107915522 02/03/78 29 33 15045 S 18.64 142.38 90 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 38.80 N	 095.57 W	 290060 102
2107915524 02/03/78 29 34 15045 S 19..58 141.77 60 FEFF NO CCCL LLLL 37.37 N	 096.03 W	 290060 103
2107915531 03/u4178 29 35 15045 D 20.53 141.14 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.95 N	 096.48 W	 290060 605
2107915533 03/04/78 29 36 15045 D 21.46 140.52 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.52 N	 096.93 W	 290060 606
2107915540 03/04/78 29 37 15045 D 22.38 139.88 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.09 N	 097.36 W	 290060 607
2107915542 03/04/78 29 38 15045 D 23.29 139.23 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.66 N	 097.79 W	 290060 608
2107915545 03/04/78 29 39 15045 D 24.,20 138.57 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.23 N	 098.21 w	 290060 609
2107915551 03/04/78 29 40 15045 D 25.09 137.89 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.80 N	 098.61 w	 290060 610
2107475554 03/04/78 29 41 15045 D 25.97 137.20 90 r:EEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.36 N	 099.00 w	 2901360 611
2107915560 03/04/78 29 42 15045 D 26.84 136.50 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 25.93 N	 099.39 W	 290060 612
21079155.62 03/U4/78 29 43 15045 D 27.70 135.77 90 EEEE KO CCCL LLLL 24.49 N	 099,.77 W	 290060 613
2107917315 02/03/78 47 24 15046 5 09.86 147.86 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.56 N	 116.27 w	 290060 1
2107917321 02/03/78 47 25 15046 S 10.86 147.22 NA MMMK NO CCCL LLLL 50.15 N	 116.95 w	 0 0
2107917324 02103/18 47 26 15046 S 11.85 146.60 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.74 N	 117.59 W	 290060 2
2107917330 02/03178 47 27 15046 5 12.83 145.98 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.33 N	 118.21 W	 290060 3
2107917333 02/03/78 47 28 15046 S 13.81 145.38 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.92 N	 118.80 w	 290060 4
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2107917342 02/03/78 47 30 15046 5 15.76 144.17 40 EEEE NO -CCCL LLLL 43.08 N 119.91 v	 .240060 6
2107917344 02103178 47 31 15046 S 16.72 143.58 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.66 N 120..43 W	 290060 7
2107917357' 02103178 47 32 15046 S 17.69 142.97 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL . 40.24 N 120.93 W	 290{360 8
2 1,:479:17353 02103/73 47 33 15046 S 18.65 142.36 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 36.81 N 121.41 W	 290060 9
21.17917360 02/03/78 47 34 15046 S 19..60 141.75 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.38 N 121.88 W	 290060 10
2707917362 02/03 / 78 47 35 15046 D 20 . 53 141.13 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.96 N 122.33 W	 290060 11.
2107917365 02/03/78 47 36 15046 D 21.46 140.50 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.53 N 122.78 W	 290060 12
21.07917371 02/03 / 78 47 37 15046 D 22.39 139.86 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.10 N 123 : 21 W _	 290060 13
21.07923063 02/03/78 101 84 15049 D 42.94 089.82 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.46 S 142.22 E	 290060 14
21.079x3070 . 02/03 /78 101 85 15049 D 42.64 088 . 69 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.89 S 141.78 E	 290060 15
2107923072 02/03/78 101 86 15049 D 42.31 1787.61 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 S 141.33 E	 290060 16
2168000483 . 02/03 / 78 119 81 15050 D 43.62 093.35 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.18 S 117 . 69, E	 290060 17
2.108000490 02/03178.119 82 15050 D 43.42 092.14 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.61 5 117_2& E	 249060 18
2108000492 02/03/78 119 83 151150 D 43.19 090.9. 5 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 S 116.85'E 290066 19
2108002213 02103/78 137 56 15051° b 37.44 124.26 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 05_78 N 1DO.72 E	 290060 20
21OSQ02215 02/03/78 137 57 15051 D 38.05 123.22 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 04.34 N 100.39 E	 290060 21
2108007182'.02/03178 191 25 15054 S 10.90 147.14 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.13 N 036.53 E	 290060 22
2108007184 02/03/78 191 26 15054 S 11.88 146.52 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.73 N 035.88.E 290060 23
2108007191 02/03/78 191 27 15054 5 12.86 145.90 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.31 N 035.29 E	 290060 24
2108007193 02/03/78 191 28 15054 5 13.84 145.30 70 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 45.89 N 034_70 E	 290060 25
2108007200 02/03/78 191 29 15054 5 14.82 144.69 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.48 N 034.14 E	 290060 26
21080125.13 02/03/78 245 81 15057 D 43.55 093.29 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30_18 S 063.00 k	 290060 27
2108012515 02/03/78 245 82 15057 D 43.35 092.09 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.61 S 063.40 W	 .290060 28
. 2108012522 02/03/78 245 83 15057 D 43.12 090.91 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 S 063-.82 W	 2.90060 29'
2108012524 02/03/78 245 84 15057 D 42.85 089.76 10 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 S (164.27 W	 2[9[1060 3.0
21080122531 02193/78 245 85 15057 D 42.55 088.64 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 S 064.71 W	 290060 31
2108012533 02/03/78 245 86 15057 D 42.22 087.56 20 lF11 NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 S 065.17 W	 290060 32
2168014115 02/03/78 12 26 15058 S 11.89 146.41P 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.73 N 067.37 W	 299060 33
M8014121 02/03/78 12 27 15058 S 12.88 145.86 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.32 N 068.00 w	 290060 34
2108014124 02/03/78 12 28 1505$, ..	 S 93.85'145.26 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.91 N 068_57 W	 290{160 35
2108014130 02/03/78 12 29 15058 S 14.83 144.65 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.49 N 069.13 W	 290060 36
2108014133 02/03/78 12 30 15058 S 15.80 144.05 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.07 N 069.67 W	 299060 37
2108014135 02103/78 12 31 15058 S 16.77 143.44 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.65 N 070.18 W	 290060 38
2108014142 02/03/78 12 32 15058 S 17.73 142.84 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.22 N 070.68 W	 290060 39°
2108015541 03/06/78 30 24 15059 S 09.93 147.73 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.56 N 091.89 W	 290060 686
2108015544 03/06/78 30 25 15059 S 10.91 147.09 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.16 N 092.57 W	 290060 687
' 2108015550 03106/78 30 26 15059 S 11.90 146.46 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.75 N 093.23 W	 290060 688
2108015553 03/06/78 30 27 15059 S 12.89 145..85 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.34 N 093.84 W	 290060 689
2108015555 03406/78 30 28 15959 S 13.87 145.25 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.92 N 094.42 W	 290060 690






















f	 2108017400 02/03/78 48






















30 15059 S 15_82 144.03 90
31 75059 S 16.78 143.43 50
32 15059 S 17_75 142_82 30
33 15059 S 18.71 142.21 90
34 15059 S 19.65 141.59 90
35 15059 D 20.58 140.98 90
36 15059 D 21.50 140,35 80
37 15059 D 22_41 139.71 20
38 15059 D 23.33 139.06 20
39 15059 D 24.23 138.39 10
40 15059 D 25.12 137.71 40
41 15059 D 26.00 137.02 20
42 15059 D 26.87 136.31 10
24 15060 S 09.95 147.71 90
25 15060 S 10.95 147.06 60
26 15060 S 11.94 146.44 10
27 15060 S 12.92 145.82 10
28 15060 S 13.89 145.22 20
29 15060 5 14.86 144.61 40
30 15060 S 15.83 144.01 70
31 15060 S 16_79 143.41 70
32 15060 S 17.74 142.82 60
33 15060 5 18.69 142.21 60
34 15060 5 19.64 141_59 90
35 15060 D 20.58 140.97 80
84 15063 D 42.79 089.75 40
85 15063 D 42.49 088.62 40
80 15064 D 43.65 094.50 50
81 15064 D 43.48 093.25 60
82 15064 D 43.28 092.04 50
24 15068 S 09.98 147.64 0
25 15068 S 10.98 147_00 20
26 15068 S 11.96 146.37 80
27 15068 S 12.96 145.75 40
28 15068 S 13_92 145.14 30
29 15068 S 14.89 144.53 40
82 15071 D 43.21 091.9P 90
83 15071 D 42.97 090.80 40
84 15071 D 42.70 089.66 10
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	 ROLL	 FRAME
EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.07 N 095.50 W	 290060 692
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.65 N 096.01 W	 290060 693
EPEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.22 N 096.51 W	 290060 694
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.80 N 097_00 W	 290060 695
EECE NO CCCL LLLL 37.37 N 097.46 W	 290060 696
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.95 N 097.92 W	 290060 697
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.52 N 098.38 W	 290060 698
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.10 N 098.82 W	 290060 699
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.66 N 099.25 W	 290060 700
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.23 N 099.65 W	 290060 701
FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28-80 N 100_06 W	 290U60 702
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.36 N 100.45 W	 290060 703
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.93 N 100.84 W	 290060 704
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.55 N 117.69 W	 290060 40
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.15 N 118.38 W	 290060 41
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.74 N 119_02 W	 290060 42
EEEE No CCCL LLLL 47.33 N 119.63 W	 290060 43
EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 45.91 N 120.22 W	 290060 44
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.50 N 120_79 W	 290060 45
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.08 N 121.33 W	 290060 46
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.66 N 121.84 W	 290060 47
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.23 N 122.34 W	 290060 48
EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 38.81 N 122.93 W	 290060 49
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.38 N 123.30 W	 290060 50
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.95 N 123.76 w	 290060 51
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.46 S 140.80 E	 290060 52
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.89 S 140.36 E	 290060 53
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.75 S 116.66 E	 290060 54
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.18 S 716.26 E	 290060 55
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.61 S 115_85 E	 290060 56
IEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.54 N 035.77 E	 290060 57
FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.14 N 035.08 E	 290060 58
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.73 N 034.44 E	 290060 59
EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 47.32 ht 033.83 E	 290060 60
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.90 N 033.25 E	 290060 61
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.48 N 032.69 F	 290060 62
FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 S 064.82 w	 290060 63
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 S 065.25 W	 290060 64














070.00 W	 290060 227
06/28/78
23 a 39
ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCHIM
STANDAR p CATALOG
LANDSAF 2	 MISS SENSOR	 PAGE 10
FROM 01/01/78 TO 04/30178
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITS SUN SUN $ CLD QUALITY CCM CCM	 MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM KIC CL#
ID DATE # ISPCL ELEV AIIM COVER 4567 OLTY	 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
I ` 2108114185 02111/78 13 29 15072 S 14.91 144.50 80 EEEF NO -CCCL LLLL 44.49 N	 070.56 W	 290060 228
2108114191 02/11/78 13 30 15072 5 15.87 143.89 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 43.07 N	 071.1D W	 290060 2Z9
2108114194 02/11/78 13 31 15072 5 16.63 143_29- 100 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 41.65 N	 071.62 W	 290040 230
2108114200 02/11/78 13 32 15072 S 17.79 142.68 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40_22 N	 072.12 W	 290060 231
2108114203 02/11/78 13 33 15072 S 18.74 142.07 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.80 N	 072.60 W	 290060 .232
2108114205 02/11/78 13 34 15072 5 19.67 141.46 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.37 N	 073.08 W	 290060 233
2108114212 02111/78 13 35 15072 D 20.60 140.84 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.95 N	 073.54 W	 290060 234
2108114214 02/11/78 13 36 15072 D 21_53 140.21 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.52 N	 074.00 W	 290060 235
2108114221 02/11/78 13 37 15072 D 22.44 139.56 40 EEEE NU CCCL LLLL 33.09 N	 074_43 W	 290060 236
. 2108114223 02/11/78 13 38 15072 D 23.35 138.91 70 EEE1 NO CCCL LLLL 31_66 N	 074.85 0	 290060 237
2108114230 02/11/78 13 39 15072 D 24.25 138.25 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.23 N	 075.27 W	 290060 238
2108114232 02/11/78 13 40 15072 D 25.14 137.56 111 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.8D N	 075.68 W	 290060 239
2108114235 02111/78 - 13 41 15072 D 26.01 136.87 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.36 N	 076.07 W	 290060 240
4 2108116000 02/11/78 31 24 15073 5 09.99 147.60 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.56 N	 093.32'11 240060 241{. 2108116002 02/11/78 31 25 15073 S 10.98 146.95 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.16 N	 094.40 W290060 242
2 108116005 02/11/78 31 26 15073 5 11.97 146.32 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.75 N	 094.66 W	 290060 243
2108116011 02111/78 31 27 15073 S 12.95 145.70 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.34 N	 095.27 W	 290060 244
2108116014 02111/78 31 28 15073 S 13.93 145.09 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.92 N	 095.85 Wl	 290060 245
I ' 2108116020 02/11/78 31 29 15073 S 14.90 144,50 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.50 N	 096.40-W 290060 246
2108116023 02/11/78 31 30 15073 5 15.87 143.8F 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.07 N	 096_94 W	 290060 747'
'I ..: 2108?16025 02/11178 31 31 15073 5 16.83 143.28 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.65 N	 097.45 ti	 290060 249
2108116032 02/11/78 31 32 15073 S 17.78 142.67 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.23 N	 097.95 H	 290060 249
2108116034 02111178 31 33 15073 5 18.73 142.06 70 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 38.80 N	 098.44 9	 290060 X513
'F 2108116041 02/11/78 31 34 15073 5 19_68 141.44 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.38 N	 098.91 W	 290060 251
2108.?16043 03/06178 31 35 15073 D 20.61 140.82 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.95 N	 099.36 W	 2900601 758
2108116050 03/06178 31 36 15073 D 21.54 140.19 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.52 N	 099.81 W	 290060 759
2108116052 03/06/78 31 37 15073 D 22.46 139.55 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.09 N	 100_25 9	 290060 7611
2108116055 03/06/78 31 '38 15073 D 23.36 138.89 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.66 N	 7110.66 1t.	 290060 ni
2108116061 03/06/78 31 39 15073 D 24.76 138.23 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.23 N	 701.07 W	 296060 762
2108116064 03106/78 31 40 15073 D 25_15 137.54 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL. .28..79 N	 101.47 W	 290060 763
2109116070 03106178 31 '41 15073 D 26.03 136.84 411 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.36 N	 101.68 W	 290060 764
,2108117431 02/03/78 49 24 15074 S 10.00 147.59 80 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 51.56 N	 119.15 W	 290060 104
2108117434 02/03/78 49 25 15074 S 10.99 146.94 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.16 N	 119.83 id	 290060 105
2108117440 02/03/78 49 26 15074 S 11.98 146_31 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.,75 N	 120.47 W	 290060 106
2108117443 02/03/78 49 27 15074 S 12.95 145.70 90 EEF1 NO CCCL LLLL 47.34 N	 121.09 b	 290060 107
2108117445 02/03/78 49 28 15074 S 13.93 145.09 90 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL 45.93 N	 121.68 11	 290060, 1.as
~
2108117452 02103/78 49 29 15074 5 14_90 144.48 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 44.51 N	 122.25 W	 290060 109
2108117454 02/03/78 49 30 15074 5 15.87 143.87 IUD EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.09 N	 122.78 W	 2901160 110
2108117461 02/03/78 49 31 15074 5 16.84 143_27 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41_66 N	 123.38' W	 2900611 111



















































































S	 18.74 142.05 70 FEES NO
S	 19.68 141.44 90 EEEE NO
D	 30.23 1 33.07 20 EEEE NO
D	 31.03 132.25 30 EEEE NO
D	 42.64 089.63 0 FEEE NO
D	 43.51 094.35 70 EEEE NO
D	 43.34 093.13 7C EEEE NO
S	 10.07 147.51 10 EFEE NO
S	 11.06 146.06 10 EEEE NO
S	 12.04 146.23 10 EEFE NO
5	 13.02 145.62 10 EEEF NO
S	 13.99 145.0( 50 EEEE NO
5	 12.05 146.19 BO EMM4 NO
5	 13.03 145.57 80 FE1F NO
S	 14.01 144.96 100 EE1F NO
S	 14.98 144.35 100 EEFE NO
S	 15.95 143.75 100 EEEE NO
S	 16.91 143.13 100 EFEE NO
S	 17.86 142.52 90 EEEE NO
S	 18_91 141.41 70 EEEE NO
S	 19.74 141.29 30 EFEF NO
D	 20.67 140.67 50 EEEF NO
D	 21.59 140.04 40 EEEE NO
D	 22.50 139.39 40 EEEE NO
D	 23.40 138.75 40 KEEE NO
D	 24.30 138.07 70 EEEE NO
D	 25.18 137.39 90 EEFE NO
D	 26.06 136.69 90 EEEF NO
D	 26.YZ 135.97 PO EEEE NO
D	 27.77 135.25 50 EEEE NO
S	 10.09 147.46 10 EEEE NO
S	 11.08 146.131 0 EEEE NO
S	 12.06 146.18 20 EEEE NO
S	 13.03 145.57 20 PEFF NO
S	 14.00 144.96 70 EEFF NO
S	 14.97 144.35 10 EEE1 NO
S	 15.93 143.75 10 EEEE NO
S	 16.89 143.14 10 EFEE NO
5	 17.84 142.53 30 FF1F NO
S	 18.79 141.91 30 EEE1 NO
t^









FROM 01/01/78 TO 04130/78
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN
	 SUN
	 % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM
	 MODE GAIN PICTURE
	 PICTURE	 MICROFILM MFC FLH
	
10	 DATE	 #	 ISPCL
	
ELEV A21M COVER 4567
	 RLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG
	 ROLL	 FRAME
CCCL LLLL 34.81 N	 124.28 W 290060 113
CCCL LLLL 37.39 N	 124.75 w 290060 714
CCCL LLLL 20.18 N	 155.37 w 290060 66
CCCL LLLL lh.74 N	 155.73 W 290060 67
CCCL LLLL 34.47 S	 139.40 E 290060 68
CCCL LLLL 23.75 S	 115.23 E 290060 69
CCCL LLLL 30.18 S	 114.82 E 290060 70
CCCL LLLL 51.55 N	 034.32 E	 _ 290060 71
CCCL LLLL 50.14 N	 033.64 E 290060 72
CCCL LLLL 48.73 N	 033.01 E 290060 73
CCCL LLLL 47.32 N	 032.40 E 290060 74
CCCL LLLL 45.90 N	 031.81 E ?90060 75
CCCL LLLL 48.73 N	 070.25.W 290060 76
CCCL LLLL 47.32 N	 070.85 W 290060 77
CCCL LLLL 45.91 N	 071.44 W 290060 78
CCCL LLLL 44.49 N	 072.01 W 290060 79
CCCL LLLL 43.07 N	 072.54 W 290060 80
CCCL LLLL 41.65 N	 073.05 W 290060 81
CCCL LLLL 40.22 N	 073.55 W 29U060 82
CCCL LLLL 38.80 N	 074.03 W 290060 83
CCCL LLLL 37.37 N	 (174.50 W 290060 84
CCCL LLLL 35.95 N	 074.96 W 290060 85
CCCL LLLL 34.52 N	 075.41 W 290060 86
CCCL LLLL 33.09 N	 075.85 W 290060 87
CCCL LLLL 31.66 N	 076.28 W 290060 88
CCCL LLLL 30.23 N	 076.69 W 290060 89
CCCL LLLL 28.79 N	 077.09 w 290050 90
CCCL LLLL 27.36 N	 077.50 W 290060 91
CCCL LLLL 25.93 N	 077.88 W 290060 92
CCCL LLLL 24.49 N	 078.26 W 290060 93
CCCL LLLL 51.58 N	 094.78 W 290060 115
CCCL LLLL 50.17 N	 095.47 W 290060 116
CCCL LLLL 48.76 N	 096.11 W 290060 117
CCCL LLLL 47.34 N	 096.71 W 290060 118
CCCL LLLL 45.92 N	 097.29 W 290060 119
CCCL LLLL 44.51 N	 097.86 W 290060 120
CCCL LLLL 43.09 N	 098.40 W 290060 127
CCCL LLLL 41.66 N	 098.92 W 29006L' 122
CCCL LLLL 40.24 N	 999.42 W 290060 123
CCCL LLLL 38.81 N	 099.90 W 290060 124




LANDSAT 2	 MSS SENSOR
FROM 01/01/78 TO 04/30178
PAGE 12
• OBSEPVATIO.N	 ET#.TRY	 PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITF SUN SUN 'CLO QUALITY CCM CC14 	MODE GAIN PI..CTURE PICTURE MICROFILM' MIC	 FLI
ID DATE k' /SPCC ELEV AZIb' COVER 4567 t1LTY	 4.567 4567 CNTR.LAT CNTR LONG ROLL. FRAME
2108.21 :6095 02/03178 32 34 15087 S 19.74 141.29 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.39 N	 100.37 k	 2900.611 ItS
21:08216102 02/03/78 32 35 15087 D 20.66 140.67 lb EFFE N'O C.CCL 'LLLL 35.96 N	 100..82 W	 Z90060 126
21082 16104 02/03/78 32 36 15087 D 21_.58 140.04 40 EElE NO CCCL LLLL j-4 .55 N	 10.1,27 W	 290060 127
21 08216111 02/03/78 32 37 15057 D 22.49 139..39 .	 10 EEF1 N O CCCL LLLL 33.10 N	 101.70 W	 290060 128
2.108216.113 021013/78 32 38 15.087 D 23.39 138.75 0 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 31.67 N 	 10Z.12 ,W 290060 729
2108216120 02/03178 32 39 .1508.7 D 24.29 138.07 0 E1FE NO CCCL LLLL 30.24 N	 10Z.54 W'	 2900.60 13 ti,
210,8216122 ; 02103178 32 40 . 15087 D 25.17 137.3E 0 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 28_80 N	 102•.93 W	 29006U t31<
2108216125 02/03/78 32 41 15087 D 26.05 136.68 0 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27_36 N	 103.32 W	 2.90060 132
210821749 . 0 021031.78 50 Z4 15068 S 10.1.0 147.4-5 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.56 N	 12 .0_58 W	 290060 1.33
2'108217.492 02/03/78 50 25 15D88 S 11.08 146.&1 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.15 N	 121.25 W	 290460 134
21D8.223232 .02/11178 104 83 15091 D 42.76 090.67 0 14EEE N4 CCCL LLLL 33.64 S	 138.41 E	 290069 252
2108 ,223234 02/11/78 104 84 15091 0 42.49 089.53 0 EEEE NO CCC.L LLLL 3.4..47 S	 137.97 E	 290060, 253
2.10830.10150 02/11/78 122 79 15092 D 43.51 095.47 10 EFMM NO CCCL LLLL 27.32 S	 '114•4 :20 E	 290060 254.
2108301052 02/11/78 122 80 15092 D 43.37 094.23 ?0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.75 S	 113,80 E	 291306.0 255
2108 .304101 02/11/78 158 28 15094 S 14.06 144.87 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 45.90 N	 082_01 E	 0 0
21.0 &30410.4 02/11/78 158 29 150.94 S 15..02 14.4.26 NA MMHM ko CCCL LLLL 44.48 N	 08'1.45 E	 0 0
'2.108304110 0211:1/78 158 30 15094 S 15.98 143.66 NA 1111 NO CCCL LLLL 43_06 N	 US¢.91 E	 0 0
21 .08304145 02/11/78 158 39 15094 D 24.33 137.96 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30_23 N	 076.75 E	 290060 256
2106307351 02/1117$ 194 24 15096 S 10.14 147.38 90 EFFE N0 CCCL LLLL 51.55 N	 032.87 E	 290060 257
2108307353 02/11178 194 25 15096 5 11.12 146.73 30 EEEE HO CCCL LLLL 50.15 N	 032.20 E	 290060 258
2108307360 02/11/78 194 26 15036 S 12.11 146.10 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.74 N	 031.55 E	 290060 259
.° 2108307362 021.11/78 194 27 15096 S 13.09 145.47 0 EEEE NO. CCCL_ LLLL 47.33 N	 030.93 E	 290060 260
2'108307365 02111/78 194 ZS 15096 5 14.06 144.86 20 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 45.91 Al	 030..35 E	 Z90.060 261
210.83'1 .4'281 02/11/78 15 24 1. 5100 S 1:0.17 147.33 100 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 51.56 N.	 070.-38 w	 290060 262
2/08314284 02/11/78. 15 25 15100 S 11,.15 146.69 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL. 5.0.15 N	 071-05:,W 290060 263
210831.4290 02/11/78 15 26 15100 S 12.14 146.05 100 lFEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.74 N	 -071.69 N	 Z90060 264
2US314293:02111/78 15 27 1,5100 S 13.11 145.43 100 EEEE' NO CCCL LLLL 47.33 N	 672._30 W	 290060 265
21.09314, 295.02 /11./78. 15 28 15100 S 14.08 14.4.82 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.92 N	 072.84 W	 29.0060 266
2 . 108310302- 021111.78 15 29 15100 S 15.04 144.21 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.50 N	 073.46 W.	 290060 267
Z1A8314304. 02/.'11I78. 15 30 15140 S 16:.00 143.60 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.08 N'	 074 . 00 W	 290060 268
2108314311. 02/.11/78 15 31 15100 S 16.96 143.00 90 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 41.6 .6 N	 074.51 W	 290060 269
ZIDB314313 1 :02/11/78: 15 .32 15109 5	 ' 17.91 142.37 100 EEEE NO -	 CCCL LLL-L 40.23 N	 075.02 W	 290060 270
zl 'd U14320::02/1!178 . 15 3.3 15100 S 18.86 141.76 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.81 N	 075.513 H	 290060 271
2108314322 : 1)2/11/78 15 34 15100 5 19_80 141.14 100 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.38 N	 075.97:H 290050 Z72
2108314325 02/11/78 15 35 151.013 D 20.73 140.50 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.95 N	 076.43 W	 290060 273
21x831.433.1.02 1.1.1/78 . 15 36 151,00 D 21.65 139.87 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.52 N	 D76.87 W	 290060 274
2108314334 02/11%78 15 37 15100 D 22.55 139.22 70 EEEE NO. CCCL LLLL 33.09 N	 077.29' W	 290060 275
21 08314340 02/11/78 15 38 15100 D 23.46 138.56 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.66 N	 077.71 W	 290060 Z76
210.8314343 02/11/78 15 39 1510{1 D 24.35 137.L'9 70 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 30.23 N	 078.12 W	 2900611 277I
{	 2108314345 02/11/78 15 40 15100 U 25.23 137.20 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.79 N	 079.53- W	 29006-9 278
..^.......	 F _,.... ^..... 	 _ „ter
r-
ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT - -ARCHIM
STANDARD CATALOG
06128/78	 LANDSAT 2	 MSS SENSOR
'23:39	 FROM 01/01/78 TO 04/30178
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITS SUN 	 SUN	 % LLD QUALITY CCM CCM	 MODE GAIN PICTURE	 PICTURE




2108.314352 02/11/78 15 41 15100 D 26.09 136.5E 70 FFEE No CCCL LLLL 27.36 N 078.92 W 290.060 279
2108314354'02111 /78 15 42 15100 D 26.,95 135.7E 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.93 N 079.32 W 29OU60 280
2108314361 02/11/78 15 43 15100 D 27.80 135.05 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 24.49 N 079.70 W 290060 281
2108316131 02/03/78 33 28 15101 S 14.,09 144.8{5 40 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 45_92 N 098_72 W 290060 165
2108316133 02/03/78 33 29 15101 5 15.04 144.20 50 EEFE no CCCL LLLL 44.51 N 099.29 W .290060 .166
2108316140 02103/78 33 30 15101 S 16.00 143.59 80 EEPF NO CCCL LLLL 43.09 N 099.84 W 290060 167
2108316142 02/03/78 33 31 15101 5 16.96 142.9E 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 41.67 N 100.36 W 290060 168
2108316145 02103/78 33 32 15101 S 17.90 142.37 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.25 N 100. 87 W 290060 169
2108316151 02/03/78 33 33 15101 S 18.85 1^'.76 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 38.82 N 101.36 W 290060 170
2108316154 02103/78 33 34 15101 S 19.79 141.13 10 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 37.39 N 101.83 W 290060 171
2108316160 07/03/78 33 35 15101 D 20.72 140.50 90 FFPE NO CCCL LLLL 35_97 N 102.28 W 290U6D 172
2108316163 02/03/78 33 36 15101 D 21_64 139.P6 80 FEPE NO CCCL LLLL 34.53 N 102.72 W 290060 173
2108316165 02/03/78 33 37 15101 D 22.55 139.22 10 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 33.10 N 103.15 W 290060 174
: k 2108316172 02/03/78 33 38 15101 D 23.45 138.56 0 FEEE NO CCCL. LLLL 31_67 N 103.56- W 290060 175
".
2108316174 02/03/78 33 39 15101 D 24.34 137.88 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 30.211 N 103.96 W 290060 176
2108316181 02/03178 33 40 15101 D 25.22 137.20 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 28.81 N 104_36 W 290.060 177
2108316183 02/03/78 33 41 15101 D 26.09 136.50 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 27.36 M 104.73 N 290060 178
2108317544 02/03/78 51 24 15102 5 10.19 147.31 70 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 51.56 N 122.01 W 290060 179
2108317551 02/03/78 51 25 15102 S 11.17 146.66 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.15 N 122.68 W 290060 180
2108317553 02/03/78 51 26 15102 S 12.15 146.03 90 E1EE NO CCCL LLLL 48.74 N 123.32 W 240060 181
2108317560 02103/78 51 27 15102 5 13.13 145.40 90 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 47_32 N 123.9 12 W 290060 182
2108317562 02/03/78 51 28 15102 S 14.10 144.79 60 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 45.91 N 124.50 W 290060 183
2108317565 02/03/78 51 29 15102 S 15.07 144.17 50 FFEE No CCCL LLLL 44.49 N 125_07 to 2911060 184
2108317571 02103/78 51 30 15102 S 16.04 143.56 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.07 N 125.61 W 290060 185
2108317574 02/03/78 51 31 15102 S 17.00 142.95 60 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL 41.65 N 126.14 W 290060 186
7 2108401054 02103/78 123 67 15106 D 42.33 110.71 70 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 10.06 S 117.07 E 290060 203
2108404160 02/03/78 159 28 15108 S 14.17 144.72 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 080.63 E 290060 204
-2108404162 02/03/78 159 29 15108 S 15.14 144.10 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.47 N 080.06 E 290U60 205
?108404165 02/03/78 159 30 15108 S 16.10 143.50 20 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N 079.51 E 290060 206
2108404201 02103/78 159 38 15108 D 23.50 138.46 0 EFE1 NO CCCL LLLL 31.66 N 075.75 E 290060 2U7
2108404203 02/03/78 159 39 15108 D 24.39 137.79 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.22 N 075.33 E 290060 208
2108407405 02/03/78 195 24 15110 S 10.29 147.22 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.51 N 031.53 £ 290060 209
• 2708407412 02103/78 195 25 15110 S 11_27 146.57 0 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 030.86 E 290060 210
.I
2108407414 02/03/78 195 26 15110 5 12.25 145.93 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.711 N 030_21 E 290060 211
2108407421 02/03/78 195 27 15110 S 13.22 145.31 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 029.59 E 290060 212
2108407423 02/03/78 195 28 15110 S 14.19 144.69 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 029.00 E 290060 213
2108414335 02111/78 16 24 15114 S 10.29 147.19 100 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 51.55 N 071.80 W 290060 282
". 2108+414342 02/11/78 16 25 15114 S 11.27 146.54 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.15 N 072.48 W 290060 233
2108414344 02/11/78 16 26 15114 5 12.24 145.91 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.74 . N 073.13 W 290060 284
2108414351 02/1117B 16 Z7 15114 5 13.20 145.29 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.31. N 290060 285
c
P+"
ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCHIM
STANDARD CA9ALOG
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23:39
	
FROM 01/01/78 To 04/30/78
OBSERVATION ENTRY	 PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN %	 CLD QUALITY CCM CCM	 MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MIC FLA
ID DATE N /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 4567 QLTY	 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
2108414353 02/11/78 16 28 15114 5 14.18 144.67 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.92 N	 074.33 W	 290060 286
2108414360 02/11/78 16 29 15114 S 15.14 144.05 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.50 N	 074.89 W	 •290060 287
2108414362 02/11/78 16 30 15114 S 16.10 143.44 _	 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.08 N	 075.43 W	 290060 288
2108414365 02/11/78 16 31 15114 5 17.05 142.83 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.66 N	 075.95 W	 290060 289
2108414371 02/11/78 16 32 15114 S 18.00 142.21 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 40.24 N	 076.46 W	 0 0
21(18414374 02/11/78 16 33 15114 5 18.94 141.59 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 38.81 N	 076.95 W	 0 0
2108414380 02/11/78 16 34 15114 S 19.87 140.97 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.39 N	 077.42 W	 290060 290
2108414383 02/11/78 16 35 15114 D 20.79 140.34 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35..96 N	 077.87 W	 290060 291
2108414365 02/11/78 16 36 15114 D 21.71 139.70 0 EEEE 40 CCCL LLLL 34.53 N	 078.31 W	 290060 292
2108414392 02/11/78 16 37 15114 D 22.62 139.05 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.09 N	 078.73 W	 290{360 Z93
2108414394 02/11/78 16 38 15114 D 23.51 138.39 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.66 N	 079.15 W	 290060. Z94
2108414401 02/11/78 16 39 15114 D 24.40 137.71 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.23 N	 079.56 W	 290060 295
2108.414403 02/11/78 16 40 15114 D 25.29 137.02 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.80 N	 079.96 . W 290060 296
2108414410 02/11/78 16 41 15114 D 26.16 136.31 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.36 N	 080.36 W	 2900.50 297
2108414412 02/11/78 16 42 15114 D 27.01 135.59 10 EMFE NO CCCL LLLL 25.93 N	 080.75 W	 290060 298
21084144/5 02/11/78 16 43 15114 D 27.85 134.85 30 EMFE NO CCCL LLLL 24.49 N	 081.13 W	 290060 299
2108416180 02/11178 34 26 15115 S 12.25 145.89 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.75 N	 {398.96 W	 290060 300
2108416183 02/11/78 34 27 15115 S 13.23 145.27 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.33 N	 099.57 W	 290060 301
2108416185 02/11/78 34 28 15115 S 14.19 144.65 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.92 N	 100.15 W	 290060 302
2108416192 02/11/78 34 29 15115 5 15.15 144.04 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.50 N	 100.71 W	 290060 303
2108416194 02/11178 34 30 15115 S 16.11 143.43 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.08 N	 101.25 w	 290060 304
2108416201 02/11/78 34 31 15115 S 17.06 142.82 100 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.66 N	 101.77 W	 290060 305
2108416203 02/11/78 34 32 15115 S 18.01 142.20 100 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 40.24 N	 102.28 W	 290060 3D6
2108416210 0211117E 34 33 15115 S 18.95 141.5F 100 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL 38.81 N	 102.76 W	 299060 307
2108416212 02/11/78 34 34 15115 S 19.88 140.96 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.39 N	 -103_25 W	 290.060 308
2108416215 02/11/78 34 35 15115 D 20.80 140.33 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.96 N	 103.69 W	 240060 309
2108416221 02/11/78 34 36 15115 D 21.72 139.68 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.53 N	 104.14 11	 290060 310
2108416224 02/11/78 34 37 15115 D 22.63 139.03 80 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 33.10 N	 104.57 W	 290060 311
2108416230 02/11/78 34 38 15115 D 23.53 138.37 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.67 N	 105.00 W	 29006D 312
21084/6233 02/11/78 34 39 15115 D 24.42 137.69 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.23 N	 105.40 W	 290060 313
2108416235 02/11/78 34 40 15115 D 25.29 137.01 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28:80 N	 105.80 id	 290060 374
2108418003 02/11/78 52 24 15116. S 10.33 147.16 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.56 N	 123.44 W	 290060 315
2108418005 02/11/78 52 25 15116 5 11.31 146.51 RO EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.15 N	 124.11 W	 290060 316
2108418012 02/11/78 52 26 15116 5 12.28 145.87 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.73 N	 124.75 W	 290060 337
2108418014 02/11/78 52 27 15116 5 13.26 145.25 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.32 N	 125.35 W	 290060 318
2108418021 02/11/78 52 28 15116 5 14.22 144.63 80 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 45.90 N	 125.94 W	 290060 319
2108418023 02/11/78 52 29 15176 5 15.18 144.01 '80. EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.49 N	 126.50 W	 29UO60 320
2108418030 02/11/78 52. 30 15116 S 16.14 143.40 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.07 N	 127.03 W	 290.060 3?1
2108504221 02/11/78 160 29,15122 5 15.21 143.95 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.48 N	 078.54 E	 290060 362
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FROM 01/01/78 TO 04/30/78
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN
	
SUN.	 % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM 	 MODE GAIN PICTURE	 PICTURE	 MICROFILM MIC FLM
ID	 DATE	 N	 /SPCL	 ELEV AZIM COVER 4567
	 OLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG 	 ROLL	 FRAME
2108504255 02/11/78 160 38 15122
2108504262 02/11/78 160 39 15122
2108506064 02/11/79 178 32 15123
2108507464 02/11/78 196 24 15124
2108507470 02/11/78 196 25 15124
2108507473 02/11/78 196 26 15124
2108507475 02/11/78 196 27 15124
2108507482 02/11/78 196 28 15124
2108514394 02/11/78 17 24 15128
2108514400 02/11/78 17 25 15128
r' 2108514403 0211117B 17 26 15128
2108594405 02111/78 17 27 15128
2108514412 02/11/78 17 28 15128
2108514414 02/11/78 17 29 15128
2108514421 02/11/78 17 30 15128
2108514423 02/11/78 17 31 1512n
' 2108514430 02/11178 17 32 1512d
2108514432 02/11178 17 33 15128
2108514435 02/11/78 17 34 15128
2108514441 02/11/78 17 *> 15128
2108514444 02/11/78 17 36 15128
2108514450 02111178 17 37 15128
2108514453 02/11/78 17 38 15128
2108514455 02/11/78 17 39 15128
2108514462 02/11/78 17 40 15128
2108514464 02/11/78 17 41 15128
2108514471 02/11178 17 42 15128
2108514473 02/11/78 17 43 15128
2108516225 02111178 3524 15129
2108516232 02/11/78 35 25 15129
2108516235 02/11178 35 26 15129
.2108516241 02/11/78 35 27 15129
2108516244 02/11/78 35 28 15129
2108516250 02/11/78 35 29 15129
2108516253 02111178 35 30 15129
2108516255 02/11/78 35 31 15129
2108516262 02/11/78 35 32 15129
2108516264 02111178 35 33 15129
2108516271 02/11/78 35 34 15129




D	 23_56 138.2E 50 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 31.66 N	 074.29 E 290060 364
D	 24.44 137.61 10 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 30.23 N	 073_88 F 290060 365
S	 18.06 142.10 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.22 N	 051.22 E 290060 366
S	 10.39 147.08 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.51 N	 U30.08 E 290060 367
S	 11.38 146.42 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.11 N	 029_41 E 290060 368
S	 12.36 145.78 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N	 028.77 E 290060 369
S	 13.33 145.15 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N	 028.16 E 290060 370
S	 14.29 144.53 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N	 027.57 E 290060 371
S'	 10.38 147.06 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.58 N	 073.28 w 290060 322
S	 11.36 146.41 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.17 N	 073.96 w 290060 323
5	 12.34 145.76 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.76 N	 074.59 w 29006h 324
S	 13.31 145_13 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47_34 N	 075.20 w 290060 325
5	 14.28 144_51 70 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.92 N	 075.79.w 290060 326
S	 15.24 143.90 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.51 N	 076.35 w 290060 327
S	 16.19 143.28 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.08 N	 076.88 w 290060 328
S	 17.14 142.67 50 EEEE UO CCCL LLLL 41.66 N	 077.40 w 290060 329
S	 18.08 142.05 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.24 N	 077_90 w 290060 330
S	 19.02 141.43 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.81 N	 078.38 w 290060 331
S	 19.96 140.80 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.38 N	 078.85 W 290060 332
D	 20.88 140.16 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.96 N	 079.31 w 290060 333
D	 21.79 139.52 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.53 N	 079.75 w 290060 334
D	 22.70 138.86 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.10 N	 080_18 w 290060 335
D	 23.59 138.20 10 FEEE No CCCL LLLL 31.67 N	 080.60 w 290060 336
0	 24.47 137.52 20 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 30.23 N	 081.01 w 290060 337
D	 25.34 136.83 10 EEEE HO CCCL LLLL 28,.80 N	 081.41 w 290060 338
D	 26.21 136.12 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.36 N	 081_81 w 290060 339
D	 •27.06 935.40 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.93 N	 082.20 w 290060 340
D	 27.90 134.66 20 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 24.49 N	 082.58 w 290060 341
S	 10_41 147.03 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.56 N	 099_07 w 290060 342
S	 11.40 146.37 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.15 N	 099.75 w 290060 343
S	 12.38 145.73 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.74 N	 100.38 w 290060 344
S	 13.35 145.10 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.33 N	 101.00 w 290060 345
S	 14.31 144_50 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.91 N	 101.57 w 290060 346
S	 15.26 '14. 3.87 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.49 N	 102.13 w 290060 347
S	 16.22 143.26 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.07 N	 102.67 w 290060 348
S	 17.17 142.64 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.65 N	 103.19 w 290060 349
S	 18.12 142.02 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.23 N	 103.70 w 290060 350
S	 19.05 141 . 40 20 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.81 N	 104.18 w 290060 351
5	 19.98 1411.78 50 EEEE 140 CCCL LLLL 37.38 N	 104,.65 w. 290060 352
D	 20.90 140.14 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.95 N	 105.0-g- ''•--290060 353
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FROM 01 /01/78 TO 04/30/78
OBSERVATION ENTRY ,4TH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITF SUN
	 SUN	 % CLD DUALITY CCR CCM	 MODE GAIN PICTURE
	 PICTURE	 MICROFILM R11C FLM
	











































36 15129 D 21.81 139.50 60 EEEE NO -CCCL LLLL 34.52 N	 105.55 W 290060 354
37 15129 D 22.71 138.65 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.09 N	 106.00 W 290061) 355
38 15129 D 23.60 138.18 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.66 N	 106.41 w 290060 356
39 15129 D 24.49 137.50 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.23 N	 106.82 W 290060 357
24 15130 S 10.44 147,01 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.56 N	 124.87 W 290060 .358
25 15130 S 11.42 146.36 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50_15 N	 125.54 W 290060 359.
26 15130 5 12.39 145.72 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.74 N	 126.18 w 290060 360
27 15130 S 13.36 145.09 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.33 N	 126.80 W 290060 361
24 15132 S 10.45 147.00 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.55 N	 176.48 W 290060 372
64 15134 D 41.20 113.98 100 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 05.74 S	 195.23 E 290060 135
65 15134 D 41.56 112.75 100 IEEE NO CCCL HHLL 07.18 S	 114.89 E 290060 136
66 15134 D 41.89 111.52 90 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 08.62 S	 114.55 E 290060 137
67 15134 D 42.18 110.27 90 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 10.06 S	 114.21 E 290060 138
29 15136 S 15.34 143.,91 00 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N	 077.20'E 290060 139
30 15136 S 16.29 143.19 70 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N	 076.65 E 290060 140
32 15137 5 18.17 141.96 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N	 049.81 E 290060 141
33 15137 5 19.10 141.33 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N	 049.32 E 290060 142
34 15137 D 20.03 140.71 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N	 048.85 E 290060 143
35 15137 D 20.94 140.07 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N	 048.39 E 290060 144
36 15137 D 21.85 139.43 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N	 047.95 E 290060 145
24 15138 S 10.52 146.96 50 EFE1 NO CCCL LLLL 51.50 N	 028.68 E 290060 146
25 15138 S 11.49 146.31 10 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N	 028.00 E 290060 147
26 1513H S 12.46 145.67 10 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N	 027.37 E 290060 148
27 15138 5 13.43 145.04 10 EPEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N	 026.75 E 290060 149
48 15139 D 31.90 130.50 80 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 17.29 N	 008.34 W 290060 150
49 15139 0 32.65 19.64 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 15.86 N	 008.70 W 290060 151
50 15139 D 33.37 128.75 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 14_42 N	 009.05 W 290060 152
51 15139 D 34.08 127.84 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 12.98 N	 009.40 W 290060 153
24 15142 5 10.51 146.95 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.56 N	 074.69 W 290060 373
25 15142 S 11.48 146.29 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.16 N	 075.36 W 290060 374
26 15142 S 12.46 145.65 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.75 N	 -	 076.01 W 290060 375
27 15142 5 13_43 145.01 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.33 N	 076.,62 W 290060 376
28 15142 5 14.39 144.38 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.91 N	 077.20 W 290060 377
29 15142 S 15.35 143.76 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.50 N	 077.75 W 290060 378
30 15142 S 16.31 143.14 70 EEEE NO CCCL )LLLL 43.08 N	 078.29 W 290060 379
31 15142 S 17.25 142.52 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.65 N	 078.81 W 290060 380
32 15142 5 18.19 141.90 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.23 N	 079.31 W 290060 331
33 15142 S 19.13 141.28 60 ECEE NC CCCL LLLL 38_83 N	 079.79 W 290060 382
34 15142 D 20.05 140.64 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.38 N	 080.26 W 290060 383
35 15142 D 20.97 140.01 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.95 N	 080.72 w 290060 384
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23.39 FROM	 01/01/78 TO 04/30/7Y
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITS SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM	 CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MIC FLM
ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 4567 QLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
2108614502 02/11/78 18 36 15142 D 21.88 139.36 10 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 34.52 N	 0x1.16 w 290060 385
2108614505 02/11178 18 37 15142 D 22.7F 138.?0 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.09 N	 081.59 W 290060 386
2108614511 02/11/78 18 38 15142 D 23.67 138.04 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.66 N	 082.01 w 290060 387
2108614514 02111/78 18 39 15147 D 24.55 137.35 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.23 N	 082.42 W 290060 388
2108614520 02/11/78 18 40 15142 D 25.42 136,66 BO EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.79 N	 082.83 W 2901160 .38g
2198614523 02111178 18 41 15142 D 26.27 135.95 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.36 N	 083.22 w 290060 390.
2108614525 02/11/78 18 42 15142 D 27.12 135.22 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.92 N	 083.61 W 29UU60 391
2108614532 02/11/78 18 43 15142 D 27.95 134.47 50 EEEF NO. CCCL LLLL 24.49 N	 084.00 W	 _ 290060 392
2108616284 02/11/78 36 24 15143 S 10.56 146.91 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.55 N	 100.48 W 290060 393
21OB616290 02/11/78 36 25 15143 S 11.53 146.25 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.14 N	 101.15 W 290060 394
2108616293 02/11178 36 26 15143 S 12.50 145.61 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4B.73 N	 101.79 W 290060 395
2108616295 02/11/78 36 27 15143 S 13.46 145.00 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.32 N	 102.40 W 290060 396
2108616302 02/11/78 36 28 15143 5 14.42 144.36 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.90 N	 102.98 W 290060 397
21DR616304 02/11178 36 29 15143 S 15.38 143.75 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.49 N	 103.54 W 290060 398
2108616311 02/11/78 36 30 15143 S 16.33 143.12 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.07 N	 104.08 W 290060 399
2108616313 02111178 36 31 15143 S 17.26 142.50 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.65 N	 104.60 W 290060 400
2108616320 02/11/78 36 32 15143 S 18.21 141.89 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.22 N	 105.11 W 290060 401
2108616322 02/11/78 36 33 15143 S 19.14 141.26 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.80 N	 105.60 W 290060 402
2108616325 02/11/78 36 34 15143 D 20.06 140.63 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.37 N	 106.07 w 290060 403
2108616331 02/11/78 36 35 15143 D 20.98 140.UC 40 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 35.95 N	 106.52 W 290060 404
2108616334 02/11/78 36 36 15143 D 21.89 139.35 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.52 N	 106.96 W 290060 405
2108616340 02/11178 36 37 15143 D 22.78 138.69 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.09 N	 107.40 W 290060 406
210$616343 02/11/78 36 38 15143 D 23.67 138.02 RO EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.66 N	 107.82 W 290060 407
2108616345 02/11/78 36 39 15143 D 24.55 137.34 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.23 N	 108.25 W 290060 408
2108618115 02/11/78 54 24 15144 S 10.55 146.92 NA KME!4 NO CCCL LLLL 51.55 N	 126.30 W 290060 409
2108618122 02/11178 54 25 15144 S 11.53 146.26 NA MMEM NO CCCL LLLL 50.14 N	 126.97 W 290060 410
2108621383 02/03/78 90 24 15146 5 10.57 146.90 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.54 N	 177.89 W 290060 154
2108701125 02/03/78 126 43 1514 11 D 77.97 134.40 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 24.49 N	 121.C8 E 290060 i55
2108704334 02103/78 162 29 15150 S 15.42 143.67 20 1FEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.48 N	 075.75 E 290060 156
2108704340 02/C3/78 162 30 15150 S 16.38 143.05 10 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 43.06 N	 075.20 E 290060 157
2108706174 02/03/78 180 31 15151 5 17.33 142.41 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.64 N	 048.86 E 290060 158
•2108706181 02103/78 180 32 15151 S 18.27 141.79 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N	 048.36 F 290060 159
2108706183 02/03/78 180 33 15151 S 19.20 141.17 20 EEEE NO CCCL Lt.LL 38.79 N	 047.87 E 290060 160
2108707580 02/03/78 198 24 15152 S 10.62 146.83 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.54 N	 027.17 E 290060 161
2108707583 02/03/78 198 25 15152 S 11.60 146.1E 50 1FEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.14 N	 026.50 E 290060 162
2108707585 02/03/78 198 26 15152 S 12.55 145.54 60 iEFE NO CCCL LLLL 48.73 N	 025.83 E 290069 163
2108714511 02/11/78 19 24 15156 S 10.69 146.77 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.53 N	 076.05 W 290060 411
2108714513 02/11/78 19 25 15156 S 11.66 146.11 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.13 N	 076.75 U 290060 412
2108714520 02/11/78 19 26 15156 S 12.62 145.47 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.72 N	 077.39 W 290060 413
2108714522 02/11178 14 27 15156 S 13.58 144.84 50 EEEE NO Cttt LLLL 47.31 N	 078.00 W.- .-.	 -Z^ 0-6Q _ 414
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OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITS SUN SUN X	 CLO QUALITY CCM	 CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM HIC FLK
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2108714525 02/11/78 19 28 15156 S 14.54 144.21 80 EEEE NO -CCCL LLLL 45.90 N	 078..59 W	 290060 415
2108714531 02/11/78 19 29 15156 5 15.49 143.59 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.48 N	 079.15 W	 290050 416
2108714534 02111/78 19 30 15156 S 16.44 142.97 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.06 N	 079.68 W	 2913060 417
2108714540 02/71/78 19 31 15156 S 17.38 142.35 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.64 N	 080.20 W	 290060 418
2108714543 02/11/78 19 32 15156 S 18_31 141.72 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.22 N	 080.70 V	 290060 419
2108714545 02/11/78 19 33 15156 S 19.24 141.10 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.79 N	 081.19 W	 290060 420	 .
2108714552 02/11/78 19 34 15156 D 20.16 140.46 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.37 N	 081.66 W	 290060 421
2108714554 02/11/78 19 35 15156 D 21.07 139.82 90 EEEE 140 CCCL LLLL 35.94 N	 082.12 W	 290060 422
2108714561 02/11/78 19 36 15156 D 21.98 139.18 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.51 N	 082.56 W	 290060 423
2108714563 02/11/78 19 37 15156 D 22.87 138.52 100 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.08 N	 083.00 W	 290060 424
2108714570 02/11/78 19 38 15156 D 23.76 137.84 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.65 N	 083.42 W	 29006D 425
2108714572 02/11/78 19 39 15156 D 24.63 137.16 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.22 N	 083.84 W	 290060 426
2108714575 02/11/78 19 40 15156 D 25.49 136.46 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.79 N	 084.25 W	 290060 427
2108714581 02/11/78 19 41 15156 D 26.34 135.75 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.36 N	 U84.65 W	 290060 428
2108721441 02/03/78 91 24 15160 S 10.70 146.75 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.54 N	 179.33 W	 290060 164
2108901204 02/03/78 128 34 15176 0 20.30 140.23 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.37 N	 121.97 E	 290060 214
2108903083 02/03/78 146 45 15177 D 29.72 132.41 0 1EEF NO CCCL LLLL 21.61 N	 091.66 E	 290060 215
2108904451 02/03/78 164 29 15178 S 15.67 143.36 10 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 44.47 N	 072.88 E	 290060 216
2108904453 02/03/78 164 30 15176 S 16.6 142.73 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N	 072.34 E	 290060 217
2108904460 02/03/78 164 31 15178 S 17.55 142.1[ 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.63 N	 071.82 E	 290060 218
2108904462 02/03/78 164 32 15178 5 18.48 141.46 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N	 071.32 E	 Z90060 219
2108906285 02/03/78 182 30 15179 S 16.61 142.73 NA 55EE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N	 046.55 E	 290060 220
2108906291 02/03/78 182 31 15179 S 17.55 142.10 30 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N	 046.03 E	 290060 221
2108906294 02/03/78 182 32 15179 S 18.48 141.47 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N	 045.52 E	 290060 22Z
2108906300 02/03/78 182 33 15179 5 19.41 140.83 NA "Mmm NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N	 '045.02 E	 0 0
2108906405 02/03/78 182 59 15179 D 38.92 118.98 20 E1EE NO CCCL LLLL 01.44 N	 035.21 E	 290060 223
2108908093 02/11/78 200 24 15180 S 10.88 146.57 NA HMKM NO CCCL LLLL 51.54 N	 024.29 E	 0 0
2108908100 02/11/78 200 25 15180 S 11.84 145.91 NA M555 NO CCCL LLLL 50.14 N	 023.62 E	 0 0
2108908102 02/11/78 200 26 15180 S 12.81 145.26 60 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 48.73 N	 022.97 E	 290060 429
2108915112 02/11/78 21 45 15184 D 29.75 132.30 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 21.61 N	 089.02 W	 290060 430
2108915115 02/11/78 21 46 15184 D 30.53 131.50 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 20.17 N	 089.39 W	 290060 431
2108915121 02/11/78 21 47 15184 D 31.29 130.66 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 18.73 N	 089.75 W	 290060 432
2108916462 02/11/78 39 25 15185 S 11.91 145.84 40 5EEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.14 N	 105.45 W	 290060 433
2108916464 02111/78 39 26 15185 S 12.87 145.19 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.73 N	 106.09 W	 290060 434
2108916471 02/11/78 39 27 15185 5 13.83 144.54 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.32 N	 106.70 W	 290060 435
2108916473 02/11/78 39 28 15185 S 14.79 143.91 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.91 N	 107.29 W	 290060 436
2iu8916480 02/11/78 39 29 15185 S 15.74 143.27 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.49 N	 107.86 W	 290060 437
2108916482 02/11/78 39 30 15185 S 16.68 142.65 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.07 N	 108.40 W	 290060 438
2108916485 02/11/78 39 31 15185 S 17.61 142.02 100 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 41.65 N	 108.92 W	 290060 439











ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPDR7 -ARCHIM
STANDARD CATALOG
LANDSAT 2	 MSS SENSOR
FROM 01/01/78 TO 04/30/78
PAGE 19.
PATH ROW ORBIT DAYINITk SUN 	 SUN	 Y. CLD QUALITY CCM CCN	 MODE GAIN PICTURE
	 PICTURE	 MICROFILM KIC .FLN
#	 /SPCL	 ELEV AZIM COVER 4567
	 ULTY 4567 4567 CNIF? LAT" CNTR ]LONG 	 ROLL..	 FRAKE
2100916494 02111/78 39 33 15185 S 19.4.6 140.76
2.1089;1650Q 02111/78 39 34 15185 D 20.38 140.11
2103916503.02 /11178 39 35 15185 D 21.29 139.46
21089165.05 02/11178 39 36 15185 D 22.19 138.80
2108916512 '.02/11/78 39 37 15185 D 23.08 138.13
2108916514 02/11/78 39 38 15185 D 23.95 137.45
2108916521.02./'11 /78 39 39 15185 D 24.82 136.76
-	 2108920075 02103/78 75 13 15157 S 00.26 156.50
2108920082 92/03/78 75 14 15187 S 01.01 155.21
2108920084.02103 /78 75 15 15187 S 02.06 154.04
2109.001?62 03/04/78 129 34 15190 D 20.41 140.06
2100015094 02/11/78 22 27 15198 S 13.97 144.39
2109015100 02111/78 22 28 15198 S 14.92 143.75
2109015103 02/11/78 22 29 15198 S 15.87 143.12
2109.015105 02/11/78 22 30 15198 S 16_87 142.48
210901511.2.02/11 /78 22 31 15198 S 17.75 141.85
2109.015114 021.11178 22 32 15198 5 18.68 141.21
2109015121 02/11/78 22 33 15194 S 19.60 140.57
2109015123 02/11/78 22 34 15198 D 20.51 139.93
2109015130 02/11/78 22 35 15198 D 21.41 139.2F
2109'015132 02/11/78 22 36 15198 D 22.30 138.62
2109015135 02/11/78 22 37 15198 D 23.18 137.95
2/09015141 02111/78 22 36 15198 D 24.06 137.27
2109015144 02/11/78 22 39 15198 D 24.92 136.57.
2109015150 02/11/78 22 40 15198 D 25.77 135.86
2109015153 02./11178 22 41 15198 D 26.61 135.14
2109016521 02/11/78 40 25 15199 S 12.08 145.68
2109016523 02/11/78 40 26 15199 S 13.03 145.03
2109016530 02/11/78 40 27 15199 S 13.99 144.38
2109016532 02/11/78 40 28 15199 S 14.94 143.75
2104016535 02/11/78 40 29.15199 S 15.89 143.10
2109016541 02/11/78 40 30 15199 S 16.82 142.47
2109016544 02/11/78 40 31 15199 S 17.76 141.84
2109016550 02/11/78 40 32 15199 S 18.68 141..21
2109016553 02/11/78 40 33 15199 S 19.60 140.57
2109016555 02111/78 40 34 15199 D 20.51 139.92
2109016561 02/11/78 40 35 15199 D 21.41 139.27
2109016564 02/11/78 40 36 15199 D 22.30 138.61
210901657/ 02/11/78 40 37 15199 D 23.19 137.94
t	 2109016573 02/11/78 4U 38 15799_ D 24.06 137.26
f 
90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.80 N
90 EEEE NO ' C.C,CL LLLL 37.37 N
g0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.95 N
90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.52 N
90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.09 N
90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.66	 N
90 EEEE NO CCCL'LLLL 30.23 N
10 E1EE NO. CCCL HHLL 66,71	 N
40 IEEE NO CCCL HHLL 65.3R N
10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 64.02 N
70 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N
20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.31	 It
30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.89	 h
80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.47 A
80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.05
90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41^Gi N
100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.21	 N
100 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.79 N
100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N
100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35_94 N
90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.51	 N
90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.08 N
90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.65 N
70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.22 N
70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N
70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.6.35	 N
20 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50,15	 N
70 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.73 N
80 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.32 N
70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.90 N
60 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 44.49 N
40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.07 N
50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.65 N
70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.22 N
60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38;80 N
90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.37 N
100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.94 N
100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.52 N
90 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 33_09 N
60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.66 N
109.90 W	 -290040 441,
110:37 W	 291}060 442
110.83 W 	 290660 443-
111.27 W	 29006a. 444
111.70 W	 290060.. 445
112.13 W.	 290b6o 446
112.54 H'	 290060. 447
145.19 W	 2901360 224
146.67 W	 290060 225
748.02 W	 290060 226
120.55 E	 290060 614
082_30 W	 2913060.. 464	 t
082.88 - W 29QO60 465
023.43 W	 290060 466	 t
083.,97 W	 296Q60 467
084.50 W	 290060 468	 t
085.00 w	 29006,0 469
085.48 W	 290060 470
085.95 W	 290060 471
086.41 w	 290064 472
086.85 W	 29.0060 473
087.29 W	 290060 474
087,.71 W	 290.060 475
088.13 W	 290060 476
088.53 W	 290060 477
088.93 W	 290060, 478
106.89 W	 290.066. 479	 F
107.53 W	 290060 480
108.14 W	 290060 481
108.72 W	 290060 482
109.28 W	 290060 483
109.82 W	 290060 484
110.34 W	 290060 485	 z
110.84 W	 29PO60 486
111.33 M	 290060 487
111_80 W	 290060 488
112.25 of	 290060 499
112.70 w	 290060 490
113.13 W	 290060 491
113.56 W	 290060 492
tARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCNIM
STANDARD CATALOG
06/28/78	 LANDSAT 2	 MSS SENSOR
23:40	 FROM 01101/78 TO 04/30178
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITF SUN 	 SUN
	 2 CLD QUALITY CCM CCM
	 MODE GAIN PICTURE	 PICTURE	 MICROFILM (SIC FL14
ID	 DATE	 #	 /SPCL
	 ELEV AZIM COVER 4567
	 OLTY -5567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG
	 ROLL	 FRAMlE
15199 D 24.92 136.56 20
15204 D 20.54 139.87 10
15204 D 21.44 939,22 -?.0
15204 D 22.33 138.55 90
15204 D 23.21 137.89 80
15204 D 36.16 123.93 40
15206 S 15.93 143.04 10
15206 S 16.87 142.41 30
15206 S 17.80 141.78 20
15206 S 18.72 141.14 10
15206 S 19.64 140.50 10
15206 D 20.55 139.85 4A
15207 S 14.05 144.31 50
15207 S 15.01 143.66 80
15207 S 15.95 143.02 90
15207 S 16.89 142.39 80
15212' S 12.21 145.55 0
15212 S 13.17 144.89 0
15212 S 14.12 144.25 10
15212 5 15.07 143.59 0
15212 S 16.01 142.96 10
15212 S 16.95 142.32 30
15212 S 17.87 141.69 40
15212 S 18.78 141x06 80
15212 S 19.70 140.42- 90
15212 D 20.61 139.7' 100
15212 D 21.51 139.11 100
15212 D 22.40 138.45, i00
15212 D 23.28 137.77 100
15212 D 24.15 137.09 90
15212 D 25_00 136.3'9 90
15212 0 25.85 135.68 90
15218 S 18.85 141.00 30
15218 S 19.76 140.33 6 20
15218 D 20.66 139.71 0
15218 D 21.55 139.05 0
15218 D 22.44 138.39 0
15218 D 23.33 137.70 20
15220 S 17.02 142.26 10
15220 S 17.95 141.62 10
2109016575 02/11/78 40 39
2109101321 03/04/78 130 34
2109101324 03/04/78 130 35
2109101330 03/04/78 130 36
2109101332 03/04/78 130 37
2109101403 03/04/78 130 54
2109104564 03/04/78 166 29
2109104570 03/04/78 166 30
2109104573 03/04/78 166 31
2109104575 03/04/78 166 32
2109104582 03/04/78 166 33
2109104584 03/04/78 166 34
2109106390 03/04178 184 27
2109106393 03/04/78 184 28
2.109106395 03/04/78 184 29
2109106402 03/04/78 184 30
2109115143 02103/78 23 25
2109115150 02/03/78 23 26
'	 2109115152 02/03/78 23 27
2109115155 02/03/78 23 28
2109115161 02/03/78 23 29
2109115164 02/03/78 23 30
2109115170 02/03178 23 31
2109115173 02/03/78 23 32
2109115175 02103/78 23 33
2109115182 02/03/78 23 34
2109115184 02/03/78 23 35
2109115191 02/03/78 23 36
2109115193 02103/78 23 37
2109115200.02/03/78 23 38
2109115202 02/03/78 23 39
.2109115205 02103/78 23 40
2109201371 03/04/78 131 ^2
2109201373 03104/78 131 33
i	 2109201380 03104/78 131 34
i	 2109201382 03/04/78 131 35
2109201385 03/04/78 131 36
{	 2109201391 03104/78 131 37
2109205025 03/04/78 167 30
2109205 031 03 t0.4 L7.8.^&167 : '31
EFFF NO -CCCL LLLL 30.23 N 113.97 W 29DO60 1#93
EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 119.12 E '29.0060 615
EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 35.94 N 118.66 E 290060 616
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.51 N 118.21 E. 250060 417
FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33,.08 N 117.77 E 290060 -618
EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 08.65 N 111.47 E 25[j060 619 .
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.48 N 069.98 E 296060 620
EEEE No CCCL LLLL 43.06 N 069.44 E 294050 621
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.64 N 068.92 E 290060 622
EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.22 N 068.41 E 290(60 623
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.80 N 067.93 F .290060 624
mm?4K NO CCCL LLLL 37. 37 N 067.45 E 0 0
EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 045.36-E 290060 625
EEEE NO	 - CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 044.76 'E 290060 626
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.47 N 044.19 E 290060 627
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43. 06 N 043 . 64 E 290060 628
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.12 N 082.45 W 290060 187
EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 48.71 N 083.10 W 290060 18$
EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.30 N 083.72 'W 290060 189
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.89 N 084.30 W 290060 190
ECEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.47 N 084.87 W 290060 191
FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.06 N 085.41 W 290060 .192
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.64 N 085.94 W 290060 193
EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.22 N 086.45 W 290060 194
FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.79 N	 -086.94 W 290660 195
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.37 N 087.41 W 290060 196.
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.94 N 087.86 W z90060 197
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.51 N 088.31 U 290060 198
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.08 N 088 . 75 W 290060 199
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.65 N 089.16 w 290680 200
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.22 N 089.58 U 290060 201
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.79 N 090_00 W 290060 202
FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 H 118.64 E 290060 629
EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.79 N 118.16 E 290060 630
EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 117.69 E 290060 631
FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 117.23 E 290060 632'
EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.51 N 116.79 E 290ll60 633
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.08 N 116.35 E 290060 634
EEEE 140 CCCL LLLL 43.05 N 068.04 E 290060 6315
EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 41.63 N 067.51 E 636
t	 a
ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCHIM.
STANDARD CATALOG
LANDSAT 2	 MISS SENSOR
FROM 01/01/78 TO 04/30/78
SUN	 % CLA QUALITY CCM CCM	 MODE GAIN PICTURE,
	 PICTURE
AZIM COVER 4567
	 OLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG,
PAGE 21
MICRafP 04 MIC FLK
ROLL `	 FR1 Kf'
{	 .06128178
`	 23`x40` =-`
OBSERVATION . E14TRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN
ID	 DATE
	 #	 /SPCL	 ELEV
I
2109205034 03/041.78 167 32.15220
2109205040 ,03%04/78, 167 33 15220





S	 18,.87 140.97 10 FEES NO -CCCL. LLLL
S19.79 140.33 0 EPEE NO CCCL LLLL
5	 14.21 144.17. NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL.
S	 15.16 143.52 100 EEEE NO CCCL L-'LL
S'	 16_10 142_88 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
D'	 40.28 086.09 0 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL:
S	 12.39 145.41 90 EPEE NO CCCL LLLL'
S	 13.34 144.75 80 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL:
S.	 14.29 144.10 50 EEFF NO' CCCL LLLL
S.	 15.23 143.45 50 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL
S	 16.17 142.81 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
S	 17.10 ' 142.17 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
5	 1802 14.1 .53 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
S	 18.94.140.59 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
5	 19.84 140.25 10 EEFE NA CCCL LLLL
D	 20.74 139:.60 20 EE.EE NO CCCL LLLL
D	 21_63 13$.94 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
D	 22.52 138.27 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL'
D	 25.4D 137.59 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
D	 2.4.27 136.90 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
D	 25.12.136.19 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
D	 25.97 135.47 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL
D	 38.44 082.50 90 E2FE NO CCCL LLLL
D	 42.,11 093.59 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL
D	 41.99 092.42 60 EEE2 NO CCCL LLLL
D	 41_77 091.29 80 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL
D"	 41.52 090.18 80 EEEE. NO CCCL LLLL'
D	 41.24.089,09 80 EPEE NO CCCL LLLL
S	 19.00 140..82 0 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL
S	 19.91 140.17 0 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL
D	 20.81 139.52 0 EEF2 NO CCCL LLLL
D	 21.70 138.,86 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL
D	 22.59 138.18 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL
D	 23.46. 137.50 NA MmMm NO CCCL .LLLL
D	 24.32 136 . 81 NA MPIhM . ,,	 NO CCCL LLLL
S	 19.00 140.81 0 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL
S	 19.91 140.16 0 FEEF NO:: CCCL LLLL
S	 13.44 144.66- NA MMFE ,NO: CCCL LLLL
S	 14.39 144.00 70 EEEE NO... CCCL LLLL
S	 15.33 143.35... 70 EEFE .	 NO CCCL LLLL
40.21 N	 067.01 5 290.060. 637
38.79 N	 066.52 . E ,290060 638
47.31 N	 043.89 E' 0 0
45.89 N	 043..31 E ` 290060 639
44.47 N	 042:75 £ 290U60. 64.0
37.32 S	 056.57 , 9 290060° 641
50.13: N	 083.97' W';. ?90060
48i72'N 084.55`W 296060 515,
4.7.31' N	 085.16 w 290060 516
45-.89:N 085.75`9 290060' 517.
44.47 N	 086.30`W 290060` 51,9
43.06 N	 086.85 W 290066.'
41..64 .N'	 087.37 W' 290060 520
40.22 N	 087.89 -W 290060 521
38.79 N	 088.37 W 290060 52237.37 N088.84 W 290060; 523
35.94 N .	 089.31' W ` 290060. 524
34.52 N	 089.75 W 290060 525
33.09 N	 090.18 , W 2900.61V 526
31.65 N	 090.60 W 290060 527.
30.22 N	 091.01 W 290060.: 528
28.79 N	 091.41 W 0 0'
43.00 S	 172.31 E 290060' 642
27.32 S	 151.5.0 E 290060. 643
28.15 S	 • 151.10 E 290060. 644..
30:18 5'	 150.68 E 290060, 645
31.61 S	 150.26 E 290060, 646
33.03 S	 149.84 E 290060 64"7
40.21 N	 117.21 E 290860. 648.
38.79 N	 116.72 E -290060. 649.
37.36 N	 116.25 E' 290060. 650
35.94 N	 915.79 E 290060 651
34.51 N	 115.34E .290060. 652
33.08 N	 14;91 E 0. 0.
31:65 N	 114'50 E 0 0
40.21 N	 06.5.57 E 290060 653
38.79 N	 065.08 E 290060. 654
48.71 N	 043.09 E 290060 655
47.29 N	 042.50 E 290060 656
45.88 N	 041.92 E 290060 65^ 7w r
2109206452 03/04/78 185






















210922237/ 03 /04/78 96"
2109222373 03104/78 96
2109301425 03'104.178 132





















































ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT	 -ARCHIM
STANDARD	 CATALOG
06/28/78 LANDSAT 2	 MSS SENSOR PAGE 22
23_40 FROM	 01/01/78 TO 04/30/78
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITS SUN SUN X CLD QUALITY ECM	 CC14 MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM KIC FLR
IDt
t
DATE # /SPCL ELEV A,ZIM COVER 4567 QLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
1
2109306513 03/04178 186 29 15235 S 16.27 142.71 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N	 041.35 E	 D 0
2109315261 04/21/78 25 25 15240 S 12.51 145.30 40 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.16 N	 085.41 W	 290062 680
2109315263 04/21/78 25 26 15240 S 13.47 144.62 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.75 N	 086.05 W	 29DO62 681
2109315270 04/21/78 25 27 15240 5 14.42 143.96 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.34 N	 D86.66 W	 290062 682
2109315272 04/21178 25 28 15240 5 15.36 143.31 50 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 45.92 N	 D87.25 W	 290062 -683
2109315275 04/21/78 25 29 15240 S 16.29 142.67 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.51 N	 087.82 W	 290062 684
i	 2109315281 04/21/78 25 30 15240 S 17.22 142.02 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.09 N	 088.36 W	 290062 685
i	 2109315284 04/21/78 25 31 15240 S 18.15 141.38 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.66 N	 088.87 W	 290062 686
2109315290 04/21/78 25 32 15240 5 19.06 14D.73 70 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 40.24 N	 089.37 W	 290062 687
2109315293 04/21/78 25 33 15240 S 19.98 140.0b 80 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 38.81 N	 089.85 W	 290062 688
2109315295 04121/78 25 34 15240 D 20.88 139.42 NA M.4Pim NO CCCL LLLL 37.38 N	 090.31 W	 0 0
2109315302 04/21/78 25 35 15240 D 21.77 138.76 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.95 N	 090.76 W	 290062 689
2109315304 04/21/78 25 36 15240 D 22.65 138.08 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.52 N	 091.21 W	 290062 690
2109315311 04/21/78 25 37 15240 D 23.53 137.39 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 33.09 N	 091.64 W	 290062 691
2109315313 04/21/78 25 38 15240 D 24.38 136.70 100 F E E F NO CCCL LLLL 31.66 N	 (192.07 W	 290062 692
2109315320 04/21/78 25 39 15240 D 25.23 136.00 100 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 30.23 N	 092.50 W	 290062 693
2109317081 03/04178 43 22 15241 S 09.66 147.39 10 F222 NO CCCL LLLL 54.38 N	 109.10 W	 290060 529
2109317083 03/04/78 43 23 15241 S 10.62 146.66 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.98 N	 109.85 W	 290060 530
2109317090 03/04178 43 24 15241 5 11.58 145.97 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.57 N	 110.56 W	 2900610 531
2109317092 03/04/78 43 25 15241 S 12.53 145.2E 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.16 N	 111.23 N	 290060 532
2109317095 03/04/78 43 26 15241 S 13.49 144.61 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.75 N	 111.87 W	 290060 533
2109317101 03/04179 43 27 15241 S 14.43 143.96 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.33 N	 112.47 W	 290060 ,534
2109317104 03/04178 43 28 15241 S 15.37 143.30 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.91 N	 113.05 W	 290060 535
2109317110 03/04/78 43 29 15241 S 16.31 142.66 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.50 N	 113.61 W	 290060 536
2109317113 03/04/78 43 30 15241 S 17.24 142.01 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.08 N	 114.15 W	 299060 537
2109317115 03/04/78 43 31 15241 S 18.17 141.36 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.65 N	 114.67 W	 290060 538
2109317122 03/04/78 43 32 15241 S 19.08 140.71 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.23 N	 115.17 W	 290060 539
2109317124 03/04/78 43 '33 15241 S 19.99 140.06 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.80 N	 115.65 W	 290060 540
2109317131 03/04/78 43 34 15241 D 20.59 139.40 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.38 N	 116.12 W	 290060 541
2109317133 03/04/78 43 35 15241 D 21.79 138.75 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.95 N	 116.58 W	 290060 542
2109317140 03/04/78 43 36 15241 D 22.67 138.07 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.52 N	 117.02 W	 290060 543
.2109317142 03104/78 43 37 15241 D 23.53 137.38 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.09 N	 117.45 W	 290060 544
2109317145 03/04/78 43 38 15241 D 24.40 136.68 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 31.66 N	 117.88 k	 0 0
2109321032 03/06/78 79 91 15243 D 37.74 081.59 50 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 44.43 S	 170.38 E	 290061 192
2109322405 03/D6/78 97 77 15244 D 42.33 095.72 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 24.45 S	 150.84 E	 29D061 193
2109322412 03/06/78 97 78 15244 D 42_20 094.52 40 FEE2 NO CCCL LLLL 25.89 S	 150.46 E	 290061 194
2109322414 03/06/78 97 79 15244 D 42.04 093.34 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.32 S	 150.D7 E	 290061 195
2109322421 03/06/78 97 80 15244 D 41.85 092.18 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.75 S	 149.67 E	 290061 19,5
2109322423 03/06/78 97 81 15244 D 41.63 091.04 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.18 S	 149.27 E	 290061 197
2109322430 03106/78 97 82 15244 D 41.37 089.94 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 5	 148.85 E	 290061 198
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2109322432 03106178 97 83 15244 D 41.08 088.87 80 EEEE NO -CCCL LLLL 33.04 S 148.43 E	 290061 199
2109322435 03106/78 97 84 15244 D 40.76 087.81 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 S 148.00 E	 290061 2.00
2109322441 03/06./78 97 16 5 15244 D 40.41 086.80. NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 S 147.56 E	 0 a.
2109400264 03/06/78 115 83 15245 D 41.07 088.86 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 5 122-60 E	 290061 201
2109409.484 03/06/78 133 32 15246 S 19.13 140.67 30 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.22 N 115,76 E	 290061 -2G2
209401490 03106/78 133 33 15246 D 20.05 140.01 10 2FF.E NO CCCL LLLL 38.79 N 115.27 E	 290061 203
2109401493 03/06178 133 34 15246 D 20.95 139.34 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.37 N 114.80 E	 290061 204
2109401495 03/06/78 133 35 15246 D 21.83 138.68 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.94 N 114.35 E	 290061 205
P 210.9401502 03/06/78 133 36 15246 D 22.71 138.01 70 EEFF NO * CCCL LLLL 34.51 N 113.91 E	 290061 206
2209401504 03/06/78 133 37 15246 D 23.58 137.32 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.08 N 113.47 E	 290061 267
2109401511 03106/78 133 38 15246 D 24.45 136.62 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 31.65 N 113.04 E	 0 0
2105405151 03/06/78 169 32 15248 5 19.15 140.64 70 EF2E NO CCCL LLLL 40.23 N 064.10 E	 290x61 208
2909406553 03/06/78 187 25 15249 S 12.64 145.21 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.13 N 042.27 E	 290061 209
210940656.0 03106/78 187 26 15249 S 13.60 144.53 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.72 N 041.63'E 290061 210
+. 2109406562 03/06/78 187 27 15249 S 14.54 143.87 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.31 N 041.02 E	 290061 211
2109406565 03106/78 187 28 15249 5 15.48 143.21 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.90 N 040.43 E	 290061 21Z
2909406571 03/06/78 187 29 15249 S 16.42 142.57 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.48 N 039.86 F	 290061 213
2109415315 03/04/78 26 25 15254 S 12.68 145.17 0 MFFF N0 CCCL LLLL 50.17 N 086.87 W	 290060 545
210.9415322 03/04/78 26 26 15254 S 13.63 144.50 40 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 48.76 N 087.51 W	 290060 546
2109415324 03/04/78 26 27 15254 5 14.58 143.83 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.34 N 088.12 W	 290060 547
21094'15331 03104178 26 28 15254 S 15.52 143.17 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.93 N 088.70 W	 290060 548
2109415,333 03/04/78 26 29 15254 5 16.46 142.52 70 2EEE NO CCCL LLLL 44_51 N 089.26 W	 290060 549
2109415340 03/04/78 26 30 15254 S 17.38 141.87 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.08 N 089.79 W	 290060 550
2109.415342 03/04/78 26 31 15254 S 18_30 141.22 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.66 N 090.31 W	 - 290060 551
21094153.45 03/04/78 26 32 15254 S 19.21 140.57 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.24 N 090.30 W	 290060 552
21094/5351 03/04/78 26 33 15254 D 20.12 139.91 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.81 N 091.29 W	 290060. 553
21G9415.354 03/04/78 26 34 15254 D 21.01 139.25 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.39 N 091.76 W	 290060 554
2109415360.03/04178 26 '35 15254 D 21.90 138.59 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.96 N 092.22 W	 290060 555
2109415363 03/04178 26 36 15254 D 22.77 137.91 10 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 34.53 N 092.67 W	 290060 556
2109415365 03/04/78 26 37 15254 D 23.65 137.22 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.10 N 093.1G W	 -290060 557
2109415372 03/04/78 26 38 15254 D 24.51 136.52 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.67 N 093.52 W	 290060 558
,2109415374 02/14/78 26 39 15254 0 25.35 135.80 100 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.24 N 093_94 W	 290060 448 .
2109415381 02/14/78 26 40 15254 D 26.19 135.07 100 EEEE no CCCL LLLL 28.80 N 094.34 W	 290060 449
2109415383 02114/76 26 41 15254 D 27..02 134.33 100 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.37 N 094.73 W	 290060 450
2509415390 02/14/78 26 42 15254 ti 27.83 133.57 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.93 N 095.11 W	 Z90060 451
2109415392 02/14/78 26 43 15254 D 28.63 132.79 100 EEEM NO CCCL LLLL 24.49 N 095.50 W	 290060 452
2109417160 02/14/78 44 27 15255 5 14.61 143.81 NA Mi4MM NO CCCL LLLL 47.33 N 113.90 W	 0 0
2109417162 02/14/78 44 28 15255 5 15.54 143.15 NA MNMM NO CCCL LLLL 45.91 N 114.48 W	 0 0
2109417165 02.114/78 ,44 29 15255 S 16.48 142.50 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.49 N 115.04 W	 290060 453
21094 30
i
15255 S 17.41 141.85 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.08 N 115.58 W	 2900 60 454
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2109417174 02/14/78 44 31 15255 S 18_33 141.20 80 EEEE NO -CCCL LLLL 41.65 N 116.10 W	 290060 455
2109417180 02/14/78 44 32 15255 S 19_24 140.54 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.23 N 716.60 W	 290060 456
' 2109417183 02114178 44 33 15255 D 20.15 139.8E 70 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 38.81 N 117.09 W	 2901360 457
2709417185 02/14/78 44 34 15255 D 21.05 139.22 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.38 N 117.56 W	 290060 458
2109417192 02/14/78 44 35 15255 D 21_93 18.55 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.95 N 118„02 W	 290060 -45.9
k 2109417194 02/14/78 44 36 15255 D 22.81 137.87 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.52 N 118.46 W	 290060 460 .
2109417201 02/14/78 44 37 15255 D 23.68 137.18 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.09 N 118.89 W	 290060 461
2109417203 02/14/78 44 38 15255 D 24.54 136.0 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.66 N 119.31 W	 290060 462
2109422470 03/04/78 98 78 15258 D 42.08 094.28 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 225.88 S 149.01
_
E	 290061 508
f 2109422473 03/04/78 9^! 79 15258 D 41.91 093.10 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.32 S 143.64 E	 290061 509
t 2109422475 03/04/78 98 80 15258 D 41.71 091.94 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.75 S 148_25 E	 290061 5102109422482 03/04/78 98 81 1525R D 41.48 090.81 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.19 S 147.85 E	 290061 511
2109422484 03/04/78 98 82 15258 D 41.22 089.72 40 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 S 147.43 F	 290061 512
2109422491 03/04/78 98 83 15258 D 40.93 088.64 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 S 147_00 E	 290061 513
2109422493 03/04/78 98 84 15258 D 40.60 087.60 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34_48 S 146.57 E	 290061 514
2109422500 03/04/78 98 85 15258 D 40_25 086.60 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 S 146.13 E	 290061 515
2109422502 03/04/78 98 86 15258 D 39.86 085.63 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 S 145.67 E	 290061 516
2109500322 03104/78 116 83 15259 D 40.92 088.64 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 S 121.15 E	 290061 517
2109507012 03/04/78 188 25 15263 S 12.84 145.05 20 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL 50.12 N 040_86 E	 290061 518
2109507014 03/04/78 188 26 15263 5 13.79 144.37 30 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 48.71 N 040.22 E	 290061 519
21095'07021 03/04/78 188 27 15263 S 14.73 143.70 10 E2EE NO CCCL LLLL 47.30 N 039.60 E	 290061 520
' 2109507023 03/04/78 188 28 15263 S 15.66 143.05 40 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.89 N 039.01 E	 290061 521
2109507030 03/04/78 188 29 15263 S 16.59 142.40 30 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 44.47 N 038.45 E	 290061 5?2
2109515374 03/04/78 27 25 15268 S 12.91 145.00 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.12 N 088_20 W	 2900+60 559
'i 2109515381 03/04/78 27 26 15268 S 13.86 144.31 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 48.72 N 088.84 W	 290060 560
2109515383 03/04/78 27 27 15268 S 14.79 143.64 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.30 N 089.46 W	 290060 561
' 2109515390 03/04/78 27 28 15268 S 15_73 143.00 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45_89 t1 D90.04 W	 290060 562
2109515392 03/04/78 27 29 15268 S 16.65 142.33 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.47 N 090.60 W	 290060 563
2109515395 03/04/78 27 30 15268 5 17.58 141.6$ 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N 091.14 W	 290060 564
2109515401 03/04/78 27 31 15268 S 18.49 141.03 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.63 N 091.66 W	 290060 565
2109515403 03/04/78 27 32 75268 5 19.40 140.38 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N 092.17 W	 290060 566
.2109515410 03/04/78 27 33 15268 'D 20_30 139.7? 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.79 N 092_66 W	 290060 567
2109515412 03/04/78 27 34 15268 D 21.19 139.05 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.37 N 093.13 W	 290060 568
2109515415 03/04/78 27 35 15268 D 22.07 138.37 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.94 N 093.59 W	 2913060 569
2109515421 03/04/78 27 36 15268 D 22.95 137.69 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.51 N 094.04 w	 290060 570
2109515424 03/04178 27 37 15268 D 23.81 137.00 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.08 N 094.47 w	 290060 571
2109515430 03/04/78 27 38 15268 D 24.67 136.29 RD EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.65 N 094.89 W	 290060 494
2109515433 03/04178 27 39 15268 D 25.51 135.57 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.22 N 095.30 w	 290060 495
2109515435 03/04178 27 40 15268 D 26_35 134.83 80 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 095.70 W	 290060 496
210951544? 03/04/78 27 41 15268 D 27.17 734.08 100 2EEE ND CCCL LLLL 27.35 N 096.09 W	 290060 497
^.r
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2109515444 03/04/78 27 42 15268 D 27.98 133.31 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.91 N	 096.48 H	 290060 498
2109515451 03/04/78 27 43 1526F D 28.77 132.53 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 24.48 N	 096.87 w	 290060 499
2109517203 03/04/78 45 24 15269 5 11.96 145.68 NA 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 51.54 N	 113.36 W	 0 0
2109517210 03/04/78 45 25 15269 S 12.92 144.91 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.13 N	 114.03 N	 29.0060 500
2109517212 03/04/78 45 26 15269 S 13.87 144.30 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.72 N	 114.67 W	 290060 -501
2109517215 03/04/78 45 27 15269 S 14.P1 143.63 90 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.31 N	 115.28 w	 290060 502
2109517221 03/04/78 45 28 15269 S 15.75 142.97 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.90 N	 115.87 W	 290060 503
2109517224 03/04/78 45 29 15269 S 16.68 142.31 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.48 N	 116.45 W	 -	 290060 504
2109517230 03/04/78 45 30 15269 S 17.60 141.66 ?0 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.07 N	 117.00 W	 290060 505
2109517233 03/04/78 45 31 15269 S 18.51 141.01 20 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 41.65 N	 117.51 W	 290060 506
2109517235 03/04/78 45 32 15269 S 19.42 140.36 10 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.22 N	 118.01 W	 29006(T 507
2109517242 03104/78 45 33 15269 D 20.32 139.69 10 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 38.80 N	 118.50 W	 290060 508
2109517244 03/04/78 45 34 15269 D 21.22 139.02 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 37.37 N	 i1H.96 h	 290060 509
2109517251 03/04/78 45 35 15269 D 22.10 139..35 20 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.94 N	 119.41 W	 290060 SID
2109517253 03/04/78 45 36 15269 D 22.98 137.67 10 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 34.51 N	 119.85 W	 290060 511
2109517260 03/04178 45 37 15269 n 23.F4 136.97 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 33.08 N	 120.28 w	 290060 512
2109517262 03/04/78 45 38 15269 D 24.69 136.27 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.65 N	 120.71 W	 290060 513
2109520461 03/04/78 81 22 15271 S 10.11 147.OF 100 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 54.32 N	 163.46 W	 290061 523
2109520464 03/04/78 R1 23 15271 S 11.07 146.34 100 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 52.92 N	 164.23 N	 290061 524
2109522520 03/06/76 99 76 15272 D 42.20 096.42 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 23.01 S	 148.32 E	 290060 765
2109522522 03/06/78 99 77 15272 D 42.09 095.21 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 24.44 S	 147.94 E	 290060 766
2109522545 03/06/78 99 83 15272 D 40.78 088.43 70 EEE6 NO CCCL LLLL 33.03 5	 145.52 E	 290060 767
2109522552 03/06/78 99 84 15272 D 40.45 087.4P 90 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.46 S	 145.08 E	 290060 768
2109522554 03/06/78 99 85 15272 D 40.rz 086.41 90 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.68 S	 144.63 E	 290060 769
2109522561 03/D6/78 99 86 15272 D 39.70 085.45 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.30 S	 144.17 E	 290060 770
2109600374 03/06/78 117 82 15273 D 41.07 089.50 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.61 S	 120.15 E	 290060 771
2109600381 03/06/78 117 83 15273 D 40.77 088.42 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 S	 119.71 E	 29006.0 772
2109600383 03/06/78 117 94 15273 D 40.44 087.3P 10 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 S	 119.28 E	 290060 773
2109605273 03/06/78 171 34 15276 D 21.29 138.94 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N	 063.33 E	 290060 774
2109607071 03/06/78 1$9 25 15277 S 13.03 144.90 50 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.12 N	 039.44 E	 290060 775
2109607073 03/06/78 189 26 15277 S 13.97 144.22 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.71 N	 038.79 F	 ?90060 776
2109607080 03106/78 189 27 15277 S 14.91 143.55 40 FFEE NO' CCCL LLLL 47.30 N	 038.17 E	 290060 777
2109607082 03/06178 189 28 15277 S 15.84 142.89 40 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.89 N	 037.57 E	 290060 778
2109607085 03/06/76 189 29 15277 S 16.76 142.25 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.47 N	 037.01 E	 290060 779
2109607191 03/06/78 189 54 15277 D 36.38 122.44 30 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 08.66 N	 026.82 E	 290060 780
2109615433 03/04/78 2Q 25 15282 S 13.09 144.85 NA MMimM NO CCCL LLLL 50.13 N	 089.66 W	 0 0
2109615435 03/04/78 28 26 15282 S 14.03 144.17 NA MMmN NO CCCL LLLL 48.72 N	 090.30 W	 0 D
2109615442 03/04/78 28 27 15282 S 14.96 143.50 NA MMMB NO CCCL LLLL 47.31 N	 090.91 w	 0 0
2109615444 03/04/79 28 2h 15282 S 15.89 142.84 NA Mm .4 NO CCCL LLLL 45.90 N	 091.50 w	 0 0
2109615451 03/04/78 28 29 15282 S 16.82 142.1V NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 44.48 N	 092.06 W	 0 0
is
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2109707125 03/06/78 190 25 15291
2109707132 03/06/78 190 26 15291
2109707134 03/06/78 790 27 15291
2109707141 03/06178 190 28 15291
2109707143 03/06178 190 29 15291
S	 17.74 141.52 NA MMM4 NO CCCL LLLL 43.06 N	 092.60 W	 0 0
S	 18.66 140.86 90 EFEE No CCCL LLLL 41.64 N	 093.12 W	 290060 572
S	 19_56 140.20 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL	 • 40.22 N	 093.62 W	 290060 573
D	 20.45 139.54 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.79 N	 094„10 W	 290060 574
D	 21.34 138.97 NA ?46MA No CCCL LLLL 37.37 N	 094.57 W	 0 .0
D	 22.22 138.19 NA MMMN NO CCCL LLLL 35.94 N	 095.03 W	 0 Q
D	 23.09 137.50 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.51 N	 095.48 W	 290061 214
D	 23.96 136.VO 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.08 N	 095.91 W	 290061 215
D	 24.81 136.09 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.65 N	 096.33 W	 290061 216
D	 25.65 135.36 100 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.22 N	 096.75 W	 290061 217
D	 26.47 134.62 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.79 N	 097.15 W	 290061 218
D	 27.29 133.87 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.35 N	 097.55 W	 290061 219
D	 28.09 133.10 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.92 N	 097.94 W	 290061 220
D	 28.87 132.31 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 24_48 N	 098.32 ' W 290061 221
S	 13.12 144.83 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.12 N	 115.44 W	 200061 222
S	 14.06 144.15 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.71 N	 116.08 W	 290061 223
S	 15-00 143_47 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47_30 N	 116.69 W	 290061 224
S	 15.93 142_81 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.89 N	 117.28 W	 290061 225
S	 16.86 142.14 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44_47 N	 117_85 W	 290061 226
S	 17.78 141.50 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N	 118.39 W	 290061 227
S	 18.69 140.83 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41_63 14	 119.92 w	 290061 228
S	 19,.59 140.17 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N	 119.42 W	 29OQ61 229
D	 20.49 139.51 NA MMMK NO CCCL LLLL 38.79 N	 119.90 W	 D 0
D	 21.37 138.84 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N	 120.37 W	 290.061 230
D	 22.25 138.16 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N	 120.82 W	 290061 231
D	 23.12 137.47 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N	 121.26 H	 290661 232
D	 23.98 136.77 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 121.69 W	 290061 233
D	 24.83 136.06 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 122_12 W	 290051 234
D	 42.09 096.15 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 23.01 S	 146.89 E	 290661 549
D	 39.92 086.18 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.89 S	 143.22 E	 290061 X50
D	 39.53 085.23 80 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 37.31 S	 142`.75 E	 290061 551
D	 41.19 090.33 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.18 S	 119_11 E	 290061 552
D	 40.92 089.23 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.60 S	 118.69 F	 290061 553
D	 40.61 088.17 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.03 S	 118.26 E	 290061 554
D	 40.28 087.15 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.46 S	 117_83 E	 290061 555
S	 13.23 144.75 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.11 N	 038.01 E	 290061 556
S	 14.16 144.07 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.71 N	 037.36 E	 290061 557
S	 15.10 143.39 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.30 N	 036.75 E	 290061 558
S	 16.03 142.73 60 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N	 036-16 E	 290061 559
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2109715482 03/04/78 29 23 15296 5 11_47 146.11 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.93 N	 089.68 W	 290060 575
2109715485 03/04/78 29 24 15296 S 12.35 145.39 80 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.53 N	 090_39 W	 290060 576
2109715491 03104/78 29 25 15296 S 13.29 144.69 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.13 N	 091.07 W	 290060 577
2109715494 03/04/78 29 26 15296 S 14.23 144_01 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.71 N	 091.71 w	 290060 578
2149715500 03/04/78 29 27 15296 S 15.17 143.33 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.30 N	 092.32 W	 290060 579
2109715503 03/04/78 29 28 15296 S 16.10 142.66 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N	 092.90 W	 290060 580
2109715505 03/04/78 29 29 15296 S 17.02 142.0[ 10 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N	 093.45 W	 290060 581
2109715512 03/04178 29 30 15296 S 17.95 141.33 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N	 093.98 w	 -	 290060 582
s 2109715514 03/04/78 29 31 15296 S 18.86 140.67 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N	 094.50 W	 290060 583
2109715521 03/04/78 29 32 15296 S 19.75 140.00 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N	 095.00 w	 290060 584
i 2109715523 03/04/78 29 33 15296 0 20.65 139.34 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 36.77 N	 095.48 W	 290060 5852109715530 03/06178 29 34 15296 0 21.53 138.66 100 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N	 095.95 W	 290060 783
2109715532 03/06/78 29 35 152 0 6 D 22.41 137.98 700 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N	 096.42 .W 290060 782
2109715535 03/06/78 29 36 15296 D 23.27 137.28 100 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N	 096.86 W	 290060 783
." 2109715541 03106175 29 37 15296 D 24.13 136.5V 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 097.30 W	 290060 784
?<	 I 2109715544 03/06/78 29 36 15296 D 24.97 735.87 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 097.72 W	 290060 785
! 2109715550 03/06/78 29 39 15296 D 25.80 135.14 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 098_14 W	 29UO60 786
2109715553 03/116/78 29 40 15296 D 26.62 134.39 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N	 098.54 W	 290060 787
2109715555 03/06/78 29 41 15296 D 27.43 133.64 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N	 098.94 W	 290060 788
2109715562 03/06/78 29 42 15296 D 28.23 132.86 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.91 N	 099.33 W	 290060 789
2109715564 03/06/78 29 43 15296 0 29.01 132.07 50 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 24.48 N	 099.72 W	 290060 790
2109717323 03/06/78 47 25 15297 5 13.32 144.67 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.12 N	 116.88 W	 290060 7911
2109717325 03/06/78 47 26 15297 5 14.26 144.00 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.71 N	 117.52 W	 290060 792
2109717332 03/06/78 47 27 15297 S 15.19 143.31 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.30 N	 118.13 W	 290060 793
2109717334 03/06/78 47 28 15297 S 16.13 142.64 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.89 N	 118.72 W	 290060 794
2109717347 03/06/78 47 29 15297 S 17.05 141.9b 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.47 N	 119.29 W	 290060 795
f. 2109717343 03/06/78 47 30 15297 S 17.95 141.32 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N	 119.82 W	 290060 796
2109717350 03/06/78 47 31 15297 S 18.85 140.67 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.63 N	 120.34 W	 290060 797
2109717352 03/06/78 47 32 15297 S 19.75 140.00 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N	 120.84 W	 290060 798
2109717355 03/06/78 47 33 15297 D 20.65 139.33 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N	 121.33 W	 290060 799
2109717361 03/U6/78 47 34 15297 D 21.53 138.65 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N	 121.80 W	 290060 800
2109717364 03/06/78 47 35 15297 D 22.40 137.97 10 FEEE No CCCL LLLL 35.93 N	 122.25 W	 290060 801
2709717370 03/06/78 47 36 15297 D 23.26 137.24 10 FETE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N	 122.70 w	 290060 802
2109717373 03/06/78 47-37 15297 D 24.12 136.58 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.08 N	 123.14 W	 290060 903
2109720575 03/06/78 83 22 15299 S 10.50 146.82 NA MMMk1 NO CCCL LLLL 54.31 N	 166.34 W	 0 0
2109720581 03/06/78 83 23 15299 S 11.45 146.08 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.92 N	 167.09 W	 290061 561
2109723065 03/06/78 101 84 15300 D 40.13 086.94 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.46 5	 142.23 E	 290061 235
2109723071 03/06/78 101 85 15300 D 39.76 085.95 20 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.89 S	 141.78 E	 290061 236
2109723074 03/06/78 101 86 15300 D 39.36 085.01 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.31 S	 141.32 E	 290061 237
2109800485 03/06/78 119 81 15301 D 41.05 090.06 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30. 1N S	 117.66 E	 290061 2 3 8
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OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SO % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM	 MODE GRIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MI,C FLN
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` 2109800492 03106/78 119 82 15301 D 40.76.088.98 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31_60 S 117.25 E	 290061 239
2109800494 03/06/78 119 83 15301 D 40.45 087.94 0 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 33.03 5 116.83 E	 290061 240
2109802214 03.106/78 137 56 15302 D 37.58 119.80 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 05.77 N 100.75 E	 290061 241
2104807184 03'106/78 191 25 15305 5 13.43 144.67 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 0.10 N 036.60 E	 290061 24Z 
21098D7190 03/06178 191 26 15305 S 14.37 143.92 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 035.95 C	 290061 243
2109807193 03/06 / 78 191 27 15305 S 15.30 143.25 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 035 . 34 E	 290061 -244
2109807195 03/06/78 191 28 15305 5 16.22 142.57 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 034.76 E	 290061 245•
2109807202 03/06/78 191 29 15305 5 17.14 141.91- 90 FETE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 034.19 E	 290061 246
2109814114 03106178 12 25 15309 S 13.47 144.58 80 FEES No CCCL LLLL 50.12 N 066.69 W -	 290060 804
2109814121 03/06178 12 26 15309 S 14.42 143.88 80 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 48.71 N 067.33 W	 29D060 805
2109814123 03/06/78 12 27 15309 5 15_35 143.20 80 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 47.30 N 067.93 W	 290060 806
2109814130 03.106178 12 28 15309 5 16.28 142.53 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 068.51 W	 290D6D 807
2109814132 03/06/78 12 29 15309 5 17.19 141.86 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.47 N 069.08 W	 290060 808
2109814135 03/06/78 12 30 15309 S 18.10 141.20 10 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 43.05 N 069.62_W 290060 8091
2109815550 03104178 30 25 15310 S 13.50 144.55 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.11 N 092_47 W	 290060 658
2109815552 03/04/78 30 26 15310_ 5 14_44 143.86 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 093.11 W	 290060 659
2109815555 03/04/78 30 27 15310 S 15_37 143.19 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 093.72 W	 29x060 660
2109815561 03/04/78 30 28 15310 5 16.29 142.51 80 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 094.31 W	 290060 661
2109815564 03/04/78 30 29 15310 5 17.21 141.84 30 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 094.87 W	 290060 662
2109815570 03/04/78 30 30 15310 S 18.12 141.18 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 095.41 W	 290060 663
2109815573 03/04/78 30 31 15310 S 19.03 140.51 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 095.93 W	 2900611 664
2109815575 03/04/78 30 32 15310 S 19.93 139.83 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 096.44 W	 290060 665
2109815582 03/04/78 30 33 15310 D 20.82 139.16 90 EFEE No CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 096.93 W	 290060 666
2109815584 03704/78 30 34 15310 D 21.70 138.48 100 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 097.40 W	 290060 667
2109815591 03/04/78 30 35 15310 D 22.56 137.80 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.13 N 097.86 W	 290060 668
2109815593 03/04178 30 36 15310 D 23_42 137.10 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 098.31 W	 290060 669
2109816000 03/04/78 30 37 15310 D 24.28 136.39 90 .EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 098.75 W	 290060 670
2109816002 03/04178 30 38 15310 D 25.12 135.66 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 099_17 W	 2900.60 671
2109816005 03/04/78 30 39 15310 D 25.95 134.93 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 099.58 W	 290060 672
2109816011 03/04/78 30 40 15310 D 26.76 134.19 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 100.00 w	 290€160 673
l: 2109816014;03104 /78 30 41 15310 D 27.56 133.43 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.35 N 100.39 W	 290060 674
2109816020 03/04/78 30 42 15310 D 28.35 132.65 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.91 N 100.78 W	 290060 675
-21098173 4 4 03104 / 78 48 26 15311 S 14.48 143.84 70 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 118 . 90 W	 290060 676
2109817391 03/04/78 48 27 15311 5 15.40 143.16 80 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 119.53 N	 290060 677
2109817393 03/04/78 48 28 15311 S 16.32 142.50 30 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 120..13 W	 290060 678
2109817400 03/04178 48 29 15311 S 17.23 141.83 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 120.7D W	 290060 679
j 2109817402 03/D4/78 48 30 15311 5 18.14 141.17 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 121.23 W	 290060 680
2109817405 03/04/78 48 31 15311 S 19.04 140.50 10 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 121.75 W	 29006D 681
2109817411 03/04/78 48 32 15311 S 19.94 139.82 0 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 122.25 W	 290060 682
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i
2109817420 03/04/78 48 34 15311 D 21.71 138.47 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 123.21 W	 290060 684
2109817423 03/04/78 48 35 15311 D 22.58 137.7F 10 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 123.68 W	 290060 685
2109821031 03/06/78 84 21 15313 S 89.77 147.46 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 55.69 N 166.95 W	 290061 247
21098 21033 03%06178 84 22 15313 S 10.72 146.70 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 54.30 N 167.75 W	 290061 248
2109$21040 03/06178 84 23 15313 S 11.,66 145.95 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.90 N 168.50 W	 290061 249
2109821042 03/86/78 84 24 15313 S 12.61 145.23 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 51.50 N 169.21 W	 0 Q.
2109900541 03/10/78 120 80 15315 D 41.16 090.F9 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.76 S 116.69 E	 290061 324
2109900544 U3/10/78 120 81 15315 D 40.90 089.79 0 EFEE N0, CCCL LLLL 30.19 S 116.28 E	 -	 290061 325
2109900550 03/10/78 120 82 15315 D 40.61 088.72 0 FrEF NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 S 115.87 E	 290061 326
2109907240 03/10/78 192 24 15319 S 12.69 145.17 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.50 N 035.84 E	 290061 327
210990/242 03/10/78 192 25 15319 S 13.63 144.47 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 035.16 F	 290061 328
2109907245 03/10/78 192 26 15319 S 14.56 143.71; 20 E2EE NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 034.52 E	 290061 329
2109907251 03/10/78 192 27 15319 5 15.49 143.39 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 033.90 E	 290061 330
!	 2109907254 03/10/78 192 28 15319 S 16.41 142.42 100 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 033.31 E	 290061 3312109907260 03/10/78 192 29 15319 5 17.33 141.75 100 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 032.75 E	 290061 332
2109909201 03/10/78 210 55 15320 D 37.12 120.50 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 07.21 N 003.59 W	 0 01	 2109909203 03/10/78 210 56 15320 , D 37.64 119.42 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 05.77 N 003_93 W	 290061 333
2109909210 03/10/78 210 57 15320 D 38.13 118.33 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 04.33 N 004.27 W	 290061 334
2109914173 03/06/18 13 25 15323 S 13.66 144.44 50 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 50.15 N 068.17 W	 290060 8i0
2109914175 03/06/78 13 26 15323 S 14.61 143.75 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 48.74 N 068.81 W	 290060 811
?	 2109V14182 03/06/78 13 27 15323 S 15.54 143.06 100 FEES No CCCL LLLL 47.32 N 069.42 W	 290060 812
2109914184 03/06/78 13 28 15323 5 16.45 142.38 90 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 45.91 N 070.01 W	 290060 813
2109914191 03/06/78 13 29 15323 S 17.36 141.71 90 FFEF NO CCCL LLLL 44.49 N 070.57 W	 290060 814
2109914193 03/06/78 13 30 15323 S 18.27 141.04 100 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 43.07 N 071_11 W	 290060 815
2109914200 03106/78 13 31 15323 S 19.18 140.37 100 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 41.65 N 071_63 W	 290060 816
2109914202 03/06/78 13 32 15323 D 20_07 139_69 100 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 40.23 N 072.14 W	 290060 817
2109916002 03/06/78 31 24 15324 S 12.77 145.12 10 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.51 N 093.23 W	 290061 166
2109916005 03106/78 31 ?5 15324 S 13.72 144.40 50 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 50.11 N 093.90 W	 290061 167
2109916011 03/06/78 31 26 15324 S 14.65 143.71 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 094.54 W	 290061 168
2109916014 03/06/78 31 27 15324 S 15.57 143.03 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 095.15 W	 290061 169
2109916020 03/06/78 31 28 ;5324 S 16.50 142.34 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 095.75 W	 290061 170
'	 .2109916023 03/06/78 31 29 15324 S 17.42 141.67 90 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 096_30 W	 290061 171
2109916025 03/06/78 31 30 15324 S 18.33 141.00 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04.N 096.84 W	 290061 172
2179916032 03/06/78 31 31 15324 S 19.22 140.33 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 097.36 W	 290061 173
2109976034 03106178 31 32 15324 D 20.11 139.66 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 097.86 W	 290061 174
2109916,141 03/06/78 31 33 15324 D 21.00 138.98 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 092.35 W	 290061 175
2109916043 03/06178 31 34 15324 D 21.88 138.29 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 098.83 W	 290061 176
2109916050 03/06/78 31 35 15324 D 22.74 137.60 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 099.28 W	 290061 177
2109916052 U3/06/78 31 36 15324 D 23.60 136.90 0 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 099.73 W	 290061 178
2109916055 03/06i78 31 37 15324 D 24.44 136.1Y 0 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N, 1Cl ilb1	 :;	 -2:90061 179
. 1»
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2109916061 03/06/1-8 31 38 15324 D 25.27 135.46 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 100.60 W	 290061 18O
2109916063 03/06/78 31 39 15324 D 26.90 134.72 D EE2F NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 101.01 W	 290061 181
2109916070 03106/78 31 40 15324 D 26.91 133.96 0 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N	 101.42 W	 290061 182
2109916073 03/06/78 31 41 15324 D 27.72 133.19 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N	 101.81 W	 0 0
2109917440 03/06/78 49 25 15325 S 13.74 144.39 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N	 119.69 W	 290061 183
2109917443 03/06/78 49 26 15325 S 14.67 143.69 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N	 120.34 W	 290061 184
2109917445 03106/78 49 27 15325 5 15.60 143.01 90 EEEE 140 CCCL LLLL 47.28 N	 120.95 W	 290061 185
2109917452 U3/06/78 49 28 15325 S 16.52 142.33 90 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 45.87 N	 121.54 W	 290061 186
2109917454 03/06/78 49 29 15325 5 17.44 141.65 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N	 122.10 W	 290061 187
2109917461 03/06/78 49 30 15325 5 18.34 141.00 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 122.65 W	 290061 188
2109917463 03/06/78 49 31 15325 S 19.24 140.32 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N	 123.17 W	 290061. 189
2109917470 03/06/78 49 32 153?5 D 20.13 139.64 50 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N	 123.68 W	 290061 190
2109917472 03/06/78 49 33 15325 D 21.02 138.96 40 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N	 124.17 W	 290061 191
2109917475 03/06/78 49 34 15325 D 21.89 138.28 NA K"MM NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N	 124.64 'W	 0 0
2109919360 03110/78 67 46 15326 D 31.52 129.04 20 E222 NO CCCL LLLL 20.16 N	 155.33 W	 290061 335
2109919343 03110/78 67 47 15326 D 32.22 128.16 40 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 18.73 N	 15s.6B W	 290061 336
2109921090 03/10/78 85 21 15327 5 10.01 147.32 70 FEEE NA CCCL LLLL 55.67 N	 169.36 W	 290061 337
2109921092 03/10/78 85 22 15327 5 10.95 146.55 70 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 54.28 N	 167.16 W	 290061 338
2109921095 03/1:78 85 23 15327 S 11.90 145.80 Be EFEE No CCCL LLLL 52.89 N	 169.91 W	 290061 339
2109921101 03110/78 85 24 15327 S 12.84 145.07 NA mmmm NO CCCL LLLL 51.49 N	 170.63 W	 0 0
2110001000 03/10/78 121 80 15329 D 41.02 090.64 0 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 28.74 5	 115.19 E	 290061 340
2110001002 03/10/78 121 81 15329 D 40.75 089.55 0 2EEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.17 S	 114.79 E	 290061 341
2110007295 03110/78 193 24 15333 S 12.92 145.07 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.49 N	 034.43 E	 29DO61 342
2110007361 03/10/78 193 25 15333 S 13.86 144.35 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 50.09 N	 033.75 E	 290061 343
2110007304 03/10/78 193 26 15333 S 14.79 143.6E 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N	 033.10 E	 290061 344
2110007310 03/10/78 193 27 15333 S 15.71 142.97 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N	 032.48 E	 290061 345
2110007313 03/10/78 193 28 15333 S 16.64 142.28 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N	 031.89 f	 0 0
2110009260 03/10/78 211 55 15334 D 37.19 120.20 80 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 07.22 N	 005.04 W	 294061 346
2110014243 03106178 14 28 15337 S 16.69 142.25 100 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 45.89 N	 071.39 W	 290061 150
2110014250 03/06/78 14 29 15337 S 17.60 141.5A 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.47 N	 071.95 w	 290061 159
2110014252 03/06/78 14 30 15337 S 18.51 140.8b 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N	 072.50 W	 29U061 152
2110014255 03/06/78 14 31 15337 s 19.41 140.20 70 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 41.63 N	 073.01 w	 290061 153
2110014261 03/06/78 14 32 15337 D 20.30 139.52 40 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N	 073.51 W	 0 0
2110016063 03/04/78 32 25 15336 S 13.93 144.31 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.12 N	 095.37 W	 290061 525
2110016070 03/04/78 32 26 15338 S 14.86 143.60 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.71 N	 096.01 W	 290061 526
2110016072 03/04/78 32 27 15339 S 15.79 142.91 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.30 N	 096.61 w	 290061 527
2110016075 03/04/78 32 28 15338 S 16.71 142.22 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLI. 45.88 N	 097.20 W	 290061 528
211001608/ 03/04/78 32 29 15338 S 17.63 141.54 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 44.47 N	 097.76 W	 290061 529
2110016084 03/04/78 32 30 15338 S 18.53 140.86 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N	 098.30 W	 290061 530
{	 2110016091; 03/04/78 32 31 15338 S 19.43 140.19 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.63 N	 098.83 W	 290061 531
d
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z	 t
2110016093 03/04/78 32 32 1533F D 20.11 139.51 1D EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N	 099.34 w	 29(1061 532
2110016095 03/04/78 32 33 15338 G 21.18 138.83 20 F E E E No CCCL LLLL 38.79 N	 099.63 w	 290061 533
i 211001611,)2 03/04/78 32 34 1533 P D 22.[16 136'.13 20 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 37.37 N	 100.31 W	 290061 534
2110016104 03/04/78 32 35 153336 D 22.92 137.43 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.94 N	 100.77 W	 290061 535
2110016111 03/04/78 32 36 15338 D 23.79 13t.72 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.51 N	 101.20 N	 290061 536
2110016113 03/04/78 32 37 15338 D 24_63 136.01- 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 33.08 N	 101.63 w	 290061 537
2110016120 03/04/18 32 38 15338 D 25.46 135.25 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.65 N	 102.05 W	 290061 538
2110016127 03/04178 32 39 1533k+ D 26.29 134.51 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 102.46 w	 290061 539
2110016125 03/04/78 32 4(1 15338 D ?7.09 133.75 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N	 102.87 w	 290061 540
a 2110016131 03/04/78 32 41 15338 D 27.88 132.97 q FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.35 N	 103.27 W	 290061 541
' 2110017504 03/04178 50 27 15339 S 15.82 142.89 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.30 N	 122.43 W	 290061 542
2110017511 03/04178 50 28 15339 S 16.74 142.20 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 45.89 N	 123.02 W	 290061 543
2110017513 03104179 50 29 15339 5 17.65 141.52 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.47 N	 123.59 W	 290061 544
' rte 2110017515 03/04/78 50 30 15339 5 18.55 140.84 5G EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N	 124.13 W	 290061 545
2110017522 031U4/78 50 31 15339 S 19.45 140.17 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.64 N	 124.66 W	 290061 546
2110017524 03104/78 50 32 15339 D 20.33 139.50 r0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.22 N	 125.16 W	 290061 547
21/0017531 03/04/78 50 33 15339 D 21.21 135.PO 10 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 38.79 N	 125.66 W	 290061 5481	
i 2110021151 03/10/78 R6 22 15341 S 11.21 146.44 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 54.28 N	 170.59 W	 290061 347
2110021153 03/10/78 86 23 15341 S 12.15 145.69 80 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 52.89 N	 171.34 W	 290061 348
2110021160 03/10/78 F6 24 15341 S 13.09 144.96 rFA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N	 172.05 W	 U 0
2110023234 03104/78 104 83 15342 D 39.99 087.20 50 E222 NO CCCL LLLL 33.02 S	 138.33 E	 290062 310
¢ 2110023241 03/04/78 104 84 15342 D 39.63 086.20 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.45 S	 137.89 E	 290062 311
ZIIOIO1052 03/04/78 122 79 15343 n 41.12 091.45 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.30 S	 114.15 E	 290062 312
2110101055 (13104178 122 80 15343 0 40.88 q90.34 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 28.73 S	 113.75 E	 290062 313
2110104104 03/D4/78 159 28 15345 S 16.82 142.14 NA MMM4 NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 082.11 E	 0 0
2110104111 03/04/78 158 29 15345 S 17.73 141.46 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N	 081.54 E	 U 0
2110107351 03/0/./7 q 144 23 15347 S 12.23 145.65 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.87 N	 033.75 E	 290062 314
2110107354 03/04/78 194 24 15347 S 13.16 144.92 90 EEEE NO CCCL. LLLL 51.47 N	 033.04 E	 290062 315
2110107360 03/04/78 194 25 15347 S 14.10 144.20 '•0 EFEE No CCCL LLLL 50.07 N	 032.36 E	 290062 316
2117107362 03/C4/78 1911 26 15347 S 15.03 143.50 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N	 031.71 E	 290062 317
2110107365 03/04/78 194 27 15347 5 15.95 142.80 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N	 031.09 F	 290062 318
2110147371 03/04/78 194 28 15347 S 16.86 142.11 NA MMMH NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N	 030.50 E	 0 0
2110116122 03/06/78 33 25 15352 S 14,19 144.14 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 50.09 N	 096.75 W	 0 0
2110116125 03/66178 33 26 15352 S 15.11 143.43 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N	 497.39 W	 290061 598
2110116131 03/06/78 33 27 15352 5 16.04 142.73 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N	 098.00 w	 290061 599
2190116134 03/06/78 33 28 15352 S 16.95 142.04 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 098.58 w	 290061 600
2110116140 03/06/79 33 29 15352 S 17.06 141.36 30 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N	 099.14 W	 290061 601i 2110116143 03/06/18 33 30 15352 5 18.76 140.68 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 099_69 W	 290061 602
2110116145 03/06/7P 33 31 15352 5 19.65 14C.LD 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 100.21 W	 290061 603...
2_ i10124[^j2^0 /•06 78..:,33 X3,7	 15352 D 20.54 13 y .31 30 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 100.72 W	 290061 604
loop ,
f
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23.:41 FROM	 09/01/78
	 TO 04/30/7B
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW OR131T DAY/NITE SUN SUN X	 CLD QUALITY CCM	 CCK MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MIC FLH
IO DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIV COVER 4567 OLTY 4. 567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAKE
2110116154 03/06/78 33 33 15352 D 21.41 138.62 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N	 101.21 W	 290061 605
2110116161 03/06/78 33 34 15352 D 22.28 137.92 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N	 101.69 W	 290061 606
2110196163 03/06/78 33 35 15352 D 23.13 137.22 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N	 102.15 W	 290061 607
2110116170 03/06/79 33 36 15352 D 23.98 136.50 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N	 102.60 W	 290061 608
2110116172 03/06/78 33 37 15352 D 24.82 135.77 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 103.04 W	 290061 609.
2110116175 03/06/78 33 38 15352 D 25.64 135.04 20 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 103.47 W	 290061 610
2110116181 03/06/78 33 39 15352 D 26.46 134.28 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 103.88 W	 290061 611
2110116984 03/06/78 33 40 15352 D 27.26 133.52 0 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N	 104.29 W	 290061 612
211DI 16190 03/06/78 33 41 15352 D 28.05 132.75 NA MMmH NO CCCL LLLL 27.35 N	 104.69 W	 0 It
2110116240 03/04/78 33 53 15352 D 36.21 121.89' 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 10.10 N	 109.05 W	 290062 319
2110117560 03/06/78 51 26 15353 S 15.14 143.41 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N	 123.19 W	 290061. 613
2110117563 03/06/78 51 27 15353 S 16.0v 142.72 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 123.80 W	 290061 614
2110117565 03/06/78 51 28 15353 S 16.98 142.63 60 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 124.39 N	 290061 615
2110/17572 03/06/78 59 29 15353 S 17.88 141.35 50 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N	 124.96 W	 290061 616
2110117574 03/06178 51 30 15353 5 18.77 140.67 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 125.50 W	 290061 617
21101175.81 03/06/78 51 31 15353 5 19.66 140.00 NA mmmM No CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 126.02 W	 0 0
2110121210 03/04/78 87 22 15355 5 11.46 146.31 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.26 N	 172.00 W	 290062 320
2110121212 03104/78 87 23 15355 S 12.40 145.55 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.86 H	 172.75 K	 290062 321
2110121215 03/04/78 87 24 15355 S 13.32 144.82 NA MMMN NO CCCL LLLL 51.47 N	 173.45 W	 0 0
2110214354 03106/78 16 27 15365 S 16.24 142.61 70 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 073.60 W	 290061 431
'2110215361 03/06178 16 28 15365 S 17.15 141.91 60 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 074.18 W	 290061 432
2110214363 03/06/78 16 29 15365 S 18.05 141.22 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 074.75 W	 290061 433
2110214370 031u6178 96 30 15365 S 98.95 140.53 50 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 075.29 a	 290061 434
2110214372 03/06/78 16 31 15365 S 19.84 139.84 70 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 075.81. W	 290061 435
2110214375 03/06/78 16 32 15365 D 20.72 139.15 30 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 076.31 W	 290061 436
2990214381 03/06178 16 33 15365 D 21.60 138.45 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N	 076.80 W	 290061 437
2110214384 03/06/78 16 34 15.365 D 22.46 137.75 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N	 077.28 W	 290061 438
2110214390 03/06/78 16 35 15365 D 23.31 137.04 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N	 077.75 W	 290061 439
2110214393 03/06/78 16 36 15365 D 24.16 136.32 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 078.20 N	 2900.61 440
211OR14395 03/06/78 16 37 15365 D 24.99 135.59 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N	 678.64 W	 290061 441
211`0214402 03/06/78 16 38 15365 D 25.81 134.85 20 EEEF NO [CCL LLLL 3'1.64 N	 079.07 K	 290061 442
2110214404 03106/78 16 39 15365 D 26.62 134.09 30 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 079.50 W	 290061 443
2'110214411 03/06/78 16 40 15365 D 27.42 133.31 40 EEEF No CCCL LLLL 28.78 N	 079.90 W	 290061 444
2110214413 03/06/78 16 41 15365 D 28.20 132.52 30 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N	 080.30 W	 290061 445
2110214420 03106/78 16 42 15365 D 28.97 131 •.72 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.91 N	 080.69 W	 290061 446
2110214422 03/06/78 16 43 15365 D 29.73 130.90 NA MMmM NO CCCL LLLL 24.48 N	 081.08 k	 0 0
2110216183 03/04/78 34 26 15366 S 15.35 143.28 10 E222 NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N	 098.81 h	 290062 283
2110216190 03/04/78 34 27 15366 S 16.27 142.58 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N	 099.43 W	 290062 284
2110216992 03104178 34 28 15366 S 17.17 14l..Q9 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N	 100.02 v	 290062 285
p^^ne.=six 6t /y^34 29 15366 S 18.0; 141.21 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N	 1011.59 W	 290062 286
^ c
r
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S	 18.97 140.52 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04	 1
S	 19.86 139.83 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62	 1
D	 20.74 139.14 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20	 1
D	 21.62 138.44 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 38.77
	
1
D	 22.48 137.75 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35
	
1
D	 23.33 137.02 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93	 1
D	 24.17 136.30 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50
	
1
D	 25.01 135.57 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07	 1
D	 25.83 134.83 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64	 1
D	 26.63 134.07 60 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 30.21	 1
D	 27.43 133.30 NA 2222 140 CCCL LLLL 28.78	 1
D	 39.68 086.65 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.01
D	 39_31 085.68 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.45
5	 17.27 141.83 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 45.85	 1
S	 18.17 141.14 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 44.44	 1
s	 19.06 140.45 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 43.02	 1
D	 25.91 134.73 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64	 1
D	 26.72 133.97 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21	 f
D	 20.84 139.05 90 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 40.19	 1
S	 13.63 144.65 30 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.48	 1
S	 14.56 143.93 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08	 1
S	 15.47 143.22 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67	 1
S	 16.38 142.52 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26
	
1
S	 17.29 141.82 90 222E NO CCCL LLLL 45.86	 f
S	 16.46 142.46 50 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 f
S	 17.37 141.76 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85	 1
S	 18.27 141.06 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44	 1
S	 19.17 140.37 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03
	
1
D	 20.05 139.68 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 111.61	 1
D	 20.93 138.98 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19	 1
D	 21.80 138.27 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77	 1
D	 22.66 137.56 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35
	
f
D	 23.51 136.85 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92
	
1
D	 24.34 136.13 0 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50	 1
D	 25.17 135.39 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 1
D	 25.99 134.64 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64	 1
D	 26.80 133.87 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21	 1
D	 27.59 133.09 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78
	
f
D	 28.37 132.30 0 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.34	 f
D	 29.13 131.4E 10 2EEE NO CCCL LLLL ?5.91	 f
1	 101.14 w 290662 287
1	 101.67 W '290062 288
1	 102.17 W 290062 289
1	 102.65 W 290062 290
1	 103.13 w 290062 291
1	 103.59 W 290062 292
1	 104.04 W 290062 293
1	 104.47 W 290062 294
1	 104.90 w 290062 295
1	 105.31 W 290062 296
1	 105.73 w 0• 0
135.43 E 290061 618
135.00 E 290061 619
I	 079.27 E 290061 620
1	 078.70 E 290061 621
1	 078.16 E 290061 622
1	 074.37 E 290061 623
1	 073.95 E 290061 624
1	 051.29 E 290061 625
1	 030.16 F 290061 626
1	 029.48 E 290061 627
1	 028.83 E 290061 628
1	 028.21 E 290061 629
I	 027.62 E 290061 630
I	 075.03 W 290061 631
1	 075.62 W 290061 632
1	 076.18 W 290061 633
1	 076.73 W 290061 634
1	 077.25 W 290061 635
1	 077.76 W 290061 636
1	 078.25 W 290061 637
1	 07h .73 W 290061 638
1	 079.19 W 290061 639
1	 079.64 W 290061 640
t	 080.08 w 290061 641
1	 080.51 W 290061 642
I	 080.93 W 290061 643
081.34 W 290061 644
081.73 W 290061 645
1	 082.13 W 290061 646
f
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23:41
	 FROM 01/01/78 TO 04/30/78
h	 OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITS SUN
	
SUN
	 X CLD QUALITY CCM CCM	 MODE GAIN PICTURE	 PICTURE
	 MICROFILMS RIC FL
`	 ID	 DATE	 9	 /SPCL
	 ELEV AZIM COVER 4567	 QLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LbNG
	 ROLL	 FRAME
2110314481 03/76/78 17 43 15379 D 29.89 130.65 30 EEEE NO -CCCL LLLL 24.48 N	 082.51 W .2900612110316224 03/06/78 35 22 15380 5 11.84 146_13 NA MMMM1 NO CCCL LLLL 54.29 N	 097.47 W b
2110316231 03/06/78 35 23 15380 S 12.77 145.36 NA 6MMM NO CCCL LLLL -	 52.90 N	 098.22 W Q
2110316233 03/06/78 35 24 15380 S 13.71 144.61 10 EE2P NO CCCL LLLL 51_50 N	 098.94 W 290061
2110316240 03/06/76 35 25 15380 S 14.63 143.FF 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 50.09 N	 099.61 W 290061
2110316242 03/06/78 35 26 15380 S 15.56 143.1E 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N	 100.26 W 290061
2110316245 03/06/78 35 27 15380 S 16.47 142.45 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 47_28 N	 100.87 W 290061
2110316251 03/06/75 35 28 15380 S 17.39 141.75 30 EEEF NO. CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 101.45 H 290061
2110316254 03/06/78 35 29 15360 S 18.29'141.05 80 EEEF HO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N	 102.01 W 290061
2110316260 03/06/78 35 30 15380 S 19.19 140.35 100 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 102.55 W 290061
2110316263 03106/78 .35 31 15380 D 20.08 139.65 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 103.08 W 290061
2110316265 03/06/78 35 37 15380 D 20.96 138.95 90 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 103.58 W 290061
2110316272 03/06/78 .35 33 15380 0 21.83 138_25 80 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N	 104.08 N 290061
2110316274 03/06/76 35 34 15380 D 22.68 137.54 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N	 104.55 W 290061
2110316281 03/06/78 35 35 153RD D 23.53 136.83 40 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N	 105.02 W 290061
2110316283 03/06/78 35 36 15380 D 24.37 136.10 20 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N	 105_47 W 290061
2110316285 03/06/76 35 37 15380 D 25.20 135.36 40 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 105.91 W 290061
2110316292 03/06/78 35 38 15360 D 26.01 134.61 20 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 31_64 N	 106.33 W 290061
2110316294 03/06/78 35 39 15380 D 26.82 133.84 NA 22MH NO CCCL LLLL 30_21 N	 106.75 W 0
2110321325 03/06178 89 23 15383 S 12.86 145.31 8Q EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.89 N	 175.61 u 290061
2110321332 03/06/78 89 24 15383 5 13.79 144.56 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 51.49 N	 176.36 W 290061
2110323404 03/10178 107 82 15384 D 39.88 087.36 20 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 31.58 S	 134.42 E 290061
2110323411 03/10/78 107 83 15384 D 39.53 086.37 10 PEFE NO CCCL LLLL 33.01 S	 134.00 E 290061
2110401110 03/10/78 125 51 15385 D 35.31 123.19 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 12.98 N	 119.66 E 0
2110401113 03/10/78 125 52 15385 D 35.89 122.18 10 EFEE No CCCL HHLL 11.54 N	 119.31 E 290061
2110401115 03/10/78 125 53 15385 D 36.44 121.16 30 EPEE NO CCCL HHLL 10.10 N	 118.97 F 290061
2110401122 03/10/78 125 54 15385 D 36.97 120_11 50 EFEE NO CCCL HHLL 08.65 N	 118.63 E 290061
2110401124 03/10/78 125 55 15385 D 37.48 119.03 60 EFEE NO CCCL HHLL 07.21 N	 118.29 E 290061
2110404283 03110/78 161 29 15387 S 18.39 140.98 30 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 077.26 E 290067
2/10404285 03/10/78 161 30 15387 S 19.29 140_28 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 076.71 E 290061
'	 2110406130 03/10/78 179 32 15388 D 21.05 138.88 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 049.85 E 290061
x110406132 03/10/78 179 33 15388 D 21;92 138.17 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N	 049.36 E 290061
2110407530 03/10/78 197 24 15389 S 13.87 144.52 100 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.47 N	 028.73E 290061
2110407532 03/10/78 197 25 15389 S 14.80 143.75 100 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 N	 028.05 E 290061
2110407535 03/10/78 197 26 15389 S 15.,72 143.06 100 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N	 027.41 E 290061
2110407541 03/10/78 197 27 15389 S 16.63 142.35 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N	 026.79 E 290061
2110409461 03110/78 215 48 15390 D 33.50 126.00 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 17.29 N	 008.34 W 290061
2110409464 03/10/78 215 49 15390 D 34.13 125.05 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 15.86 N	 008.70 W 299061
2110409470 03/10/78 215 50 15390 D 34.75 124.0. 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 14.42 N	 009.06 W 290061
2110409473 03/10/78 215 51 15390 D 35.35 123.09 0 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 12.98 N	 009.41 N 290061
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OBSERVATION ENTRY PAT14 ROW ORBIT DAY/NITF SUL
	 SUN	 Y. CLD QUALITY CCM CCM
	 'BODE GAIN PICTURE
	 PICTURE	 MICROFILM MIC FLM
ID	 DATE	 #	 / SPCL
	 ELEV AZIM COVER 4567
	 OLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG	 ROLL	 FRAME
2110414474 03/06/78 18 28 15393
2110414481 03/06/78 18 29 15393
2110414483 03/06/78 18 30 15393
2110414490 03/06/78 18 31 15393
2110414492 03106/78 1S 32 15393
'	 2110414495 03/06/78 18 33 15393
2110414501 03/06/78 19 34 15393
2110414504 03106/78 18 35 15393
i	 2110414510 03/06/78 18 36 15393
=	 2110414513 03/06/78 18 37 15393
2110414515 03/06/78 18 38 15393
2110414522 03/06/78 1R 39 15393
2110414524 03/06178 18 40 15393
2110414531 03/U6/78 1A 41 15393
2110414533 03106/78 18 42 15393
2110414540 03/06/78 18 43 15393
2110416294 03/06/78 36 25 15394
2110416301 03/06/78 36 26 15394
2110416303 03/06/78 36 27 15394
2110416310 03/06/78 36 28 15394
2110416312 03/06178 36 29 15394
2110416315 03/06/78 36 30 15394
2110416321 03/06/78 36 31 15394
2110416324 03/06/78 36 32 15394
2110416330 03/06/78 36 33 15394
2110416333 03/06/78 36 34 15394
2110416335 03/06/78 36 35 15394
2110416342 03/06/78 36 36 15394
211{)416344 03/06/78 36 37 15394
2110416351 03/06/78 36 38 15394
2110416353 03/06/78 36 39 15394
2110421384 03/10/78 90 23 15397
2110421391 03110178 90 24 15397
2110504342 03/06/78 16Z 29 15401
21105043344 03/06/78 162 30 15401
2110506182 03/06/78 180 31 15402
I	 2110506185 03/06/78 180 32 15402j	 2110506191 03/06/78 180 33 15402
2110507584 03/06/78 198 24 15403
2110507591 03/06/78 198 25 15403
S	 17.60 141.6U 40 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85S	 18-50 140.90 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44
S	 19.39 140.20 70 EEFE No CCCL LLLL 43.02
D	 20.77 139.50 PO EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61
D	 21.14 138.80 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19
D	 22.01 138.09 50 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77
D	 22.87 137.3E 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34
D	 23.71 136.65 20 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92
D	 24.55 135.91 10 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 34.49
D	 25.38 135.17 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 33.06
D	 26.19 134.41 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 31.64
D	 27.00 133.64 20 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 30.21
D	 27.78 132.55 30 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 28.77
D	 28.56 132.05 10 EEEF No CCCL LLLL 27.34
D	 29.32 131.23 20 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 25.91
D	 30.06 130.39 40 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 24.47
S	 14.89 143.73 50 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 50.09
S	 15.80 143.01 40 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.69
5	 16,.71 142.30 20 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28
S	 17.62 141.59 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87
S	 18.52 140.F Q 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45
S	 19.40 140.19 " 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04
D	 20.29 139.50 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62
0	 21.16 138.76 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20
D	 22.03 138.07 10 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 38.78
D	 22_89 137.36 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 37.35
D	 23.73 136.63 20 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93
D	 24.57 135.89 90 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 34.50
0	 25.40 135.15 NA MMM ►1 NO CCCL LLLL 33.07
D	 26.21 134.39 100 2EEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64
D	 27.00 133.62 100 2EEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21
S	 13.11 145.18 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.88
S	 14.03 144.43 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.49
5	 18.62 140.82 0 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44S	 19.51 140.11 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.02
D	 20.41 139.40 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61
D	 21.28 138.69 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19
D	 22.14 137.98 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77
S	 14.12 144.39 100 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.48
5	 15.05 143.64 100 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08
077.0L 1 : 290031 650
077.61 W •290061 651
078.15 w 290061 652
078.613 W 290061 653
079.19 w 290061 .651#
079.68 N 290061 655
080.16 w 290061 656
080.62 W 290061 657
081.07 w 290061 658
081.51 w 290061 659
081.94 w 290061. 660
082.35 W 290061 661
082.76 W 290061 662
083.16-W 290061 663
083.55 W 290061 664
083.94 W 290061 665
101.04 W 290061 447
101.69 w 290061 448
102.30 W 290061 449
102.89 w 290061 450
103.46 N 290061 451
104.00 W 290061 452
104.53 W 290061 453
105.03 W 290061 454
105.52 W 290061 455
106.00 W 290061 456
106.46 W 290061 457
106.90 W 290061 458
107.34 W 0 0
107.76 W 290061 459
108.17 W 290061 460
177.07 W 290061 367
177.78 W 290061 368
U75.84 E 290061 666
075.29 E 290061 667
048.93 E 290061 668
048.42 E 290061 669
047.93 E 290061 670
027.28 E 290061 671
026.60 E 290U61 672
ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT	 -ARCHIK
STANDARD	 CATALOG
06/28/78 LANDSAT 2	 MSS SENSOR PAGE 36
23:41 FROM 01/01/78 TO 04/30/78
OBSERVATION ENTRY	 PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITF SUN SUN X	 CLD QUALITY CCM	 CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM RIC FLK
ID DATE # ISPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 4567 QLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAPPE
2110507593 03/06/78 198 26 15403 S 15.96 142.92 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.66 N	 025.95 E 290061 673
2110509520 03/06/78 216 48 15404 D 33.63 125.72 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 17.29 N	 (109.77 N .290061 674
2140509522 03/06/78 216 49 15404 D 34.27 124.76 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 15.85 N	 010.13 W 290061 675
2110509525 03/06/78 216 50 15404 D 34.88 123.77 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 14.41 N	 010.49 w 290061 676
2110509531 03/06/7E; 216 51 15404 D 35.48 122_77 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 12.97 N	 010.82 W 290061 677
2110514533 03/06/78 19 28 15407 5 17.84 141.45 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45..85 N	 078_48 W 290061 461
2110514535 03/06/78 19 29 15407 5 18.74 140.75 Fs0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 079.05 W 290061 462
2110514542 03/06/78 19 30 15407 5 19.63 140_03 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 079.59 W 290061 463
2110514544 03/06178 19 31 15407 D 20.51. 139.32 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 080_12 w 290061 464
2110514551 03/06/78 19 32 15407 D 21.38 138.61 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 080.63 W 290061 465
2110514553 03/06/78 19 33 15407 D 22.23 137.90 70 EEEE 40 CCCL LLLL 38.77 N	 081_13 W 290061 466
2110514560 03/06/78 19 34 15407 D 23.09 137.18 70 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 37.35 N	 081.61 W 290061 467
2110514562 03/06/78 19 35 15407 D 23.93 136.45 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N	 {182_07 W 290061 468
2110514565 03/06/78 19 36 15407 0 24.76 135.71 50 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N	 082_52-W 290061 469
2110514571 03106/78 19 37 15407 D 25.58 1 34.96 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 082.95 W 290061 470
2110514574 03/06/78 19 38 15407 D 26.39 134.19 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 083.38 W 290061 471
2110514580 03/06/78 19 39 15407- 0 27.18 133.42 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 083.80 W 290069 472
2110514583 U311;6/78 19 40 15407 D 27.97 132.62 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N	 084.21 W 290061 473
2110514585 03106/78 19 41 15407 D 28.73 131.81 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.35 N	 084.61 W 290061 474d	 2110516353 03/10/78 37 25 15408 S 95_13 143.59 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N	 102.50 W 290062 798
21105.16355 03/10/78 37 26 15408 S 16.05 142.86 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N	 103.13 W 290062 799
2110516362 '(73110/78 37 27 1540F S 16.95 142.15 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N	 103.75 W 290062 800
i	 2110516364 03/10178 37 28 15408 S 17.85 141.44 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 104.33 W 290062 801
2110516371 03/10/78 37 29 1540& S 18.75 140.73 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44_45 N	 104.89 W 290062 802
2110516373 03/10/78 37 30 15408 S 19.64 140.02 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 105_42 W 290062 803
I	 2110516380 03/10/78 37 31 15408 D 20.52 139.31 50 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 105.95 W 290062 804
2110516382 03/10178 37 32 15408 D 21.39 138.60 40 EEEE NO, CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 106.45 W 290062 805
2110516385 03/10/78 37 33 15408 D 22.25 137.bE 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 3E.77 N	 106.95 W 290062 806
3	 2110516391 03110/78 37 34 15408 D 23.10 137.16 R0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37_35 N	 107.42 w 290062 807
2110516394 03/10/78 37 35 15408 1) 23.95 136.43 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N	 107.88 W 290062 808
2110516400 03/10/78 37 36 15408 D 24.78 135.69 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 108.33 W 290062 809
2/10516403 03/10/78 37 37 15408 D 25.60 134.93 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 108_76 W 290062 810
2110516405 03/10/78 37 38 15408 D 26.41 134.17 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 109.19 w 290062 $11
2110516412 03110/78 37 39 15408 D 27.20 133.40 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 109.61 W 290062 812
2110521445 03/06/78 91 24 15411 S 14.28 144.30 80 E2EE NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N	 179.22 W 290061 678
Y	 2110604400 03/04/78 163 29 15415 S 18.86 140.67 70 FFEF NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N	 074.37 E 290061 796
2110604403 03I04178 763 30 15415 S 19_75 139.96 80 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 {173.83 E 290061 797
2110606241 03/04178 181 31 15416 D Z0.65 139.23 60 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N	 047.53 E 290061 798
2110606243 03/04/78 181 32 15416 D 21.52 138.51 60 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.18 N	 047.03 E 290061 799










ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT --ARCHIMT
1
OSSERV. ATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/KITE SUN SUN Y.	 CLO QUALITY CCM CCM	 MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MlIC	 FLM
ID DATE 4 /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 4567 OLTY	 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
2110608043 03/04/78 199 24 15417 5 14.39 144.27 90 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 51.46 N	 025.88 E	 290061 801
2110608050 03/04/78 199 25 15417 S 15.30 143.52 90 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 N	 025.19 E	 290D61 802
2110608052 03/04/78 199 26 15417 S 16.21 142.79 80 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N	 024.54 E	 290061 803
2110609574 03/04/78 217 48 15418 D 33.79 125.42 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 17.29 N	 011.19 W	 290061 804
2110609581 03/04/78 217 49 15418 D 34.41 124.46 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 15.85 N	 011.55 W	 290061 .805
2110609583 03/04/78 217 50 15418 D 35.02 123.47 10 EFFF NO CCCL LLLL 14.41 N	 011.90 w	 290061 806
2110609590 03/04/78 217 51 15418 D 35.60 122.46 10 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 12.97 N	 012.25 w	 290061 807
2110614592 03/06/78 20 28 15421 S 18.10 141.29 40 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N	 079.91 W	 290061 679
21106145 9 4 03/06/78 20 29 15421 S 18.99 140.58 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 080.47 W	 290061 680
2110615001 03/06/78 20 30 15421 5 19.87 139.87 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N	 081.01 w	 290061 681
2110615003 03/06/78 20 31 15421 D 20.75 139.16 70 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 41.60 N	 081.54 W	 290061 682
2110615005 03/06/78 20 32 15421 D 21.61 138.44 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 082_05 W	 290061 683
2110615012 03/06/78 20 33 15421 D 22.47 137.72 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N	 082.55 W	 290061 684
2110615014 03106178 20 34 15421 D 23-32 137.00 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N	 083..03-W 290061 685
2110615021 03/06/78 20 35 15421 D 24.15 136.25 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N	 083.50 w	 290061 686
2110615023 03/06/78 20 36 15421 D 24.98 135.51 20 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 083.93 W	 290061 687
2110615030 03/06/78 20 37 15421 D 25.80 134.75 80 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N	 084.37 w	 290061 648
2110615032 03/06/78 20 38 15421 D 26.60 133.97 9+' EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 084_80 W	 290061 689
2110615035 03/06/78 20 39 15421 D 27.39 133.19 1JO EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.20 N	 085.22 W	 290061 690
21/0615041 03/06/78 20 40 15421 D 28.17 132.39 100 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 28.77 N	 085.62 W	 290061 691
2110615044 03/06/78 20 41 15421 D 28.93 131.58 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N	 086.02 W	 290061 692
2110615062 03/04/78 20 45 15421 D 31.83 128.13 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 21.60 N	 087.54 W	 290061 808
2110615064 03/04/78 20 46 15421 D 32.52 127_22 20 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 2D.16 N	 087.92 w	 290061 809
2110615071 03/04/78 20 47 15421 D 33.18 126.30 10 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 18.73 N	 088.29 w	 29DO61 810
2110616405 03/10/78 38 24 15422 S 14.48 144.21 NA M665 NO CCCL LLLL 51.50 N	 103.25 W	 0 0
2110616412 03/10/78 38 25 15422 S 15.39 143.47 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 50.09 N	 103.91 k	 290061 402
2110616414 03/10/78 38 26 15427 S 16.30 142.73 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N	 104.55 W	 290061 403
2110616421 03/10178 38 27 15422 S 17.20 142.01 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 47_28 N	 105.17 W	 290061 404
2110616423 03/10/78 38 28 15422 S 18.10 141.30 10 FEED NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 105.76 W	 290061 405
2110616430 03110178 38 29 15422 S 18.99 140.59 20 EEE2 NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N	 106.32 W	 290061 406
2110616432 03/10/78 38 30 15422 S 19.87 139.87 10 EEE2 NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 106.87 W	 290061 407
2110616435 03/10/78 38 31 15422 D 20.75 139.15 20 FEE2 NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N	 107_39 W	 290061 408
'	 2110616441 03/10/78 38 32 15422 D 21_62 138.43 40 EEE2 NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N	 107.90 W	 290061 409
2110616444 03/10/78 38 33 15422 D 22_48 137.71 80 EEE2 NO CCCL LLLL 38_77 N	 108.39 W	 290061 410
2110616450 03/10/78 38 34 15422 D 23.33 136.98 60 EEE2 NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N	 108.86 w	 290061 411
2110616453 03/10/78 38 35 15422 D 24.16 136.25 70 FEE2 NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N	 109.32 W	 290061 412
2110616455 03/10/78 38 36 15422 D 24.99 135.50 60 EEE2 NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N	 109.77 W	 290061 413
2110616462 03110/78 38 37 15422 0 25_80 134.75 30 FEE2 NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 110.20 w	 290061 414
2110616464 03/10178 38 38 15422 D 26.60 133.97 30 FEEP NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 110.63 W	 290061 415
2110616471 03/10/78 38 39 15422 D 27.40 133.1? 20 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 111.05 W	 290061 416





	 14SS SENSOR	 PAGE 38
23:41
	
FROM 01101/78 TO 04/30/78
OBSERVATION ENTRY	 PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/KITE SUN SUN %	 CLD QUALITY CCM CCM	 MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MIC	 FLF1
ID DATE p /SPCL ELEV AIIM COVER 4567 OLTY	 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LUNG ROLL FRA!4E
2110620052 03/04/78 74 19 15424 S 09_86 145.30 60 EEEE NO C-CCL LLLL 58.45 N 150.83 w	 290061 811
2110620054 03/04/78 74 20 15424 S 10.80 147.41 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 57.07 N 151.75 W	 290061 812
2110620061 03/04/78 74 21 15424 S 11.74 146.56 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.68 N 152.59 W	 290061 813
2110701212 03/06/78 128 34 15427 D 23.42 136.90 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 122.04 E	 290061 267
2110701285 03106/78 128 52 15427 D 36.?5 121.22 50 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 11.53 N 115.03 E	 290061 288.
2110701292 03/06/78 128 53 15427 D 36.78 120.16 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 10.09 N 114.69 E	 290061 269
2110701294 03/06/78 128 54 15427 D 37.79 119_09 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 08.65 N 114.36 E	 290061 -270
2110701301 03/06/78 128 55 15427 D 37.77 118.00 40 EFEE NO CCCL HHLL 07.21 N 114.02 F	 290061 271
2110701303 03/06178 17P 56 15427 D 38.23 116.£9 50 EEEF NO CCCL HHLL 05.77 N 113.67 E	 290061 272
2110715032 03/04/78 21 24 15435 S 14.72 144.09 0 2EFE NO CCCL LLLL 51.49 N 078.84 W	 290062 212
2110715035 03/04/78 21 25 15435 S 15.63 143.34 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N 079.51 W	 290062 213
2110715041 03104/78 21 26 15435 S 16.54 142.60 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N 080.16 W	 290062 214
2110715044 03/04/78 21 27 15435 S 17.44 141.P7 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N 080.78 W	 290062 215
2110715050 03/04178 21 28 15435 S 18.33 141.15 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N 081.37 w'	 290062 216
2110715053 03/04/78 21 29 15435 S 19.22 140.43 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 081_94 w	 290062 217
2110715055 03/04/78 21 30 15435 D 20.10 139.71 20 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43„03 N 082.48 W	 290062 218
'•-^	 2110715067 03/04/78 21 31 15435 D 20.98 139.f!L ?0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 083.00 W	 290062 219
2110715064 03104/78 21 32 15435 D 21.F4 138.26 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 063.50 w	 290062 221)
2110715071 03104/78 21 33 15435 D 22.70 137.53 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 084.00 w	 290062 221
2110715073 03/04/78 21 34 15435 D 23.54 136.80 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.3'+ N 084.47 W	 290062 222
_	 2110715080 03/04178 21 35 15435 D 24.38 136.05 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 084.93 W	 290062 223
2110715082 03/04178 21 36 15435 D 25.20 135.30 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 085.38 w	 290062 224
2110715085 03/04/78 21 37 15435 D 26.01 134.54 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 085.82 W	 290062 225
2110715091 03/04/78 21 38 15435 D 26.81 133.76 100 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 086.25 w	 290062 226
2110715094f 03/04/78 21 39 15435 D 27.59 132.97 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 086.67 W	 290062 227
2110715100 03/04/78 21 40 15435 D 28.36 132.16 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 087.08 w	 290062 228
2110715103 03/04/78 21 41 15435 D 29.12 131.34 60 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 27.35 N 087.47 W	 290062 229
2110716461 03/06/78 39 23 15436 S 13.83 144.84 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 52.87 N 103.91 w	 0 0
2110716464 03/06178 39 24 15436 S 14.75 144.07 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 104_64 w	 0 0
2110716470 03/06/78 39 25 15436 S 15.66 143.32 40 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N 105.33 w	 290061 475
`	 2110716473 03/06/78 39 26 15436 S 16.57 142.58 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N 105.98 w	 290061 476
2110716475 03/06/78 39 27 15436 S 17.47 141.F6 80 EEEF NQ CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 106.60 W	 290061 477
2110716482 03/06/78 39 78 15436 S 18.36 141.13 60 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N 107.19 N	 290061 478
`	 2110716484 03/06/78 39 29 15436 S 19.25 140.41 60 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 107.75 W	 290061 479
2110716491 03/06/78 39 30 15436 D 20.13 139:69 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 108.30 W	 290061 480
2110716493 03/06/78 39 31 15436 D 21.00 138.98 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 108.82 W	 290061 481
2110716500 03/06/78 39 32 15436 D 21.86 138.25 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 109.32 W	 290067 482
2110716502 03106/78 39 33 15436 D 22.71 137.52 70 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 109.80 w	 290061 483
2110716505 03/06/78 39 34 15436 D 23.56 136.79 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 110.27 W	 290061 486




















































































ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCHIM
STANDARD CATALOG
06/28/78	 LANDSAT 2
	 HISS SENSOR	 PAGE 39
	23:41	 FROM 01/01178 TO 04/30/78
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/KITE SUN	 SUN	 % CLD QUALITY CCM CcM
	 MODE GAIN PICTURE
	 PICTURE
	 MICROFILM MIC FLM
	YD	 DATE
	
#	 /SPCL	 ELEV AZIM COVER 4567
	 OLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG
	 ROLL	 FRAME
D	 25.22 135.28 40 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49
D	 26.03 134.52 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07
D	 26.83 133.75 -	 10 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 31.64
D	 27.61 132.95 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 30.21
D	 23.67 136.71 4D EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.32
D	 24.50 135.95 80 EEEE NO CC£L LLLL 35.90
D	 36.38 120.89 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 11.52
D	 36.90 119.83 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 10.0$
D	 37.40 118.75 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 08.64
D	 37.88 117.65 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 07.20
D	 29.24 131.20 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.33
D	 29.99 130.36 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.90
D	 30.71 129.50 NA MMMy NO CCCL LLLL 24.47
D	 31.42 128.61 NA MM101 NO CCCL LLLL 23.03
D	 32.10 127.72 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 21.60
S	 19.41 140.32 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.43
D	 20_28 139.60 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.02
D	 21.14 138.88 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60
D	 22.00 13F.16 90 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.18
D	 22.85 137.43 90 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 38.76
D	 23.69 136.69 90 EFFF NO ECCL LLLL 37.34
5	 19.120 140.33 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.43
D	 2D.2B 139.61 NA MMMm NO CCCL LLLL 43.02
D	 21.15 138.88 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60
D	 22.121 138.16 90 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 40.18
S	 14.94 144.00 NA 6222 NO CCCL LLLL. 51.46
D	 34.11 124.83 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 17.29
D	 34.72 123.84 10 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 15.85
D	 35.31 122.84 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 14.41
D	 35.88 121.82 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 12.97
5	 15.03 143.96 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.47
S	 15.94 143.20 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.06
S.	16.85 142.45 80 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.65
5	 17.75 141.71 80 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 47.24
S	 18.64 140.98 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.83
S	 19.53 1140.25 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.42
D	 20.40 139.52 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01
D	 21.27 138.79 70 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 41.59
D	 22.12 138.07 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.18
D	 22.97 137.33 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.75
111.19 W 290061 486
111.63 W 290061 487
112.06 W 290061 488
112.47 W 0 0
120.67 E 290061 2,73,
120.21 E 290061 274
113.64E 290061 275
113.30 E 290061 Z76
112.95 E 290061 277
112.61 E 290061 278
091.82 E 290061 279
091.43 E 290061 280
091.04 E 0 0
090.66 - E 0 0
090.29 E 0 0
071.55 E 290061 417
071.00 E 290061 418
070.48 E 290061 419
069.97 E 240061 424
069.48 E 290061 421
069.00 E 290061 422
045.72 E 290061 423
045.18 E 0 0
044.65 F 290061 424
044.15 E 0 0
023.01 E 0 0
014.05 W 290061 425
014.41 W 290061 426
014.76 W 290061 427
015.11 W 290061 428
106.04 W 290061 489
106.71 W 290061 490
107.35 H 290061 491
107.96 W 290061 492
108_56 W 290061 493
109.13 W 290061 494
109.67 W 290061 495
110.20 w 290061 496
110.71 W 290061... 497
1.11.2.0 W 290061 498
06/28/78
23:42
ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT --ARCHIM
STANDARD CATALOG
LANDSAT 2
	 MSS SENSOR	 PAGE 40
FROM 01/07/78 TO 04/30/78
if'r
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITS SUN SUN %	 CLD QUALITY CCM CCM	 MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILK RIC FLN
ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV ATIM COVER 4567 QLTY	 4567 4567 CNTR EAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
2110816564 03/06/78 40 34 15450 D 23.81 136.59 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 N	 111.68 W 290061 499
2110816570 03/06/78 40 35 15450 D 24.64 135.84 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.91 N	 112.14 W .290061 500
2110816573 03106/78 40 36 15450 D 25.46 135.07 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL '34.48 N	 112.59 W 290061 501
2116816575 03/06/78 40 37 15450 D 26.26 134.30 0 EEEE NU CCCL LLLL 33.06 N	 113.03 W 290061 502
2110816582 03/06/78 40 38 15450 D 27.05 133.52 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 113.47 W 0 0
2110816584 03106/78 40 39 15450 D 27.83 132.72 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 30.20 N	 113.89 W 0 U
2110818334 03/06/78 58 19 15451 S 10.41 148.11 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.42 N	 127.85 W 290061 503
2110818340 03/06/78 58 20 15451 S 11.35 147.21 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.04 N	 128.76 W 290061 504
2110818343 03/06/78 58 21 15451 S 12.27 146.36 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.66 N	 129.61 W 290061 505
2110818345 03106/78 58 22 15451 S 13.20 145.54 R0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.28 N	 130.42 W 290061 506
2110818352 03/06/78 58 23 15451 5 14.11 144.75 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.88 N	 131.17 W 290061 507
2110818354 03/06 / 78 58 24 15451 5 15.03 143 . 96 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 51 . 48 N	 131.89 W 0 O
2110520170 03/06/78 76 19 15452 S 10.43 148.11 90 F£FE NO CCCL LLLL 58.42 N	 153.67 W 290061 429
2110820172 03106178 76 20 15452 S 11.36 147.22 89 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.04 N	 154.58 W 290061 430
2/10820174 03/06/78 76 Z1 15452 S 12.29 146.36 NA 2222 N0 CCCL LLLL 55.65 N	 155.42 W 0 0
2110901330 03106/78 130 34 15455 D 23.89 136.52 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N	 119.20 E 290061 281
2110901332 03/06/78 130 35 15455 D 24.73 135.76 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.91 N	 118.75 E 290061 282
2110901335 03/06/78 130 36 15455 â 75.54 135.00 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 N	 118.29 E 290061 283
..2110901341 03/06/78 130 37 15455 -	 D 26.34 134.22 10 222E NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N	 117_85 E 290061 284
2110901 -412 03 /06/78 130 54 15455 D 37 . 51 118.42 40 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 08.65 N	 111.47 E 290061 285
2110901414 03/06 / 78 130 55 15455 D 37.97 117.32 50 EPEE NO CCCL HHLL 07.21 N	 111.13 E 290061 286
2110903191 03/06178 148 41 15456 D 29.43 130.97 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 2 7.34 N	 090.36 E 290061 287
2110903193 03/06/78 148 42 15456 D 30.17 130.12 10 EEEE IE0 CCCL LLLL 25.91 N	 089.96 E 290061 288
2110903200 03/06/78 148 43 15456 D 30.88 129.26 30 2EEE NO CCCL LLLL 24.48 N	 089.57 E 290061 289
2110903202 03/06/78 148 44 15456 D 31.59 128.37 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 23.04 N	 089.19 E 290061 290
2110903205 03/06/78 148 45 15456 D 32.27 127.46 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 21.60 N	 088.82 E 290061 291
2110904573 03/076178 166 29 15457 S 19.64 140.16 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.43 N	 070.12 E 290061 292
2110904575 03/06/78 166 30 15457 D 20.52 139.45 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N	 069.57 E 29006.1 293
2110904582 03/06/78 166 31 15457 D 21.39 138.71 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N	 069.04 E 290061 294
2110904584 03/06/78 166 32 15457 D 22.25 137.96 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.18 N	 068.53 E 290061 295
2110904590 03/06/78 166 33 15457 D 23.09 137.25 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N	 068.04 E 290061 296
2110904593 03/06/78 166 34 15457 D 23.93 136.50 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 37..33 N	 067.57 E 0 0
21.10906395 03/06178 184 27-15458 S 17.89 141.64 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N	 045.43 E 290061 247
2110906402 03106/78 184 28 15458 S 18.78 140.90 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N	 044.84 E 290061 298
2110906404 03/06/78 184 29 15458 S 19.66 140.17 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 044.28 E 290061 299
2110906411 03/06/78 184 30 1545E D 20.53 139.44 NA MPlMM NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N	 043.73 E 0 0
2110910151 03/06/78 220 48 15460 D 34.26 124.53 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 17.29 N	 015.50 W 290061 300
2110910153 03/06/78 220 49 15460 D 34.87 123.55 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 15.85 N	 015.85 W 290061 301
2110910160 03/06/78 220 50 15460 D 35.45 122.54 70 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 14.41 N	 016.20 W 290061 302
'	 2110910162 03/06/78 220 51 15460 D 36.01 121.51 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 12.97 N	 016.55 W 290061 303
-----------_.^
ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARC111M
STANDARD_CATALOG
06/28 /78 	 LANDSAT 2	 !155 SENSOR	 PAGE 41
	
23:42
	 FROM 01/01/78 TO 04/30/78




X CUD QUALITY CCM CCM	 MODE GAIN PICTURE	 PICTURE	 MICROFILM MIC FLIT
	
ID	 DATE	 #	 /SPCL	 ELEY AZIM COVER 4567 	 4LTY 4.567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG	 ROLL	 FRAME,
16_18 143.08 10 EEEE NO C.CCL.LLLL 50.08 N	 082.37 W 290061 76
17.07 142.34 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4$..67 N	 083.01 w 290061" 77
17.96 141.' 60 .	 20 EEEE. NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N	 083.62 W, 290061 78
18.85 140.86' 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N	 084.20 W 290061 79
19.74 140:'12 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLL1. 44.43 N	 084.77 W 290061 -80•
20_62 139 .39 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N	 085.31 W 290061 81
21.48 138.65 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N	 085.84 w 290061 82
22.34 137.91 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.18 N	 086.35 W 290061 83
23.18 137.17 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N	 086.84 W 290061 84
24.02 136.42 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N	 087.32 W 290061 85
24.84 135.66 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N	 087_78 w 290061 86
25.66 134.88 10 EPEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 088.23 W 290061 87
26.46 134.11 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.{IO N	 088.66 W 290061 88
27.25 133.31 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 089.09 w 290061 89
28.03 132.51 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.20 N	 089.51 w 290061 90
28.79 131.68 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 28.77 N	 089.92 W 0 0
12.53 146_26 10 E222 NO CCCL LLLL 55_66 N	 105.25 W 290061 693
13.46 145.42 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.27 N	 106.04 w 290061 694
14.37 144.62 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.88 N	 106.79 w 290061 695
15.29 143.84 60 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N	 107.51 W 290061 696'
16.20 143.08 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N	 108.19 W 290061 697
17.10 142.32 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N	 108.84 w 290061 698
17.99 141.58 10 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 109.46 W 290061 699
18.88 140.F5 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45,86 N	 110_05.W 290061 700
19.75 140.12 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 44.,45 N	 110.61 w 290061 701
20.62 139.38 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 111.15 w 290061 702
21.49 138.65 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 111.67 W 290061 703
22.34 137.91 10 EFEE HO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 112.17 W 290061' 704
23.19 137.17 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N	 112.66 W 290061 705
24.03 136.41 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N	 113.13 w 290061 706
24.85 135.66 90 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 35.91 N	 113.59 w 240061 707
25.67 134.88 100 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 114.05 W 290061 708
26.48 134.09 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N	 114.50 w 290061 709
27.27 133.30 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 114.91 W 290061 710
28.04 132450 NA Mmmm NO CCCL LLLL. 30.20 N	 115.32 W 0 0
10.69 148.01 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.44 N	 129.31 w 2900x1 250
11.62 147_12 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.06 N	 130.22 w 290061 251
12.55 146.25 90 FEEE 140 CCCL LLLL 55.67 N	 131.07 W 290061 252
13.48 145.42 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.28 N	 131.86 w 290061 253
14.40 144.61 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 52.89 N	 ' Z	 ?r 1i	 `,. 0 0
.;
2110915152 03/06178 23 25 15463
2110915155 03/06/78 23 26 15463
2110915161 03106/78 '
 23 27 15463
2110915164 03106/78 23 28 15463
2110915 170 03/06/78 23 29 15463
2110915173 03/06/78 23 30 15463
2110915175 03/06/78 23 31 15463
2110915182 03/06/711 ?3 32 15463
2110915184 03/06/78 23 33 15463
2110915191 03/06/78 23 34 15463
2110915193 03/06176 23 35 15463
2110915200 03/06/78 23 36 15463
2110915202 03/06/78. 23 37 15463
2110915205 03/06/78 23 38 15463
2110915211 03/06/78 23 39 15463
2110915214 03/06/78 23 40 15463
2110916570 03/06/78 41 21 15464
2110916573 03/06/78 41 22 15464
2110916575 03/06/78 41 23 15464
2110916581 03/06/78 41 24 15464
2110916584 03/06178 41 25 15464
2110916590 03/06/78 41 26 15464
2110916593 03/06/78 41 27 15464
2110916595 03/06/78 41 28 15464
2110917002 03/06/78 41 29 15464
2110917004 03/06778 41 30 15464
2110917011 03/06/78 41 31 15464
-2110917013 03/06/78 41 32 15464
2110917020 03/06/78 41 33 15464
2110917022 03/06/78 41 34 15464
2110917025 03/06/78 41 35 15464
21109170'$1 03/06/78 41 36 15464
2110917034 03/06/78 41 37 15464
I	 2110917040 03/06/78 41 38 154642110917043 03/06/78 41 39 15464
2110918393 03/06/78 59 19 15465
2110918395 03106/78 59 20 15465
2110918402 03/06/78 59 21 15465
2110918404 03/06/78 59 22 15465
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06/26/78 LANOSAT 2	 455 SENSOR PRGE 42
23:42 FROe4 01101/78 TO 04/30/78
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/KITE SUN SUN X	 CLD QUALITY CCM	 CCM DIODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM RIC ELM
to DATE 4 /SPCC ELEV AZIM COVER 4567 QLTY 4567 4567 GNTR LAT CHIR LUNG ROLL FRAME
2110920224 03/06/78 77 19 15466 5 10.71 148.01 NA 2222 140 CCCL LLLL 511.42 N	 155.10 w	 0 A
2110920231 03106/78 77 20 15466 S 11.64 147.11 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.04 N	 156.00 W	 •790061 254
' 2110920233 03/06/78 77 21 15466 S 12.58 146.25. 70 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 55..65 N	 156.85 W	 290061 255
2110920240 03/06/78 77 22 15466 S 13.50 145.41 NA RM6M NO CCCL LLLL 54.27 N	 157.66 W	 0 0
2111001380 03/06/78 131 32 15469 0 22_45 137.83 100 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 40.18 N	 118.73 E	 290061 304
2111001382 03/06/78 131 33 15469 D 23.30 137.OR 100 FE2E NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N	 118.23 E	 29OD61 305
2111001385 03/06/78 131 34 15469 D 24.14 136.33 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N	 117.76 E	 290061 306
2111001391 13/06/78 131 35 15469 D 24.96 135.57 100 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 35.91 N	 117.29 E	 290061 307
2111001394 03/06/18 131 36 15469 D 25.77 134.79 100 EEEE NO" CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 116.84 E	 290061 308
2111001400 03ln6/78 131 37 15469 D 26.57 134.01) NA MMMA NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N	 116.40 E	 0 0
2111001470 03/06/78 131 54 15469 D 37.63 118.08 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 08.65 N	 110.04 E	 290061 309t 2111001473 03/06/78 131 55 15469 D 38.09 116.96 40 EEFE NO rCCL HHLL 07.21 N	 109.70 E	 290061 310
2111005034 03/06178 1.67 30 15471 D 20.77 139.29 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 068.11 E	 290061 311
2111005040 03/ft6/78 167 31 15471 D 21.64 138.55 30 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 067.58 E	 290061 312
2111005043 03/06/78 167 32 15471 D 22.49 137.81 70 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 067.08 E	 290061 313
2111005045 03/06/78 167 33 15471 D 23.33 137.06 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38. 7 6 N	 066.59 E	 290061 314
2111006454 03/06/78 185 27 15472 5 18.15 141.50 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N	 044.00 E	 290061 315
2111006460 03/06/78 185 28 15472 S 19.04 140.75 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N	 043.40 E	 290061 316
2111006463 03/06/78 185 29 15472 S 19.92 140.01 NA Hmmm NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 042.84 E	 0 D
2111015214 03/06/78 24 26 15477 S 17.37 142.18 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.65 N	 064.39 W	 290061 711
2111015220 03/06/78 24 27 15477 S 18.26 141.43 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.24 N	 085.0D W	 290061 712
2111015223 03/06/78 24 28 15477 S 19.15 140.68 50 EEEE NO .:CCL LLLL 45.83 N	 085.60 H	 290051 713
2111015225 03/06/78 24 29 15477 D 20.03 139.94 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.42 N	 086.17 W	 290061 714
2111015232 03/06/78 24 30 15477 D 20.90 139.20 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N	 086.72 W	 290061 715
2111D15234 D3106/78 24 31 15477 D 21.76 138.46 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N	 .087.25 W	 290061 716
2111015241 03/06/78 24 32 15477 D 22.61 137.72 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 087.75 W	 290061 717
f 2111015243 03/06/78 24 33 75477 D 23.45 136.97 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.75 N	 088.25 W	 290061 718
2111015250 03/06178 24 34 15477 D 24.28 136.21 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL_ 37.33 N	 088.72 W	 290061 719
2111015252 03/06/78 24 35 15477 D 25.10 135.45 90 EE£1 NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 N	 089-.18 W	 290061 720
2111075255 03/06/78 24 36 75477 D 25.90 134.67 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 N	 089.63 W	 290061 721
2111015261 03106/78 24 37 15477 D 26.70 133.88 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 53.05 N	 090.07 W	 2913061 722
2111015263 03/06/78 24 38 15477 D 27.48 133.D9 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 N	 090.50 w	 290061 723
2111015270 D3/06178 24 39 15477 D 28.25 132.27 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.14 N	 090.91 w	 290061 724
2111015272 0.311)6/78 24 40 15477 0 29.01 131.44 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.76 N	 091.33 W	 290061 725
2111018445 03/06/78 60 18 15479 S 10.05 148.$7 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.80 N	 129.75 W	 290061 256
2111018452 D3106/78 60 19 15479 S 10.99 147.91 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL . 58.43 N	 130.72 W	 290061 257
2111018454 03/06/78 60 20 15479 S 11.91 147.01 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.04 N	 131.63 w	 290061 258
2111018460 03/06/78 60 21 15479 S 12.83 146.15 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.66 N	 132.48 W	 290061 259
21.11018463 03/06/78 60 22 15479 S 13.75 145.31 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.28 N	 133.39 W	 290061 26D






ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCHIM
STANDARD CATALOG
LANDSAT 2	 MSS SENSOR
FROM 01101/78 TO 04/30/78
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN X CLD QUALITY CCM CCM	 MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MIC FLMIQ DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 4567 OLTY	 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
2111020281 03/06/78 78 18 15480 S 10.05 148.89 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.82 N 155.59 W	 290061 262
2111020283 03/06/78 73 19 15480 S 10.99 147.93 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.45 N 156.57 W	 29DII61 263
2111020290 03/06/78 78 20 15480 S 11.91 147.03 fin EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.06 N 157.48 W	 290061 264
2111020292 03106/78 78 21 15480 S 12.83 146.16 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.68 N 158.32 W	 290061 265
2111020295 03/06/78 78 22 15480 S 13.77 145.31 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.28 N 159..12 w	 290061 266
2111020580 03/06/78 78 90 15480 D 34.90 078.70 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 42.96 S 172.22 E	 0 '0
2111101434 03106/78 132 32 15483 D 2-2.71 137.65 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 117„28 E	 290061 317•
2111101441 03/06/78 132 33 15483 D 23.55 136.89 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N 116.79 E	 290061 318
2111101443 03/06/78 132 34 15483 D 24.38 136.13 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 116.31 E	 -	 2901161 319
2111101450 03/06/78 132 35 15483 D 25.20 135.37 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 115.85 E	 290061 320
2111101452 03/06/78 132 36 15483 D 26.00 134.59 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N 115.40 F	 290061 321
2111101455 03/06/78 132 37 15483 0 26.80 133.79 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N 114.96 E	 290061 322
2111101461 03/06/78 132 38 15483 D 27.58 133.110 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N 114.53 E	 290061 323
21111.05102 03/06/78 '168 32 15485 D 22.76 137.61 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.18 N 065.67.E 290061 562
2111105104 03/06/78 168 33 15485 D 23.60 136.86 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL :8.76 N 065.19 E	 0 0
2111106510 03/06178 186 26 15486 S 17.54 142.10 10 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 043.17 E	 290061 563
21111.06513 03106178 186 27 15486 S 18.43 141.34 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N 042.55 E	 290061 564
2111106515 03/06/78 186 28 15486 S 19.31 140.59 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N 041.96 E	 290061 565
2111106522 03/06/78 186 29 15466 D 20.19 139.85 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 041.40 E	 290061 566
2111107053 03/06/78 186 61 15486 D 40.32 109.48 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 01.42 S 928.78 E	 290061 567
2111115270 03/06/75 25 25 15491 S 16.75 142.F0 70 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 N 085.22 W	 290061 726
21111/5272 03/06/78 25 26 15491 5 17.65 142.04 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 085.87 W	 2x0061 727
21111 .25275 03/06178 25 27 15491 5 18.53 141.28 70 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N 086.50 w	 290061 728
2111115281 03/06/78 25 26 15491 S 19.41 140.54 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N 057.08 W	 290061 729
2111115284 03/06/78 25 29 15491 0 20.28 139.79 30 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 44.43 N 087.63 W	 290061 730
2111115290 03/06/78 25 30 15491 D 21.15 139.G5 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 088.17 W	 290061 731
2111115293 03/06!78 25 31 15491 0 22.00 138.30 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N 088.70 W	 290061 732
2111115295 03/06/78 25 32 15491 D 22.85 137.55 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.18 N 089.22 w	 290089 f33
2111115302 03/06/78 25 33 15491 D 23.69 136.79 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N 089.71 W	 290061 734
2111115304 03/06/78 25 34 15491 D 24.52 136.02 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 090.19 W	 290061 735
2111115311 03/06/78 25 35 15491 D 25.33 135.25 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.91 N 090.64 W	 290061 736
2111115313 03/06178 25 36 15491 D 26.13 134.47 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N 091.09 w	 290061 737
2111115320 03/06/78 25 37 15491 D 26.93 133.65 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N 091.52 w	 290061 738
2111115322 03106/78 25 38 15491 0 27.71 132.86 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N 091.96 W	 290061 739
2111115325 03/06/78 25 39 15491 D 28.48 132.04 10 EEEF NO CCCI. LLLL 30.20 N 092.38 W	 290061 740
2111121041 03/06178 79 91 15494 D 34.08 077.82 lu EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.38 S 170.25 E	 390061 568
2111122450 03106/78 97 85 15495 D 37.36 082.07 30 EEEE NO LCCL LLLL 35.87 S 147.46 E	 ?90069 569
2111122453 03/06/78 97 86 15495 D 36.87 081.25 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.29 S 147.00 E	 290061 570
2111201493 03/06/78 133 32 15497 D 22.97 137.47 80 FEFF NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 115.84 F	 290061 42








06/28178 LANDSAT 2	 MSS SENSOR PAGE 44
23:42 FROM 01/01178 TO 04130/78
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW OR8IT DAY/NITS SUN SUN k	 CLD QUALITY CCM	 CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MIC FLM
ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 4567 OLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
2111201507 G3/06/78 133 34 15497 D 24.63 135.94 100 EEEP NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N	 114.88 E	 290061 44
2111201505 03/06/78 133 35 15497 D 25.44 135.16 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N	 114.41 E	 .290061 45
21112015/1 03/06/78 133 36 1544 D 26.24 134.37 100 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 113.97 E	 290061 46
2111201514 03/06178 133 37 15497 0 27.04 133.57 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N	 113.53 E	 290061 47
2111201520 03/06/78 133 38 15497 D 27.82 132.76 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 113.11 F	 290061 48
2111205160 03/06/78 169 32 15499 D 23.00 137.45 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.18 N	 064.23 E	 290061 4'1
2111206563 03/06/78 IE7 25 15500 5 16.91 142.75 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N	 042.39 E	 290061 50
2111206565 03/06/78 187 26 15500 S 17.80 141.97 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N	 041.75 E	 290051 51
2111206572 03/06/78 1A7 27 15500 S 18.69 141.21 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N	 041.12 E	 200061 32
2111206574 03106/78 167 28 15500 S 19.57 140.46 90 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 45.85 N	 040.53 E	 290061 53
2111206581 03/06/78 187 2' 15500 D 20.45 139.76 90 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 039.96 E	 290U61 34
2111214040 03/06/78 8 60 15504 D 40.14 110.18 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 00.01 N	 075.55 W	 290061 55
2111214043 03/06/78 8 61 15504 D 40.40 108.96 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 01.42 S	 075.89 H	 290061 56
2111214045 03/06/78 8 62 15504 D 40.64 107.75 60 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 02.86 S	 076.23•W 290061 57
2111215325 03/06/78 26 25 15505 S 17.02 142.6r 1f) EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N	 086.67 W	 290060 705
2111215331 03/06/78 26 26 15505 S 17_92 141.91 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N	 087.31 W	 290060 706
2111215334 03/06/78 26 27 15505 S 18.80 141.15 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N	 087.92 W	 290060 767
2111215340 03/06/78 26 28 15505 S 19.6? 140.39 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N	 U88.51 W	 290060 708
2111215343 03/06/78 26 29 15505 D 20.55 139.63 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 089.08 W	 290060 709
2111215345 03/06/78 26 30 15505 D 21.42 138.88 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N	 089.63 W	 290060 710
21112 .15352 03106/78 26 31 15505 D 22.27 138.12 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 090.16 W	 290060 711
2111215354 03106/78 26 32 15505 D 23.12 137.36 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 090.67 W	 290060 712
2111215361 03/06/78 26 33 15505 D 23.95 136.60 20 2EEE 140 CCCL LLLL 38.77 N	 091.16 W	 290060 713
2111215363 03/06/78 26 34 15505 D 24.77 135.83 40 E2EE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N	 091.64 W	 290060 714
2111215370 03/06/78 26 35 15505 D 25.58 135.05 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N	 092,.11 W	 290060 715
2111215372 03/06/78 26 36 15505 D 26.39 134.26 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N	 092.56 W	 290060 716
2111215375 03/06/78 26 37 15505 D 27.17 133.45 90 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 093.00 W	 290060 717
2111215381 03/06/78 26 58 15505 D 27.94 132.64 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLU 31.64 N	 093.42 W	 290060 718
2111215384 03/06/78 26 39 15505 D 28.71 131.80 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 093.83 W	 290060 719
2111217163 03/06/78 44 26 15506 S 17.92 141.91 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N	 113.14 W	 290061 756
2111217165 03/06/78 44 27 15506 S 18.81 141.14 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N	 113.75 W	 290061 757
2111217172 03/06/78 44 28 15506 S 19.69 140:38 30 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N	 114.33 W	 290061 758
2111217174 03/06178 44 29 15506 D 20.57 139.63 80 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 114.89 W	 290061 759
2111217181 03/06/78 44 30 15506 C 21.44 138.87 90 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 43.02 N	 115.44 W	 290061 760
2111217183 03/06/78 44 31 15506 D 22.29 138.11 100 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N	 115.96 W	 290061 761
2111217190 03/06/78 44 32 15506 D 23.14 137.35 90 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 40.18 N	 116.46 W	 290061 762
2111217192 03/06/78 44 33 15506 D 23.97 136.5E 90 FEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 38.76 N	 116.95 W	 290061 763
2111217195 03/06/78 44 34 15506 D 24.8Q 135.il 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N	 117.43 W	 290061 764
2111217201 03/06178 44 35 15506 D 25.61 135.03 50 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.91 N	 117.89 W	 290061 765
2111217204 03/06/7E 44 36 15506 D 26.41 134.23 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 118.34 W	 290061 766
i.
y.
eARCHIVAL	 IMAGE	 REPORT	 -ARCHIM
STANDARD	 CATALOG -
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OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITS SUN SUN X	 CLD QUALITY CCM	 CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MIC FLM
ID DATE a /SPCL ELEV AZI M COVER 4567 QLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
2111217210 03/06/78 44 37 15506 D 27.20 133_43 60 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N 118.78 W	 290061 767
2111217213 03/06/78 44 38 15506 D 27.97 132.a1 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N 119.21 W	 290061 768
2711218563 03/06/78 62 18 15507 5 10.62 148.72 FO EEMF N0 CCCL LLLL 59.83 N 132.66 W	 290060 720
2111218565 03/06/78 62 19 15507 S 11.55 147.76 9) EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 58.46 N 133.63 W	 290060 721
2111218572 03/06/78 62 20 15507 S 12.49 146_F2 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57_07 N 134.54 W	 290060 722
2111218574 03/06/78 62 21 15507 5 13_41 145.94 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 55.68 N 135.39 W	 0 U
2111220394 03/06/78 80 18 15508 S 10.68 148.68 1U EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 59.79 N 159.42 w	 290060 723'
2111220401 03/06/78 80 19 1550? S 11.61 147.71 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.42 N 159.40 W	 290060 724
2111?20403 03/U6/78 80 20 155OF S 12.54 146.79 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.03 N 160.30 W	 290060 725
2111220410 03/06/78 80 21 15508 S 13.46 145.91 RO E F E E NO CCCL LLLL 55_65 N 161_15 w	 290060 726
2111220412 03/06/78 80 ?2 15508 S 14.37 145.07 90 2F22 NO CCCL LLLL 54.26 N 161.96 W	 290060 727
2/11307021 03/06/78 188 25 15514 S 17.20 142_61 30 'EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N 040.95 E	 290069 1
2111307024 03/06/78 188 26 15514 S 18.10 141.F? 90 'EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 040.31 E	 290061 2
211130703E 03/06/78 188 27 15514 S 18.99 141.05 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N 039.69-E 290061 3
2111307033 03/06/78 188 28 15514 S 19_86 140.29 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N 039.10 E	 290061 4
2111307035 03/06/78 1F8 29 15514 D 20.73 139.54 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 038.54 E	 290061 5
2111315384 03/04178 27 25 15519 S 17.30 142.56 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.11 N 088.17 W	 290061 104
2111315390 03/04/78 27 26 15519 S 18.19 141.78 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 088.80 W	 290061 li0
2111315392 03/04178 27 27 15519 S 19.07 141.Vl 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 089.41 W	 290061 111
2111315395 03/04/78 27 28 15519 S 19.95 140.25 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 090.00 W	 290061 112
21/1315401 03'104178 27 29 15519 D 20.82 139.48 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 090.55 w	 290061 113
2111315404 03/04/78 27 30 1551 1) D 21.68 138.77 60 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 091.10 W	 290061 114
2111315410 03/04/78 27 31 15519 0 22.53 137.96 30 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 091.62 W	 290061 115
2111315413 03/04/78 27 32 15519 0 23.38 137.19 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 092.13 W	 290061 116
2111315415 03/04/79 27 33 15519 D 24.21 136.41 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 092.61 w	 290061 117
2111315422 03/04/78 27 34 15519 D 25.03 135.63 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 093.09 w	 290061 118
2111315424 03/04178 27 35 15519 D 25_84 134.14 00 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 093_55 W	 290061 119
2111315431 03/x:4/78 27 36 1SSi9 D 26.64 134.04 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 094.00 W	 290061 120
2111315433 03/04178 27 37 15519 D 27.42 133.23 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 094.43 W	 290061 121
2111315440 03/04/78 27 38 15514 a 28.18 132.41 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 094.85 W	 290061 922
21113 1 7215 03106/78 45 25 15520 S 17.32 142.55 NA EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50_08 N 113.93 W	 290061 769
2111317222 03/06/76 45 26 15520 S 18.21 141.77 F.0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 114.56 w	 290061 770
'	 2111317224 03106/78 45 27 15520 S 19.10 141.00 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N 115.17 W	 290061 771
2111317231 03/06/78 45 28 15520 S 19.97 140.23 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N 115.77 W	 290061 772
2111317233 03/06/78 45 29 15520 D 20.85 139.47 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 116.35 w	 290061 773
2111317240 03/06/78 45 30 15520 D 21.71 138.70 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 116.90 W	 290061 774
2111317242 03/06/78 45 31 15520 D 22.56 137.94 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 117.42 W	 290062 775`
2111317245 03/06/76 45 32 15520 D 23.40 137.17 70 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 117.93 W	 290061 776
2111317251 (}3/06/78 45 33 15520 D 24.23 136.40 70 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 118.41 W	 290061 777
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23242 FROM	 01/01/78 TO 0413D/78
OBSERVATION EKTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/KITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM	 CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM 111C	 FLN
I p DATE N /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 4567 QLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
`	 2119317260 03/06/78 45 35 15520 D 25.86 134.82 311 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N	 119.35 W	 290061 779
2111317263 03/06/78 45 36 155?0 D 26.66 134.02 20 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 119.80 W	 290061 780
2111317265 03/06/78 45 37 15520 D 27.44 133.21 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 120.25 W	 290061 781
2111317272 03/06/78 45 38 15520 D 28_21 132.3P RD EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 120.66 W	 290061 782
2111319015 03/06/78 63 17 15521 S 09.99 149.67 80 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 61.17 N	 133..01 W	 290061 6
2111319021 03/06/78 63 18 15521 S 10.92 148.64 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.81 N	 134.06 W	 290061 7
2111319024 03/06/79 63 19 15521 S ll.H6 147.66 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.45 N	 135.06 w	 290061 8
2111319030 03/06/78 63 20 15521 S 12.79 146.72 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.08 N	 135.98 W	 290061 9
2191320451 031{16/78 81 17 15522 5 10.04 149.64 D FEED NO CCCL LLLL 61.15 N	 158.81 w	 290061 10
2111320453 03/06/78 81 18 15522 5 10.98 148.60 0 EEEE no CCCL LLLL 59.79 N	 159.86 W	 290061 11
2111320460 ' 03106/78 81 19 15522 S 11.9? 147.62 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.42 N	 160.83 W	 290061 12
2111320462 03/06/78 81 20 15522 5 12.84 146.7{: 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.03 N	 161.73 W	 290061 13
211/320465 03/06/78 81 21 15522 5 13.76 145.81 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.65 N	 162.58 W	 290061 14
2111320471 03/06/78 81 22 15522 S 14.68 144.95 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.26 N	 163.38 W	 290061 15
2111320473 03/06/78 81 23 15522 5 15.58 144.12 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.87 N	 164.14 w	 290061 16
2111415504 03/06/78 28 40 15533 D 29.92 130.45 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.77 N	 097.10 W	 290061 91
2111415510 03/06/78 28 41 15533 D 30.64 129.58 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N	 097.50 W	 290061 92
2111415513 03/06/78 28 42 15533 D 31.35 128.6? 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.91 N	 097.89 W	 29OU61 93
2111415515 03/06178 28 43 15533 D 32.03 127.76 60 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 24.47 N	 098.28 W	 290061 94
2111417274 03/06/78 46 25 15534 S 17.62 142.41 100 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 50.08 N	 115.36 W	 290061 95
2111417280 03/06/78 46 26 15534 S 18.51 141.63 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N	 116.00 W	 290061 96
j	 2111417283 03/06/78 46 27 15534 S 19.39 14D.F5 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N	 116.61 W	 2911061 97
`	 2111417285 03/06/78 46 2b 15534 D 20.27 140.07 90 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 45.85 N	 117.20 W	 290061 98
2111417292 03/06/78 46 Z9 15534 D 21.14 139.30 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 117..77 W	 290061 99
2111417294 03/06/78 46 30 15534 D 22.00 138.53 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N	 118_32 W	 290061 100
2111417301 03/06/78 46 31 15534 D 22.84 137.76 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 118.84 W	 290061 101
2111417303 03/06/78 46 32 15534 D 23.68 136.98 9C1 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 119.35 w	 290061 102
2111417310 03/0617A 46 33 15534 D 24.51 136. 2L , 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N	 119.84 W	 290061 103
2111417312 03/06/78 46 34 15534 D 25.32 135_41 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N	 120.31 w	 290061 104
2111417315 03/06/78 46 35 15534 D 26.13 134.61 100 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.91 N	 120.76 w	 290061 105
2111417321 03106/78 46 S6 15534 D ?6.42 133. F 0 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 121.21 w	 290061 106
2111417324 03/06/78 46 3! 15534 D 27.70 132.98 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N	 121.65 W	 290061 107
2111417330 03/06/78 46 38 15534 D 28.46 132.15 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 122.08 w	 290061 108
2111514072 03/06/78 11 ?6 15546 5 18.77 141.54 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N	 065.82 W	 290061 17
2111514074 03/06/78 11 27 15546 S 19.65 140.72 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 066.44 W	 290063 18
2111514081 03106/79 11 28 15546 D 20.52 139.94 0 E E E F NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 067.03 W	 290061 19
2111514083 03/06/78 11 29 15545 D 21.39 139.16 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N	 067.6D W	 290061 20
-	 2111514090 03/06178 11 30 15546 D 22.24 13P.39 Y0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 068.14 W	 290061 21
2111514092 03/(1 6/723 11 31 15546 D 23.08 137.62 90 EEEE NU CCCL LLLL 41.62 N	 068.67 W	 290061 22
2111514095 03/06/78 11 32 15546 D 23.91 136.83 50 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 069.17 w	 290061 23
v
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38.77 N	 069.66 w
37.35 N	 070.13 W
35.92 N	 070.58 W
34.49 N	 071.03 W




48.69 N	 091.65 W
47.28 N	 092.26 W
45.86 N	 092.84	 W
44.45 N	 093.40 W
43.03 N	 093.95 W
41.61 N	 094.47 W
40.19 N	 094.98 W
38.77 N	 095.46 W
37.34 N	 095.94 W
35.92 N	 096.40 W
34.49 N	 096.85 W




30.21 N	 098.13 W
28.78 N	 098.54 W
27.34 N	 098.94 W
25.91 N	 099.33 W
24.47 N	 099.71 W
51.50 N	 116.16	 W




47.28 N	 118.09 W
45.87 N	 118.67	 W
44.45 N	 119.25	 W
43.04 N	 119.78	 W
41.62 N	 120.30 W
40.19 N	 120.80 W
38.77 N	 121.29 W
37.35 N	 121.77 W
35.92 N	 122.23 W
34.50 N	 122.68	 w
33.07 N	 123.12	 W
04.31 S	 072.57 E

















































% CLD QUALITY CCM CCM 	 MODE GAIN PICTURE
	 PICTURE	 MICROFILM MIC FLM
ID	 DATE	 9	 /SPCL	 FLFV AZIKf COVER 4567
	
4LTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAI CNTR LONG	 ROLL	 FRAME
2111514101 03/06/78 11 33 15546 D 24.74 136.04 60 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL
2111514104 03/06/78 11 34 1554h D 2.5.55 135.25 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2111514110 03/06/78 11 35 15546 D 26.35 134.44 100 EEFE. NO CCCL LLLL
2111514113 03/06/78 11 36 15546 D 27.14 133.62 100 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL
2111515495 03/06/78 29 24 15547 5 16.99 143.11 90 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL
2111515501 93/06/78 29 25 15547 S 17.89 142.30 70 FEFE no CCCL LLLL
2111515504 03/06/78 29 26 15547 5 18.79 141.50 50 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL
2111515510 03/06/78 29 27 15547 S 19.67 160.71 30 FEFF NO CCCL LLLL
2111515513 03/06/78 29 28 15547 D 20.55 139.93 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL
2111515515 03/06/7P 29 29 15547 D 21.41 139.15 30 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL
2111515522 03/06/78 29 30 15547 D 22.26 138.38 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL
2111515524 03/06/78 29 31 15547 D 23.10 137.60 90 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL
2111515531 03/06/78 29 32 15547 C 23.94 136.N1 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL
2111515533 03/06/78 29 33 15547 D 24.76 136.02 90 F F F F NO CCCL LLLL
2111515540 03/06/78 29 34 15547 D 25.58 135.22 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL
2111515542 U3/06/78 29 35 15547 D 26.37 134.42 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL
2111515545 03/06/78 29 36 15547, D ?7.16 133.60 90 F F F E NO CCCL LLLL
2111515551 03/06/78 29 37 15547 0 27.94 132.77 100 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL
2111515554 03/06/78 29 38 15547 D 28.69 131.93 100 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL
2111515550 03/06/78 29 39 15547 D 29.44 131.07 100 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL
2111515563 03/06/78 29 40 15547 D 30.17 130.16 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL
2111515565 03/06/78 29 41 15547 D 30.89 129.30 60 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL
2111515571 03/06/78 29 42 15547 D 31.58 128.40 NA MMM4 NO CCCL LLLL
2111515574 03/06/78 29 43 15547 D 32.26 127.48 NA MMMm NO CCCL LLLL
2111517330 03/06/78 47 24 15548 S 17.0? 143.10 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2111517333 03/06/78 47 25 15548 S 17.91 142.29 40 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL
2111517335 03/06/78 47 26 15548 S 18.80 141.50 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2111517342 03/06/78 47 27 15548 5 19.69 140.71 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL
2111517344 03/06/78 47 28 1554H D 20.56 139.92 10 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL
2111517351 03/06/78 47 29 15548 D 21.43 139.14 50 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2111517353 03/06178 47 30 15548 D 22.28 138.37 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2111517360 03/06/78 47 31 15548 D 23.12 137.59 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2111517362 03/06 /78 47 32 15548 D 23.95 136. 81 90 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL
2111517365 03/06/78 47 33 15548 D 24.78 136.91 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2111517371 03/06/78 47 34 15548 D 25.59 135.21 80 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2111511374 03/06/78 47 35 15548 D 26.39 134.41 70 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2111517380 03106/78 47 36 1554 8 D 27.18 133.59 50 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2111517383 03/06/78 47 37 15548 D ?7.95 132.76 40 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2111604085 03106178 155 63 15554 0 41.00 105.61 20 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL


















































































41.24 102.51 NA MMM14 NO CCCL
18.11 142.2D 100 EEEE NO CCCL
16.99 141.41 100 EEEE NO CCCL
19.86 140.62 N4 MM M4 NO CCCL
20.73 139 . 84 NA MMP4M NO CCCL
21.59 139.06 NA MMMIR NO CCCL
19.96 140.57 10 EEEE NO CCCL
20.83 139.78 10 EEEE NO CCCL
21.68 139. 00 20 EEEF NO CCCL
22,53 138.22 30 EEEE NO CCCL
23.37 137.43 30 EEEF NO CCCL
24.?.0 136.64 70 EEEE NO CCCL
25.02 135.84 80 EEEE NO CCCL
25.83 135.04 90 EEEE NO CCCL
26.62 134.23 80 EEEE 140 CCCL
27,40 133.41 80 EEEE NO CCCL
28.18 132.56 60 FEEE NO CCCL
28_93 131_71 60 EEEE NO CCCL
19.09 141.37 20 EEEE NO CCCL
19_97 140.57 10 EEEE NO CCCL
20.84 139.78 40 EEEF NO CCCL
21.70 139.00 90 EEEE NO CCCL
22.55 138.21 100 EEEE NO CCCL
23.39 137.43 100 EEEE NO CCCL
24.21 136.64 1013 EEFE NO CCCL
25.03 135.84 100 EEEE NO CCCL
25.84 135.03 100 EEEE NO CCCL
26.64 134.22 100 EEEE NO CCCL
27.42 133.39 100 EEEE NO CCCL
28.19 132.55 100 EE2E NO CCCL
28.95 131.70 100 EEEE NO CCCL
29,.69 130.83 100 EEEE NO CCCL
30.41 129,95 100 EEEE NO CCCL
31.12 129.05 BO EEEE NO CCCL
31.81 128.13 30 EEEE NO CCCL
19.12 141.35 30 EEEE NO CCCL
20.00 140.56 60 EEEF NO CCCL
20.87 139.77 30 EEEE NO CCCL
21_72 1 38.98 30 EEEE NO CCCL
22.57 138.20 10 EEEF NO CCCL
ARCHIVAL IHAGE . REPORT -ARCHIM
STANDARD CATALOG





rROM 01/01/78 TO 04/30/78
MICRDF?LM NB.e F1.1
Roll	 OkAME
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORDIT DAY /NITS SUN	 SUN	 2 CLD QUALITY CC?i CCM	 MODE GAIN PICTURE	 PICTURE
ID	 DATE	 N	 /SPCL	 ELEV AIIM COVER 4567	 QLTY 4567 4567 CHTk LAT CNTR LON:6
IMLL 07'.19 S 071.89 E 0 0
LLLL 50.07 N 036.65 E 2.90061 .784
LLLL 48 _67 N 036.01 E 240061 785
LLLL 47_27 N 035_38 E 0 0
LLLL 45 .86 N 034.78 E 0 0
LLLL 44.45 N 034.21 E 0 0
LLLL 47.27 N 067.86 W 290061 154
LLLL 45.86 N 068..45 W 2900.61 155
LLLL 44.44 N 069.02 W	 - 290061 156
LLLL 43.03 N 069_56 W 290x51 157
LLLL 41.61 N 070.09 W 290061 158
LLLL 40.19 N 070.59 W 290061' 159
LLLL 38.77 N 071.118 W 290a6l 160
LLLL 37.34 N 071.55 • -W 7-90061 161
LLLL 35.92 N 072.00 W 290061 162
LLLL 34.49 N 072.45 W 290061 163
LLLL 33 .06 N 072 . 89 W 210061 164
LLLL 31.63 N 073,32 W 290061 165
LLLL 48.69 N 093.09 W 2.90061 123
LLLL 47.28 N 093.70 it 290061 124
LLLL 45_87 N 094.29 W 290061 125
LLLL 44_45 N 094.85 W 290061 126
LLLL 43. 03 N 095.39 W 2901061 127
LLLL 41.62 N 095.92 W 290061 32 8
LLLL 40.20 N 096_43 V 290061 129
LLLL 38.78 N 096.92 W 290061 130'
LLLL 37.35 N 097.39 W 29,0061 131.
LLLL 35.92 N 097.85 W 290041 132
LLLL 34_50 N 098„30 W 290061 133
LLLL 33. 07 N 098 .73 tit ?90061 134
LLLL 31.64 N 099.16 H 294061 135
LLLL 30.21 N 099.57 W 290061 136
LLLL 28.78 N 099.98 W 290061 ..137
LLLL 27.34 N 100.38 W 290061 '138
LLLL 25.91 N 1.00.77 W 290061 134
LLLL 48.68 N 118.,89 W 290061 148
LLLL 47.27 N 119.50 W 290061 141
LLLL 45.86 N 120.09 W 290061 142
LLLL 44_44 N 120_65 0 240061 i43'




ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCHIM
STANDARD CATALOG
06/28/78	 LANDSAT 2	 4SS SENSOR	 PAGE 49
23:42	 FROM 01/01/78 TO 04/30/78
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITS SUN SU1M %	 CLD QUALITY CCM CCM	 MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MIC FLM
ID DATE 4 /SPCL ELEV AZIF COVER 4567 QLTY	 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
2111617415 03/04/78 48 31 15562 D 23.41 137.41 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 121.72 W 290061 145
2111617421 03/04/78 48 32 15562 D 24.24 136.62 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 122.23 W 290061 146
2111617424 03/0W8 48 33 15562 D 25.06 135_82 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 38_77 N	 122.71 W 290061 147
2111617430 03/04/78 48 34 15562 D 25.87 135.01 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N	 123.19 W 290061 148
2111617433 03/04/78 49 35 15562 D 26.67 134.19 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N	 123.65 W 290061 149
2111619185 03/06/78 66 16 15563 S 10.05 150.52 10 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 62_53 N	 136.18 W 240061 786
2111619191 03/06/78 66 17 15563 S 10.98 149.41 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 61,.16 N	 137.31 w 290061 .787
2111619194 03/06178 66 18 15563 S 11.90 148.36 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 59.80 N	 138.35 W 0 0
2111619200 03/06/78 66 19 15563 S 12.83 147.37 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 58_42 N	 139.33 W 0 0
2111621021 03/06178 84 16 15564 S 10.08 150.51 80 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 62.51 N	 161_98 W 290061 788
2111621023 03/06/78 84 17 15564 S 11.01 149.40 90 FEEE ND CCCL LLLL 61.15 N	 163.11 W 290061 789
2111621025 03/06/78 84 18 15564 S 11_93 148.36 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.79 N	 164.16 W 290061 790
2111621032 03/06/78 84 19 15564 S 12.85 147.36 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.41 N	 165_13 W 290061 791
2111621034 03/06/78 84 20 15564 .3.77 146.42 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.04 N	 166.03 w- 290061 792
2111621041 03/06178 134 21 15564 S 14.69 145.51 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.65 N	 166.88 W 290061 793
2111621043 03/06/7-3 84 22 15564 S 15.60 144.63 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.26 N	 167.69 W 290061 794
2111621050 03/06•/78 84 23 15564 S 16.50 143.77 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.87 N	 168.44 W 290061 795
2111621052 03/06/78 84 24 15564 S 17.40 142.94 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 51.47 N	 164.16 W 0 0
2111707250 03/04/78 192 24 15570 S 17.53 142.89 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51_47 N	 035.91 E 290062 28
2111707253 03/04/78 192 25 15570 S 18.42 142.07 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 N	 035.23 E 290062 29
2111707255 03/04/78 192 26 15570 S 19.30 141.27 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48,67 N	 034.58 E 290062 30
2111707262 03/04/78 192 27 15570 D 20.18 140.47 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N	 033.96 E 290062 31
2111707264 03/04/78 192 28 15570 D 21.04 139_68 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N	 033.36 E 290062 32
2111707271 03/04/78 192 29 15570 D 21.90 138.89 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44_44 N	 032.79 E 290062 33
2111714183 03/06/78 13 25 15574 S 18.51 142.03 90 EPEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 N	 068.02 W 290060 728
2111714190 03/06/78 13 26 15574 S 19.39 141.22 70 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N	 068.66 W 290060 729
2111714192 03/06/78 13 27 15574 D 20.26 140.43 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N	 069.28 W 290060 730
2111714195 03/06/78 13 28 15574 D 21.13 139.63 70 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N	 069.87 W 290060. 731
2111714201 03/06/78 13 29 15574 D 21.99 138.84 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.4 1- N	 070„43 W 290060 732
2111714204 03/06178 13 30 15574 D 22.83 138.05 60 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N	 070.98 W 290060 733
2111714210 03/06/78 13 31 15574 D 23.67 137.25 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N	 071.50 W 290060 734
2111714213 03/06/78 13 32 15574 D 24.50 136.45 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 40.18 N	 072.01 W 0 0
2111714215 03106178 13 33 15574 D 25.31 135.65 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N	 072.50 w 0 0
2111714233 03/06/78 13 37 15574 D 28.45 132.33 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N	 074.33 w 290060 735
2111714235 03/06/78 13 38 15574 D 29.19 131.48 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 074_76 W 290060 736
2111714242 03/06/78 13 39 15574 D 29.93 130.61 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 075.18 H 290060 737
2111714244 03/06/78 13 40 15574 D 30.65 129.71 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.77 N	 075.59 w 290060 738
2111714251 03/06/78 13 41 15574 D 31.35 128.8U 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N	 075.98 W 290060 739
2111716012 03/06/78 31 24 15575 S 17_63 142.86 NA M666 NO CCCL LLLL 51.49 N	 093_19 W 0 0
2111716015 03106/78 31 25 15575 5 18.52 142.04 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50_09 N	 093.86 W 290061 571
1
.fir.
ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCHI€8
STANDARD CATALOG
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OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM	 MOD.E GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MTVf?QFYEF1 Hlt F01
ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV A7IM COVER 4567 QLTY	 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTk (LONG ROLL FORE
2111716021 03106/78 31 26 15575 S 19.41 141.22 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 46.68 N	 094.51 W	 290061 S72
2111716024 03/06/78 31 27 15575 D 20.28 140.42 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 095.12 W	 290061 573
2111716030 03/06/78 31 28 15575 D 21.14 139.63 40 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 095.71 V	 290061 574
2111716033 03/06178 31 29 15575 D 22.00 138.83 90 EEEE No CCCL LLLL '44.45 N	 096.28 W	 29{1061 575
2111716035 03106/78 31 30 15575 D 22,.85 138.04 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 096.82 W	 290061 576
2111716042 03/06/78 31 31 15575 D 23.68 137.25 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 097.34 W	 290061 '577
2111716044 03/06/7B 31 32 15575 D 24.51 136.45 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 097.85 W	 290061 .578
2111716051 03/06/78 31 33 15575 D 25.32 135.64 . 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N	 098.34 W	 290061 •574
2111716053 03/06/78 31 34 15575 D 26.13.134.83 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N	 098_81 W	 290061 580
2111716060 03/06/78 31 35 15575 D 26.92 134.00 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N	 099.27 W	 290061 581
2111716062 03/06/78 31 36 15575 D 27.70 133.17 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 099.72 W	 29006-1 582
2111716065 03/06/78 31 37 15575 D 28.46 132.3? 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 100.16 W	 290061 583
2111716071 03/06/78 31 38 15575 D 29_22 131.46 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 100.59 W	 290061 584
2111716074 03/06/78 31 39 15575 D 29.95 130.58 90 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 101.00'W" 290061 585
2111716080 03/06/78 31 40 15575 _	 D 30.67 129.69- 40 EEEE no CCCI LLLL 28.78 N	 101.41 W	 290061 586
2111716083 03/06/78 31 41 15575 0 31.37 128.78 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N	 101.87 W	 0 0
2111717444 03/06/78 49 24 15576 S 17.66 142.84 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.49 N	 119.00 W	 290061 587
2111717450 03/06/78 49 25 15576 S 18.55 142.02 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50_09 N	 119_67 W	 290061 588
2111717453 03/06178 49 26 15576 S 19.43 141.21 30 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 48.68 N	 120.32 W	 290061 589
2111717455 03/06/78 49 27 15576 D 20.30 140.41 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 120.93 W	 290061 590
211171.7462 03/06/78 49 28 15576 D 21.17 139.62 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 121_52 W	 290061 591
2111717464 03/06/78 49 29 15576 D 22.0? 138.82 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 122.08 W	 290061 592
2111717471 03/06178 49 30 15576 D 22_87 138.03 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 122,.62 W	 290061 593
2111717473 03/06/78 49 31 15576 D 23.71 137.23 90 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 123.15 W	 290061 594
2111717480 03/06/78 49 32 15576 D 24.53 136.44 F0 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 123.65 W	 290061 595
?111717482 0.3/06/78 49 33 15576 D 25.34 135.63 40 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 38.76 N	 124.14 W	 290061 596
2111717485 03/06/78 49 34 15576 D 26.15 134.81 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N	 124.62 W	 290061 597
21/1814244 03106/78 14 26 15588 S 19_70 141.09 60 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 48.68 N	 D70.11 W	 290060 Z40
2111814251 03/06/76 14 27 15588 D 20.57 140.29 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 070.73 W	 290060 7S1
2111814253 03/06/78 14 28 15588 D 21.43 139.48 20 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 071_32 W	 290060 742
2111814260 03/06/78 14 29 15588 D 22.29 138.68 20 FEEE No CCCL LLLL 44_44 N	 071.88 W	 290060 743
2111814262 03/06/78 14 30 15588 D 23.13 137_88 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL • 43.03 N	 072.42 W	 290060 744
2111814265 03/06/78 14 31 15588 D 23_96 137_08 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 072.95 W	 290060 745
2111814271 03/06/78 14 32 15588 D 24.79 136.27 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 073_45 W	 290060 746
2111814274 03/06/78 14 33 15588 D 25_60 135-.46 40 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N	 073.94 W	 290060 747
2111814280 03/06/78 14 34 15588 D 26.40 134.64 40 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N	 074.42 W	 290060 748
2111814283 [13/06/78 14 35 15588 D 27.18 133.81 40 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N	 074.89 W	 240060 749
2111814285 03/06/78 14 36 15588 D 27_95 132.97 50 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N	 [175.34 W	 290060 750
2111814292 03/06/78 14 37 15588 D 28.71 132.11 40 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 075.78 W	 290060 751
2111814294 03/06/78 14 38 15588 D 29.46 131.25 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31_64 N	 076.21 U	 290060 752
`may
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OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITS SUN SUN %	 CLD QUALITY CCM CrM	 MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MIC FLK
ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 4567 OLTY	 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
2111814301 03106/78 14 39 15588 D 30.19 130.36 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 076.62 W	 290060 753
2111814303 03/06/78 14 40 15588 D 30.90 129.46 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N	 077.03 w	 .290060 754
2111814310 03/06/78 14 41 1558P D 31.60 128.54 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N	 077.43 w	 290060 755
2111814312 03/06/78 14 42 15588 D 32.28 127.60 [0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.91 N	 077.82 Iw	 290060 756
2111814315 03/06/78 14 43 15589 D 32.94 126.65 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 24.47 N	 078.19 W	 290060 757
2111816074 03/06/7R 32 25 15589 5 18.83 141.91 A0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.09 N	 095.31 W	 290062 1
2111816080 03/06/78 32 26 15589 5 19.71 141.10 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48_69 N	 095.96 W	 290062 2
2111816083 03/06/78 32 27 15589 0 20.58 140.29 10 2EEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N	 096.58 W	 290062 3
2111816085 03/06/78 32 28 15589 0 21.44 139.50 60 2EEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N	 097.17 W	 290062 4
2111816091 03/06/78 32 29 15589 D 22.29 138.69 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.66 N	 097.75 W	 290062 5
2111816094 03/06/78 32 30 15589 D 23.13 137.89 100 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N	 098.28 W	 290062 6
2111816100 03/06/78 32 31 1 5589 D 23.97 137.09 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N	 098.80 W	 290062 7
2111816103 03/06/78 32 32 15589 D 24.79 136.28 100 2EEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N	 099.30 W	 290062 8
2111816105 03/06/78 32 33 15589 D 25.61 135.46 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N	 099.79 w	 290062 9
2111816112 03/06/78 32 34 15589 D 26.41 134.63 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N	 100.26 W	 290062 10
2111816114 03/06/78 32 35 15589 D 27.20 133.86 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N	 100_72 W	 290062 11
2111816121 03/06/7A 32 36 15589 D 27.97 132.95 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N	 101.16 w	 290062 12
2111816123 03/06/78 32 37 15589 D 28.73 132.09 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 101.60 W	 290062 13
2111816130 03106/78 32 38 15589 D 29.48 131.22 20 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 102.02 W	 290062 14
2111816132 03/06/78 32 39 155E9 D 30.20 130.34 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 102.,44 W	 290062 15
2111816135 03/06/78 32 40 15589 D 30.91 129.44 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 2b.78 N	 102.85 w	 290062 16
21118'16141 03106/78 32 41 15589 D 31_61 128.53 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 27.35 N	 103.25 W	 290062 17
2111817503 03/06/78 50 24 15590 S 17.99 142.71 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.47 N	 120.40 W	 290062 18
21/1817505 03/06/78 50 25 15590 S 18.87 141.89 70 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 N	 121.08 W	 290062 19
2111817512 03106/78 50 26 15590 S 19.75 141.08 70 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N	 121.73 W	 290062 20
2111817514 03/06/78 50 27 15590 D 20.62 140.27 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N	 127.35 W	 290062 21
2111817521 03106/78 50 28 15590 0 21.49 139.46 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 122.95 W	 290062 22
2111817523 03/06/78 50 29 15590 D 22.33 138.66 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 123.52 W	 290062 23
2111817530 03/06/78 50 30 15590 D 23.17 137.F6 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 124.06 W	 290062 24
2111817532 03/06/78 50 31 15590 D 24.00 137.06 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 124.58 W	 290062 25
2111817535 03106178 50 32 15590 D 24.83 136.25 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 125.08 W	 290062 Z6
21118/7541 03/06/78 50 33 15590 D 25_64 135.43 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N	 125.57 W	 290062 27
2111901012 03/04/78 122 67 15594 D 41.36 098.76 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 10.06 S	 118.51 E	 0 0
2111904114 03/04/78 158 28 15596 D 21.60 139.42 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 082.11 E	 290062 34
2111904121 03/04/78 158 29 15596 D 22.45 13$.61 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 081.55 E	 290062 76
2111904123 03/04178 158 30 15596 D 23.29 137.80 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 081.01 E	 290062 77
2111904162 03/04/78 158 39 15596 D 30.34 130.22 50 F222 NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 076.81 E	 290062 78
2111907361 03/04/78 194 23 15598 5 17.26 143.52 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.87 N	 033.75 E	 290062 79
2111907364 03/04/78 194 24 15598 5 18.15 142.67 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.47 N	 033.03 E	 290062 80
2111907370 03/04/78 194 25 15598 S 19.04 141.84 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08--.N-03.2.34 E	 2g 90,06Z_._,T-8]
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I
r	 2111907373.03104 /78 194 26 15598 5 19.92 141.01 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N	 031.69 E	 290062 32
2111907375 03/04/78 194 27 15598 D 20.79 140.20 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47_22 N	 031.08 E	 .290062 83
2111907382 03/04/78 194 28 15598 D 21.65 139.39 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N	 030.50 E	 290D6Z 84
2111914294 03/09/78 15 24 15602 5 18.26 142.62 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51_48 N	 070.22 W	 290062 714
2111914301 03/09/78 15 25 15602 S 19.14 141.79 70 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N	 {170.90 W	 290062 715
2111914303 03/09/78 15 26 15602 D 20.01 140.97 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N	 071.55 W	 290062 716
2111914310 03/09/78 15 27 15602 D 20.88 140.15 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 072.17 W	 290062 717
2111914312 03/09/78 15 28 15602 D 21.74 139.34 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 072.75 W	 290062 718
2111914315 03/09/78 15 29 15602 D 22.60.138:53 50 EEEE NO. CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 073.32 W	 290062 719
2111914321 03/09/78 15 30 15602 D 23.44 137.72 60 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N	 073.85 W	 290062 720
2111914324 03/09/78 15 31 15602 D 24.27 136.90 70 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 074.37 W	 290062 721
2111914330 03/09/78 15 32 15602 D 25.09 136.09 100 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 40.18 N	 074_88 W	 290062 722
2111914333 03109/78 15 33 15602 D 25.89 135.27 100 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N	 075.37 W	 290062 723
2111914335 03/09/78 15 34 15602 D 26.69 134.43 100, FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N	 075.84 W	 290062 724
2111914342 03/09/78 15 35 15602 D 27.47 133.59 90 EEEE Aso CCCL LLLL 35.91 N	 076.30 H	 290062 725
2111914344 03/09178 15 34 15602 D 28_24 132.'75 70 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 34,49 N	 076.75 W	 Z90062 726
2111914351 03/09%78 15 37 15602, D 28.99 131.88 50 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N	 077.19 W	 290062 727
2111914353 03/09/78 15 38 15602 D 29.73 131.00 40 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 077.61 W	 290062 728
2111914360 03/09/78 15 39 15602 D 30.46 130.10 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 30.20 N	 078.04 H	 294062 729
2111914362 03/09178 15 40 15602 D 31.17 129.19 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 28.77 N	 078.44 W	 290062 730
2111914365 03/09178 15 41 15602 D 31.86 128.27 40 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N	 078.85 W	 290062 737
2111914371 03/09/78 15 42 15602 D 32.53 127.32 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 25.91 N	 n79.25 W	 290062 732
2111914374 03/09/78 15 43 15602 D 33.19 126.36 20 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 24.47 N	 L-79.63 W	 290062 733
2111916132 03/04/78 33 25 15603 S 19.15 141.79 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.09 N	 096.75 W	 290062 322
2111916135 03/04/78 33 26 15603 D 20.03 140.96 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N	 _097.39 W	 290062 323
2111916141 03/04/78 33 27 15603 D 20.89 140.15 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47_28 N	 098_01 W	 290062 324
2111916144 03/04/78 33 28 15603 D 21.75 139.34 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N	 098.61 W	 290062 325
2111916150 03/04/78 33 29 15603 D 22.60 138.53 90 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N	 099.18 W	 290062 326
2111916153 03104/78 33 30 15603 D 23.44 137.73 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43 n 04 N	 099.72 W	 290062 327
2111916155 03/04/78 33 31 15603 D 24.27 136.91 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62.N 100.25 N	 290062 328
2111916162 03/04/78 33 32 15603 D 25.09 136.09 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N	 100.75 W	 290062 329
2111916164 03/04/78 33 33 15603 D 25.90 135.26 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N	 101.22 W	 290062 330
2111916171 03/04/78 33 34-15603 D 26.70 134.43 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N	 101.69 W	 290062 331
2111916173 03/04/78 33 35 15603 D 27.48 133.58 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N	 102_14 W	 290062 332
2111916180 03/04/78 33 36 15603 D 28.25 132.73 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 102.59 W	 290062 333
2111916182 03/04/78 33 37 15603 D 29.04 131.86 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 103.03 W	 290062 334
2111916185 03/04/78 33 38 15603 D 29.75 130.98 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 103.45 W	 290062 335
2111916191 03/04/78 33 39 15603 D 30_47 130.09 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30_21 N	 903_87 W	 290062 336
2111916194 03/04/78 33 40 15603 D 31.18 129.18 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N	 104.28 W	 Z9006Z 337
2111916200 03/04/78 33 41 15603 D 31.87 128.25 NA Kmmm NO CCCL LLLL 27_34 N	 104.611 W	 0 0
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2111916250 03/04/78 33 53 15603 D 38.55 115.67 40 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 10.10 N	 109.05 W 290062 85
2111917564 03/04/78 51 25 15604 S 19.19 141.77 h0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N	 122.53 w 290062 338
2111917570 03/04/78 51 26 15604 D 20.06 140.55 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N	 123.17 W 290062 339
2111917573 03/04/78 51 27 15604 D 20.93 140.13 1011 EEEE NO CCCL_ LLLL 47.26 N	 123.79 W 290062 34D
2111917575 03/04/78 51 28 15604 D 21.79 139.32 107 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N	 124.38 W 290062 341
21/1917582 03/04178 51 29 15604 D 22.64 138.50 100 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 124.94 W 290062 342
2111917584 03/04/78 51 30 15604 D 23.48 131.69 100 EEEE ho CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 125.50 w 290062 343
2111917591 03/04/78 51 31 15604 D 24.31 136.88 NA MMMM N0 CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 126.02 W D 0
2111919355 03/04/78 69 15 15605 S 10.10 151.57 0 EEEE NO, CCCL LLLL 63.89 N	 139.26 W 290062 86
2111919361 03/04/78 69 16 15605 S 11_04 150.35 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 62.54 N	 140.50 W 290062 87
2111919364 03/04/78 69 17 15605 S 11.97 149.21 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 61.18 N	 141.63 w 290062 88
2111919370 03/04/78 69 18 15605 S 12.89 146.15 50 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 59.81 N	 142.68 w 290062' 89
2111919373 03/04/78 69 19 15605 S 13.80 147.13 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 58.44 N	 143.65 W 0 0
2111919475 03/04/78 69 44 15605 D 33.87 125.32 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 23.04 N	 157.45 W 290062 90
2111919481 03/04/78 69 45 15605 D 34.48 124.32 40 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 21.60 N	 157.83 tit 290062 91
2111919484 03/04/78 69 46 15605 D 35.07 123.30 40 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 20.17 N	 158.20 W 290062 92
2111919490 03/04/78 69 47 15605. D 35.65 122.26 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 18.73 N	 158.57 W 290062 93
2111921190 03/04/78 87 15 15606 S 10.15 151.54 80 EEEE 140 CCCL LLLL 63.86 N	 165.05 W 290062 94
2111921193 03/04/78 87 16 15606 S 11.08 150.33 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 62.51 N	 166.28 W 290062 95
2111921195 03/04/78 87 17 15606 S 12.01 149.19 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 61.14 N	 167.41 W 290062 96
2111921202 03/04/78 87 18 15606 5 12.93 148.13 40 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 59.78 N	 168.45 W 290062 97
2111921204 03/04178 b7 19 15606 S 13.85 147.11 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 58.41 N	 169.42 W 290062 98
2111921211 03/04/78 87 20 15606 S 14_76 146.14 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.03 N	 170.33 W 290062 99
2111921213 03/04/78 87 21 15606 S 15.67 145.21 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.65 N	 171.19 W 290062 100
2111921220 03/04/78 87 22 i5606 S 16.57 144.31 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.26 N	 172.00 w 290062 101
2111921222 03/04/78 87 23 15606 5 17.47 143.44 40 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 52.87 N	 172.75 W 290062 102
2111921225 03/04/78 87 24 15606 S 18.36 142.59 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 51.47 N	 173.45 W 0 0
2112001035 03/04/78 123 59 156U@ D 40.54 108.31 90 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 01.45 N	 119.80 E 29DO62 35
2112001042 03/04/78 123 60 15600 D 40.75 107.07 90 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 00.01 N	 119.47 E 290062 36
211?001044 03/04/78 123 61 156DB D 40.94 105.82 90 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 01.42 S	 119.13 E 290062 37
2112001051 03/04178 123 62 15608 D 41.09 104.56 90 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 02.86 S	 118.79 E 290062 38
2112001053 03/04/78 123 6.3 15608 D 41.21 103.31 80 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 04.30 S	 118.46 E 290062 39
2112001060 03/04/78 123 64 156OU 0 41.30 102.05 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 05.74 S	 118.11 E 290062 40
2112001062 03/04/78 123 65 15608 D 41.36 100.80 50 2EEE NO CCCL HHLL 07.18 S	 117.77 E 290062 41
2112001065 03/04/78 123 66 15608 D 41.38 099.54 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 08.62 S	 117.43 E 290062 42
2112001071 03/04/78 123 67 15608 D 41.37 098.29 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 10.06 S	 117.08 E 290062 43
2112004173 03/04/78 159 28 1561D D 21.92 139.26 NA E3EE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N	 08D.70 E 290062 44
2112004180 03/04/78 159 29 15610 D 22.77 138.44 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 080.13 E 290062 45
2112004182 03/04178 159 30 15610 D 23.61 137.63 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N	 079.58 E 290062 46
2112004214 03/04/78 159 38 15610 D 29.89 130.86 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 075.80 E 290062 47
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21120042ZI 03/04/78 159 39 15610 0 30.61 129.96 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 075.39 E	 290062 48
2112006041 03/04/78 177 36 15611 D 28.41 132.62 NA MMMF4 NO 'CCCL LLLL 34.4,9 N	 050.87 E	 0 0
2112006043 03/04/78 177 37 15611 D 29.16 131.75 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N	 050.43 S	 290062 49
2112006050 G3/04178 177 38 15611 D 29.90 130.86 0 2FEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 050.00 E	 290062 50
2112006052 03/04/78 177 39 15611 D 30.62 129.96 0 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 30.20 N	 049.58 E	 290062 51
2112007422 03/04/78 195 24 15612 S 18.47 142.56 90 EEF£ NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N	 031.58 E	 290062 52
2112007425 03/04/78 195 25 15612 S 19.35 141.f2 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N	 030..91 E	 290062 53 -
2112007431 03/04/78 195 26 15612 D 20.23 140.28 80 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N	 030.26 E	 290062 54
2112007434 03/04/79 195 27 15612 D 21.11 140.06 90 2E-EE NO. CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 029.65 E	 290062 55
2112007440 03/04/78 195 28 15612 D 21.96 139.25 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 029.05 E	 290062 56
2112014353 03/04/78 16 24 15616 S 18.58 142.51 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N	 071.66 W	 290062 461
2112014360 03/04/78 16 25 15616 S 19.46 141.67 50 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N	 072.34 W	 290062 462
2112014362 03/04/78 16 26 15616 0 20.33 140.F3 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N	 072.98 W	 290062 463
2112014364 03/04/78 16 27 15616 D 21.20 140.01 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 073.60 w	 290062 464
2112014371 03/04/78 16 28 15616 D 22.06 139.1 .9 70 E EFE Nil CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 074:19 " W 290062 465
21120143 73 03/p4/78 16 ^9 956 46 n 22.90 13883 7 70 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 D74.75 w	 290062 466
2112014380 03/04/78 16 30 15616 D 23.75 137.55 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 075.29 W	 2911062 467
2112[114382 03104/78 16 31 15616 D 24.57 136.73 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.41 H	 075.81 W	 290062 468
2112014385 03/04/78 16 32 15616 D 25.39 135.90 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 076.32 w	 290062 469
2112014391 03/04/78 16 33 15616 D 26.19 135.07 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N	 076.80 w	 290062 470
21120.14394 03/04/78 16 34 15616 D 26.99 134.23 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N	 077.27 W	 290062 471
2112014400 03104/78 16 35 15616 D 27.76 133.38 40 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.91 N	 077.73 w	 290062 472
2112014403 03/04/78 16 36 15616 D 28.52 132.52 10 PEFE 1NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 978.18 W	 290062 473
2112014405 03104/78 16 37 15616 D 29.28 131.64 30 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N	 078.63 w	 290062 474
2112014412 03/04/78 16 38 15616 D 30.01 136.75 NA KMMN NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 079.05 it	 0 0
2112014414 03/04/78 16 39 15616 D 30.73 129.85 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.20 N	 079.47 w	 ,290062 475
2112014421 03/04/78 16 40 15616 D 31.43 128,.93 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28_77 N	 679.88 W	 290062 476
2112094423 03/04/78 16 .41 15616 D 32.17 128.013 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N	 080.28 w	 290062 477
2112014430 03/04/78 16 42 15616 D 32.78 127.04 20 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 25.91 N	 080.69 w	 290062 478
2772014432 03/04/78 16 43 15616 D 33.43 126.07 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 24.48 N	 1)81_07 W	 290062 479
2112016191 03104/78 34 25 15617 5 19.48 141.66 80 EEEE NO £CCC"LLLL 50.09 13	 098.17 w	 290062 103
2112016194 03/04/78 34 26 15617 D 20.35 140.83 20. EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N	 098.82 w	 290062 104
2112016200 03/04/78 34 27 15617 D 21.22 140.00 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N	 099.44 W	 290062 105
2112016203 03104/78 34 28 15617 D 22.07 139.18 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N	 100.03 W	 290062 106
2112016205 03/04/78 34 .	 9 15617 D 22.92 93,8.37 '6 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N	 1{30_60 W	 290062 707
2112016212 03/04/78 34 30 '!5647 D 23.76 137.55 NA 1mmm NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N	 101.14 w	 0 0
2112016214 03/04/78 34 31 15617 D 24.58 736.73 NA mmmn NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N	 101.66 W	 0 0
2112016221 03/04/78 34 32 15617 D 25.40 135.90 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 102.16 w	 290062 708
2112016223 03/04/78 34 33 15617 D 26.20 135.07 40 EEEE NO CCCC LLLL 38.77 N	 102.64 W	 290062 109
2112016230 03/04/78 34 34 15617 D 27.00 134.22 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N	 103.12 it	 290062 190
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2112016232 03104/78 34 35 15617 D ?7.77 133.37 VO EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N	 103.58 w	 290062 111
2112016235 03/04/78 34 36 15617 0 28.54 132.51 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N	 104.03 w	 290062 112
2112016241 03/04/78 34 37 15611 D 29.29 131.63 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 104.46 W	 290062 113
2112016243 03/04/78 34 38 15617 D 30.02 130.75 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 104.88 W	 290062 114
2112016250 03/04/78 34 39 15617 D 30.75 129.83 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 30.20 N	 105.29 W	 29DO62 115
2112016252 03/04/78 34 40 15617 n 31.45 128.51 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 2F_77 N	 105.70 W	 290062 116
2112019414 03/04/78 70 15 15619 S 10.44 151.52 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 63.88 N	 140.68 w	 290062 57
2112019420 03/04/78 70 16 15619 S 11.38 15D.29 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 62.53 N	 141.92 w	 290062 58
2112019423 03/04/78 70 17 15619 S 12.31 149.14 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 61.17 N	 143.05 W	 -	 290062 59
2112DI9425 03/04/78 70 18 15619 S 13.23 148.07 80 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.81 N	 144.10 W	 290062 60
2112019431 03/04/78 70 19 15619 S 14.14 147.05 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.44 N	 145.08 W	 290062 61
2112019434 03/04/78 70 20 15619 5 15.05 146.08 NA MMNN NO CCCL LLLL 57.05 N	 145.98 w	 0, 0
2112019534 03/04/78 70 44 15619 D 34.10 125.03 NA M222 NO CCCL LLLL 23.05 N	 158.91 w	 0 0
2112019540 03/04/78 70 45 15619 D 34.72 124.01 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 21.61 N	 159.27 w	 290062 62
2112[)19543 03/04/78 70 46 15619 D 35.30 122.97 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 20.17 N	 159.64 W	 290062 63
2112019545 03/04/78 70 47 15619 D 35.87 121.92 50 2EEE NO CCCL LLLL 18_73 N	 160.00 w	 290062 64
2112021234 03/04/78 88 12 15620 S 07.70 155.76 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 67.80 N	 162.02 w	 290062 65
2112021240 03/04/78 88 13 15620 ' 5 08.63 154.21 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 66.49 N	 163.65 w	 290062 66
2112021243 03/04178 68 14 15620 S 09.57 152.79 80 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 65.17 N	 165.13 W	 290062 67
2112021245 03/04178 88 15 15620 S 10.50 151.4E NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 63.84 N	 166.47 W	 0 D
2112021252 03104/78 88 16 15620 S 11.43 150.26 90 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 62.49 N	 167.70 W	 290062 68
2112021254 03/04/78 88 17 15620 5 12.35 149.12 90 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 61.14 N	 168.83 W	 290062 69
2112021261 03/04/78 88 18 15620 S 13.27 148.05 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.7P N	 169.88 W	 290062 70
2112021263 03/04/78 88 19 15620 5 14.19 147.02 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.41 N	 170.85 w	 290062 71
2112021270 03/04/78 88 20 15620 S 15.10 146.05 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.03 N	 171.76 W	 290062 72
2112021272 03/04/78 98 21 15620 5 16.01 145_12 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.65 N	 172.61 W	 2900.62 73
2112021275 03/04/78 88 22 15620 5 16.91 144.21 60 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 54.26 N	 173.42 w	 290062 74
2112021281 03/04/78 NP. 23 15620 S 17.Y0 143.33 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 52.87 N	 174.17 w	 290062 75
2112021284 03/04178 88 24 15620 S 18.69 142.47 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 51.47 N	 174.89 w	 0 0
2112101062 03/04/78 124 51 15622 D 37.93 11?.44 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 12.97 H	 121.10 E	 290062 131
2112101065 03/04/78 124 52 15622 D 38.36 116.30 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 11.53 N	 120_76 E	 290062 132
2112101071 03/04/78 124 53 15622 D 38.78 115.14 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 10,09 N	 120.41 E	 U [)
2112104232 03/04/78 160 28 15624 D 22.23 139.12 R0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N	 079.27 E	 290062 133
2112904234 03/04/78 160, 29 15624 D 23.07 138.30 50 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.43 N	 078.71 E	 290062 134
2112104241 03/04/78 16C 30 15624 D 23.90 137.4E 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N	 078.17 E	 290062 135
2112104273 03/04/78 160 38 15624 D 30.16 130.63 40 FEEE NO- CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 074.38 E	 290162 136
2112104275 03/04/78 160 39 15624 D 30.87 129.72 70 EEEE 'NO CCCL LLLL 30.20 N	 073.96 E	 290062 137
21121060P2 03/04/78 175 32 15625 D 25.58 135 .FO 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 051.30 E	 290062 138
2112106084 03/04/78 178 33 15625 D 26.38 134.96 40 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N	 050.90 E	 290062 139
.34. 15625 D 27.16 134.12 30 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N	 050.33 E	 290062 140
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FROM 01101/78 TO 04/30/78
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN %	 CLD QUALITY CCM CCM	 MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFIL14 MIC	 FLK
ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZ1M COVER 4567 4LTY	 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
2112106093 03/04/78 178 35 15625 D 27.94 133.26 10 PEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N	 049.86 F	 290062 141
2112106100 03/04/78 178 36 15625 D 28.70 132.39 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 049.41 E	 290062 142
2112106102 03104/78 178 37 15625 D 29„45 131.51 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 048.97 E	 '290062 143
2112106105 03/04/78 178 38 15625 A 30.18 130.61 0 PEEF NO CCCL LLLL .31.64 N	 048.55 E	 290062 144
2112106111 03104178 17F 39 15625 D 30_90 129.70 10 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 048.13 E	 290062 145
2112107481 03/04/78 196 24 15626 S 18.81 142.44 60 2FEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N	 030.16 E	 290062 146
2112107484 03/04/78 196 25 15626 S 19.69 141.54 h0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N	 029.48 E	 290062 147
2112107490 03104/78 196 26 15626 D 20.55 140.76 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4£.67 N	 028.83 E	 290062 148
2112107493 03/04/78 196 27 15626 D 21.41 139.93 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 028.21 E	 290062 149
2112107495 03/04/78 196 2E 15626 D 22.27 139.10 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 027.61 E	 290062 150
2112114414 03/04/78 17 25 15630 S 19.7E 141.55 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.09 N	 073.79 w	 290062 157
?112114421 03/04/78 17 26 15630 D 20.65 140.71 40 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N	 074.43 W	 290062 152
2112514423 03/04/78 17 27 15630 D 21.52 139.87 40 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N	 075.05 W	 290062 153
2112 1 144301 03/04/78 17 2b 15630 D 22.37 139.05 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 075.64 W	 290062 154
2112114432 03/04/78 17 29 15630 D 23.22 138.22 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N	 076.20 W	 2901762 155
2112114~35 03/04/78 17 30 15630 D 24.05 137.39 80 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 076.75 W	 290062 156
2112114441 03/04178 17 31 15630 D 24.87 136.56 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 077.27 w	 290062 157
2112114444 03/04/78 17 32 15630' D 25.69 135.73 70 2EEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 077.77 w	 290062 158
2112114450 03/04/78 17 33 15630 D 26.49 134.88 100 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N	 078_26 W	 290062 159
2112114453 03/04/78 17 34 15630 D 27.28 134.03 100 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N	 078.73 W	 290062 160
2112114455 03/04/78 17 35 15630 D 28.06 133.17 100 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N	 079.19 W	 290062 161
21121?4462 03/04/78 17 36 15630 D 28.82 132.29 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 079.63 w	 290062 162
2112114464 03/04/78 17 37 15630 D 29_56 131.41 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N	 080.07 w	 290062 163
2112114471 03/04/78 17 38 15630 D 30.29 130.51 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 080.50 W	 290062 164
2112114473 03/04/78 17 39 15630 D 31.00 129.60 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 060.92 W	 290062 165
2112114480 03/04/78 17 40 15630 D 31.70 1211.67 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N	 081.33 W	 290062 166
2112114482 03/04/78 17 41 15630 D 32.38 127.72 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N	 081.73 w	 290062 167
21121144215 03/04/78 17 42 15630 D 33.04 126.75 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.91 N	 082.13 W	 290062 168
2112114491 03/04//8 17 43 15630 D 33.68 125.77 40 EEEE 140 CCCL LLLL 24.48 N	 082.51 w	 290062 169
2112116250 03/04178 35 25 15631 5 19.82 141.52 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N	 099.59 W	 290062 170
2112116252 03/04/78 35 26 15631 D 20.69 140.61; 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N	 100.25 W	 290062 171
2112116255 03/04/78 35 27 15631 D 21.55 139.85 70 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 100.85 w	 290062 172
2112116261 03/04/78 35 28 15631 D 22.40 139.03 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 101.44 W	 290062 173
2112116264 03/04/78 35 29 15631 D 23.25 138.20 70 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N	 102.01 W	 290062 174
2112116270 03/04/78 35 30 15631 D 24.08 137.37 50 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 102.55 W	 290062 175
2112116273 03/04/78 35 31 15631 D 24.90 136.54 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 103.08 W	 290062 176
2112116275 03/04/78 35 32 15631 D 25.71 135.71 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 103.58 w	 290062 177
2112116282 03/04/78 35 33 15631 D 26.51 134.87 80 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N	 104.06 W	 290062 178
2112116284 03/04/78 35 34 15631 D 27.30 134.01 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N	 104.53 W	 290062 179
2112116291 03/04/78 35 35 15631 D 28.07 133.15 70 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 35.91 N	 105.00 W	 290062 180
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OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITS SUN SUN %	 CLD CUALITY CCM CC,Yi	 MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MIC FLM
ID DATE H /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 4567 OLTY	 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
2112116293 03/04/78 35 36 15631 D 28.83 132.2A 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N 105.43 W	 290062 181
2112116300 03/04178 35 37 15631 D 29.58 131.39 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N 105.87 w	 .2901162 182
2112116302 03/04/78 35 38 15631 D 30.31 130.50 ZU EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N 106.29 W	 290062 183
2112116305 03/04/78 35 39 15631 D 31.02 129.58 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.20 N 106.71 W	 290062 184
2112119472 03/04/78 71 15 15633 S 10.81 151.45 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 63.86 N 142.11 W	 290062 117
2112119475 03/04/78 71 16 15633 5 11.74 150.22 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 62.51 N 143.34 W	 290062 118
2112119481 03/04/78 71 17 15633 S 12.66 149.07 70 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 61.15 N 144.47 W	 290062 119
2112119484 03/04/78 71 18 15633 S 13.59 147.98 100 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 59.79 N 145.52 W	 290062 120
2112119490 03/04/78 71 19 15633 S 14.51 146.95 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.41 N 146.48 W	 290062 121
2112119493 03/04178 71 20 15633 S 15.42 145.97 NA MMMK RO CCCL LLLL 57.03 N 147.38 W	 0 0
2112119592 03/04/78 71 44 15633 D 34.35 124.72 30 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 23.05 N 160.33 W	 290062 185
2112119595 03/04178 71 45 15633 D 34.95 123.69 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 21.61 N 16U.70 W	 290062 186
2112120001 03/04/78 71 46 15633 D 35.53 122.65 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 20.16 N 161.06 W	 290062 187
2112120004 03/04/78 71 47 15633 D 36.09 121.58 SO EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 18.73 N 161.42 W	 290062 188
2192121304 03/04/78 89 15 15 .534 S 10.84 151.44 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 63.86 N 167.93 W	 290062 122
2112121310 03/04/78 89 16 15634 5 11.76 150.22 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 62.52 N 169.16 W	 290062 123
2112121313 03/04/78 89 17 15634 S 12.64 149.06 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 61.16 N 170.30 W	 290062 124
2112121315 03/04/78 89 18 15634 S 13.61 147.98 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.80 N 171.35 W	 290062 125
2112121322 03/04/78 89 19 15634 S 14.52 146.96 40 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 58.43 N 172.33 W	 290062 126
2112121324 03/04/78 89 20 15634 S 15.43 145.98 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.06 N 173.25 W	 290062 127
211212.1331 03/04/78 89 21 15634 S 16.33 145.04 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.67 N 174.09 W	 290062 128
2112121333 03104178 89 22 15634 5 17.23 144.12 30 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 54.28 N 174.88 W	 290062 129
2112121340 03/04178 89 23 15634 S 18.13 143.23 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.88 N 175.64 W	 290062 130
2112121342 03/04/78 89 24 15634 S 19.01 142.36 NA MM MIN NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 176.35 W	 0 0
2112201121 03/04/78 125 51 15636 D 38_10 117.09 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 12.98 N 119.65 E	 290062 230
2112201123 03/04178 125 52 15636 D 38.54 115.93 20 FEEF NO CCCL HHLL 11.54 N 119.31 E	 290062 231
2112201130 03/04/78 125 53 15636 D 38.94 114..76 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 10.10 N 118.97 E	 290062 232
2112201132 03/04/78 125 54 15636 D 39.31 113.57 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 08.66 N 118.63 E	 290062 233
2112201171 03/04/78 125 63 15636 D 41.33 102.40 50 FEEE 140 CCCL HHLL 04.30 S 115.59 E	 29006Z 234
2112201173 03/04/78 125 64 15636 D 41.40 101.14 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 05.74 S 115.25 E	 290062 235
2112201180 03/04/78 125 65 15636 D 41.43 099.87 30 EEEF NO CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 114.92 E	 290062 236
2112201182 03/04/78 125 66 15636 D 41.43 098.62 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 S 114.58 E	 290062 237
2112201185 03/04/78 125 67 15636 D 41.40 097.37 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 10.07 S 114.25 E	 290062 238
2112204293 03/04178 161 29 15638 D 23.39 138.14 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 077.25 E	 290062 239
2112204300 03/04/78 161 30 15638 D 24.23 137.30 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 43-03 N 076.70 E	 290062 240
2112206140 03104/78 179 32 15639 D 25.88 135.61 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.18 N 049.88 E	 290062 241
2112206143 03/04/78 179 33 15639 D 26.69 134.76 90 FEFF Ho CCCL LLLL 38.76 N 049.38 E	 290062 242
2112207540 03/04/78 197 24 15640 5 19.14 142.33 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 028.72 E	 290062 414
2112207543 03/09/78 197 25 15640 D 20.02 141.47 NA FZE2 NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N 078.04 E	 290062 358
2112207545 03/09178 197.._.26 15640 D 20.89 140.62 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 027.40 E	 290062 359
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ELEV AZIM COVER 4567	 QLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CA-TR LONG	 ROLL	 FRAKE
1
_ -	 -	 -a^
2112207552 03/09/78 197 27 15640 D 21.75 139.79 NA 22EE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26
2112214473 03104178 18 25 15644 D 20.13 141.41 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.08
2112214480 U3/04/78 18 26 15644 D 21.00 140.57 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67
2112214482 03104178 18 27 15644 D 21.F6 139.72 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26
2112214485 03/04/78 18 28 15644 D 22.71 138.69 80 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85
2112214491 03104/78 1A 29 15644 D 23.55 13&_06 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44
2112214494 03/04/78 1E 30 15644 D 24.38 137.22 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43..02
2112214500 03/04/78 18 31 15644 D 25.19 136.3t 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61
2112214502 03/G4/78 18 32 15644 D 26.40 135.54 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.18
2112214505 03/04/78 18 33 15644 D 26.80 134.66 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.76
2112214512 03/U4/78 18 34 15644 D 27.59 133.82 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34
2112214514 03/64/78 18 35 15644 D 2Q.36 132.95 70 EEEP NO CCCL LLLL 35.91
2112214520 03/04/78 18 36 15644 D 29.11 132.07 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49
2112214523 03/04/78 IS 37 15644 D 29.85 131.17 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06
2112214525 03/n4/78 18 38 15644 D 30.58 130.26 1110 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63
2112214532 03/04/78 18 39 15644 D 31.28 129.34 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.20
2112214534 03/04/78 18 40 15644 D 31.97 128.40 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.77
2112214541 03/04/78 1F 41 15644 D 32.65 127.45 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.34
2112216302 03104178 36 24 15645 S 19.27 142.27 0 EFEE N0 CCCL LLLL 51.49
2112214305 03/04/78 36 25 15645 D 70.14 141.42 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50_08
2112216311 03104/78 36 26 15645 D 21.01 140.56 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.68
2112216314 03/04178 36 27 15645 D 21.87 139.72 0 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27
2112216320 03/04/78 36 28 15645 D 22.72 138.FZ< 0 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 45.86
2112216323 03/04/76 36 29 15645 D 23.57 138.05 10 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 44.45
2112216325 03/04/78 36 3G 15645 D 24.39 137.21 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04
2112216332 03/04/75 36 31 15645 D 25.21 136.36 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62
2112216334 03104/78 36 32 15645 D 26.02 135.53 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40_20
2112216341 03/U4/78 36 33 15645 D 26.Fl 134.6F 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77
2112216343 03104/78 36 34 15645 D 27.60 133.82 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35
2112216350 03/04/78 36 35 15645 D 28.37 132.95 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92
2112216352 03/04178 36 36 15645 D 29.12 132.07 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49
2112216355 03/04178 36 37 15645 D 29.86 131.17 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06
2112216361 03104/78 36 38 15645 D 30.59 130.26 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63
2112219522 03/04/18 72 13 15647 S 09.27 154.21 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 66.55
2112219525 03/04/78 72 14 15647 S 10.21 152.75 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 65.22
2112219531 03/04/78 72 15 15647 5 11.14 151.42 50 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 63.87
2112219534 03/04178 72 16 15647 5 12.07 150.1E 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 62.52
2112219540 031041 78 72 17 15647 S 13.00 149.02 80 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 61.16
2112219543 03/04/78 72 18 15647 S 13.92 147.93 NA M#!MH NO CCCL LLLL 59.79
2112221395 03/04/78 90 23 15648 S 18.47 143.12 60 PEEP NO CCCL LLLL 52.86
r
N	 026.78 E	 290062
N	 075.19 W	 290062
N	 075.83 W	 290062
N	 074.45 W	 290062
N	 077.04 w	 290062
N	 077.60 w	 290062
N	 078.15 W	 290062
N	 078.68 W	 290062
N	 079.16 w	 290062
N	 079.67 w	 290062
N	 080.14 w	 290062.
N	 080.60 W	 290062
N	 081.05 w	 290062
N	 081.50 w	 290062
N	 081.93 w	 290062
N	 082.35 W	 29DO62
N	 082.76 W	 290062
N	 083.16 w	 290062
N	 100.35 w	 290062
N	 101.02 W	 290062
N	 101.67 w	 290062
N	 102.30 w	 290062
N	 102.89 w	 290062
N	 103.46 W	 29006?
N	 104.01 W	 290062
N	 104.53 W	 290062
N	 105_04 w	 290062
N	 105.52 w	 290062
N	 106.DO W	 290062
N	 106.44 w	 290062
N	 106.87 W	 290062
N	 107.31 w	 290062
N	 107.73 w	 290062
'N	 140.75 W	 0
N	 142.22 w	 290062
N	 143.56 W	 290062
N	 144.78 W	 290062
N	 145.91 W	 290062
N	 146.95 W	 0
N : :-:i77'02^il •;^_^4fl qfi2
C
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06/28/78 LANDSAT 2	 MSS SENSOR PAGE 59
23:43 FRCM	 01/01/78
	 TO 04/30/78
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/KITE SUN SUN %	 CLD QUALITY CCM	 CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MIC	 ELM
ID DATE # /SPCL FLEV AZIM COVER 4567 ©LTY 4567 4567 CNTR	 LAT CNTR	 LONG ROLL FRAME
2112221401 03/04/78 90 24 15648 5 19.36 142.25 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.46 N	 177.75 W 290062 211
2112301171 03/09/78 126 49 15650 D 37.38 11 + .97 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 15.65 N	 118.93 C 1l 0
2112301173 03/09/78 126 50 1565U D 37.F5 117.F5 70 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.41 N	 118.59 E 290062 361
2112301180 03/09/78 126 51 1565 f' D 38.31 116.70 60 EEEE NO CCCL RHLL 12.97 N	 118.25 E 290062 362
2112301182 03/09/78 126 52 156511 D 38.72 115.54 50 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 11.53 N	 117.90 E 290062 363
2112301185 03/09/78 126 53 15650 D 39.11 114.35 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 10.09 N	 117_55 E 290062 364
2112301191 03/09/78 126 54 15650 D 39.48 113.15 50 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 08.66 N	 117.20 C 290062 365
2112301194 03/09/78 12t 55 15650 D 39.81 111.95 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 07.22 N	 116.85 E 290062 366
2112301200 03/09/78 126 56 1565 ii D 40.12 110.73 S0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 05.78 N	 116.51 E 290062 367
2112301223 03/09178 126 62 15650 D 41.31 103.20 90 FFEE NO CCCL HHLL 02.86 S	 114.50 E 290062 368
2112301230 03/09/7 P 126 63 15650 q 41.40 10.91 60 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 04.30 5	 114.15 E 290062 369
2112301232 03/09/78 126 64 15650 D 41.45 100.66 70 EFEE NO CCCL HHLL 05.74 S	 113.82 E 290062 370
2112301235 03/09/78 126 65 15650 D 41.47 099.39 50 FEEE No CCCL HHLL 07.19 S	 113.48 E 290062 371
2112301241 03109/78 126 66 15650 D 41.46 098.13 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 S	 113.14 E 290062 372
2112301244 03/09/78 126 67 1565(1 D 41.41 096.F9 40 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 10.07 5	 112.80 E 290062 373
2112304352 03109/78 162 29 1565? D 23.70 138.LLC 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N	 075.80 E 290062 374
2112304354 03/09/78 162 30 15652 D 24.54 137.15 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 075.26 E 290062 375
2112306193 03/09/78 180 31 15653 D 25.39 136.28 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N	 048.94 F 290062 376
2112306195 03/09/78 1i3O 32 15653 D 26.20 135.43 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 048.44 E 290062 377
2112306202 03/09/78 130 33 15653 D 26.99 134.57 20 EEEF NO CC:.L LLLL 3h.76 N	 047.95 E 290062 379
2112307595 03/09/78 19F 24 15654 5 19.41c 142.21 30 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N	 027.28 E 290062 379
2112308001 03/09/78 198 25 15654 D 20.35 141.35 60 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N	 026.60 E 290062 380
2112308004 03109/78 198 26 1 8 654 0 21.22 140.50 1110 FEFF NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N	 025.95 E 290062 381
2112314543 03/09/78 19 28 15658 0 23.02 138.75 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 075.50 w 290062 382
2112314550 03/09/78 19 29 15655 D 23.86 137.91 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N	 079.06 w 290062 383
2112314552 03/09/78 19 30 15658 D 24.69 137.06 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 079.60 w 290062 384
2712314555 03/09/78 19 31 15658 D 25.51 136.21 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 080.11 W 290062 385
2112314561 03/09/78 19 32 1565E D 26.32 135.35 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.18 N	 080.61 W 290062 386
2112314564 03/09/78 19 33 15658 D 27.12 134.50 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.76'N 081.10 N 290062 387
2112314570 03/09/78 19 34 15658 D 27.90 133.61 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N	 081.58 W 290062 388
2112314573 x3/09/78 19 35 15658 D 28.66 132.73 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.91 N	 082.04 w 290062 389
2112314575 03/09/78 19 36 15658 D 29.41 131.85 NA µMMT1 NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 082.50 w 0 0
2112314582 03/(19/78 19 37 15658 D 30.14 130.95 100 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N	 082.93 W 290062 390
2112314584 03/09/78 19 38 15658 D 30.86 130.03 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 083.36 W 290062 391
2112314591 03/09/78 19 39 15658 D 31.56 129.09 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.20 N	 083.78 W 290062 392
2112314593 03/09/78 19 40 15658 D 32.25 128.14 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.77 N	 084.19 w 290062 393
2112316363 03/09/78 37 25 15659 D 20.48 141.29 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.09 N	 102.47 W 290062 394
2112316370 03/09/78 37 26 15659 D 21.35 140.43 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N	 103.12 W 290062 395
2112316372 03/09/78 37 27 15659 D 22.20 139.59 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N	 103.75 W 290062 396
2112316375 03/09/7837 -c&-.5659-_x D 23.05 138.75 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 1=:,, 0	 3 W 290062 397	 Y
e^
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OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY / NITS SUN SUN X	 CLD QUALITY CCM	 CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MIC FLH
ID DATE Al /SPCL ELEV AIIM COVER 4567 QLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL. 'FRAME
2112316381 03/09178 37 29 15659 D 23.88 137.9C 30 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 104.90 W	 290062 398
2112316384 03/09/78 37 30 15659 n 24.71 137.05 20 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 105.44 W	 •290062 399
2112316390 03/09/78 37 31 15659 D 25.53 136.20 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 105.96 W	 290062 400
2112316393 03/09/78 37 32 15659 D 26.33 135.35 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 106.47 W	 29DO62 401
2112316395 03/09/78 37 33 15659 D 27.12 134.50 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 106.95 W	 290062 4D2
2112316402 03/09/78 37 34 15659 n 27.90 133.62 G EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 107.41 W	 290062 403
2112316404 03/09/78 37 35 15659 n 28.67 132.75 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 107.87 W	 290062 404
2112316411 03/09/78 37 36 15659 D 29.42 131.84 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N 108.31 W	 290062 405
2112316413 03/09/78 37 37 15654 D 30.15 130.93 0 .EEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N 108.75 w	 290062 406
2112316420 03/09/78 37 38 15659 n 30.88 130.01 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N 109.17 W	 290062 407
2112319581 03109/78 73 13 15661 S 09.62 154.1E 10 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 66.55 N 142.18 W	 290062. 408
2112319583 03/09/78 73 14 15661 S 10.56 152.72 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 65.22 N 143.66 W	 290062 409
2112319590 03/09178 73 15 15661 S 11.50 151.38 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 63.89 N 145.01 w	 290062 410
2112319592 03/09/78 73 16 15661 S 12.42 150.14 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 62.54 N 146.23 u	 290062 411
2112319595 03/09/78 73 17 15661 S 13.35 148.97 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 61.17 N 147.36 W	 290062 41Z
2112320001 03109/78 73 18 15661 S 14.47 147.5,6 NA 661-IM NO CCCL LLLL 59.80 N 148.40 W	 0 0
2112321453 03/09178 91 23 15662 S 18.81 143.5? 5D EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.86 N 178.48 a7	 290062 413
2112321460 03/09/78 91 24 15662 S 19.69 142.13 NA 62N2 NO CCCL LLLL 51.47 N 179.19 W	 0 0
2112401225 03/04/78 127 49 15664 D 37.58 118.63 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 15.85 N 117.50 E	 290062 415
2112401232 03/04/78 127 50 15664 D 38.05 117.50 50 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 14.41 N 117.14 E	 290062 416
2112411234 03f04178 127 51 15664 D 38.49 116.33 60 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 12.98 N 116.79 E	 290062 417
2112401241 03/04178 127 52 15664 D 38.90 115.15 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 11.54 N 116.44 E	 290062 418
2112401243 03/04/78 127 53 15664 D 39.29 113.96 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 10.10 N 116.09 E	 290062 419
2112401250 03/04/78 127 54 15664 D 39.64 112.75 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 08.66 N 115.75 E	 290062 42P
2112401252 03/04/78 127 55 15664 D 39.96 111.54 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 07.22 N 115.41 E	 290062 421
2112401255 03/04/78 127 56 15664 D 40.26 110.31 60 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 05.78 N 115.07 E	 290062 422
2112404411 03/09/78 163 29 15666 0 24.05 137.F? 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 44.43 N 074.40 E	 290062 543
2112404413 03/09/78 163 30 15666 D 24.88 136.97 NA 2222 N0 CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 073.155 E	 0 0
2112406251 03/10/78 181 31 15667 D 25.71 136.11 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 047.5D E	 290062 611
2112406254 03/10/78 181 32 15667 D 26.52 135.25 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 047.00 E	 290062 612
2112415002 03/04/78 20 28 15672 D 23.35 13F.61 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 079.96 W	 290062 297
2112415005 03/04/78 20 29 15672 D 24.1b 137.76 1D EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 080.51 W	 290062 298
2112415011 03/04/78 20 30 15672 D 25.01 136.90 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 081.05 W	 290062 299
2112415014 03/04/78 20 31 15672 D 25.83 136.04 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 081.57 w	 290062 300
2112415020 03/04/78 20 32 15672 D 26.63 135.17 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 082.07 W	 290062 3D1
2112415023 03/04/78 20 33 1567? D 27.42 134.30 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 082.55 W	 290062 302
2112415025 03/04/78 20 34 15672 D 28.20 133.42 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 083.02 W	 290062 303
2112415032 03/04/78 20 35 15672 D 28.96 132.53 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 083.50 W	 290062 304
2112415034 03/04/78 20 36 15672 D 29.70 131.63 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N 083.94 W	 290062 305
2112415040 03/04/78 20 37
L..
15672 D 30.43 130.72 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 084.39
i
W	 290062 306
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FROM 01/01/7:? TO 04130/78
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH RnW ORBIT DAY/NILE SUN SUN %	 CLD QUALITY CCM CC M	MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MIC FLM
I0 DATF H /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 4567 QLTY	 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
2112415043 03/04/78 20 38 15672 D 31.14 129.70 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 084.82 W	 290062 307
2112415045 03/04/78 20 39 15672 D 31.h4 128.85 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 085.25 w	 290062 308
2112415052 03/04/78 20 40 15672 D 32.52 127.88 100 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 085.65 w	 290062 309
2112416425 03/04/78 38 26 15673 D 21.69 140.30 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N 104.55 w	 290062 258
2112416431 03/04/78 38 27 15673 D 22.54 139.44 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 105.17 w	 290062 259
2112416434 03/U4/78 38 28 15673 D 23.39 139.59 Be EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N 105.76 W	 290062 260
2112416440 03/04/78 38 29 15673 D 24.22 137.73 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 106.32 W	 290062 261
2112416443 03/04/78 38 30 15673 D 25.04 136.85 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 106.86 w	 290062 262
2112416445 03/04/78 38 31 15673 D 25.85 136.02 HO EEEE No CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 107.38 W	 -	 290062 263
2112416452 03/04/78 38 32 15613 D 26.65 135.16 60 FEEE hC, CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 107.88 w	 290062 264
2112416454 03/04/78 38 33 15673 D 27.44 134.29 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 108.37 W	 290062 265
2112416461 03/04/78 38 34 15673 D 28.21 133.42 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 108.84 w	 290062' 266
2112416463 03/04/78 38 35 15673 D 28.97 132.52 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.91 N 109.29 W	 290062 267
21/2416470 03/04/78, 38 36 15673 D 29.72 131.62 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N 109.75 W	 290062 268
2112416472 03/04178 38 37 15673 D 30.45 130.70 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N 110.18 w	 290062 269
2112416475 03/04178 38 38 15673 D 31.16 129.77 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N 110.61 W	 290062 270
2112503093 03/10/78 146 43 15679 D 34.57 124.75 50 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 24.48 N 092.43 E	 290062 613
2112503095 03/10/78 146 44 15679 D 35.17 123.71 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 23.04 N 092.05 E	 290062 614
2112503102 03/10/78 :46 45 15679 D 35.75 122.65 30 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 21.61 N 091.68 E	 290062 615
2112504470 03/10/78 164 29 15680 D 24.38 137.67 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.43 N 072.98 E	 290062 616
2112504472 03/10/78 164 30 15680 D 25.20 136.F0 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 072.43 E	 290062 617
2112504475 03/10/78 164 31 15680 D 76.01 135.94 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N 071.91 E	 290062 618
2112504481 03/10/78 164 32 15680 D 26.81 135. Of. 0 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.18 N 071.39 E	 290062 619
2112506304 03/10/73 182 30 15681 D 25.23 136.79 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 046.62 E	 290062 620
2112506310 03/10/78 182 31 15681 0 26.04 135.93 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N 046.09 E	 290062 621
2112506313 03/10178 182 32 15681 D 26.84 135.06 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.18 N 045.58 E	 290062 622
2112506315 03/10/78 182 33 15681 D 27.62 134.1E NA 222E NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N 045.09 E	 290062 623
2112508112 03/10/78 200 24 15682 D 20.16 142.0C NA 22E2 NO CCCL LLLL 51.49 N 024.39 E	 290062 624
2112508115 03/10/78 200 25 15682 D 21.03 141.11 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.09 N 023.71 E	 290062 625
2112508121 03/10/7F 200 26 15682 D 21.89 140.25 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N 023.07 E	 290062 626
2112515063 03/04/78 21 29 15686 D 24.53 137.59 50 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 081.90 H	 290062 423
2112515070 03/04/78 21 30 15696 D 25.35 136.73 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 082.44 W	 290062 424
2112515072 03/04/78 21 31 15686 D 26.16 135.86 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N 082.97 W	 290062 425
2112515075 03/04/78 21 32 15686 D 26.96 134.9E. 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.18 N 083.47 w	 290062 426
2112515081 03/04/78 21 33 15686 D 27.75 134.10 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N 083.96 W	 290062 427
2112515084 03/04178 21 34 15686 D 28.51 133.21 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 084.45 w	 290062 428
21125150QD 03/04/78 21 35 15686 D 29.27 132.32 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 084.91 W	 290062 429
2112515093 03/04/78 21 36 15686 D 30.01 131.40 1G EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N 085.36 W	 290062 430
2112515095 03/04/78 21 37 15686 D 30.74 130.47 20 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N 685.80 W	 290062 431




















































































ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCHIM
STANDARD CATALOG
06/28/78
	 LANDSAT 2	 N5S SENSOR
	 PAGE 62
	
23:44	 FROM 01/01/78 TO 04/30/78
OBSERVATION ENTHY PATH ROW ORBIT DAYINITE SUN	 SUN	 % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM	 RODE GAIN PICTURE	 PICTURE	 MICROFILM RIC FLA
	ID	 DATE	 N	 /SPCL	 ELEV AZIM COVER 4567	 QLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG	 ROLL	 FRAME
D	 32.14 926.57 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.20 N 086.64 W 290062 433D	 22.03 140.17 RO EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N 105.97 w 290062 Z71
D	 22.88 139.31 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N 106.59 W 290062 272
D	 23.72 138.44 70 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N 107.18 W 290062 273
D	 24.55 137.58 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 107.75 W 290062 274
D	 25.37 136.71 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 108.29 W 290062 275
D	 26.18 135.85 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 108.81 to 290062 276
D	 26.97 134.98 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40_19 N 109.32 w 290062 277
D	 27.7a 134.10 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 109.80 w 290062 278
D	 28.53 133.21 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 110.28 w 290062 2?9
D	 29.28 132.31 0 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 110.75 W 290062 280
D	 30.02 131.40 0 EEEE Ito CCCL LLLL 34.49 N 111.18 w 290062 281
D	 30.75 130.47 0 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 33.06 N 111.61 W 290062 282
D	 31.46 129.52 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N 112.03 W 0 0
S	 10.35 154.17 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 66.55 N 145.05 W 290062 627
5	 11.28 152.65 30 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 65.22 N 146.52 W 290062 628
S	 12_22 151.29 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 63.88 N 147.87 W 250062 629
S	 13.14 150.04 F0 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 62.53 N 149_10 w 290062 630
S	 14.06 148.F6 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 61.17 N 150.23 W 290062 631
5	 14.97 147.75 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.81 N 151.27 W 290062 632
5	 15.89 946.68 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.43 N 152.25 W 290062 633
5	 16.BO 145.67 NA mmml1 NO CCCL LLLL 57.06 N 153.16 U 0 0
D	 39.28 114.35 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 11_54 N 113.58 E 0 0
D	 39.64 113.14 50 EEEF NO CCCL HHLL 10.10 N 113.25 E 290062 544
D	 39.97 111.92 40 FEEF No CCCL HHLL 08.65 N 112.90 E 290062 545
D	 40.28 110.68 50 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 07.21 N 112.56 E 290062 546
D	 40.55 109.43 30 EEEF NO CCCL HHLL 05.77 N 112.22 E 290062 547
D	 40.80 108.17 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 04.33 N 111.88 E 290062 548
D	 41.01 106.90 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 02.89 N 111.54 E 290062 549
D	 32.94 177.4F 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.77 N 092.20 E 290062 550
D	 33.60 126.48 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N 091.79 E' 290062 551
D	 34.23 125.47 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.91 N 091.39 E 290062 552
D	 34.84 124.44 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 24.47 N 091.01 E 290062 553
D	 35.43 123.39 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 23.04 N 090.63 E 290062 554
D	 36.00 122.32 10 EFEF No CCCL LLLL 21.61 N 090.25 E 290062 555
D	 24.72 137.50 NA !mKbj NO CCCL LLLL 44.43 N 071.54 E 0 0
D	 25.54 136.14 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 071.00 E 290062 634
D	 26.34 135.77 60 6EEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N 070.47 E 290062 480
D	 27.14 134.89 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.18 N 069.95 E 290062 481
P	 27.92 134.00 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N
1























































FROM 01/01/78 TO 04/30/78
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN	 SUN	 % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM 	 MODE GAIN PICTURE
	 PICTURF	 MICROFILM MIC FLF
	
ID	 DATE	 N	 / SPCL	 ELEV AZIM COVER 4567	 OLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG
	 ROLL	 FRAKE
5 03/04/78 165 34 15694
4 OS/04/78 V%3 28 15695
0 03/041l8 183 29 15695
2 03/04/78 183 30 15695
5 03/04/78 1F3 31 15695
1 03104/78 183 32 15695
1 03/04/78 201 24 15696
5 03/04/78 219 97 15697
2 03/04/78 219 98 15691
4 03/04/78 219 99 15697
0 03104/78 219 100 15697
3 03/09/78 22 27 15700
0 03/09/78 22 28 15700
2 03/09/78 22 29 15700
5 03/09/78 22 30 15700
1 03/09/78 22 31 15700
4 03/09/78 22 32 1570f1
0 03/09/78 22 33 15700
3 03/09/78 22 34 15700
5 03/09/78 22 35 15700
2 03/09/78 22 36 15700
4 03/D9/78 22 37 15700
1 03/09/78 22 38 15700
3 03/09/7B 22 39 15700
0 03/09/78 22 40 15700
2 03/04/78 13U 54 15iD6
5 03/04/78 130 55 15706
5 03/10178 148 40 15707
1 03110/78 148 41 15707
4 03/10/78 148 42 15707
0 03/10/78 148 43 15707
3 03/10/78 148 44 15707
5 03/10/78 148 45 15707
3 03/10/78 166 29 15708
0 07/10/78 166 30 15709
2 03/10/78 166 31 15708
5 03/10/78 166 32 15708
1 03/10/78 166 33 15708
4 03/10/78 166 34 15708
0 03/10/78 184 27 15709
0	 28.69 133.10 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL
D	 23.91 138.36 100 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL
D	 24.74 137.50 100 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL
D	 25.56 136.63 SD EEFE NO CCCL LLLL
0	 26.36 135.76 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL
D	 27.16 134.88 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
D	 20.52 141.87 NA 2222 NO CCCL. LLLL
D	 26.30 071.78 70 FE2E NO CCCL LLLL
D	 25.49 071.73 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
D	 24.68 071.75 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
D	 23.85 071.13 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
D	 23.20 139.1b 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
D	 24.02 138.32 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL
D	 24.86 137.44 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
D	 25.69 136.56 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
D	 26.49 135 . 6F 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
D	 27.28 134.80 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
D	 28.07 133.90 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
D	 28.83 133.01 90 FEES NO CCCL LLLL
0	 29.58 132.09 700 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
D	 30.32 131.17 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL
D	 31.04 130.23 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
D	 31.74 129.25 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
D	 32.43 128.32 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
D	 33.09 127.33 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
D	 40.14 111.50 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL
D	 40.44 110.25 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL
D	 33.23 127.22 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
D	 33.88 126.21 10 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL
D	 34.50 125.18 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
D	 35.11 124.14 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
D	 35.69 123.07 0 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL
D	 36.25 122.00 20 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL
D	 25.06 137.35 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
D	 25.87 136.47 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
D	 26.67 135.59 20 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL
0	 27.46 134 . 70 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL
D	 28.24 133.81 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
D	 29.01 132.90 40 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL
D	 23.40 139.11 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
37.35 N	 068.97 E	 290062 483
45.85 N	 046.27 E	 290062 484
44.44 N	 045.71 E	 290062 485
'43_02 N	 045.16 E	 290062 486
41.61 N	 044.64 E	 290062 k87
40.19 14	 044.13 E	 290062 488
51.47 N	 023.00 E	 0 0
52.79 S	 034.32 W	 290062 489
54.18 S	 035..08 w	 290062 490
55.57 5	 035.87 W	 290062 491
56.95 S	 036.72 w	 290062 492
47.27 N	 082.22 w	 290062' 556
45.85 N	 082.79 W	 0 0
44_44 N	 083.34 w	 29DO62 557
43.02 N	 083.89 w	 290062 558
41.60 N	 084.41 w	 290062 559
40.18 N	 084.92 6	 290062 560
38.76 N	 085.40 W	 290062 561
37.33 N	 085-87 W	 290062 562
35.91 N	 086.32 w	 290062 563
34.48 N	 086.77 W	 290062 564
33.05 N	 087.21 W	 290062 565
31.63 N	 087.64 W	 290062 566
30.20 N	 088.07 W	 290062 567
28.77 N	 088.48 W	 290062 568
08.65 N	 111.46 E	 290062 493
07.21 N	 111.12 E	 290062 494
28.77 N	 090.76 E	 290062 635
27.34 N	 090.36 E	 29DO62 636
25.91 N	 089.96 E	 290062 637
24.48 N	 089.57 E	 290062 638
23.04 N	 089.19 E	 290062 639
21.61 N	 088.82 E	 290062 640
44.43 N	 070.1D E	 290062 641
43.02 N	 069.55 E	 29D062 642
41.60 N	 069.03 E	 290062 643
40.18 N	 068.52 E	 290062 644
38.76 N	 068.03 E	 290062 645
37.34 N	 067.55 E	 290062 646
47.26 N	 045.43 E	 290062 647
I 	 ..
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LANDSAT 2	 MSS SENSOR	 PAGE 64
23:44	 FROM 01/01/714 TO 04/30/78
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUM SUN 2	 CLD QUALITY CCM CCM	 MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE NICN4FSLM MYC FLK
ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 4567 QLTY	 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
2112706412 03/10/78 184 28 15709 D 24.24 138.23 10 E E E F NO CCCL LLLL 45.N5 N	 044.83 E	 290062 648
2112706415 03/10/78 184 29 15709 D 25.07 137.36 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 044.26 E	 .290062 649
2112706421 [1 3/10/78 184 30 15709 D 25.68 136.46 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 043.71 E	 290062 650
2112715165 03/04/78 23 26 15714 D 22.69 139.93 10 E2E2 NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N	 083.03 W	 290062 495
2112715172 03/04/78 23 27 15714 D 23.54 139.04 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 083.64 W	 290062 446
2112715174 03/04/78 23 28 15714 D 24.3? 138.16 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N	 084.22 W	 290062 497
2112715181 03/04/78 23 29 15714 D 25.21 137.27 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 084.78 w	 290062 498
2112715183 03/04/76 23 30 15714 D 26.03 136.39 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N	 085.31 W	 290062 499
2112715190 03/04/78 23 31 15714 D 26.63 135.50 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N	 085.84 W	 290062 500
2112715192 03/04/78 23 32 15714 D 27.62 134.61 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.18 N	 086.34 w	 290062 501
2112715195 03/04/78 23 33 15714 D 28.39 133.71 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N	 086.83 w	 290062 502
2112715201 03/04/78 23 34 15714 D 29.16 132.79 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N	 087.31 w	 290062 503
2112715204 03/04/78 23 35 15714 D 29.90 131.87 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.91 N	 087.77 W	 290062 504
211271521U 03/04/78 23 36 15714 D 30.63 130.94 G EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 088.23 W	 290062 505
2112715213 03/04/78 23 37 15714 D 31.35 130.00 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N	 088.67 W	 290062 506
2112715215 03/04/78 23 38 15714 D 32.04 129.03 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 089.10 W	 290062 507
2112715222 03104/78 23 39 15714 D 32.72 128.05 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.20 N	 089.51 w	 290062 508
2112715224 03/04/78 23 40 15714 D 33.38 127.06 10 E6EN NO CCCL LLLL 28.77 N	 089.92 W	 290062 509
2112717001 03/04/78 41 26 15715 D 22.72 139.92 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N	 108.85 W	 290062 515
2112717004 03/09/78 41 27 15715 D 23.57 139.03 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N	 109.48 W	 290062 516
2112717010 03/09/78 41 2F 15715 D 24.40 138.15 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N	 170.07 W	 290062 517
2112717013 03/09/78 41 29 15715 D 25.22 137.28 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N	 110.63 w	 290062 5158
2112717015 03/09/78 41 30 15715 D 26.U4 136.39 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 111.17 W	 290062 519
2112717022 03/09/78 41 31 15715 D 26.84 135.51 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 49.62 N	 111.69 W	 290062 520
2112717024 03/09/78 41 32 15715 D 27.63 134.61 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 112.20 W	 290062 521
2112717030 03/09/78 41 33 15715 D 28.40 133.71 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N	 112.69 W	 290062 522
2112717033 03/09/78 41 34 15715 D 29.16 132.80 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N	 113.17 W	 290062 523
2112717035 03/09/78 41 35 15715 D 29.91 131.Pn 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N	 113.63 W	 290062 524
2112717042 03/09/78 41 36 15715 D 30.64 130.95 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N	 114.08 W	 290062 525
2112717044 03/09/78 41 37 15715 D 31.35 130.0G 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 114.51 W	 290062 526
2112717051 03/09/78 41 38 15715 D 32.05 129.04 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 114.94 w	 290062 527
2112718410 03/09/78 59 20 15716 5 17.49 145.52 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.05 N	 130.19 W	 290062 528
2112713412 03109/78 59 21 15716 S 18.38 144.53 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.66 N	 131.05 W	 290062 529
2112718415 03/09/78 59 22 15716 S 19.27 143.57 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.27 N	 931.85 W	 290062 530
2112718421 03/09/78 59 23 15716 D 20.15 142.63 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 52.68 N	 132.60 N	 0 0
2112720210 03/10/78 77 12 15717 S 10.13 155.71 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 67.87 N	 146.29 w	 290062 651
2112720212 03/10/78 77 13 15717 S 11.08 154.07 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 66.54 N	 947.92 W	 290062 652
2112120215 03/10/78 77 14 15717 5 12.01 152.59 20 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 65.21 #!	 149.39 W	 290062 653
2112720221 03/10/78 77 15 15717 5 12.94 151.23 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 63.88 N	 150.73 W	 290062 654
2112720223 03/10/78 77 16 15717 S i3.b7 149.95 80 EFFF NO CCCL LLLL 62.54 N	 151.97 W	 290062 655
i
ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT --ARCHIM
STANDARD CATALOG
06/28/78	 LANDSAT 2
	 MSS SENSOR	 PAGE 65
23:44	 FROM {11101/78 TO 04/30/78
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN %	 CLD DUALITY CCM CCM	 MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MIC FLM
ID DATE 9 /SPCL ELEV AZIF COVER 4567 OLTY	 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
2112720230 03/10/78 77 17 15717 S 14.78 148.77 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 61.17 N	 153.10 W	 290062 656
2112720232 03/10/78 77 18 15717 5 15.69 147.64 90 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL 59.80 N	 154.14 W	 290062 657
2112720235 03/10176 77 19 15717 5 16.60 146.56 50 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 58.43 N	 155.11 w	 290062 658
2112720241 03/10/78 77 20 15717 5 17.51 145.52 £0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 57_05 N	 156.02 w	 290062 659
2112720244 03/10/78 77 21 15717 S 18.41 144.53 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.67 N	 156.88 w	 290062 660
2112722325 03/04/78 95 81 15718 D 36.82 079.43 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.16 S	 152.07 E	 290062 510
2112801481 03/U4/78 131 54 15720 D 40.31 111.0 5 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 08.66 N	 110.00 E	 290062 511.
2112801483 03/04/78 131 55 15720 D 40.60 109.12 60 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 07.22 N	 109.66 E	 290062 512
2112801522 03/04/78 131 64 15720 D 41.71 098.28 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 05.74 S	 106.62 E -	 290062 513
2112801524 03/f4/7F 131 65 15720 D 41.67 097.06 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 07.18 S	 106.29 E	 290062 514
2112805042 03/04178 167 29 15722 D 25.39 137.20 40 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 068.65 E	 290062 434
2112805044 03/04/78 167 30 15722 D 26.21 136.31 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 068.10 E	 290062 435
2112805051 03/64178 167 31 15722 D 27.01 135.4? 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 067.58 E	 290062 436
2112805053 03/04/78 167 32 15722 D 27_79 134.52 80 EEEF N0 CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 067.07.E 290062 437
2112805060 03/04/78 167 33 15722 D 28.57 133.61 60 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 38.77 N	 066.58 E	 290062 438
2112806465 0'3/04/78 1F5 27 15723 D 23.75 138.9P 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N	 044.00 E	 290062 439
2112806471 03/04/78 185 28 15723 D 24.59 138.09 10 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 043.40 E	 290062 440
2112806474 03/04/78 1b5 29 15723 D 25.41 137.20 0 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 042.83 E	 290062 441
2112817060 G3/04/78s 47 26 15729 6 23.08 139.79 80 F222 NO CCCL HHLL 48.68 N	 110.28 w	 290062 442
2112617062 03/04/76 42 27 15729 D 23.92 136.1.9 50 EFEE NO CCCL HHLL 47.27 N	 110.89 W	 290062 443
2112817065 03/04/78 42 28 15729 D 24.76 138.00 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 45.86 N	 111.48 W	 290062 444
2112817071 03/04/78 42 29 15729 D 25.58 137.10 70 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 44.44 N	 112.04 w	 290062 445
2112617074 03/0417F 42 30 15729 D 26.39 136.21 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 43.03 N	 112.59 w	 290062 446
211281708(1 03/C4/78 42 31 15729 D 27.18 135.32 50 EFEE NO CCCL HHLL 41.61 N	 113.11 W	 290062 447
2112817092 03/04/78 42 34 15729 D 29.49 132.59 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N	 114.57 W	 290062 448
2112817094 03/04/78 42 35 15729 D 30.24 131.65 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N	 115.04 w	 290062 449
2112817101 03/04/73 42 36 15729 D 30.96 130.70 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 115.50 w	 290062 450
2112817103 03/04/78 42 37 15729 D 31.67 129.75 10 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 115.93 w	 290062 451
2112817110 03/04/78 42 3b 15729 D 32.36 12F.77 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 116.36 W	 290662 452
2112818462 03/09/78 60 19 15730 S 16.94 146.50 70 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 58.44 N	 130.75 k	 290062 569
2112818465 03/09/78 60 20 15730 5 17.84 145.46 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.06 N	 131.65 w	 290062 570
211281£'471 03/09/78 60 21 15730 S 1F.74 144.45 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.67 N	 1-32.50 W	 290062 571
2112818474 03/09/78 60 22 15730 S 19.63 143.48 10 F F F F NO CCCL LLLL 54.27 N	 133.28 w	 290062 572
2112818480 03/09/78 61) 23 15730 D 20.51 142.53 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 52.88 N	 134.03 W	 0 0
2112820262 03109/78 78 11 15731 S 09.58 157.44 20 2EEE NO CCCL LLLL 69.14 N	 145.89 w	 290062 573
2112820264 03109/78 78 12 15731 S 10.52 155.65 80 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 67.83 N	 147.70 W	 290062 574
2112820271 03/09/78 78 13 15731 S 11.46 154.03 70 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 66.52 N	 149.33 w	 290062 575
2112820273 03/09/78 78 14 15731 5 12.40 152.53 70 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 65.19 N	 150.80 w	 290062 576
2112820280 03/69/78 78 15 15731 S 13.32 151.17 70 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 63.85 N	 152.13 w	 290062 577
2112820282 03/09/78 78 16 15731 5 14.25 149.89 70 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 62.50 N	 153.36 w	 290 062 578
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2112820285 03/09/78 78 17 15731 5 15.17 148.69 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 61.15 N 154.50 k	 290062 579
2112820291 03/09/78 78 18 15731 S 16.08 147.55 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.79 N 155.55 w	 290062 580
2112820294 03/09/78 78 19 15731 5 16.98 146.4E 60 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 56.41 N 156.52 w	 290062 581
2112820300 03/09178 7R 20 15731 S 17.88 145.44 70 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57_03 N 157.44 W	 290062 582
2112F20303 03/C9/78 78 21 15731 5 18.78 144.44 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 55.66 N 158.29 W	 0 0
2112822375 03/04/78 96 79 15732 D 37.70 080.79 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.30 S 151.44 E	 290062 453
21/2822381 03/04/78 96 80 15732 D 37.20 079.88 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.73 5 151.04 E	 290062 454
2112822384 03/04/76 96 81 15732 D 36.67 079.01 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.17 S 150.63 E	 290062 455
2112822390 03/04/78 96 82 15732 D 36.13 078_18 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.59 5 150.22 E	 -	 290062 456
2112822393 03/04/78 96 83 15732 D 35.56 077.39 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.02 S 149_79 E	 290062 457
2112822395 03/04/78 96 84 15732 D 34.96 076.63 20 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.44 5 149.35 E	 290062 458
2112822402 03/04/78 96 85 15732 D 34.34 075.91 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.87 S 148.89 E	 290062" 459
2112822404 03/04/78 96 86 15732 D 33.71 075.25 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.29 S 148.42 E	 290062 460
2112905112 03/10/78 168 32 15736 D 28.12 134.35 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 065.52 E	 290062 661
2112905115 03/10/78 168 33 15736 D 28.89 133.43 80 EEEE 140 CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 065.13 E	 290062 662
2112906521 03/10/78 186 26 15737 0 23.26 139.75 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 48.66 N 043.20 E	 290062 663
2112906523 03/10/78 186 27 15737 D 24.11 13E.84 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N 042.59 E	 290062 664
2112906530 03/10/78 186 28 15737 D 24.94 137.93 50 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.64 N 042.00 E	 290062 665
2112906532 03/10/78 186 29 15737 D 25.76 137.04 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.43 N 041.43 E	 290062 666
2112915290 03/04/78 25 27 15742 0 24.25 138.77 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N 086.50 W	 290062 531
211291-5292 03/04/78 25 2b 15742 D 25.07 137_87 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N 087.09 w	 290062 532
2112915294 03/04/78 25 29 15742 D 25.89 136.97 100 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 087.66 W	 290062 533
2112915301 03/04/78 25 30 15742 D 26.70 136.07 100 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 43_03 N 088.20 w	 290062 534
2112915303 03/04/78 25 31 15742 D 27.49 135.17 60 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 088_73 w	 290062 535
2112915310 03/04/78 25 32 15742 D 28.27 134.25 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 089.25 W	 290062 536
2112915312 03/04/78 25 33 15742 D 29.04 133_33 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 089.72 W	 290062 537
2112915315 03/04/76 25 34 15742 D 29.80 132.39 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 090.19 W	 290062 538
2112915321 03/04/76 25 35 15742 0 30.53 131.45 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 090.65 w	 290062 539
2112915324 03/04/78 25 36 15742 D 31.26 130.50 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N 091.10 w	 290062 540
2112915330 03/04/78 25 37 15742 D 31.96 129.52 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N 091.53 W	 290062 541
2112915333 03/04/78 25 38 15742 D 32.65 128.54 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N 091.96 W	 290062 542
2112915335 03/04/78 25 39 15742 D 33.32 127.54 NA mmmM NO CCCL LLLL 30.20 N 092.38 W	 0 0
2112915342 03/04/78 25 40 15742 D 33.97 126.52 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 28.77 N 092.79 W	 0 0
2112919064 03110/78 61 54 15744 D 40.62 110.32 60 EEEF NO CCCL HHLL 08.66 N 149.53 w	 290062 667
2112920321 03/09/78 79 11 15745 5 09.94 157.47 0 EMME NO CCCL LLLL 69.17 N 147.35 W	 291D062 583
2112920323 03/09/78 79 12 15745 S 10.88 155.6E 40 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 67.86 N 149.16 W	 290062 584
2112920330 03/09/78 79 13 15745 S 11.82 154.04 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 66.54 N 150.79 W	 290062 585
2112920332 03/09/78 79 14 15745 S 12.75 152.54 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 65.22 N 152.26 w	 290062 586
2112920335 03/09/78 79 15 15?45 S 13.68 151.16 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 63.88 N 153.60 W	 290062 587
2112920341 03/09/78 79 16 15745 S 14.60 149.87 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 62.52 N 154.82 W	 290062 588	 r-
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2112920344 03/09/78 79 17 15745 S 15.53 148.66 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 61.16 N	 155.95 w	 290062 589
2112920350 03/09/78 79 18 15745 5 16.44 147.51 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.80 N	 157.00 w	 290062 590
2112920353 03/09/78 79 19 15745 S 17.35 146.42 60 EEFP NO CCCL LLLL 58.43 N	 158.00 w	 290062- 591
2112920355 03/09178 79 20 15745 S 18.24 145.37 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.06 N	 158.90 w	 290062 592
2112920361 03/09/78 79 21 15745 S 19.13 144.37 NA MMMm NO CCCL LLLL 55.68 N	 159.76 w	 0 0
2112922425 03/10/78 97 77 15746 D 38.52 082.25 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 24.43 S	 150.77 E	 290062 668
2112922431 03/10/78 97 78 15746 D 38.06 081.2F 20 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.67 S	 150.39 E	 290062 669
2112922434 03/10/78 97 79 15746 D 37.57 080.34 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 27.30 S	 150.00 E	 290062 670
2112922440 03/10/78 97 80 15746 0 37.06 079.44 0 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.73 5	 149.61 E	 290062 671
2112922443 03/10/78 97 81 15746 D 36.53 078.59 NA 14MMm NO CCCL LLLL 30.16 S	 149.20 E	 0 0
2112922445 03/10178 97 82 15746 D 35.97 077.76 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.59 S	 148.78 E	 290062 672
2112922452 03110178 97 F3 15746 D 35.39 076.97 20 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.02 5	 148.35 E	 290062 673
2112922454 03/10/7P, 97 84 15746 D 34.78 076.22 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.44 S	 147.90 E	 290062 674
2112922461 03/10/76 97 85 15746 D 34.16 1775.52 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.87 S	 147.45 E	 290062 675
2112922463 03110/78 97 86 15746 D 33.52 074.66 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.29 S	 147.00 E	 290062 676
2113000283 03/10/78 115 R3 15747 D 35.37 076.94 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 33.02 S	 122.52 E	 290062 677
2113003430 03/10/7P 151 54 15749 D 40.68 110.1N 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 08.66 N	 081.32 E	 290062 678
2113003433 03/10/78 151 55 15749 D 40.94 108.90 30 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 07.22 N	 080.98 E	 290062 679
2113006580 03/44/78 187 26 15751 D 23.63 139.60 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.66 N	 041.76 E	 290062 734
21131706582 (13/(19/78 187 27 15751 D 24.47 138.69 10 2FFF NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N	 041.14 E	 290062 735
2113006585 03/09/78 187 28 15751 D 25.30 137.79 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N	 040.55 E	 290062 736
2113006591 03/09/78 187 29 15751 D 26.11 136.88 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 44_43 N	 039.98 E	 290062 737
2113015344 03/09/78 26 27 15756 D 24.60 138.64 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 087.95 W	 29006?. 593
2113015351 03/09/78 26 28 15756 D 25.43 137.73 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 0811.54 W	 290062 594
2113015353 03/09/78 26 29 15756 D 26.24 136.82 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N	 089.11 w	 290062 595
2113015360 03/09/78 26 30 15756 D 27.04 135.91 80 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 089.65 w	 290062 596
2113015362 03/09/78 26 31 15756 D 27.83 135.00 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 090.17 w	 290062 597
2113015365 03/09/78 26 32 15756 D 28.61 134.07 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 090.68 w	 290062 598
2113015371 03/09/78 26 33 15756 D 29.37 133.13 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N	 091.16 W	 290062 599
2113015374 03/09/78 26 34 15756 D 30.12 132.19 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N	 091.63 W	 290062 600
21130153RD 03/09/78 26 35 15756 D 30.86 131.23 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N	 092.09 w	 290062 601
2113015383 03/09/78 26 36 15756 D 31.57 130.27 50 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 092.54 W	 290062 602
2113015385 04/21/78 26 37 15756 0 32.27 129.28 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N	 092.98 w	 290062 694
2113015392 04/21/78 26 38 15756 D 32.95 128.29 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 093.40 W	 290062 695
2113015394 04/21/78 26 39 15756 D 33.62 127.27 80 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 30.20 N	 093.81 W	 290062 696
2113017173 04/21/78 44 26 15%57 D 23.75 139.58 NA ?.222 NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N	 113.15 W	 0 0
2113017180 04/21/78 44 27 15757 D 24.63 138.62 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 113.76 W	 290062 697
21130171F2 04/21/78 44 28 15757 D 25.44 137.73 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 114.35 w	 0 0
2113017185 04/21/78 44 29 15757 D 26.25 136.83 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N	 114.92 w	 290062 69b
2113017191 04/21/78 44 30 15757 D 27.U6 135.90 60 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 115.47 W	 290062 699
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2113017194 04/71178 44 31 15757 D 27.86 134.98 60 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 116.00 W	 290062 700
2113017200 04/21/78 44 32 15757 D 28.63 134.05 50 £FFF NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 116_50 w	 .290062 701
2113017203 04/21/78 44 33 15757 D 29.39 133.13 70 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N	 117.00 W	 290062 702
2113017205 04/21/78 0, 34 15757 0 30.14 132.18 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N	 117.46 W	 290062 703
2113017212 04/21/78 44 35 15757 D 30_98 131.22 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N	 117_93 W	 290062 704
2113017214 04/21/78 44 36 15757 D 31.59 130.26 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N	 118.37 w	 290062 705
2113017221 04/21178 44 37 15757 D 32.29 129.27 100 FFEF NO CCCL LLLL 33_07 N	 110.81 w	 290062 706
2113019123 03109/78 62 54 15758 D 40.79 109.88 40 FFFF NO CCCL HHLL 08.66 N	 150.97 W	 290062 738
2113022490 03109/78 98 78 157611 D 37.94 080.82 30 EEEE no CCCL LLLL 25.87 S	 148.96 E	 290062 739
2113022493 03/09/78 98 79 15760 D 37.44 079.88 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.30 S	 148.57 E	 290062 74D
2113022495 03/09/78 98 80 15760 D 36.92 079.00 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 28.73 S	 148.17 E	 290062 741
2113022502 03/09/78 96 81 15760 D 36.38 079.15 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 30.16 147.77 E	 290062' 742
2113022504 03109/78 98 82 15760 D 35.81 077.33 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.6[' S	 147.35 E	 290062 743
2113022511 73/09/78 98 83 15760 D 35.22 076.55 0 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 33.42 S	 146.92 1	 290062 744
2113022513 03/09/78 98 64 15760 D 34.61 075.b2 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.44 S	 146.48 E	 290062 745
2113022520 03/09/78 98 85 15760 D 33.98 075.17 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.87 5	 146.02 E	 290062 746
2113022522 03/09/78 98 96 15760 D 33.33 074.47 40 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 37.29 5	 145.56 E	 290062 747
2113100324 03/09/78 116 7 9) 15761 D 37.44 079.87 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.30 S	 122.73 E	 290062 748
2113100342 03/09/78 116 83 15761 0 35.22 076.53 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.02 S	 121.07 E	 290062 749
2113115403 03/09178 77 27 15770 D 24.96 138.50 50 2EEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 089.38 W	 290062 603
211311541ft 03/09/78 27 28 15770 D 25.79 137.55 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 089.97 W	 290062 604
22113115412 03109/78 27 29 13770 D 26.f)0 136.66 60 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 44_44 N	 090.53 W	 290062 605
2113115415 03/09/78 27 30 15770 D 27.40 135.73 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 091_08 W	 290062 606
2113115421 03109/78 27 31 15770 D ?8.19 134.N1 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 091.61 W	 290062 607
2113115424 03/09/78 27 32 15770 D 28.96 133.88 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 092.11 W	 290062 608
2113115430 03/09/78 27 33 15770 D 29.72 132.93 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N	 092_60 W	 290062 604
2113115433 03/09/78 27 34 15770 D 30_46 131.99 20 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N	 093.07 W	 290062 610
2113115435 03/09/78 27 35 15770 D 31.19 131.01 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N	 093.53 W	 290062 750
2113115441 03109178 27 36 15770 D 31.90 130.03 10 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 093.98 W	 290062 751
2113115444 03/09/18 27 37 15770 D 32.59 129.04 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 094.42 W	 290062 752
2113115450 03/09/78 27 38 15770 D 33.27 128.03 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 094.86 W	 290062 753
2113115453 03/09/78 Z7 39 15770 D 33.93 127.00 30 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 095.28 W	 290062 754
2113115455 03/09/78 27 40 15770 D 34.56 125.96 40 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N	 095.69 W	 290062 755
2113115462 03/09/79 27 41 15770 D 35_18 124.90 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.35 N	 096.08 W	 290062 756
2113115464 03/09/78 27 42 15770 D 35.78 123.82 NA HHMpi NO CCCL LLLL 25.91 N	 096.47 W	 0 0
2113117232 03/U9/78 45 26 15771 D 24.16 139.41 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N	 174.57 W	 290062 757
2113117235 03/09/78 4: 27 15771 0 24.99 138.50 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 115.19 W	 290062 758
2113117241 03/09/78 45 28 15771 D 25.81 137.57 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 45_86 N	 115_78 W	 290062 759
2113117244 03/09178 45 29 15771 D 26.62 136.65 80 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 116.34 W	 290062 760
2113117250 03109/78 45 30 15771 D 27.42 135.73 90 EEFE .40 CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 116.89 W	 290062 761
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2113117253 03/09/78 45 31 15771 D 28.21 134.86 50 FEES NO r. CC LLLL
2113117255 03/09/78 45 32 15771 D 28.98 133.87 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2113117262 03/09178 45 33 15771 D 29.74 132.92 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2113117264 U310917B 45 34 15771 D 30.46 131.97 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2113117271 03/09/78 45 35 15771 0 31.21 131.ftU 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2113117273 03/09/78 45 36 15771 D 31.92 130.02 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL
2113117280 03/09/78 45 37 15771 D 32.61 '129.03 80 EEFE iO CCCL LLLL
2113119023 03/09/78 63 16 15772 S 15.32 149.81 20 E22F NO CCCL LLLL
2113119025 03/09/78 63 17 15772 5 16.24 148.5f< 0 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL
2113119032 03109/78 63 18 15772 S 17.15 147.42 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2113119034 03/09/78 63 19 15772 S 1x.05 146.x1 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2113119041 03/09/78 63 20 15772 S 18.95 145.25 10 2.+2E NO CCCL LLLL
2113120425 03/09/78 81 9 15773 5 08.42 161.6f• NA MMM6 NO CCCL LLLL
2113120432 03/09/7B bl 10 15773 S 09.77 159.43 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2113120434 03/09178 81 11 15773 S 10.71 157.44 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2113120441 (13/09178 81 12 15773 5 11.65 155.64 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2113120443 03/09/78 81 13 15773 S 12.59 153.98 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2113120450 03/09/78 81 14 15773 5 13.52 152.4E 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2113120452 03/09/78 F1 15 15773 5 14.44 151.09 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL
21131220455 03/09/78 bl 16 15773 S 15.36 149.79 40 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL
2113120461 03/09/78 81 17 15773 5 16.29 148.55 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2113120464 03/0S/78 81 18 15773 5 17.2!' 147.39 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2113120470 03/09/78 81 19 15773 S 18.11 146.2P 90 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL
2113120473 03/09179 81 20 15773 S 19.00 145.21 90 F E E F NO CCCL LLLL
2113120475 03/09/78 81 21 15773 S 19.b9 144.19 100 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL
2113120482 03/09/78 81 22 15773 D 20.77 143.20 NA MM2N NO CCCL LLLL
2113215500 04/21/78 28 36 157B4 D 32.22 129.81 100 FE FE NO CCCL LLLL
2113215503 04121/78 2E 37 15784 D 32.91 128.PO 100 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL
2113215505 04/21/78 28 38 15784 D 33.58 127.78 100 F F F E NO CCCL LLLL
2113215512 04121/78 28 39 15784 D 34.24 126.75 100 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL
2113215514 04/21178 28 40 15784 D 34.87 125.6& 100 FEFF NO CCCL LLLL
2113215521 04/21/78 28 41 15784 D 35.48 124.60 100 EFEE No CCCL LLLL
2113215523 04/21/78 28 42 157&4 D 36.07 123.52 .90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2113217291 03/09/78 46 26 15785 D 24.52 139.29 100 E666 NO CCCL LLLL
2113217294 03/09/78 46 27 15785 D 25.35 138.36 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2113217300 03/09/78 46 28 15785 D 26.17 137.43 80 EEEE q4O CCCL LLLL
2113217302 03/09/73 46 29 15785 D 26.98 136.50 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2113217305 03/09178 46 30 15785 D 27.7r 135.56 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2113217311 03/09/78 46 31 15785 D 28.56 134.63 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
?113217314 03/09/78 , - 46 32 157F5 0 29.32 133.6E 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
41.61 N	 117.42	 W
40.19 N	 117.93	 W
38.77 N	 118.42	 w
37.35 N	 118.89	 W
35.92 N	 119.35	 W
34_49 N	 119.80	 w
33.07 N	 120.23 W
62.55 N	 131.90	 w
61.19 N	 133.04	 W
59.82 N	 134.08	 W
58_45 N	 135.06 w
57.07 N	 135_96	 W
71.70 N	 145.91	 w
70.43 N	 148.20 1r
69.15 N	 150.22
	 W
67.85 N	 152.02	 W
66.55 N	 153_66	 w
65.22 N	 155.13	 W
63.87 N	 156.47	 W
62.52 N	 157_69	 w
61.16 N	 158.83	 w
59.79 N	 159.86	 W
58.42 N	 160.82	 W
57.03 N	 161.72	 w
55.64 N	 162.57 W
54.26 N	 163.37 W
34.50 N	 1195.43	 W
33.07 N	 095.86 W
31.64 N	 096.29 W
30.21 N	 096.70 W
28.77 N	 097.10	 w
27.34 N	 097.50 w
25.91 N	 097.90 H
48.68 N	 116.02 w
47.27 N	 116.63	 W
45.86 N	 117.22	 w
44.45 N	 117.79	 W
43.03 N	 118.34	 W


















































06/28/78 LANDSAT 2	 MSS SENSOR PAGE 70
23:44 FROM	 01/01178	 TO 04/30/78
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH NOW ORBIT DAY/N1TE SUN SUN %	 CLD QUALITY CCM	 CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MIC FLN
ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 4567 OLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAI CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
2113217320 03/09/78 46 33 15785 D 30.08 132.73 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 119.86 W 290062 7922113217323 03/09/78 4L 34 15785 C 30.82 131.76 t^0 EEFE 0 CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 120.33 k 290062 793
2113217325 03/09/78 46 35 15785 D 31.54 130.7E 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 120.80 k 290062 794
2113217332 03/09/78 '6 36 15785 D 32.25 129.79 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 121.25 W 290062 795
2113217384 03/09/78 46 49 15785 D 39.52 115.34 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 15.85 N 126.30 W 290062 796
2113217351 03/09/78 46 50 15785 D 39.90 114.11 30 EEEE N0 CCCL HHLL 14.42 N 126.65 w 290062 79.7
2113307150 03/10/78 190 25 15793 D 23.88 140.11 90 EEE2 NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 N 038.11 E 290063 17
2113307152 03/10/78 190 2E 15793 D 24.72 139.23 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48_66 N 037.46 E 290063 18
2113307155 03/10/78 190 27 15793 D 25.56 138.29 90 FEES h0 CCCL LLLL 47.26 N 036.84 E 290063 19
2113307i61 03/10/78 190 2e• 15793 D 26.38 137.35 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N 036.25 E 290063 20
2113307163 01/10/78 190 29 15793 D 27.18 136.42 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 035.67 E 290063 21
2113323085 03/10/78 101 84 15LO2 D 34.09 074.60 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34_43 S 142.15 E 290063 1
2113323092 03/10/78 101 85 15802 D 33.43 073.93 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.66 S 141.69 E 290063 2
2113323094 03/10/78 101 h6 15802 0 32.75 073.3L 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.L8 S 141.23 E 290063 3
2 1134 00510 u3/10/78 119 61 15803 D 35,93 076.81 40 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 30.16 S 117.62 E 290063 4
2113400512 03:10/78 119 h2 15803 D 35.33 076.'2 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.59 5 117.21 E 290063 5
2113400515 03/10/78 119 83 15803 D 34.70 075.26 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.02 S 116.78 F 290063 6
J
2113414144 03/10/78 12 27 15F11 D 26.02 138.12 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N 067.87 W 290063 7
*`	2113414150 03/10/78 12 28 15811 D 26.84 137.17 0 EEEE NO CCCL LL±L 45.86 N 068.46 W 290063 8
2113414153 03/1U/78 12 29 15811 D 27.64 136.22 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 069.03 W 290063 9
21134.14155 03/10/78 12 30 15811 D 28.43 135.27 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 069.57 W 290063 10
2113415573 03/10/78 30 26 15812 D 25.23 139.06 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48_67 N 093.06 w 290063 11
2113415575 03/10/78 30 27 15812 D 26.05 138.11 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N 093.68 W 290063 12
211,,415582 03/10/78 3D 28 15812 D 26.66 137.1E 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N 094.27 W 290063 13
2113415584 03/10/7P 30 29 15E12 D 27.67 136.21 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 094_84 W 290063 14
2113415591 03/10/78 30 30 15612 D 28.46 135.25 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 095.38 u 290063 15
2113415593 03/10/78 30 31 15E12 D 29.23 134.29 30 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 095_90 w 290063 16
2113507261 03/10/78 192 24 15F21 D 23_76 140.94 100 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 57.46 N 035.92 E 290063 22
2113507263 03/10/78 192 25 15821 D 24.62 139.96 100 PF£E NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 N 035.25 E 2900'63 23
2113507270 03/10/76 192 26 15821 D 25.45 139.00 100 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 034.58 E 290063 24
2113507272 03/10/78 192 27 15821 D 26.28 138.04 100 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N 033.96 E 290063 25
2113507275 03/10/78 192 28 15821 D 27.09 137.01 90 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N 033.36 E 290063 26
2113507281 03110/78 192 29 15821 D 27.90 136.12 90 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 032.79 E 290063 27
2113514203 03/10/78 13 27 15P25 C 26.40 137.98 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N 069.30 w 290063 28
2113514205 03/10/78 13 28 15825 D 27.20 137.03 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45_86 N 069.88 W 290063 24
2113514212 03/10/76 13 29 15825 D 28.00 136.07 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 070.45 W 290063 30
2113514214 D3110/78 13 30 15825 0 28.79 135.1C 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.D3 N 071_00 w 290063 32
2113514221 03/10/78 13 31 15825 D 29,56 134.13 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 071.53 W 290063 32
2113514223 03110/78 13 32 15625 0 30.32 133.15 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 072.03 W 0 0






06/2F/7e LANDSAT 2	 MSS SENSOR PAGE 71
23:45 FROM	 01101/78	 TO 04/30/,8
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN %	 CLD QUALITY CCM	 CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PiC-11RE MICROFILM MIC FLM
ID DATE k /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 4567 OLTY 4567 4567 CtiTR
	 LAT CNTR LONG kO LL FRAME
2113516034 03/10/78 31 27 15826 D 26.42 137.98 100 EFFF NO CCCL LLLL 47_27 N	 095.12 W	 290063 34
2113516041 03110/78 31 28 15226 D 27.23 137.02 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 095.70 w	 290063 35
2113516043 03/10/78 31 29 15626 D 28.03 136.06 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL .14.44 N	 096.26 W	 290063 36
2113516050 03/10/78 31 30 15826 D 28.02 135.09 100 EEFE NO CCCL L x-'.L 43.03 N	 096.81 W	 290063 37
2113519263 03/10/78 67 18 15828 S 18.69 147.22 40 EEFE NO ^CCL Li LL 59.80 N	 139,78 w	 290063 52
2113519270 03/10/78 67 19 15825 S 19.59 146.66 70 EEF2 NO CCCL L' -L 58.42 N	 140.76 w	 290063 53
2113521063 03/10/78 Fi 5 10 15R24 s 11.30 159.52 50 F22F NO CCCL LLLL 70.44 N	 153.93 w	 290053 54	 .
2113521065 03/10/78 85 11 15829 S 12.24 157.50 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 69.16 N	 155.97 W	 2900,1,3 55
2113521072 03/10/76 85 12 15829 S 13.18 155.66 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 67.87 N	 157.77 W	 -	 29005^- 56
2113521074 03/10178 65 13 15829 S 14.12 153.98 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 66.55 N	 159.40 W	 290063 57
2 1 13521081 03/10/78 85 14 15829 S 15.05 152.44 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 65_23 N	 160.87 W	 290063 58
2113521083 03/10/78 85 15 15829 S 15.97 151.01 0 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 63.89 N	 162.22 w	 290063 59
2113521090 03/10/78 85 16 15829 S 16.89 149.68 0 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 62.54 N	 163.45 w	 290063 60
2113521092 03/10/78 95 17 15829 S 17.P0 148.42 0 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 61.19 N	 164.58 w	 290063 61
2113521095 03/10/78 85 18 15829 S 18.71 147.22 NA F1MMM NO CCCL LLLL 59_82 N	 165.63 W	 0 0
2113614264 03/10/78 14 28 15839 D 27.56 136.90 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N	 071_35 W	 290063 38
2113614270 03/10178 14 29 15839 D 28.35 135.93 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N	 071.92 w	 290063 39
2113614273 (13/10/78 14 30 15839 D 29.14 134.95 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLI 43.04 N	 072.46 W	 290063 40
2113614275 03/10/78 14 31 15839 0 29.97 133.97 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N	 072.98 w	 290063 41
2113614282 03110/78 14 32 15839 D 30.67 1 32.97 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N	 073.50 W	 290063 42
2113614284 03/10/78 14 33 15639 D 31.41 131.97 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N	 073.98 W	 290063 43
2113714325 03/10/78 15 29 15853 D 28.74 135.76 60 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 073.31 w	 290063 44
2113714332 03/10/78 15 30 15853 D 29.52 134.77 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N	 073.86 w	 290063 45
2113714334 03/10/78 15 31 15853 D 30.29 133.77 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 074.38 w	 290063 46
2113714341 03/10/78 15 32 15853 0 31.04 132.77 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 074.88 w	 290063 47
2113714343 03/10/78 15 33 15853 D 31.77 131.75 20 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N	 075.37 w	 290063 48
2113714350 03/10/78 15 34 15853 D 32.49 130.73 40 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N	 075.85 w	 290063 49
2113714352 03/10/78 15 35 15853 D 33.19 129_69 40 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N	 076.31 w	 290063 50
2113714355 03/10/78 15 36 15853 D 33.88 128.63 70 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 076.77 W	 290063 51
2116820510 04121/78 82 10 162`39 D 24.38 160.91 10 EEEE NC CCCL LLLL 70.45 N	 149.64 W	 290063 62
2116820513 04/21/78 tit 11 12289 D 25.35 158.60 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 69.17 N	 151.66 W	 290063 63
2116820515 04121/78 82 12 16289 D 26.31 156.50 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 67.88 N	 153.47 w	 290063 64
2116820522 04/21/78 82 13 16289 D 27.26 154.52 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 66.56 N	 155.11 w	 290063 65
2116820524 04/21/78 82 14 16289 D 28.20 152.68 50 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 65.23 N	 156.57 W	 290063 66
2116820531 04/21/78 62 15 16289 D 29..14 150.94 80 EFFF NO CCCL LLLL 63.89 N	 157.92 w	 290063 67
2116820533 04121/78 82 16 16289 D 30.06 149.29 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 6?.54 N	 159.15 W	 290063 68
2116820510 04121/78 82 17 16289 D 30.96 147.72 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 61.18 N	 160.28 W	 290063 69
2116820542 04/21/78 82 1.9 16289 D 31.85 146.21 30 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.82 N	 161.33 w	 290063 70
2116907143 04/21/78 190 19 16295 D 32.89 144.72 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.44 N	 042.77 E	 290063 71






RRCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCHIM
STANDARD CATALOG
LANDSAT 2	 MSS SENSOR
FROM 01/01/78 TO 04/30/78
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/KITE SUN SUN Z	 CLD QUALITY CCP1 CCM	 MODE GAIN FICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MIC FLR
ID DATE N /SPCL ELFV AZIM COVER 4567 C"_TY	 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
2116907152 04/21/78 190 21 16295 D 34.59 141.86 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55-66 N	 041.03 E 290063 73
2116901154 04/]1178 190 22 16295 D 35.43 140.44 20 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.27 N	 040.25 E 290063 74
2116907161 04/21/78 19U 23 16295 D 36.25 139.04 40 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.87 to	 039.48 £ 290063 75
2116907163 04/21/78 19U 24 16295 D 37.04 137.66 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N	 03L+.76 E 290063 76
2116907170 04/21/78 190 25 16295 D 37.81 136_29 100 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N	 038.08 E 290063 77
2116907172 04/21/78 190 26 16295 D 38.56 134.90 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N	 037.42 E ?90063 78
2116907175 04/21/78 190 27 16295 D 39.30 133.51 100 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 036.80 E 290063 79
2116907181 04/21/78 190 28 16295 0 40.01 132.11 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 036.21 E 290063 80
2116907184 04/21/78 190 29 16295 D 40.70 130.69 '30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N	 035.64 E 290063 81
2116914:12 04/21/7b 11 28 16299 D 40.11 132.('6 NA M666 NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 067.03 W 0 0
P	 2116914114 04!21/78 11 29 16299 40.90 130.64 100 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N	 067.60 w 290063 82
2116915534 04/21/78 ?9 26 16300 D 38.70 134.84 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N	 091.63 w 290063 83
2116915541 04/21178 29 27 163D0 D 39.43 133.44 31) EE£E NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 092.25 w 290063 84
2116915543 04/21/78 29 28 163 G(1 D 40.14 132.D4 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45-d6 N	 092.84 .W 290063 85
2116915550 04/21/78 29 29 16300 D 40.83 130.62 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4:.45 N	 093.41 W 290063 86
2116915552 04/21/76 29 30 16300 D 41_49 129.1P 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 093.95 w 290063 87
2116915555 04/21/78 29 31 16300. D 42-13 127.73 100 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 094.47 W 290063 88
2116915561 04/21/78 29 32 16300 D 42.74 126.26 Q0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 094.98 W 290063 89
2116915564 04/21178 29 33 16300 D 43.32 124.77 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N	 095.47 W 290063 90
2116915370 04/21/78 29 34 16300 0 43.88 123.25 90 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N	 095.94 W 290063 91
2116915573 (14/21/78 29 35 16300 D 44.40 121.71 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N	 096.39 W 290063 92
2116915575 04/21/78 29 36 16300 D 44.89 120.16 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 096.83 w 290063 93
2116915582 04/21/78 29 37 1630D D 45.35 118.59 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N	 097.27 w 290063 94
2116915594 04/21/78 29 38 16300 D 45.77 117.00 80 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 097.70 W 290063 95
2116915591 04/21178 29 39 16300 D 46.16 115.3E 80 FEEE 40 CCCL LLLL 31.20 N	 098.11 W 290063 96
2116915593 04/21/78 29 40 163DO D 46.52 113.75 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.77 N	 098.52 W 290063 97
2116916000 04/21/78 29 41 16300 D 46.84 112.08 30 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.33 N	 098.91 W 290063 98
2116916002 04/21/78 29 42 16300 D 47.11 110.42 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.90 N	 099.31 W 290063 99
211692D565 04/21/78 83 10 16303 D 24.76 161.00 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 70_48 N	 151.09 W 290063 100
2116920572 04/21/78 83 11 16303 0 25.73 158.66 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 69.20 N	 153.12 W 290063 101
2116920574 041211x8 83 12 16303 D 26.69 156.54 70 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 67.89 N	 154.93 W 290063 102
2116920581 04/21/78 83 13 16303 D 27.63 154.5@ 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 66.57 N	 156_55 W 290063 103
2116920583 04/21/78 83 14 16303 D 26.58 152.72 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 65.24 N	 158.02 W 290063 104
2117004120 04/25178 155 63 16307 D 43.80 077.00 50 2EEE NO CCCL HHLL 04.30 5	 072.54 E 290063 124
2117004123 04/25/78 155 64 16307 D 43.23 075.75 40 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 05.74 S	 072.20 E 290063 125
2117004125 04/25178 155 65 16307 D 42.63 074.52 30 2EEE NO CCCL HHLL 07.1H S	 071.87 E 290063 126
21170053 Q 0 04/25/78 173 24 16308 D 37.38 137.59 20 P£EF NO CCCL LLLL 51.44 N	 063.12 E 290063 127
2117005393 04/25/78 173 25 16308 D 38.16 136.18 30 2EEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.09 N	 062_44 E 290063 128
2117005395 04/25/78 173 26 16308 D 38.91 134.78 NA MMMR NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N	 061.80 E 0 0
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ARCHIVAL	 IMAGE	 REPORT	 -ARCHIN
STANDARD	 CATALOG
06/28/78 LANDSA7 2	 4S5 SENSOR PAGE 74
23:45 FROM	 01/01/78	 TO 04/30/78
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW OROIT DAY/NITF SUN SUN %	 CLD QUALITY CCM	 CCk MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MIC	 FLM
ID DATE it /SPCL ELEV AZIM C3VER 456:' OLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
2117116070 04/25/78 31 30 16328 D 42.21 128.7F 80 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 096.81 w	 290063 150
2117116072 04/25/78 31 31 16328 D 42.84 127.30 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 097.33 W	 290063 151
2117116075 04125/78 31 32 16326 D 43.44 125.79 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 09 7. 84 w	 290063 152
2117116081 04/25/78 31 33 16328 D 44.01 124.26 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 39.77 N	 098.33 w	 290063 153
2117116084 04125/78 31 34 16328 D 44.55 122.71 30 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 37.34 N	 098.80 w	 290063 154
2117116090 04/25/78 31 35 16328 D 45.06 121.15 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N	 099.26 w	 290063 15.5
2117116093 04/25/78 31 36 16325 D 45.54 119.55 50 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 3.,.49 N	 (199.72 W	 290043 156
2117116095 04/25/78 31 37 163RR D 45.98 117.94 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 100.16 W	 290063 157
2117116102 04/25/78 31 38 16328 D 46.39 116.32 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 100.59 W	 290063 158
2117116104 04/25/78 31 39 16321, D 46.76 114.67 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 101.01 W	 290063 159
2117116111 04/25/78 31 40 16328 D 47.10 113.00 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 2P.78 N	 101.41 W	 290063 160
2117214302 64/25178 14 32 16341 D 43.76 125.59 20 MP22 NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 073.47 w	 290063 161
2117214304 04/25/78 14 33 16341 D 44.32 174.04 20 F F P F NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N	 073.96 W	 290063 162
2117214340 04/25/78 14 41 16341 D 47.65 110.93 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.35 N	 077.46 w	 290063 163
2117214343 04/25/78 14 42 16341 D 47.90 109.27 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.91 N	 077.83'w 290063 164
2117214345 04/25/78 14 43 16341 D 48.11 107.51 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 24.48 N	 076.21 W	 290063 165
2117216111 04/25/78 37 76 16342 D 39.82 134.43 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N	 095.96 w	 290063 166
2117216113 04/25/78 32 27 16342 D 40.54 133.flu 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N	 096.58 W	 290063 167
2117216115 04/25/78 32 28 16342 D 41.24 131.54 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N	 097.17 W	 290063 168
2117216122 04125/78 32 29 16342 D 41.92 130.07 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N	 097.73 W	 290063 169
21172.16124 04/25/78 32 30 16342 D 42.57 128.58 60 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 43.04 N	 098.27 W	 290063 170
2117216131 U4/25/78 32 31 16342 D 43.20 127.07 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N	 098.80 W	 290063 171
2117216134 04/25/78 32 32 16342 D 43.79 125.54 50 EFL'E NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N	 099.30 W	 2?0063 172
2117216140 04/25/78 32 33 16342 D 44.36 124.00 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N	 099.78 W	 290063 173
2117216143 04/25/78 32 34 16342 D 44.89 122.42 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N	 100.25 W	 290063 174
2117301023 04/26/78 122 62 16347 D 44.36 076.75 60 EEEE NO CCCL HfILL 02.85 S	 120.20 E	 290063 269
2117301025 04/26/78 122 63 16347 D 43.79 075.46 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 04.29 S	 119.85 E	 290063 270
211731032 04/26/78 122 64 16347 D 43.19 074.22 80 EEEF NO CCCL HIILL 05.73 S	 119.51 E	 290063 271
2117304145 04/26/78 158 28 16349 D 41.43 131.44 NA M666 NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 082.11 E	 0 0
2717304151 04/26 / 78 158 29 16349 D 42 . 10 129 . 96 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N	 081.54 E	 290063 234
2117304154 04/26/78 158 30 16349 D 42.75 1RK.46 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 081.00 E	 290063 235
2117304190 04/26/78 158 38 16349 D 46.85 115.78 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 077.25 E	 290063 236
2117304192 04126/78 158 39 16349 D 47.21 114.10 20 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 076.82 E	 290063 237
2117400543 04/26 / 76 123 29 16361 D 42 . 41 129 . 61 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N	 131.73 E	 290063 238
2117400545 04/26/78 123 30 16361 D 43.05 128.30 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N	 131.18 E	 290063 231^
2117401081 04/26 / 78 123 62 16361 D 44.37 076.22 40 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 02 . 85 S	 118 . 76 E	 290063 240
2117401084 04/26/78 123 63 16361 D 43.78 074 . 94 NA MMMy NO CCCL HHLL 04.29 S	 118.42 E	 0 0
211740109L 04/26/78 123 64 16361 D 43.17 073.70 40 FEEE N0 CCCL HHLL 05.73 S	 118.08 E	 290063 241
2117401093 04/26/78 123 65 16361 D 42.52 072.50 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 07.18 S	 147.75 E	 290065 242
2117401095 04/26/78 123 66 16361 D 41.55 071.36 NA MMMM N0 CCCL HHLL 0P.62 S	 117. 40 E ^__ _._	 0 0
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OHSLRVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITF SUN SUN Y.	 CLD QUALITY CC's CC M	MODF GAIN PICTURF PICTURF MICROFILM MIC	 FILM
ID DATE A /SPCL FLEV AZIM C`1VER 4567 OLTY	 4567 4567 CNTR	 LAT CNTR	 LONG ROLL FRKME
2117401102 04126/78 123 67 16361 D 41.15 070.26 NA M14,4IM NO CCCL HHLL 10.06 S	 117.06 E	 U V
2117407432 04/26/78 195 19 16365 D 34 . ,5 2 144.5(' ?U EEEE h0 CCCL LLLL 5b.45 N	 035.57 E	 290063 272
2117407435 04/26/78 195 20 16365 D 35.67 142.91- 60 CEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.['7 N	 034.66 E	 290063 273
2117407441 04/26/78 195 21 16365 D 36.52 141.51-1 50 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.69 N	 633.82 E	 290063 274
2117407444 04/26/78 195 22 16365 D 37.34 14C.I't 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.29 N	 033.02 E	 2911063 273
2117504262 04/26118 160 28 16371 D 42.14 131.11 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.r7 N	 079.22 E	 290063 276
2117504265 04/26/78 161: 29 16377 D 42.141 129.5 11 70 F F E F NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N	 078.66 F	 290063 277
2117504271 04126178 160 30 16377 D 43.45 Ilk .0e 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 07F.12 E	 290063 278
2117504301 04/26/TB 160 37 16377 D 47.P6 116.74 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 074.78 E	 290063 279
2117504303 i)4/?6/78 160 38 16377 D 47.44 115.0 9 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31_64 N	 074.35 F	 290063 280
211750431D 04/26/78 160 39 16377 D 47.19 113.31 0 EEEE Nn CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 073.93 E	 293)063 281
2111506083 04/25/78 178 25 lo378 D 40.04 135.52 NA MMM6 no CCCL LLLL 50.11 N	 1155.23 F	 0 0
21175060H5 04125/78 170 26 1637t D 40.7& 134.L14 5U FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N	 054.60 E	 290U63 206
2117506112 04/25/78 178 32 16378 D 44.o6 1?4.95 911 EEEE NO LCCL LLLL 41'.20 N	 051.25 E	 290063 207
2117506130 G4/25/78 178 36 16378 D 46.67 118.44 70 E F F E NO CCCL LLLL 34.51 N	 049.38 E	 290063 208
2117506133 C14/?5/78 17F 37 1t 37Y 0 47.6, :16.76 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.08 N	 048.94 E	 290063 209
2117506135 04/25/78 178 38 15376 D 47.46 115.07 70 FEEE No CCCL LLLL 31.65 h	 04,5.51 E	 290063 210
2117506142 04125/78 178 39 1637r D 47.n11 113.35 ou EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.22 N	 048.09 F	 oM 063 211
2117507494 04/25/75 196 2b 16379 D 36.07 14?.b5 40 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 57.04 N	 033.28 F	 290063 212
21175162113 04/26/78 35 26 16384 D 40.02 134.111' N0 E E F E N0 CCCL L:. LL 48.68 N	 106.25 W	 2901163 243
2117516285 04/26/78 35 27 16384 D 41.64 132,51 60 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 100.85 w	 290063 244
?.117516292 f14/26178 35 28 16384 D 42.33 137.ir1 5U E F I E N0 CCCL LLLL 45.96 N	 101.44 w	 290063 245
2117516294 04/26178 35 29 16384 D 42.99 129.48 60 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 102.00 w	 ?90063 246
2117516301 04/26/78 35 30 16364 D 43.63 127.95 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 It	 102.55 w	 290063 247
2117516303 04/26/78 35 31 16384 D 44.23 1?6.3a 401 E I E F No CCCL LLLL 41.61 4	 103.08 W	 290063 248
2117516310 04/26/78 35 32 16384 D 44.81 124 .A2 10 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 4('.19 N	 103.59 w	 290663 249
2117516312 04/26/78 35 33 16384 D 45.36 173.23 0 E E F E NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N	 104.09 w	 290063 250
2117516315 04/26/78 35 34 lt.384 D 45.87 121.60 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N	 104.56 w	 290063 251
2117516321 04/26/78 35 35 16384 D 46.36 119.86 v4 MMr1M NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N	 105.02 W	 U 0
2117516324 04/26/78 35 36 16384 D 46.h0 11Y.31' NA MMMM NG CCCL LLLL 34.50 N	 105.47 W	 0 G
2117516330 04/26/78 35 37 16384 D 47.21 116.61 0 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 105.91 W	 290063 252
2117516333 04126178 35 38 16384 D 47.59 114.91 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 106.34 W	 290063 253
2711516335 04/26/78 35 39 16384 D 47.93 113.19 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 3[1.21 N	 106.75 W	 290063 254
2117516351 04/26/74 35 42 16384 D 4F.70 107.91 60 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 25.91 N	 107.94 W	 290063 255
2117607561 04/25/78 197 22 16393 D 38 .,58 139.67 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.29 N	 030.16 E	 290063 213
2117607564 04/25/78 197 23 16393 D 38.88 13R.3b 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.89 N	 029.41 E	 290063 214
2117607579 04/2517& 197 24 16393 D 39.66 136.85' 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.49 N	 028.69 E	 290063 215
2117607573 04/25/78 197 25 lt393 D 40.42 135.40 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.09 N	 028.02 E	 290063 216
2117607575 04/25/78 197 26 16393 D 41.16 133.90 ?0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N	 027.37 E	 290063 217
2117607582 {34/25/78 . 197 27 16393 D 41.bI 132.40 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 47.2& N	 0?6.75 E	 290063__ 1218	 --_s
F"',
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2117701101 04/25/78 126 25 1F403 D 40.67 135.31 70 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2117701201 04/25/78 126 49 16403 D 49.26 094.82 40 EFFE NO CCCL HHLL
2117701204 04/25/78 126 5C 16403 D 49.12 U93.07 ZO EEEE NO CCCL HHLL
2117701210 04/25/78 126 51 16403 D 48.94 091.34 50 EEEE NO CCCL HIfLL
2117701213 04/25/78 126 52 16403 D 48.71 089.64 50 EFEE NO CCCL HHLL
2117701215 04/25/78 126 53 16403 D 48.44 087.97 20 EFEE Nil CCCL HHLL
2117701222 04/25/78 126 54 16403 D 48.14 086.33 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL
2117701224 04/25/76 126 55 16403 p 47.79 084.72 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL
211771}1231 04/25/78 126 56 16403 D 47.41 083.16 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL
2117701254 0405178 126 62 16403 D 44.36 074.63 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL
2117701260 04/25/78 126 63 16403 D 43.74 073.36 70 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL
2117701263 04/25/78 126 64 16403 D 43.09 072.15 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL
2117701265 04/25/7b 126 65 16403 D 42.41 070.98 20 EfFE NO CCCL HHLL
2117701272 04/25/78 126 66 16403 D 41.71 769.1+7 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL
2117701274 04/25/78 126 67 16403 b 40.98 068.79 40 BEEF NO CCCL HHLL
2117706200 04125/78 180 25 16406 D 40.75 135.30 90 E E E F NO CCCL LLLL
2117706203 04/25/78 11 ! 0 J6 16406 D 41.4P 133.79 40 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL
2117706223 04/25/78 180 31 16406 D 44.16 126.05 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2117706230 04/25/78 140 32 16406 D 45.33 124.44 9J EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2117706232 04/25/78 180 33 16406 D 45.87 122.b2 94 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2117716400 04/26/78 37 26 16412 D 41.64 133.71 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2117716403 04/26/78 37 27 16412 D 42.35 132.18 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2117716405 04/26/7b 37 28 16412 D 43.03 130.65 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2117716412 04/26/78 37 29 16412 D 43.68 129.10 10 E E F E NO CCCL LLLL
2117716414 04/26/78 37 30 16412 D 44.31 127.53 40 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL
2117716421 04/26/78 37 31 16412 D 44.91 129.93 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2117716423 04/26/78 37 32 16412 D 45.48 124.31 80 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL
2117716430 04/26/78 37 33 1641Z D 46.02 122.6 A 70 FEEE NA CCCL LLLL
2117716432 04/26/7F 37 34 16412 D 46.52 121.03 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2117716435 C-4126/78 37 35 16412 D 46.98 119.35 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2117716441 04/26/78 37 36 16412 n 47.41 117_65 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2117716444 04/26/78 37 37 16412 D 47.81 115.93 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2117716450 04126/78 37 38 16412 D 46.17 114.19 5f1 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2117804414 04/25/78 163 23 16419 D 39.56 138.18 0 E E E F NO CCCL LLLL
2117804421 04/25/78 163 24 16419 D 40.33 136.67 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2117804423 04/25/78 163 25 16419 D 41.09 135.15 0 ECEE NO CCCL LLLL
2117808061 04/25/78 19S 18 16421 D 35.45 145.86 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL
2117808063 04/25178 199 19 16421 D 36.32 144.27 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL
2117808070 04/25/78 199 20 16421 D 37.18 142.70 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
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FROM 01101/78 TO 04/30/78
PATH ROW OFEtIT DAY /NITE SUN	 SUN	 X CLD QUALITY CCM CCM	 MODE GaIN PICTURE	 PICTURE	 MICROFILM MIC FLM
4	 /SPCL
	
ELFV AlI M COVER 4567	 ULTV 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG
	 ROLL	 FRAME
2117903114 04/25/78 146 41 16432 D 49.36 108.29 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.35 N 093.21 E 290063 187
2117903121 04/25178 146 42 16432 D 49.54 106.47 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.92 N C•92.P1 E 296063 18 
2117903123 04/25/78 146 43 16432 D 49.6G 104.64 10 EFFE N0 CCCL LLLL 24.48 N 092.41 F 290063 189
2117903130 X4/24/18 146 44 16432 D 49.76 11)?.t%2 16 E E E E NO CCCL LLLL 23.05 N 092.04 E 290063 191)
2117903132 04/25x75 146 45 16432 D 49.03 101.00 10 LFCE NO CCCL LLLL 21.61 N ('91.67 E 290063 191
2117904493 04/25178 164 28 16433 D 43.55 130.38 NA MMNM NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N 073.50 F 0 0
2117904500 04125/7P 164 29 16433 D 44.20 12Y.1-1 NA MMM%9 NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 072.94 E 0 0
2117904502 C4125118 164 30 16433 D 44.82 127.21 10 EE FE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 072.40 f 290063 192
2117904505 04/25/78 164 31 16433 D 45.40 125.61 10 E E E E NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 071.87 E 290063 193
2117904511 04/25/78 164 32 16433 D 45.96 123.9F 10 E E t E NO CCCL LLLL 4V.2(1 N 071.35 E 290063 194
2117906302 04125178 182 22 16434 D 39.14 13 9 .61 0 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 54.30 A 051.66 E 290063 195
2117906305 04125/7F 182 23 16434 D 19.94 13+4 .0F 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.91 N 050.89 E 290063 196
2117906311 04/25/78 182 24 16434 D 40.72 136.55 0 E E E E. NO CCCL LLLL 51.51 N 050.18 E 29OU63 197
2117906314 04/25/79 1F• 2 25 16434 D 41.47 135.Ul 10 E E E E NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 049.51 F 290063 198
2117906320 114/25/78 1F2 26 16434 D 42.20 133.47 10 FEFE No CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 04b.87 E 290063 199
2117906323 04/25/78 182 27 16434 0 42.00 131.92 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 046.25 E 290063 200
2117906325 04/25/78 182 28 16434 D 43.57 130.36 10 FEFE h0 CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 047.66 E 290063 201
2117906332 04125/78 162 29 16434 D 44.21 12F.r2 NA mr4mk4 NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 047.09 E 0 0
2117906334 04/25/78 182 30 16434 0 44.83 127.22 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 046.55 E 290U63 202
2117906341 04/25/78 lb2 31 16434 D 45.43 125.59 10 E E E E N0 CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 046.02 E 290063 203
2117906343 04/25/78 7k2 32 16434 D 45.98 123.95 1 {I E E E E NO LLLL LLLL 40.20 N 045.52 E 29OU63 204
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(17/06/78 i AMI SAT 1	 p55 SFNS0 6 PAt;f 81•
10x07 FFOW 0f/@1 /7F	 1C- 04Szfi/7€
06SEN-VA -TION E%TRY PA 114 ROW ORRIT DAY /'SITE 5111' SUN	 A CLD QUALITY CCM	 CC M ;BODE GAIN FHTUfF 'PIC'TURE FICR©FILN PRIC FLR
ID DATE. 15PCL ELEV e7IN	 CUVER 4567 OLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LOT JrAlTR	 LONG ROLL FRANE
211?6010 .42 031 (141 .7P 1?3 60 1 S6 D 40.75 11'' 7:1'7 90, FEFF NA CCCL WELL C'f".01 to
	 119.47 E	 4?90062 36
2111,214040 03104/78 8 60 IS504 (• 40.14 110.1} wD FEFE NO f.CCL I.LLL 0001 A	 075.55 M'	 290061 55
2.10e*06405 02103 / 7F 1NL S9 1'517 4 D 35.02 11 f .9F 20 ETEE ba CCCL LLLL 111 . 44 N	 05.21 . E 209,060 223
21120. 01.1 )35 03104:178 123 59 15611 '8 D 40.54 108.31 y0 EEEE NO CCCL H++LL 01.45 ^	 1 .19 . P p E	 290662 35
211216lr13e1 U3 .1P9174 125 SP 15692 D 41.0 106.9 ( 7 Sn FEFE N O CCCL I+Fill G2 .89 N	 1'.11,54 •. E	 290002 349
2f12b1rf3 , 7'S 03169 /78 1 : 29 S7 15692 0 40.80 lVt.17 4 11 F.EEE 4O CM HkLL 44.33 N	 tII.Efi E	 ?991062 $46
2109/092 10 031101 FP 21U 57 1532 L. n 36.13 116.33 40 ME he CCCL LLLL 114 .33 N	 (AM .27 k	 290061 334
?108.6P22 .15 02/03/78 137 57 15051 P 38.05 123.22 °20 EEEE 150 CCCL LLLL P4.34 N	 100.39 F	 290060 21
2107902.161 0a /1:0/7E 136 57 15037 n 3j4.10 173.40 30 ME No CCCL LLLL V4.34 N	 IDI.B1 E	 290061 389
2109P622 1 .4 03/06/7h T.-R ? 56 15302 n 37 .58 119.90 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL (15:.7 7 1 .	 100.75 t	 290061 241
illZ601372 U3/1,9I71S 1?9 56.156;? n 40.55 109.43 30 EEEF r,10 CCCL "OLL L5«77 N	 1.12.22 E	 29006? 547
21107013. [) '3 031LWE 11} 5.6 15427 p 3F.23 11b.?9 50 EFEE vU CCCL HhLL 0 5.71 N	 113.67 1	 29LP061 272
21.0990920 3 03/10178 210 56 15320 0 37.64 119 .42 70 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 015.77 1	 003 . 93 a	 799061 333
210800221.3 02/03/78 137 56 15051 n 37.44 174.26 20 EFEE k0 CCCL LLLL 05.78 N	 1`00.72 E	 2901360 2:0
2107902/54 03/10 ./7;8 136 `5F 15037 0 3.7.4.6 124.45 30 FFtF NO CCCL LLLL OS../B n	 10?.1.5 F	 290061- 387
d11?401255 0 3/C: 417ts 1?7 56 15664 P 40.26 110..31 60 EEEE No CCCL NHLL U5.7r N	 1.15.07 t	 290062 422
2117101 .231 04 1?517y 126 56 164J3 D 47.41 083.16 60 EEEE NO CCLL HILL U5.M N	 1 .1 6 . 5P 1	 290663 227
2112301260 OS/'09178 126 56 1565f' D 40.1? 11-0.73 80 FEFE NO CCCL HHLL GS:Tr N	 116.51 f	 290062 367
211t1h01355 03/06 / 7h 7424 55 15441 p 37.)^u 177.65 40 EEEE No CCCL ►+ ►1LL 07.20 ti	 11:2 . 61 E	 290061 27P
2115001473 0.5IUn / 78 131 55 15469 0 3E.09 116 . 96 40 CEFE P40 CCCL hH .LL il7. 21 N	 TOV . 70 F	 290061 31C
2112701425 VS1L4/78 130 55 157,06 D 4.0.44 110.-25 60 EEFE HC CCCL WILL 07421 R	 111.12 E	 290062 494
21109[11414 r-S/i 61 78 13u 55 15455 0 37.47 117.32 511 EFEE NO CCCL OLL ' . 7.21 I,	 111 .13 f	 290061 2216
211?6013711 03/( , Y/7k 12 15 55 15.691 n 40.14 11L.61 50 FEEE 40 CCCL hI1LL it7.21 N'	 11.2.56 t	 290062 546
2110701301 03106178 128 55 15427 D 37.77 11F.00 40 FEFE NO CCCL HMLL 5:7.21 V,	 114.02 c	 ?90051 271
.21104011 ? 4 C3/1 .0/.7h 125 55 153P5 C 37 . 4v 115 . 513 611 EFEE kt) CCCL H ►1LL 07.21 N	 176. .29 E	 ?901161 354
21099'09201 0.i/101?8 210 55 15320 n 37.12 12C.50 ,:A 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 1 1 7:21 11	 003.5.9 r	 0 0
2113'183433 U3/1f]/7„ 151 55 1574'; 0 4(1.'14 30 FEFE to CCCL LLLL G/:.22 to	 08. 0.98 E	 290062 679
2112x 0 1483 [r3104f?N 131 55 15721' D 4..R.f4C: 109.17 551 fEEE r:0 CCEL 4*LL 5 ' 7.22 N	 1'03.66 E	 290062 512
2112401257 03104 1 78 127 55 15664 1i 39.06 711 . 54 60 FFFE NO CM HRLL 07.22 N	 51:5.41 E	 29ttD62 421
21177'0122'4 04/75/76 126 55 16493 D 47.79 (184.72 60 EEFF HO CCCL HRLL 07.22 h	 116.83 E	 290063 226
21125'01194 03/09/7$ 121+ 55 15650 D 39.61 111.95 50 FEES HD CCCL ""LL 1'7.22 h	 11.E.85 E	 290062 366
21170.G91 H 3 04 / 21/71! 2f ' 9 55 16311 D 4.7.75 OLF. )7 4V FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 07..22 t1	 002.18 w	 290063 123
21.10051926(1 (15/10/78 211 55 15334 D 3.7..19 1'211.[5 140 17EF'E NO CCCL LLLL 5. 7,22 ri	 005 .04 1	 290061 346
21/0801353 03/06/721 12V 54 15441 D 31.40 116'.75 60 EFEE r0 CCCL HRLL 0F.64 H	 112.95 E	 ?90061 275
2111001470 03/46/75 131 54 15469 D 37.63 118 . CIF 40 FLEE +: n CCCL ONLL 1+8.64 k	 110.04 F	 290061 309
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OBSERVATION	 ENTRY PATH ROW ORPIT DAY/NIT[ SUN SUN CLC QUALITY CCM CCM	 MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MIC
	 FILM
ID DAZE p /SPCL EtEV AZIP. COVER 4567 OLTY	 4567 4567 C1JTR	 LAI CNTR	 LONG ROLL FRAME
2109101403 OW C4/78 130 54 15204 D 36_16 123. N 3 40 F E I	 E u0 CCCL HHLL 08.65 N	 111.47 F	 290060 619
2110901412 03/06/78 130 54 15455 0 37.51 118.42 40 F+FF 0 CCCL HHLL n1	 b5 r1)	 111.47 F	 290061 285
211?601363 03/09/7o 1?? 54 1569? D 39.97 111.x2 4-1 FEEE ":0 CCCL HHLL 06.65 N	 112.90 E	 290062 545
2110701294 03/06/78 128 54 15421 a 37.29 119.0'+ t0 EEEE "0 CCCL 14 I+LL 0?, .65 N	 114.36 E	 290061 270
2110401122 C-3/10!7} 125 54 15385 D 36.107 1?0.11 56 EFEE n0 CCCL HHLL Ob.65 N	 118.63 E	 290061 353
21096f!71Q1 G3/(:6/78 1F9 54 15?71 D 36.lts 12?.44 511 EEEE rru CCCL LLLL 01 .66 N	 026.82 E	 290060 781)
2113003430 03/10/78 151 54 15749 n 40.61 11(.1r 50 CI EE NO CCCL LLLL 16.66 N	 081.32 E	 290062 678
2112801481 03/04/78 131 54 1572}) D 40.3'1 ill .(IFS 5(1 FETE %0 CCCL HHLL Gh.66 N	 110.00 F	 290062 511
2112401250 03/()4/7F 127 54 15664 D 39.6,4 112.75 4n EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 08.66 N	 115.75 E	 290062 420
2117/01221 04125118 126 '-4 1(,403 D 48.14 086.33 30 EEEE NO rfCt "JILL III, .66 h	 III.IA E	 290063 225
2112301191 03109/7R 126 54 1565(7 D 39.4r 113.15 50 E E F E "o CCCL HHLL 05.66 N	 117.20 E	 290062 365
211220113? 03/f'4/It' 1?5 54 1563t, G 39.31 113.`7 1`.) EEEE 40 CCCL HHLL br.66 N	 116.63 E	 290062 233
211700`118(, 04121171 71 1 4 54 16310 D 47.41 U89. y 5 k:n FFEE tiO CCLL LLLL Ot.66 N	 (101.83 w	 290063 122
2107714062 03/13/78 9 54 15016 D 36.74 126.75 40 EEEE 110 CCCL LLLL Ob.66 N	 075.00 w	 290062 357
2112 1)19064 03/10/78 61 54 15744 0 40.62 110.32 6r) E E F F ':1) CCCL HHLL 015.66 N	 149.53 W	 290062 667
2113019123 1)3/('917ts 62 54 15758 D 40. 19 109.88 40 F F F F NO CCCL HHLL 08.66 N	 150.97 w	 290062 738
211080135d C.3 /L6 /78 12 4 53 15441 D ;6.(vIt 119.6 7. 5') EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 10.08 N	 113.30 E	 290061 276
r	 2110701292 03/U6/78 1 ? F 53 154?7 + 36. 7r 120.16 5U FFEE NO CCCL HHLL 10.09 N	 114.69 E	 290061 269
2112301185 03/09/78 126 53 15650 D 39.11 114.35 60 F E E E NO CCCL HHLL 10.09 N	 117.55 E	 290062 364
2112107071 03/04179 124 53 15622 D 38.7r 115.14 1A MMkii NO CCCL HHLL 10.09 N	 120.41 E	 0 0
2112001361 03109178 129 53 15692 D 39.64 113.14 50 EEEF NO CCCL HHLL 10.10 N	 113.25 E	 290062 544
2112401243 0! 3/(`4/78 117 53 15664 D 39.79 113.96 40 EEEE 1'.0 CCCL HHLL 1L,.10 N	 116.09 E	 290062 419
2117707215 04/2517 %3 126 53 1t403 D 48.44 UP'7.97 c,0 F E E E NO CCCL HHLL ID.10 N	 117.53 E	 290063 224
2110401115 03/10/78 125 53 15385 n 36.44 121.1!, 30 E F F F Fd0 CCCL HHLL 10.10 N	 11b.97 E	 290061 352
2112201130 03/L'4/7N 125 53 15636 D 3E.44 114.76 30 EEEE NC CCCL HHLL 10.10 N	 118.97 E	 290062 232
21170091 14 04/21/78 209 53 16310 D 47. t.3 091.57 IC P F F F N0 CCCL LLLL 1(,.10 N	 0(11.50 %	 290063 121
i	 2110116240 n3/04178 33 53 15352 n 36.21 121.}9 ?U EEEE '•:0 CCCL LLLL 10.10 u	 109.05 w	 290062 319211191625(: 03/04/78 33 53 15603 D 38.55 115.67 411 FE FE NO CCCL LLLL 10.10 N	 109.05 w	 290062 85
2107714055 173/13/78 9 53 15016 D 35.55 127.72 0 EEEE n0 CCCL LLLL 10.11 N	 074.67 w	 290062 356
2110.401344 03/U6/7P 109 5? 15441 0 36.3k 120.89 50 EFEE NO CCCL HHLL 11.52 N	 113.64 E	 290061 275
2110701285 U3/06/78 128 52 15421 0 36.25 121.22 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 11.53 N	 115.±13 E	 290061 268
21123011x? 03/09/7F 1 26 52 1565m D 3P.72 115.54 50 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 11.53 N	 117.90 E	 290062 363
21121 9 1065 ")3/})4/78 114 52 15622 D 38.36 116.3[ 711 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 11.53 N	 120.76 E	 290062 132
2112601354 03/09/7R 129 52 15692 0 39-?ii 114.35 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 11.54 N	 113.58 F	 0 0
2112401241 03/(,4/78 127 52 15664 D 38.90 115.15 40 EEEE N0 CCCL HHLL 11.54 N	 116.44 F	 290062 418
2117701213 04/25/7 u 126 5? 16 4 03 D 48.71 OP9.64 50 EEEE N0 CCCL HHLL 11.54 N	 117.87 E	 290063 223
2110401113 L;/10/78 175 52 1 5385 n 35.89 122.1b 40 E F E E NO CCCL HHLL 11.54 N	 119.31 E	 290061 351
21122611123 03!!)4/71+ 125 52 15636 D 38.54 115.93 ?n F E L F NO CCCL HHLL 11.54 N	 119.31 E	 290062 231
211700`171 04/21/78 2L9 52 16310 n 47.HO 093.21 10 P F F E NG CCCL LLLL 11.54 FI	 001.15 w	 290063 120
2112301180 03/0;/78 126 51 15650 D 38.30 116.70 60 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 12.97 N	 118.25 E	 290062 362
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FROM OI/01/7K TG 04/30/7
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH RIW OR&I7 DRY/NITS Silt/	 SUN	 Y. CLD QUALITY CCM CCN
	
MODE GAIN PICTURE
	 PICTURE	 MICROFILM MIC FLH
	




2110509531 03106/78 216 51
211060959U 03/04/78 217 51
211OP10103 03/06/78 219 51
2110910162 03/06/78 220 51
2107902134 03/10/76, 136 51
2112401234 03/04/78 127 51
2117701210 04/25/78 126 51
2112201121 03/04/78 125	 51
2110401110 03/10178 125	 51
2117009165 04/21/78 2119 51
2108609465 02/03/7b 215 51
2110409473 03/10/78 215 51
2112401232 03/04/78 127 50
2112301173 03/09/78 126 50
2110509525 113/06/7P 216 50
2110609583 03/04178 217 50
2110810101 03/06178 219 50
2110910160 0310617F 220 50
2117701204 04/25/78 126 50
2117009162 04/21/75 2C9 50
2108609462 02/63178 215 50
2110409470 03/10/78. 215 50
2113217391 03/09/78 46 50
2112401225 05/04/78 127 49
'2112301171 03/09/75 126 49
211050952? 03/( 56178 216 49
2110609581 03/04/78 217 49
2110810094 03106/78 219 49
2110910153 03/0b/76 220 49
2113217384 03/09/71F 46 49
21177111201 E , 4/25/78 126	 49
211761 09760 04/21/78 2L9 49
2108609460 02/03/78 215 49
2110409464 03/10179 215 49
2108609453 02/03/78 215 48
2110409461 03/10/78 215 4F
2110509520 03/66/7F 216 4Y
2110609574 03/04178 217 48
211081OQ92_r03./^6/::7$.:u 274 _46,
15622 D 37.93 117.44 20 EFEE NO CCCL HHLL 11.97 N 121.10 F 290062 131
15404 D 35.1,8 122.77 U EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 12.97 pi (110.82 it 290061 677
15418 D 35.60 122.46 10 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 12.97 N 012.25 w 290061 807
15446 D 35.8N 121 .r2 0 EEFE rho CCCL LLLL 12.97 N 015.11 w 290061 428
15460 D 36.01 1 1 1.51 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 12.97 N 016.55 w 290061 303
15037 D 34.09 129.30 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 12.91: N 103.87 E 290061 386
15664 D 38.49 116,33 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 12.98 N 116.79 E 290062 417
16403 D 48.94 091.34 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 12.98 N 118.21 F 290063 222
15636 D 38.10 117.09 30 EEEE 140 CCCL HHLL 12.98 N 119.65 E 290062 230
15385 D 35.31 123.19 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 12.98 N 119.66 E 0 0
16310 D 47.94 094.6;7 6U FE FE NO CCCL LLLL 11.98 N 000.79 w 290063 119
1513 1) D 34,08 127.x4 F(1 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 12.98 N DE19.40 W 290060 153
153911 D 35.35 1 23.[,9 0 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 12.98. N 009.41 w 290061 366
15664 0 38.05 117.5C' 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.41 N 117.14 E 290062 416
15650 D 37.85 117.85 70 FEFE NO CCCL HHLL 14.41 N 118.59 E 290062 361
15404 D 34.(8 123.77 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 14.41 N 010.48 W 290061 676
15411- D 35.(;2 123. 1.7 10 E F F F NO CCCL LLLL 14.41 N 011.90 w 290061 806
1544% D 35.31 122.64 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 14.41 N 014.76 w 290061 427
15.460 D 35.45 122.54 70 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 14.41 N 016.20 w 290061 302
16403 D 49.12 093.C7 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.42 N 11-4.56 E 290063 221
16310 D 48.03 096.55 60 EFFF NO CCCL LLLL 14.42 N 000.45 W 290063 118
15139 D 33.37 178.75 60 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 14.42 N 009.05 w 290060 752
1539(: D 34.15 124.CP 10 EFEE N0 CCCL LLLL 14.42 N 009.06 W 290061 365
15785 0 39.90 114.11 30 FEEE v0 CCCL HHLL 14.42 N 126.65 w 290062 797
15664 D 37.51: 118.63 40 EEEE 40 CCCL HHLL 15.65 N 117.50 E 290062 415
15650 D 3?,3F 718.97 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 15.85 u 118.93 E 0 0
15404 D 34.27 124.76 i() EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 15.115 N 010.13 W 290061 675
1541} P 34.41 124.46 10 F F E F NO CCCL LLLL 15.85 N 011.55 w 290061 805
15446 D 34.72 123.84 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 15.85 N 014.41 w 290061 426
15460 P 34.1`7 123.55 70 EEEE 140 CCCL LLLL 15.65 N 015.85 N 290061 301
15785 D 39.52 115.34 30 EEEE K. CCCL HHLL 15.85 N 126.30 w 290062 796
16403 D 49.26 094.(, 2 4J EEEE Nu CCCL WILL 15.86 N 118.91 E 290063 220
1631f) D 48.09 096:.25 110 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 15.86 N 000.11 w 290063 117
15139 D 32.65 129.64 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 15.86 N 005.70 w 290060 151
15390 D 34.13 125.11 5 10 EEEE NQ CCCL LLLL 15.86 N 008.70 W 290061 364
15139 D 31.90 130.50 80 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 17.29 N 006.34 s 290060 150
1539Q D 33.50 126.1:0 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 17.29 N 009.34 w 290061 363
15404 D 33.43 125.72 1(1 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 17.29 N 009.77 w 290061 674
15418 D 33.79 125.42 10 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 17.29 N 011.19 W 290061 804
15446 D 34.11 124.x3 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 17.29 N 014.05 W 290061 42'5








FROM 01/01/78 TO 04/30/78
OBSERVATION	 ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITF SUN SUN %	 CLD QUALITY CCM CCM	 MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE 141CR01-UM MIC
	 FLIT
IO DATE .4 /SPCL ELEV AZIM CIVER 4567 OLTY	 4567 4561 CRTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
2110910151 03/06/7P 220 48 15460' D 34.26 124.53 20 E E F F NO CCCL LLLL 17.29 N	 015.50 w	 290061 300
2117009153 04/21178 209 48 16310 D 48.10 099.9E Q0 FFEP r!0 CCCL LLLL 17_30 N	 000.21 F	 290063 116
2110615071 03/04/78 20 47 15421 D 33.1A 126.30 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 16.73 N	 088.29 W	 290061 810
2108915121 02/11/78 21 47 15184 D 31.29 130.66 0 FEEE F,0 CCCL LLLL 1(.73 N	 089.75 W	 290060 432
2109919363 03/10/78 67 47 15326 D 32.22 121R .16 40 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 16.73 N	 155.68 W	 290061 336
21119 /490 03/04/78 E  47 15605 D 35.65 122.2h 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 16.73 to 	 15H.57 w	 290062 93
2112019545 03/04/78 70 47 15619 D 35 .F7 121.42 50 2FEE NO CCCL LLLL IV .73 h	 160.00 W	 290062 64
2112120004 03/04/711 71 47 15633 D 36.09 121.58 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 18,73 N	 161 .,42 W	 290062 188
2108119360 02/03/78 0 47 15075 D 31.03 132.25 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 1t-.74 N	 155.73 w	 29DO60 67
2110615064 01/04/78 2V 46 15421 D 32.52 127.22 20 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 20.16 r,	 087.92 W	 290061 809
2109919361: 031If)/7b 67 46 1532E D 31.52 129.04 20 E222 N0 CCCL LLLL 20.16 N	 155.33 W	 290061 335
2112120001 03/04178 71 46 15633 n 35.53 122.65 30 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 2C_16 N	 161.06 w	 290062 187
21D8915115 02111178 21 46 15184 D 30.53 131.50 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 20.17 N	 089.39 w	 290060 431
21119/9484 031 a4/78 E9 46 15605 D 35.07 123.30 40 E F F E NO CCCL LLLL 20.17 N	 156.20 w	 290062 92
2112019543 03/04/78 70 46 1561Q D 35.30 122.97 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 20.17 N	 159.64 W	 290062 63
2108119354 01/ 0 3/78 67 46 15075 D 30.23 133.07 20 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 20.18 N	 155.37 w	 290060 66
2110903205 03/06/78 148 45 15456 D 32.27 127.4E A0 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 21.60 N	 088.82 E	 290061 291
2110803150 03/06/78 147 45 15442 D 32.10 127.72 HA 2222 No CCCL LLLL 21.60 N	 090.29 E	 0 0
2110615062 03/04/78 20 45 15421 D 31.83 12K.13 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 21.60 N	 087.54 W	 290061 BOB
2111919461 03/04/78 69 45 15605 D 34.48 124.37 40 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 21_60 N	 157.83 w	 290062 91
2112703215 ::3/10/78 148 45 15707 D 36.25 122.00 20 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 21.61 N	 088.82 E	 290062 640
2112603161 03/09/78 147 45 15693 n 36.00 122_32 10 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL 21.61 N	 090.25 E	 290062 555
2108903063 02/03/78 146 45 15177 D 29.72 132.41 0 1FEF NO CCCL LLLL 21.61 N	 091_66 E	 29006D 215
2117903132 [14125/78 146 45 16432 D 49.h3 101.CL 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 21.61 N	 091.67 E	 290063 191
2112503102 03/10//8 146 45 15679 0 35.15 122.(5 30 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 21.61 N	 091.68 F	 290062 615
2108915112 02/11/78 21 45 15184 D 29.75 132.30 30 EE FE NO CCCL LLLL 21.61 N	 089.02 W	 290060 430
211201954[' 03/C4/76 70 45 12619 D 34.72 124.01 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 21.61 N	 159.27 w	 290062 62
2112159595 (13I0417R 71 45 15633 D 34.95 123.69 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 21.61 N	 160_70 W	 240062 136
2110803143 03/06/7F 147 44 15442 D 31.42 128.61 ')A MMMtd NO CCCL LLLL 25.03 N	 090.66 E	 0 D
2110903202 03/06/78 148 44 15456 D 31.59 12f(.37 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 23.04 N	 089.19 E	 290061 290
2112703213 03/10/78 14b 44 15707 D 35.69 123.07 0 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 23.04 N	 089.19 E	 290062 639
2112603154 03/C:9/ 78 147 ^?4 15693 D 35.43 123.39 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 23.04 N	 090.63 E	 290062 554
2112503095 01 3110178 146, 44 15679 D 35.17 123.71 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 23.04 N	 092.05 E	 290062 614
2111919475 03/04/78 69 44 15605 D 33.87 125.32 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 23.04 N	 157.45 w	 290062 90
2117903130 04/25/78 146 44 16432 D 49.7F 102.N2 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 23.05 N	 092.04 E	 290063 190
2112019534 83/04/78 7V 44 15619 34.10 125.03 NA M222 NO CCCL LLLL 23.05 N	 1511.91 w	 0 0
2112119592 03/(4/78 71 44 15633 D 34.35 124.72 30 EFEE HO CCCL LLLL 23.05 N	 16D.33 w	 290062 185
2112603152 03/09/78 147 43 15693 D 34.64 124.44 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 24.47 N	 091.01 E	 290062 553
211DB03141 03106/78 147 43 15442 D 30.71 129.50 NA M14MN NO CCCL LLLL 24.47 N	 091.04 F	 0 0
211 1 614315 03/06/78 14 43 1558: D 32.94 126.65 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 24.47 N	 078.19 w	 290060 757
17,
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2111914374 03/09/78 15 43 15602 .	 D 33.19 126.16 20 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL
2110414540 43/06178 18 43 15.393 D 30.06 130.39 40 EEEF N0 CCCL LLLL
2111415515 03/06/78 24 43 15533 0 32.03 127.76 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL
2111515574 03/06/78 29 43 15547 E 32.26 127.48 1A MMMh NO CCCL LLLL
21109[132(10 03/06/78 14R 43. 15456 D 30.r,L 125.26 30 7EEE NO CCCL LLLL
2112703'216 03/10/70 148 43 15707 D 35_11 124.14 0 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL
i	 2117903123 04/25178 : 146 43 16432 D 49.68 104.64 10 FEEE Na CCCL LLLL
2112503093 03/10/75 146 43 15679 D 34.57 124.75 50 EPEE NO CCCL LLLL
21:17214345 04/25/78 14 43 11341 D 46.11 107.51 . 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL
2112014432 G3/U4/7E 16 43 15616 0 33..43 126.67 10 CEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2110214422 031(16/78 16 43 .15365 D 29.13 13(;.91' KA 11M11N h0 CCCL LLLL
2110314481 03/06/71 17 43 15379 r, 29.19 130.65 30 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2112114491. C13/04/78 17 43 15630 D 33.68 125.77 40 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL
2109515451 U3104178 27 43 15268 D 28.77 132.53 QO E E E F NO. CCCL LLLL
2109615510 03/66/74 2F 43 15202 r, 28.r-7 132.31 100 EEEC r)0 CCCL LLLL
2109715564 03/(.6/.78 29 43 152,E D 29.01 132.07 50 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL
21 .08701125 02/03178 126 43 1514is n 27.97 134.41- riC1 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2109214302 02/03/78 14 43 15086 D 27.77 135.25 50 EEFE `a0 CCCL LLLL
2108314361 02111178 15 43 151CD D 27.k0 135.05 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL
210Fi414415 02111/78 16 43 15114 D 27.'5 134.85 30 EMFE HO CCCL LLLL
2105514473 02/11178 17 43 1512F, D 27.011 134.6(,. 20 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL
2108614532 02/11/73 1 %? 43 15147 D 27.95 134.47 50 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL
2/09415392 02/14/78 26 43 15254 n 28.63 13?.79 1.00 EE Em N0 CCCL LLLL.
2107915562 03/G417 51: 24 43 15045 27.70 135.77 90 EEFE 110 CCCL LLLL
2110903154 P3/06/78 147 42 15442 D 29.99 1311.36 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2116916002 04/21/78 29 42.16300 D 47.411 116.47 20 IEEE NU CCCL LLLL
2110903193 03/06/78 148 42 15454 D 30-17 130.12 10 ECEE NO CCCL LLLL
2112703204 03/10/78 148 42 15707 D 34.50 125.18 0 EEFE NA CCCL LLLL
211?6()3145 03/[±9/78 .147 4Z 15653 D 34_23 125.47 20 EECE NO CCCL LLLL
21/1814312 03/06/78 14 42 15588 D 32.28 127.60 213 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL
2 1. 17214 34 3 U4/25/7F 14 42.16341 D 47.QU 109.72 20 FEEE N0 CCCL LLLL
2117914371 03/09/78 15 42 15662 .D 37.53 127.32 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL
2110214420 05/06/78 16 42 15365 D 38.97 131.72 213 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL
2112014430 03/04/78. 16 42 15616 D 32:7? 127.[4 20 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL
`	 2110314474 03/06/78 17 42 15379 D 29.13 131.48 10 2EEE NO CCCL LLLL
2112114485 03/n4/7Y 17 42 15630 D 33.04 126.75 t10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL
2110414533 (3106/78 18 42 15393 D 29.12 131.23 20 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL,
2113115464 03/05/78 27 42 15770 D 35.78 123.42 NA ?4MM14 MO. CCCL LLLL
2109515444:03104 /78 27 42 13268 D 27.98 133.31 100 E:EEE No CCCL LLLL
f	 2111415513 03/136/78 28 42 15533 D 31.35 1227 .62' 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL
24.47 P2	 ir79.63 N 290062 733
24.47 N	 OB3.94 tv 290061 665
24.47 1,	 098.28 W .290061 94
24.47 N	 099.71 w 0 0
24.48 N	 089.57 F 290061 289
24.48 N	 0219.57 C 290062 639
24.4E N	 092.41 F 290063 189
24.48 N	 092.43 E 290062 613
74.4? N	 G78.21 w 29OU63 165
24.48 0+ 	 081.07 w 290062 479
24.48 N	 OF1.08 x 0 0
24.48 N	 G8?.51 t~ 290061 647
24.48 N	 082.51 k 290062 169
24.425 N	 096.87 w 290060 499
24.48 N	 090.32 'o 7.901361 221
74.42{ N	 099.72 .r 290060 790
24.49 N	 121.08 E 290060 155
74.49 N	 078.26 w 290060 93
24.49 N	 079.70 W 27vU60 281
24.49 N	 081.13 w 290060 299
24.49 N	 082.58 W 290060 341
?4.49 N	 084.00 n 290060 392
24.49 N	 095.50 w 290060 452.
24.49 N	 099.77 ri 290060 613
25.90 N	 091.43 E 290061 280
25.90 .h	 099.31 W 29nO63 99
25.91 N	 02'9.96 E 290061 2b €5
25.91 N	 0F9.96 E 290062 637
25.91 N	 091.39 EE 290062 552
25.91 N	 (1 77.92 w 29006U 756
25.91 b	 077.83 W 290063 164
?5.91 N	 07Y.25 W 290062 732
25.91 N	 OPO-69 W 290061 446
?5.91 N	 080.69 w 290062 478
25.91 N	 Lib?.13 w 290061 646
25.91 N	 082.13 W 290062 168
25.91 N	 U3.55 W 290061 664
25.91 N	 096.47 w 0 0
25.91 N	 096.48 ;i 290060 498
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OPSF9VATION FNTRY
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SUN SUN X	 CLD QUALITY CCM	 CCV MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MIC FLM
ID DATE /SPCL ELEV AZ I 3 , CIVER 4567 QL1Y 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
2113215523..'.04r21/7V 28 42 15784 D 36.(7 123.52 80 FEEE 40 CCCL LLLL 25.91 N	 097.90 w	 290062 713
2109715562 03/06/78 29 42 15296 D 28.23 132.E+6 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.91 N	 099.33 w	 290060 789
2111515571 03/[6/78 29 .42 15547 D 31.58 12F.40 NA AMMO NO CCCL LLLL 25.91 N	 099_33 W 0
21.11616030.03/04 /78 30 42 15561 0 31.81 128.13 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.91 u	 100.77 W	 290061 139
21 09F.1 6020 C3/04/79 30 42 15310 9 24.35 132.65 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.91 N	 100.78 w	 290060 675
2117516351 04/76/78 35 42 16384 D 48.7D 107.91 60 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.91 N	 107.94 is	 290063 255
2117903121 04/2517.8 146 42 16432 D 49.54 106.47 10 FEFE 110 CCCL LLLL 25.9.2 N	 092.81 E	 290063 .28.
2108614525 02/11/78.. 18 42 15142 D 27.12 1.35.22 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.92 N	 083.61 w	 290060 391
2109615503 03106178 28 42 15282 D 28.09 133.10 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.92 N	 097.94 W	 290061 220
2/08214300 02/03/78. 14 42 15086 D 26.92 .135.97 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.93 N	 077.88 W	 290060 92
2108314.354 02/11/78 15 42 1510D D 26.95 135.78 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.93 N	 079.32 W	 290060 280
2108414412 02/11/A. 16 42 15114 D 27.01 135.59 10 FN FE NO CCCL LLLL 25_93 N	 080_75 w	 290060 298
2108514471 02/11/7£ 17 42 15128 D 27.06 135.40 10 EFEE 140 CCCL LLLL 25.93 N	 082.20 W	 290060 340
2109 1;15390 02/14/78 . 26 42. 15254 D 27.83 133.57 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.93 N	 095.11 w	 290060 451
21 . 07975560 03/64/78. 29 42 15045 D 26.A4 136.50 80 EEFE No CCCL LLLL 25.93 N	 099.39 w	 290060 612
2108016014 03/06/78. 30 42 1505 Q 0 26.87 136.31 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 25.93 N	 100.84 w	 290060 704
2110803132.03/06 /78.147 41 15442 D 29.24 131_20 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.33 N	 091_82 E	 290061 279
2116916000 04/21/78 29 41 16300 D 46.84 112.08 30 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.33 N	 09fs.91 W	 290063 98
2110903191 03106178 148 Al 15456 D 29.43 130.97 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N	 09U.36 E	 290061 287
2112703201 03/10178 1411 41 15707 D 33.(.8 126.21 10 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N	 090.36 E	 290062 636
2112603143 03/[9/78.147 41 15693 D 33.60 726.4E 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27,34 11	 091.79 E	 290062 551
211171,251 03/06/78. 13 41.15574 D 31_3: 12F.80 50 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 27.34 N	 075.98 w	 290060 739
2111814310 03/06/78 14 41 15588 D 31.60 128.54 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N	 077.43 W	 290060 755
2111914365 03/09/78 15 41 15602 D 31.96 128.27 40 EEEF N0 CCCL LLLL 27.34 N	 078.85 w	 290062 731
2112014423 03/04/78: . 16 41 15616 D 32..11 128.00 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N	 080.28 W	 290062 477
2110214413 03/[6178. 16 41 15365 D 28.20 132.52 30 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N	 080.30 W	 290061 445
2110314472.03/116 /78 17 41 15379 D 28.37 132.30 0 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N	 081_73 w	 290061 645
2112114482 03104/78. 17 41 1563.0 D 32.38 127.72 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N	 081.73 w	 290062 .167
2110414531 03/116176 18 41 15393 D 28.56 132.05. 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N	 083.16 W	 290061 663
2112214541 03/04/78 18 41 15644 D 32.65 127.45 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N	 083.16 w	 290062 205
2110615044 [1 3/06/78 20 41 15421 D 28_93 131.5A 60 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 27.34 N	 086.02 W	 290061 692
2111415510 03/06/78 .2N 41 15533 D 30_64 129.58 90 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 27.34 N	 097.50 w	 290061 92
2113215521 04/21/78. 28 41 15784 D 35.48 124.60 100 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N	 097.50 w	 290062 712
2109715555 03/06/71? 29 41 15296 D 27.43 133_64 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N	 098.94 W	 290060 788
211/515565 03/06178. 29 41 15547 D 30.89 129.30 60 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N	 098.94 W	 290061 61
2111616024 03/(;4/78 30 41 15561 D 31.12 129.05 FO EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N	 100.38 w	 290061 138
2109916073 03/06178 31 41 15324 D 27.72 133.19 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N	 101.81 w	 D 0
2111716083 03106/78 31 41 15575 D 31.37 17H.78 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N	 101_81 w	 0 0
2111916200 03/04/78 33 41.156U3 D 31	 E.7 12F.25 NA MMhls NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N	 104.68 W	 0 0
2117903114 04/25/78 146 41 16432 D 49.36 108.29. 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.35 N	 093.21 E	 290063 187
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2117214340 04125/78 14 4116341 P 47.65 110_93 2U EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.35 N	 077.46 v;	 29UO63 163
2110514585 03/C6/78 19 41 15407 D 26.73 131.F1 80 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 27.35 N	 084.61 w	 29)061 474
2110715103 03/04/78 21 41 15435 D 29.12 131.34 60 EEF.F NO CCCL LLLL 27.35 N	 1'87.47 w	 290062 229
2109015153 02/11/79 22 41 15198 D 26.61 135.14 70 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 27.35 N	 088.93 W	 290060 478
2113115462 03/091713 27 41 15770 D 35 .1 8 124.90 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.35 N	 096.08 4	 290062 756
2109515442 03/04178 27 41 15268 n 27.17 134.06, ICU 2FEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.35 N	 096.09 w	 290060 497
I^ 2109615501 03/06/7H 2r 41 15282 0 27.29 133.87 90 EEEE NQ CCCL LLLL 27.35 N	 097.55 w	 290061 219
E!	 2109816014 03/04/78 30 41 15310 D 27.56 133.43 90 EEEE N CCCL LLLL 27.35 N	 100.39 v,	 290060 674
2111816141 03/06178 32 41 15589 D 31.61 128.53 0 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 27.35 N	 103.25 'w	 290062 17
211CU16131 03/04/78 32 41 15338 D 27.88 132.97 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.35 N	 103.27 W	 290061 541
r	 2110116190 03/06/78 33 41 15352 D 28_05 132.75 NA mMMM NO CCCL LLLL 27_35 N	 104.69 w	 a 0
2108114235 02/11/78 13 41 15072 D 26.01 136.87 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.36 N	 076.07 o	 290060 240
2108214293 02/03178 14 41 15086 D ?6.06 136.69 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 27.36 N	 077.50 w	 290060 91
'	 2108314352 02/11/78 15 41 15100 D 26.119 136.50 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.36 N	 078.92 4	 290060 279
2108414410 02/11/78 16 41 15114 D 26.1-.5 136.31 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.36 N	 080.36 W.	290060 297
2108514464 02/11/78 17 41 1512E D 26.21 136.12 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.36 N	 081.81 w	 290060 339
2108614523 02/11/78 18 41 15142 D 26.27 135.95 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.36 N	 083.22 w	 290060 39C
2108714581 02/11/78 19 41 15156 D 26.34 135.75 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 77.36 N	 084.65 w	 290060 478
2107915554 03/04/78 29 41 15045 D 25.97 137.20 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.36 N	 099.00 6	 290060 611
2108016012 03106/78 30 41 15059 D 26.00 137.02 20 EEEE iv0 CCCL LLLL 27.36 N	 100.45 W	 290060 703
2108116070 03/06/78 31 41 15073 D 26.03 136.£:4 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.36 N	 101.88 '.	 290060 764
2108216125 02/03/78 32 41 15087 D 26.05 136.68 0 FFEE N0 CCCV LLLL 27.36 N	 103.32 +	 290060 132
210E31618,3 02/03/78 33 41 15101 D 26.09 136.50 0 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 27.36 N	 104.75 w	 290060 178
21094153F3 02/14/78 26 41 15254 D 27.02 134.33 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.37 N	 094.73 'w	 290060 450
2111015272 03/06/78 24 40 15477 D 29.01 131.44 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 2e.76 N	 091.33 W	 290061 725
2112703195 03/10/78 148 40 15707 0 33.23 127.22 0 CEEE N. CCCL LLLL 2E.77 N	 090.76 E	 290062 635
2112603140 03/09/78 147 40 15693 D 32.94 127.48 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 2x_77 N	 092.20 E	 290062 550_
2111714244 03/06/78 13' 40 15574 D 30.65 129.71 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.77 N	 075.59 290060 738
2111914362 03/09/78 15 40 15602 D 31.17 129.19 10 EEEF N0 CCCL LLLL 28.77 N	 07 1;.44 w	 290062 730
2112014421 03/04/78 16 40 15616 0 31.43 121`.93 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.77 N	 079.88 w	 290062 476
2110414524 03/06/7R 1F 40 15393 D 27.78 132.85 30 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 28.77 N	 062.76 W	 290061 662
2112214534 03/04/78 18 40 15644 D 31.97 12P.40 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 7x.77 N	 082.76 w	 290062 204
21123145 9 3 03/09/74 19 40 15658 D 37..25 12b_14 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 22.77 N	 084.19 w	 290062 39.3
2110615041 03/06/78 20 40 15421 fl 28.17 . 132.39 100 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 2'_77 N	 085.62 W	 290061 691
211261517U 03/09/78 22 40 15700 D 33.09 127.33 4. 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.77 N	 088.48 W	 290062 568
2110915214 03/06/78 23 40 15463 D 26.79 131,68 NA M,4Ml NO CCCL LLLL 78.77 N	 Ob9.92 4	 0 a
2112715224 03/04/78 23 40 15714 D 33.38 127_06 1U E6Em NO CCCL LLLL 28.77 N	 089_92 W	 290062 509
2112915342 03/04/78 25 40 15742 D 33.97 126.52 NA MM?4% NO CCCL LLLL 28_77 N	 092.79 W	 a 0
2111415504 03/06/78 28 40 15533 D 29.92 130.45 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL ?>.77 N	 097.10 W	 290061 91
2113215514 04/21/7e "L8 40, 15764 0 34.137 125.6 160 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 28.77 N	 097.10 W	 290062 711
pr
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211,6915593 04/21/78 29 40.16300 D 46.52 113.75 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.77 N	 098.52 x	 290063 97
2112016252 03/04/78 34 40 15617 D 31 .45 128.91 0 EEEE 610 CCCL LLLL 28.77 N	 105_70 W	 290062 116
2117903112.04/25 /7.8 145 40 16432 D 49.14 110.10 30 EEEE N'O CCCL LLLL 28.78 N	 09.3.61 E	 290063 186
2111814303 0311,6/78 14..46.15588 D 30.90 129.46 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N	 077.03 W	 290060 754
2110214411 03106/78. 16 40 15365 D 27.42 133„31 40 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N	 079-90 W	 290061 444
2112114490 03104/78 17 40 15630 D 31.70 128.67 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N	 OE1.33 W	 290062 166
2110314465 03106/78 17 40 15379 D 27.59 133.09 0 EEEE hf0 CCCL LLLL 28.78 N	 081-34 W	 290061 644
2110514583 03/06/75 19 40 15407 D 27.97 132.62 1110 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N	 084.21 W	 290061 473
2112415{152.03 1 V4 /78 20 4V, 15672 D 32.52 127.88 1.00 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 7fi.78 N	 085.65 W	 290062 •	 309
21107151001 03/04/78 21 44 15435 D 28.36 132.16 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N	 087.08 W	 290062 228
2109015150:02/11 /78 22 40 15198 D 25..77.135.86 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N	 088-53 W	 290060 477
2113115455 03/09178 27 40. 15770 D 34.56 125.96 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N	 095.69 .4 290062 755
2109515435 03/04/78 27 40 15268 D 26.35 134.83 80 EFEE 4'0 CCCL LLLL 28.78 N	 095.70 W	 290060• 496
2109715553 03/06/78 29 40 1529.6 0 26.62 134.39 100 . EEEE 110 CCCL LLLL 28.78 H	 098.54 W	 290060 787
2111515563 U3/06/78 29 40 15547 D 30.17 130.19 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 14	 098.54 W	 290061 60
2111616021 03/04/78 30 40 1556'1 D 30.41 129.95 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28_78 N	 099.98 W	 290061 137
2109816011 03/04178 30 40 15310 D 26.76 134.19 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N	 100.00 W	 290060 673
21117160805 [!3/06178. 31 40 15575 D 30.67 129.69 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N	 101-41 W	 290061 586
2117116111 04125/78 31 40 1632F, D 47.10 113.00 10 EEEE 140 CCCL LLLL 2	 .78 N	 101.41 W	 290063 160
210991.6070 03/06/78 31 40'15324 0 26.91 133.96 0 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N	 101.42 W	 29{1061 182
'	 2111816135 03106/78. 32 40 15589 0 30.91 129.44 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N	 102.85 W	 290062 16
2110016125 03/04/78. 32 40 1533r D 27.09 133.75 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N	 102.87 W	 290061 540
2111916194 03/04178' 33 40 15603 D 31.18 129.18 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N	 104.28 w	 290062 337
2110116184.03/[16 /78 33 40.15352 D 27.26 133.52 20 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N	 104.29 W	 290061 612
2110216242 03/04/78 34 40 15366 D 27.43 133.30 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 28_78 N	 105.73 W	 0 0
2108214291.:02/03 /78: 14 40 15086 D 25 .18 137.39 80 EEFE No CCCL LLLL 2b.79 N	 077.09 W	 290060 90
21083/4345 02/11/78 15,40 15100 D 25.23 137.20 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.79 N	 .078.53 W	 290060 278
2108614520 02111/78. , 18 40 1.5142 D 25.42 136.66 80 EEEE NO CCCL. LLLL 28.79 N	 082.83 1t	 290060 389
2108714575 02/11/717 19 40 15156 D 25.49 136.46 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.79 N	 084.25 W	 290060 427
2109115205 02/03/78 23 40 15212 D 25.85 135.6F 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.79 N	 090.00 W	 290060 20Z
2109215264 03/04/78 24 40 15226 D 25.97 135.47 NA MMMkt. N0 CCCL LLLL 28.79 N	 091.41 W	 0 0
2109615494 03/06/78. 28 40 15282 D 26.47 134.62 100. EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.79 N	 097.15 W	 290061 218
2108116064 03/06/78 31 40 15073 D 25.15 137.54 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.79 N	 101.47 W	 290060 763
2108114232 02111/7R 13 40 15072 D 25.14 137.56 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.80 N	 075.68 W	 290060 239
2108414403 02/11/78. 16 40 15114 0 25,29 137.02 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.80 N	 079.96 W	 290060 296
2108514462. 02111 /78 17 40. 15128 D 25_34 136.83 10 FEES NO CCCL LLLL '?R.80 N	 081.41 W	 290060 338
21094153bl.02/1417P 26 40 15254 D 26.19 135.07 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.80 N	 094.34 W	 290060 444
2107915551 03/04/78. 29 40 .15045 D 25.09 137.89 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 2E.80 N	 098.61 W	 290060 610
2108016005 03/06/78 30 40 15054 D 25.12 1.37.71 40 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL, 28.80 N	 100.06 W	 29OC160 702
2108216172 02/03/78 32 40 15087 D 25.17 137.38 0 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 26.80 N	 102.93 W	 290060 131
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2108316181 02/03/78 33 40 15101 D 25.22 137.70 0 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 2F.bD N	 104.36 4 290060
2108416235 02/11/78 34 40 15115 D 25_29 137.01 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.80 N	 105.80 w 290060
2111015270 03/{#6/78 24 39 15477 D 28.25 132.27 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.19 1v	 090.91 W 290061
2112006052 03/04/7B 177 39 15611 D 30_62 129.96 0 FIEF NO CCCL LLLL 30.20 14	 049.56 E .290062
2112104275 03/04/78 160 39 15624 D 30.87 129.72 . 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.20 N	 073.96 E 290062
2111914360 03/09/7F 15 39 15602 D 30.46 130.10 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 30.20 N	 078.04 w 290062
2112014414 03104/78 16 39 15616 D 30.73 129.85 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.20 N	 079.47 w 2941062
2112214532 U3/04/78 1b 39 15644 D 31.2F 129.34 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.20 N	 082.35 W 290062
2112314591 03109/78 19 39 1565a D 31.56 129.09 90 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 30-20 N	 083.78 k' 290062
2110615035 03/06/78 20 39 15421 D 27.39 133.19 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.70 N	 085.22 w 290061k,	 2112515104 03104/78 21 39 15686 D 32.14.12E.57 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.20 N	 086.64 it 290062
2112615163 03/09/78 22 39 15700 D 32.43 128.32 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.20 N	 OB9.07 k 290062
2110915211 031°6178 23 39 15463 D 28.03 132.51 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.20 N	 089.51 W 290061
2112715222 03/04/78 23 39 15714 D 32.72 128.05 10 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 341.20 N	 069.51 w 290062
2111115325 03/06/78 25 39 15491 D 28.48 132.04 10 EFEF 140 CCCL LLLL 30.20 N	 092.38 w 290061
2112915335 03/04/78 25 39 15742 D 33_32 127.54 `JA MMMM N0 CCCL LLLL 30.20 N	 092.38 "w 0
2113015394 04/21/78 26 39 15756 D. 33_62 127_27 80 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 30.20 N	 093.81 w 290062
2116915591 04/21/78 29 39 16300 D 46.16 115.31 FO FEES NO CCCL LLLL 30.20 N	 098.11 W 290U63
2112016250 03/04/78 34 39 15617" D 30.75 129.53 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 36.20 N	 105.29 N 290062
2112116305 03/04/78 35 39 15631 D 31.02 129.58 0 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.20 N	 106.71 W 290062
2110.8165F14 03/06/78 40 ,39 15450 D. 27.83 132.72 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 30.20 N	 113.89 w 0
2110917043 03/06/78 41 '39 15464 D 28,.04 132.50 t:A 14MMM NO CCCL LLLL 30.20 N	 115.32 'W 0
2112106/11 03/04/79 17B 39 15625 D 30.90 129.70 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 045.13 F 290062
21175114310 C4126f78 160 39 16377 D 47.79 113.37 D EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 073.93 E 290063
2110304265 03/06/78 160 39 15373 D 26.72 133.97 90 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 073.95 C 291061
2112004221 03/04/78 159 39 15610 D 30.61 129.9E 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 075.39 E 290062
2111904162 03/!14/78 158 39 15596 D 30.34 130.22 50 F222 N0 CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 076.81 E 7.90062
2117304192 04/26/78 158 39 lb349 D 47.21. 114_10 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 076.82 E 2900(13
2111714242 03/06/78 13 39 15574 D 29.93 130.61 60 'EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 075.18 W 290060
2111814301 03/06/78 14 39 15588 D 30.19 130.36 80 EEEE 140 CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 076.62 W 290060
2110214404 03/06/78 16 39 15365 D 26.62 134.09 30 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 079.50 N 290061
2112114473 03/04/78 17 39 15630 D 31.00 129.60 100 EEEE no CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 080.92 w 290062
2110314463 03/06/78 17 39 15379 D. 26.80 133J7 10 FFEE 110 CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 080.93 w 290061
_	 2110414522 03/06/78 18 39 15393 D 27.00 133.64 20 EFEF N0 CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 082.35 w 290061
2110514580 03/06/78 19 39 15407 D 27.18 133.42 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 083.80 W 290061
2112415045 03/04/78 20 39 15677 1) 31.84 128.85 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 3%21 N	 085.25 w 290062
2110715094 03/04/78 21 39 15435 D 27.59 132.97 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 066.67 W 290062
2111215384 03/06/78 26 39 15505 D 7.8.71 131.80 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 093.83 W 290060





04121178 28 39 15784 D 34.24 126.75 100 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 096.70 W 290062
k
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2111515560 03/06/78 29 39 15547 D 29.44 131.07 100 EFEE NO CCCL ?,LLL 30.21 14	 1198.13 W	 290061 59
2109715550 03/06/78 29 39 15296 D 25.!!P 135.14 .1(30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 098.14 W	 290060 ?86
2111616015 03/04178 30 39 15561 D 29.69 130.b3 10G EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 099.57 W	 290061 136
21098/6005 03/04178 30 39 15310 D 25_95 134.93 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 h	 099.58 4	 290060 672
2111716074 03/06/78 31 39 15575 D 29.95 130.58 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 101.00 of	 29OD61 585
2109916063 03/06178 31 39 15324 D 26.10 134.72 0 EE2F NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 101.01 Of
	
290061 181
2117116104 04/25/78 31 39 16328 D 46.76 114.67 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30_21 N	 101.01 W	 290063 159
2111816132 03/06/78 32 39 15589 D 30.20 1301.34 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 102.44 W	 290062 15
2110016122 03/04/78 32 39 1533". D 26.29 134.51 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 102.46 W	 290061 539
2111916191 03/04/78 33 39 15603 D 30.47.130.09 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 103.87 vi	 290062 336
2110116181 03/06/78 33 39 15352 D 26.46 134.2F 10 EEEF NCF CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 103.88 A	 290061 611
'	 21102162411 03/04/78 34 39 15366 D 26.63 134.07 60 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 105.31 W	 290062 296
E	 2110316204 03/06/78 35 39 153$[, u 26.82 133.Y4 NA 22MK NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 106.75 W	 D 0
'r.	 2117516335 04/26/78 35 39 16384 D 47.93 113.19 D EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 3n.21 h	 106.75 W	 290063 254
2110416353 03/06/78 36 39 15394 D 27.OD 133.62 100 2.EEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 108.17 _W	 290061 460
'	 2110516412 03/10/78 37 39 15408 D 27.20 133.40 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 109.61 W	 290062 1812
2110616471 03/10178 38 39 15422 D 27_40 133.19 20 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N	 111.05 1J	 290061 4416
2110716525 03106/78 39 39 15436 - D 27.61 132. (75 NA 2222 N0 CCCL LLLL 30.21 IN	 112.47 W	 0 0
2117506142 04/25/78 178 39 16379 D 47.)s0 113.35 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.22 N	 048.09 F	 290063 211
2108404:203 02103/78 159 39 15108 D 24.39 137.70 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.22 W	 '075.33 F	 290060 208
2108714572 02/11/78 19 39 15156 D 24.63 137-16 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.22 N	 083.84 W	 290060 426
2109015144 02111/78 22 39 15198. D 24,.92 136.57 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.22 N	 088.13 ;4	 290060 476
210911520)2 02/03/78 23 39 15212 D 25.00 136.34 -	 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.22 N	 089.58 W	 290060 201
2109215261 03104/78 24 39 15226 D 25.12 136.19 100 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 30.22 N	 091.01 W	 290060 528
2109515433 03/04/78 27 39 15268 D 25.51 135.57 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.22 N	 095„30 W	 290060 495
2109615492 U3106/78 28 39 15282 D 25.65 135.36 100 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.22 N	 096.75 W	 290061 217
2108504262 02/11/78 160 39 15122 D 24.44 137.61 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.23 N	 073.88 E	 290060 365
2108304145 02/11178 15P 39 15094 D 24.33 137.96 10 EEEE 140 CCCL LLLL 30.23 N	 076.75 E	 290060 256
2108114230 02/11/78 13 39 15072 D 24.25 138.25- 40 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 30.23 N	 075.27 W	 290060 238
2108214284 02/03/78 14 39 15086 D 24_30 138.07 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30_23 N	 076.69 W	 290060 89
2108314343 02/11/78 15 39 15100 D 24.35 137.89 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.23 N	 078.12 W	 290060 277
2108414401 02/11/78 16 39 15114 D 24.40 137.71 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.23 N	 079.56 W	 290060 295
2108514455 02111/78 17 39 15121 D 24.47 137.52 20 EEEF N0 CCCL LLLL 30.23 N	 081.01 w	 290060 337
2108614514 02/11/78 18 39 15142 D 24.55 137.35 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.23 N	 082.42 W	 290060 388
2109315320 04/21/7B 25 39 15240 D 25.23 136_00 100 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 30.23 N	 092.50 W	 290062 693
2107915545 03/04/78 29 39 '15045 D 24.20 138.57 4D EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.23 N	 098.21 W	 290060 609
2108016003 03/06178 30 39 15059 D 24.23 138.39 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.23 N	 099.65 W	 290060 701
-	 2108116061 03/06/78 31 39 15073 D 24.26 138.23 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30_23 N	 101.07 W	 290060 762
210831-6174 02/03/78 33 39 15101 D 24.34 137.88 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 30-23 N	 103.96 W	 290060 176









ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCIIIM
STANDARD CATALOG
07/06178 LANDSA'T 2	 MSS SENSOR PAGE 91
10.08 FROM	 0110117b TO 04/30/78
OBSERVATION	 ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NIT1 SON	 ',._.SUN %	 CLD t1UALiTY CCM	 CC1< MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM M1C	 FLM
ID DATE if /SPCL ELEV AZIH COVER 4567 OLTY 4567 4567 CNTR	 LA1 CNTR	 LONG ROLL FRAME
2108516291 02/11/78 35 39 15129 D 24.49 137.50 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.23 N	 106_82 290060 357
2108616345 02/11178 36 30 15143 D 24.55 137.34 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.23 N	 109.25 W	 290060 408
2108916521 02/11/78 39 39 15185 D 24.82 136_74 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 311.23 N	 112.54 W	 290060 447
2109016575 02/11/78 40 39 15199 0 24.92 136.56 20 E F F F NO CCCL LLLL 30.23 N	 113,97' W	 '290060 493
2109415374 02/14/7E 26 39 15254 D 25.35 135.SL' 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.24 N	 093.94 W	 290060 448
2108216120 02103/78 32 39 15087 D 24.29 138.07 0 EIFE NO CCCL LLLL 30.24 N	 102.54 w	 290060 130
2111015263 03/06/78 24 38 15477 D 27,48 133.09 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 N	 09U.50 W	 290061 723
2112006050 03/04/78 177 38 15611 D 29.90 13D.F6 0 2FEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 057.00 E	 290062 50
2112104273 03104/78 160 38 15624 D 30.16 130.63 40 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 074.38 F	 290062 136
2111201520 0306/70 133 38 15497 D 27 .IQ 132.76 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 113.11 E	 290061 48
2111101461 03/06/78 132 38 15483 D 27.58 133.00 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 114.53 E	 290061 323
2111614181 03IG6/72 12 38 155601 D• 28.93.131.71 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 073.32 W	 290061 165
2111714235 03/46/78 13 58 15574 D 29.119 131.4h 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 074,<76 W	 290060 736
2111914353 03/09/78 15 38 15602 D 29.73 131.00 40 E E E F NO CCCL. _1 LL 31.63 N	 (177.61 W	 290062 728
2112014412 03104/78 '16 38 15616 D 30.D1 130.75 WA mm M.4 N0 cGCCLLLL 31.63 N	 079.05 W	 0 0
2112214525 03/04/78 18 38 15644 0 30.58 130.26 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 081.93 w	 290062 202
2112314584 03/09/78 19 38 15654 D 30.86 130.03 90 FEEE 140 CCCL. LLLL 31.63 N	 083.36 W	 290062 391
2.110615032 03106/78 20 38 15421 D 26.6U 133.97 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 084.80 11	 290061 689
2112515102 03/04/78 21 38 15686 D 31.45 129.53 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 086.22 W	 290062 432
2112615161 U3/09/78 22 38 15700 D 31.74 129.28 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 087.64 W	 290062 566
2110915205 03/06/78 23 38 15463 D 27.25 133.31 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 OF9.09 W	 290061 89
2112715215 03/04178 23 38 15714 D 32.04 129.03 0 EEEF_ -NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 089.10 W	 290062 507
2111115322 03/06/75 25 3h 15491 D 27.71 132.86 10 'IEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 991.96 W	 290061 739
2112915333 03/04/78 25 38 15742 D 32.65 128.54 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 091.96 4	 290062 542
2113015392 04/21178 26 38 15756 D 32.95 128.29 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 093_40 W	 290062 695
2116915584 04/21/78 29 38 16300 D 45.77 117.00 KO EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 097.70 4	 290063 95
2112016243 03/04/76 34 38 15617 0 30.02 130.75 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 104.88 W	 290062 114
2112116302 03/U4/78 35 38 15631 D 30.31 130.50 20 EEEE 140 CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 106.29 k	 290062 183
2112216361 03/04/78 36 38 15645 D 30.59 130.26 30 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 107.73 W	 290062 257
2112316420 03/09/78 37 38 15659 D 30.88 130.01 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 109_17 W	 290062 407
2112416475 03/04/79 36 38 15673 D 31.16 129.77 0 EEEE 110 CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 110.61 d	 290062 270
2112516533 03/04/78 39 38 15687 D 31.46 129.52 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 112.03 W	 0 0
2110816582 03/06/78 40 38 1545{1 D 27.05 133.52 NA MMMM N0 CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 113.47 W	 0 0
211091704D 03/06178 41 38.15464 D 27.27 133_30 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 114.91 W	 290061 710
2111217213 03/06/78 44 38 15506 D 27.97 132.61 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31....63 N	 119.21 W	 290061 768
2111417330 03/06/78 46 38 15534 D 28.46 132.15 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31-.63 N	 122.08 W	 290061 108
2112106105 03/04/78 178 38 15625 D 30.18 130.61 0 PEEF NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 04F.55 E	 290062 144
21175043013 11 4/26/78 160 38. 16377 D 47.44 115.09 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 074.35 E	 290063 280
2110304263 03106178 160 38 15373 D 25_91 134.73 50 EFEF NO CVCL LLLL' 31.64 K	 074.37 E	 290061 623
2112004214 03/04/78 159 38 15610 D 29.89 130.86 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 D75.80 C	 290062 47
9.
ARCHIVAL	 IMAGE	 REPORT	 -ARCHIY
STANDARD	 CATALOG
07/(36/78 LANDSAT ?	 !SSS SENSOR PAGE 92
10:08 FROM	 01/01178	 TO 04/30/78
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAYMITE SUN SUN X	 CLD QUALITY CCM	 CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM	 MIC FLn
ID DATE° N /SPCL ELEV AZIN CODER 4567 QLTY 4567 4567 CNTR	 LAY CNTR	 LONG ROLL FRAME
2117304190 04/26/78 158 38 16349 D 46.P5 115.78 10 EEE£ NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N'	 077.25 E	 290063 236
21118142 4 4 03/06/78 14 3E 15586 D 29.46 131.25 60 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 U76.21 W	 290060 752
2110214402 03/06/78 16 38 15365 D 25.81 134.85 20 EEEF No CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 079.07 W	 290061 442
2112114471 03/04/78 17 38 15630 D 30_29 130_51 100 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 080.50 w	 290062 464
• 2110314460 03106/78 17 38 15379 D 25.99 134.64 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 080.51 w	 290061 642
2110414515 03/96/78 19 38 15393 D 26.19 134.41 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 081.94 W	 290061 660
k' 2110514574 03/06/79 19 38 15407 D 26.39 134.19 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 583'.38 W	 Z90061_ 47t
2112415043 03/04/78 20 38 15672 0 31.14 129.79 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 084.82 W	 290062 3DT.
2110715091 03/04/78 21 38 15435 D 26.Pl 133.76 ,100 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 D86.25 w	 29006? 226
211 1215381 03/06/78 26 38 15505 D 27.94 132.64 irL'0 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 093.42 w.	 290060 719
F., 2111315440 03/04/78 27 38 15519 D 2&.19 132 .411 96}. EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 094.85 W	 290061 122
k 2113115450 03/09/78 27 38 15770 0 33.27 128.03 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 094.86 W	 290062 753
2113215505 04/21/78 28 38 15754 D 33.58 1?7. 7E 100 F F F E NO CCCL LLLL 31_64 N	 096.29 W	 290062 749
2111515554 03106/78 29 38 15547 D 28.69 131.93 100 EFEE N0 CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 097.71 W	 290061 58
2109715544 D3/06/78' 29 38 15296 D 24.97 135.87 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 097.72 W	 "•	 290060	 ;,' 795
E• 2111616012 03/04/78 30 38 15561 D 28.95 131.70 100 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 099.16 W	 290061? 135.
2109816002 03/04/78 30 38 15310 D 25.12 135.66 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 099.17 W-^-29006P 671
2111716071 03/06/78 31 38 15575 D 29.22 131.46 90' EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 100_59 w	 Zyj661 584
21171161012 04/251'7P 31 3$ 16328 D 46.39 116.32 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 100.59 w	 290063 158
2109916061 03/06/78 31 38 15324 D 25.27 135.46 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 100.60 L°	 290061 180•
2111816130 03/06/78 32 38 15589 0 29.48 131.22 20 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 102.02 W	 290062 14
2111916185 03/04/78 33 38 15603 D 29.75 130.98 70 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 103.45 W	 290062 335
2110116175 .03106/78 33 38 15352 D 25_64 135.04 20 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 103'.47 W	 290061 610
2110216233 03/04/78 34 38 15366 D 25.83 134.83 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 A'	 104.90 4	 290062 295
'E 2110316292 D3/06/78 35 38 153RD D 26.01 134.61 20 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 106.33 W	 290061 755
2117516333 04/26/78 35 38 16394 D 47.59 114.91 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 106.34 W	 290063 253
2110416351 03/U6/78 36 38 .15394 D 26.21 134.39 100 2EEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 107.76 W	 290061 459
2110516405 03110/78 37 36 15408 D 26.41 134.17 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 109.19 W	 290062 811
2117776450 04/26/78 37 . 38 16412 D 48.17 114.19 50 EEEE NO. CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 109_19 w	 290063 2b8
2110616464 03/10/78 38 3F? 15422 D 26.60 133.97 30 FEEP NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 110_63 W	 290061 415-
211071-6523 03106/?8 39 38 15436 D 26.83 133.75 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 112.06 W	 290061 499
2112717051 03/09/78 41 3F 15715 D 32.05 129.04 0 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 114.94 W	 290062 527'
2112817110 03/04/78 42 38 15729 D 32.36 128.77 20 EEEE' NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 116.36 W	 290062 452
2111317272 03106/78 45 38 15520 D 28.2-1 132.38 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 120_66 W	 290061 782
2109617321 D3/06/78 46 3R 15253 D 24.A3 136.06 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N	 122.12 W	 290061 234
2117506135 04/25/78 178 38 16378 0 47.46 1.15.07 70 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.65 N	 048.51 E	 290063 210
2109401511 03/06/78 1'13 38 15246 D 24.45 136.62 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 31.65 N	 113.04 E	 0 0
2109301452 03/04/78 132 . 38 15232 D 24_32 136.hl NA MMMh NO CCCL LLLL 31.65 N	 114.50 E	 0 0
2108714570 02/11/78 i9 38 15156 D 23.76 137.84 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL • 31.65 N	 083.42" W	 290060 425








07106/78 LANDSAT 2	 mss; - SENSOR PAGE 93
10_09 FROM	 01101!78 TO L114/30/78
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW OR87T DAY/NITF SUN SUN X	 CLD , QUALITY CCM	 CCh MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURF 141CROFILM M1C	 FLM
ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 4567 4LTY 4567 4567 CNTR	 LAT CNTR	 LONG ROLL FRAME
2109115200 02103178 23 38 15212 D 24.15 137.09 90 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 31.65 N 089.16 w	 290060 200
2109215255 03/04/78 24 38 15226, D 24.27 136.90 1.100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.65 N" 090_60 W	 290060 527
2109515430 03/04/78 27 38 15268 D 24.67 136.29 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.65 P1 094.89 W	 290060 494
2109615485 D3/05/78 28 38 15282 D 24.81 136.09 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.65 N 096.33 W	 290061 216
2110016120 03104/78 32 38 15338 D 25.46 135.25' 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.65 N 102.05 W	 290061 538
2109517262 03/04/78 45 38 15269 D 24.69 136.27 50 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 31.65 N 120.71 W	 290060 513
2108504255 02/11178 160 38 15122 D 23_56 138.2E 50 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 31.66 N U74.29 E	 290060 364
2108404201 02/. 03178 159 38 151 OP D. 23.50 138.46 0 EFE1 V0 CCCL LLLL 31.66 N 075.75 E	 290060 207
2108114223 02/11/78 13 38 15072 D 23.35 138.91 70 EEE1 NO CCCL LLLL 31_66 N 074.85 w	 290060 237
2108214282 02103/78 14 38 150H6. D 23.40 138.75 40 EEEE NU CCCL LLLL 31.66 N 076.28 W	 290060 88
2108314340 02 /1i /78 15 SE 15100 D 7.3.46 138.56 60 EEEE 140 CCCL LLLL 31.66 N 077.71 W	 290060_ 276
2108414394 02/11/78 16 38 15114 . D 23_51 138.39 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.66 N 079.15 W	 290060 294
2108614511 02/11/78 18 38 15142 D 23.67 138.04 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.66 N 082.01 w	 290060 387
^	 2109315313 04121/78 25 38 15240 D 24.38 136.70 100 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 31.66 N 092.07 W	 290062 692
S'	 2107915542 03/04/78 29 3P 15045 D 23.29 139.23 30 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 31.66 N 097.79•W 790060 608
j	 21080160DO 03/06/78 30 38 15059 D 23.33 139.06 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.66 W 099.25 W	 290060 700
2108116055 03/06/78 31 38 15073 D 23.36 138.89 30 EE>:E 110 CCCL LLLL 31.66 N 10U.66 W	 290060 761
2lD8516285 02111/78 35 38 15'129 D 23.60 138.18 70- EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.66 N 106.41 W	 290060 356
2108616343 02111/78 36 38 15143 D 23.67 138.02 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31_66 N 107_82 w	 290060 407
2108916514 02/11/78 39 38 15165 n 23.95 137.45 90 EEEE Ho CCCL LLLL 31.66 N 112.13 w	 290060 446
2109016573 02/11/78 40 36 15199 D 24.06 137.26 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 31.66 N 113.56 W	 290060 492
2109317145 03/04/78 43 38 15241 D 24.40 136.68 NA MMM4 NO CCCL LLLL 31.66 N 117.88 W	 0 0
2109417203 02/14/78 44 38 15255 D 24.54 136.48 60 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 31.66 N 119.31 W	 29M60 462
2108514453 02111178 17 38 1512' D 23.59 138.20 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.67 N 080.60 ti	 210060 336
2109415372 031{)4/78 26 38 15254 D 24.51 136.52 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.67 N 093.52 w	 290060 558
2108216113 02/03/78 32 . 38 15087 D 23.39 138.75 0 .EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.67 N 102.12 W	 290060 129
2108316172 02/03/7 ,9 33 38 1510'1 D 23.45 138.56 0 IEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.67 N 103.56 W	 290060 175
2108416230 02111/78 34 38 15115 D 23.53 138.37 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.67 N 105_00 W	 290060 312
2112615154 03/09/78 22 37 1 570C D 31.D4 130.23 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.D5 N 087-21 W	 290062 565
2111015261 03/06/78 24 37 15477 D 26.70 133.88 10 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 33.05 N 090.07 W	 290061 722
2112006043 03/04/78 177 37 15611 D 29.16.131.75 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N D50.43 E	 290062 49
2111201514 03/06/78 133 37 15497 D 27.04 133.57 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N 113.53 E	 290061 47
2111101455 03/06/78 132 37 15483 D 26.80 133.79 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N 114_96 E	 290061 322
2111001400 03/06/78 131 37 15469 D 26.57 134.00 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N 116_40 E	 0 0
2110901341 03/06/78 130 37 15455 D 26.34 134.22 10 222E N0 CCCL LLLL 33.06 N 117.85 E	 290061 284
2111614174 03/. 06/78 12 37 1556G D 26.18 132.56 60 FEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N 072.89 W	 290061 164
2111714233 03/06/78 13 37 15574 D 28.45 132.33 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N 074.33 W	 290060 735
2111914351 03/09/78 15 37 15602 D 28.99 131.N8 50 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N 077.19 W	 290062 727









3'/ 15365 D 24.99 135.59 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N 078_64 W	 290061 441
ARCHIVAL liAGE




07/06178 LANDSAT 2	 ►ISS SENSOR PAGE 94
10-08 FROK 01/01/78 TO 04130/79
OBSERVATION ENTRY	 PATH ROW ORBIT 6'AYPIITE SUN SUN 7	 CLD QUALITY CCM	 CCA MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE Mi'CROFILM HIC	 FLPI
10 DATE ISFCL ELEV AZIM COVER 4567 QLTY 4567 4567 CN7R LAI CNIR LONG ROLL FAAKE
2112114464 03104M 17 37 15630 1) 29.56 131.41 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 14	 080.07 290062 165
2112214523 03/0417h 18 37 15644 D 29.85 131.17 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N	 081.50 W	 29.062 201
2110414513 03106/78 18 37 15393 0 25.38 135.17 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N	 081.51 w	 290061 659
2112314562 03/09178 19 37 15653' D 30.14 130.95 100 FFEE no CCCL LLLL 33.06 N	 082.93 V1	 290062 390
21106150.10 03106/78 20 37 15421 0 25.80 134.75 80 EFE• NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N	 084.37 W	 290061 686
2112515095 03/04/78 21 37'15686 D 30.74 130.47 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL. 33.06 N	 085.80 W	 290062 431
2110915202 03106/79 23 37 15463 D 26.46 134.11 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33-06 N	 088.66 W	 290061 88
2112715213 03/04/78 23 37 15714 0 31.35 130.00 a EEEE N 0 CCCL LLLL 33.06 N	 08E.67 w	 290062 51161 2111115320 03/06178 25 37 15491 D 26.63 133.6E 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N	 091.52 W	 290061 738
2112915331) 03/04/78 25 37 15742 D 31.96 129.52. 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 14	 091.53 W	 290062 541
21130153V5 04/21/78 26 37 15756 11 32.27 129.28 90 EFFE No CCCL LLLL 33.06 N	 092.98 w	 290062 694
211691551;2 04121/78 29 37 16300 D" 45.35 118.59 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33-06 N	 097.27 w	 290063 94
2111515551 03/06/78 29 37 15547 0 27.94 132.77 100 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N	 097.28 W	 290061 41
2112116300 03104/78 35 37 15631' D 29.58 131.39 30 EEEF N0 CCCL LLLL 33.06 N	 105.87 W	 290042 182
2112216355 03/04/78 36 37 15645 0 29.86 131.17 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33-06 N	 107.31 W	 290062 256
2112316413 03109/78 , 37 37 15659 f) 30.15 136.93 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 h	 108.7 5 s;	 290062 406
2112416472 03/04/78 38 37 15673 1) 30.45 130.70 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N	 110.1& w	 290062 269
2112516531 03/04/78 39 37 15687 D 30.75 130.47 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N	 111.61 w	 290062 282
2110916575 C31U6M 0 37 15450 D 26.26 134.30 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N	 113.03 W	 290061 502
2110917034 03106/78 41 37 15464 n 26.48 134.09 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N	 114.50 W	 290061 709
2111217210 03/06178 44 37 15506 0 27.20 133.43 60 FEES No CCCL LLLL 33.06 N	 118.78 W	 2900461 767
2111417324 03106/78 46 37 15534 D 27.70 132.98 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N	 121.65 w	 290061 .107
2112106102 03/04/78 178 37 15625 0 29.45 131.51 0 ' EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 048.97 E	 290062 143
2117504301 04126/78 160 37 16377 0 47.06 116.79 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 074.7 , 8 E	 290063 279
2111914292 03106178 .14 37 1558F D 28.71 132.11 40 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 075.78 w	 290060 751
2110314454- 03/06178 17 37 15379 1) 25.17 135.39 0 EEEE:r" NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 08U.08 W	 290061 641
2110514571 03/06/78 19 37 15407 0 25.58 134.96 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 082.95 W	 290061 470
2112415040 03/04/7F 20 37 15672 D 30.43 130.72 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 084.39 W	 290062 306
2110715095 03/04178 21 37 15435 D 26.01 134.54 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 085.82 W	 290062 225
2111215375 03/06/78 ?6 37 15505 D 27.17 133.45 90 E r: 2 E no CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 093.00 W	 290060 717
2113115444 03109178 27 37 15770 D 32,59 129.04 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 094.42 w	 290062 752
2111315433 03/04/78 27 37 15519 1) 27.42,133.23 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 094.43 U	 290061 121
2113215503 04/21178 28 37 15784 D 32.91 128.80 100 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 095.86 w	 290062 708
2109715541 03/06178 29 37 15296 D 24.13 136.58 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 097.30 W	 290065 754
211161601 .0 03104178 30 3.7 15561 0 28.19 132.55 100 EEZE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 098.73 W	 290061 134
2109816000 03104/78 30 37 15310 D 24.28 136.39 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 098.75 W	 290060 670
2111716065 03/06178 31 37 15575 D 28.46 1 , 32.32 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 100.16 W	 290061 583
2117116095 04125/78 31 37 1632e D 45.98 117.94 10 EEFE NO CC6L LLLL 33.07 N	 100.16 W	 290063 157
2109916055 03/06178 31 37 15324 D 24.44 136.18 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 100-17 N	 290061 179
211.1816123 03/06/78 32 37 15599 0 28.73 132.09 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 101.60 W	 290062 13
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I	 ' 2117716444 04/26)`78
2110616462 03/10/73
2110716520 03/06/78
!:7 2112717044 03/09/782112817103 03/04/78
2113017221 04/21/78
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	 PICTURE	 MICROFILM MIC FLM
CNTR LAT CNTR LONG	 ROLL	 FRAME
D 29.01 131.P6 90 EEEE NO C('CL LLLL 33.07 N	 103.03 w 290062
D 24.82 135.77 10 FEEE 'NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 103.04 W 290061
D 29.29 131..63 30 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 33_07 N	 104.46 W 290062
D 25.01 135_57 90 EEEE 140 CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 104.47 W 290062
D 25.20 135.36 40 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 105.91 w 290061
D 47.21 116.61 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 105.91 w 290063
D 25_40 135.15 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 107.34 W 0
D 25.60 134.93 60 EEFE NO CM LLLL 33 _0 7 N	 108.76 W 290062
D 47.E1 115.93 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 108.77 W 290063
D 25_80 134_75 30. FFE2 NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 110.20 w 290061
D 26.03 134_52 10 EEEE N.0 CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 111.63 W. 290061
D 31.35 130.00 D EEEE Nn CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 114.51 W 290062
D 31.67 129.75 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 115.93 W 290062
D 32.29 129.27 100 FFEF NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 118.81 w 290062
D 32_61 129.03 80 EEFF no CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 120.23 W 290062
D 27.44 133.21 60 -EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33_07 N	 120.25 W 290061
D 23.98 136.77 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 121.69 W 290061
0 27.95 132.76 40 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N	 123.12 W 290061
D 47.D9 116.76 90 EEEE f4 CCCL LLLL 33.08 N	 048.94 E 290063
0 23_58 137.32 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.08,N 113.47 E 290061
D 23.46 137.50 NA Mmmm NO CCCL LLLL 33.08 N	 114.91 E 0
D 23.33 137.70 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.08 N	 116.35 E 290060
D 23.21 137.89 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.08 N	 117.77 E 290060
D 22.87 13E.52 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.08 N	 083.00 W 290060
D 23.18 137.95 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.08 N	 087.29 W 290060
D 23.28 137.77 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.08 N	 088.75 W 290060
D 23.81 137_00 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.08 N	 094.47 W 290060
D 23.95 136.A0 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.08 ff	 095.91 W 290061
D 24.63 136.00 0 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.08 N	 101.63 W 290061
D 23.84 136.97 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 33.08 N	 120.28 w 290060
D 24_12 136_58 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.08 N	 123.14 w 290060
D 22.44 139.56 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.09 N	 074.43 W 290060
D 22.50 139.39 kD EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.09 N	 075.85 W 290060
D 22.55 139.22 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.09 N	 077.29 W 290060
D 22.62 139.05 2n EEEE 'NO CCCL LLLL 33.09 N	 078.73 W 290060
D 22_78 138.70 10 FEEE N0 C,CCL LLLL 33_09 N	 081.59 W 290060
D 23.40 137.59 100 EEEE NO e=.'L..LLLL 33.09 N	 090.18 w 290060
D 23.53 137.39 100 E£FE NO CCCL LLLL 33.09 N	 091.64 W 290062
D 22.38 139.88 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.09 N	 097.36 W 290060








07/06178 LANDSAT 2	 455 SENSOR PAGE 96
10:08 FROM	 01/01/78	 TO 04/30/78
"	 OBSERVATION
	 ENTRY PATH ROW 0RUIT DAY/KITE	 SUN SUN X	 CLD QUALITY CCM	 CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MIC FLN
ID DATE N /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 4567 ULTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR	 LONG ROLL FRAME
21085162e2 02/11/78 35 37 151.29 D 22.71 13!'.85 t?0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.09 N	 106.00'W 290060 355
2108616340 02/11/78 36 37 15143 D 22.78 138.69 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.09 N	 107-40 k	 290060 406
2108916512 02/11/78 39 37 15185 D 23.08 138.13 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.09 N	 111.70 W	 290060 445
2.109016571 02/11/78 40 37 15199 0 23.19 137.94 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.09 N	 113.13 W	 290060 491
2109317142 03/04/78 43 37 15241 n 23.53 137.3E 7.0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.09 N	 117.45 W	 290060 544
2109417201 02/14/78 44 37 15255 D 23.6 8 .137.18 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.09 N	 118.89 W	 290060 461
2108514450 02/11178 17 37 15128 D 22.70 138.86 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.10 N	 080.18 W	 290060 335
2109415365 03/04/78 26 37 15254 D 23.65 137.22 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.10 N	 093.10 W	 290060 557'
2108015594 03/06/78 30 37 1505 Q D 22.41 139.71 20 EEEE ^V0 CCCL LLLL 33.10 N	 098.82 K	 290060 699
2108216111 02/03/78 32 37 15087 D' 22.49 139_39 10 EEF1 NO CCCL LLLL 33_10 N	 101_70 W	 290060 128
2108316165 02103/78 33 37 15101 D 22.55 139.22 10 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 33.10 N	 103.15 W	 290060 174
2108416224 02/11/78 34 37 15115 D 22.63 139.03 AO EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 33.10 N	 104.57 W	 290060 311
2107917371 02/03/78 47 37 15046 D 22.39 139.F-6 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.10 N	 123.21 W	 29006b 13
21'10901335 03106/78 130 36 15455 D 25.54 135.00 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.4,8 N	 118.29 E	 290061 283.
2112615152 03/09/78 22 36 15700 D 30.32 131.17 90 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 N	 086_77.:1 290062 564
2111015255 03106/78 24 36 15477 D 25.90 134.67 90 EEEE K0 CCCL LLLL 34.48 N	 089.63 W	 290061 721
2110816573 03/06/78 40 36 15450 D 25.46 135.07 10 EEEE N0' CCC1, LLLL 34.48 N	 112.59 W	 290061 501
2112106100 03104/78 17h 36 15625 D 28.70 132.39 10 6F,ZE NO CCtt LLLL 34.49 N	 049.4i"l 290062 142
2112006041 03/04/78 177 36 15611 D 28.41 132.62 NA MMtiM ti0 CCCL LLLL 74.49 N	 050.87 E	 0 0
2111201511 03/06/78 133 36 15497 D 26.24 134.37 100 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 113.97 . E 290061 46
2111101452 03106/78 132 36 15483 D 26.00 134.59 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 115.40 E	 290061 321
2111401394 03/06/78 131 36 15469 D 25.77 134.79 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 116.84 E	 290061 308
2111514113 03106/78 11 36 15546 D ,27.14 133.b2 100 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 071.03 W	 290061 27
2111614172 03/06178 12 36 15560 D 27.40 133.41 AO EEEE 1v0 CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 072.45 W	 290061 163
2111'::14344 03/09/78 15 36 15602 D 28.24 132.75 70 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 076.75 W	 290062 726
2113714355 73/10/78 15 36 15853 D 33.128 128.63 70 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 076_77 W	 290063 51
21120144!13 03/04/78 16 36 15616 D 28.52 132.52 10 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 34,49 N	 078.18 W	 290062 473
2110214393 03106/78 16 36 15365 D 24.16 136.32 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 078.20 W	 290061 440
2112114462 03/04/78 17 .36 15630 D 28.9.2 132.29 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 079.63 W	 290062 162
2112214520 03/n4/78 18 136 15644 D 29.71 132.07 70 FEFE N0 CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 081.05 W	 290062 200
211.0414510 03/06178 18 36 15393 D 24_55 135.91 10 EEFF N0 CCCL LLLL 34_49. N	 081.07 W	 290061 658
•'-2172314575 03/09/78 19 36 15658 D 29.41 131.85 NA MMM4 NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 082.50 W	 0 0
2110615023 03/06/78 20 36 15421 D 24.98 135.51 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 083,.93 W	 290061 687
•2112415034 03/04/78 20 36 15672 D 29.70 131.63 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 083.94 W	 290062 305
2112515093 03/04/78 21 36 15686 D 30.01 131.40 10 EEEE, NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 085.36 W	 290062 430
2110915200 03/06/78 23 36.;15463 D 25.66 134.99 10 EPEE NO CCCL LLLL 34_49 N	 088.23 W	 290064 87
2112715210 03104/78 23 36 15714 D 30.63 130.94 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 088.23 W	 290062 505
2171115313 03/06178 25 36 15491 D 26.13 134.47 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 091.09 w	 290061 737
2112915324 03104/78 25 36 15742 D 31.26 130.50 D EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 091.10 k	 290062 540
2113015383
a. i
03/119/78 26 36 15756 D 31,57 130:[` 50 FEFE k"0 CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 09?.54 W	 290062 602
ARCHIVAL
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10:08 FROM	 U1/01/7%	 TO 04/30/76
OESERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW 0R11 1T DAY/NITE SUN SUN Y.	 CLD DUALITY CCM	 CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MIC FLK
ID DATE p /SPCL ELL•V A21M COVER 4567 OLTY 4567 4567 CNTR	 LAT CNTR LONG POLL FRAME
2113115441 03/09/78 27 36 15770 D 31.90 130.03 10 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 [193.98 V.	 290062 751
2116915575 04/21/78 29 36 16300 D 44.P9 120.16 90 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 096.83 k	 290063 93
2111515545 .03106 /78 29 36 15547 D 27.16 133.60 90 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 096.85 w	 290061 40
2111716062 G3/0617& 31 36 15575 D 27.70 133.17 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 099.72 W	 290061 582
2117116093 04/25/78 31 36 1632? 0 45.54 119.55 50 EEFE N0 CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 099.72 N	 290063 156
2111916180 03/04/78 33 36 15603 D 28.25 132.73 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 102.59 w	 290062 333
2112116293 03/04/78 35 . 36 15631 D 28.83 132.28 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 105.43 lv	 290062 181
2112216352 03/04/78 36 36 15645 D 29.12 132.[17 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 106.87 W	 290062 255
2112316411 03/09/78 37 36 15659 D 29_42 131.84 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 14	 108.31 W	 290062 405
2110516400 03/10/78 37 36 15408 D 24.78 135.69 70 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 IOP.33 ;	 290062 809
2112416470 03/ '04/7b 38 36 15673 D 29.72"131.62 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 109.75 W	 290062 268
2112516524 03/14/78 39 36 15687 D 30.02 131.40 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 111.18 W	 290062 281
2110716514 03/06/78 39 36 15436 D 25.27 135.28 40 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 111.19 w	 290061 486
2110917031 03/06/78 41 36 15464 D 25.67 134.88 100 CFEE NO CCCL LLLL '4.49 N	 114.05 w	 290061 708
2112817101 03/04/78 42 36 15729 D 30.96 130_70 0 EEEE.. NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 115.50" W	 290062 450
2111217204 03/06/78 44 36 15506 D 26.41 134_23 70 EEEE'' NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 118.34 w	 290061 766
2111317263 03/06/78 45 36 15520 D 26.66 134.02 20 EEEF	 `°, NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 119.80 W	 290061 780
2113117273 05/09/78 45 36 15771 D 31.92 130.02 60 EEFE	 ` .'.NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N	 119.80 w	 290062 767
211.1417321 03/06/78 46 36 15534 0 26.92 133 b 90 EEEE 1J CCCL .1- LLL 34.49 N	 121.21 W	 290461 106
2108666140 02/03/78 179 36 15137 D 21.85 139.43 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N	 047.95 E	 290060 145
21118142P5 03/06/7P 14 36 15588 D 27.95 132.97 50 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N	 075.34 w	 290060 750
2110314451 03/06/78 17 36 15379 D 24:.54 136.13 0 FFEE - NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N	 079.64 w	 290061 640
2110514565 03/06/78 19 36 15407 D 24.76 135.71 50 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N	 082,52 W	 290061 469
2110715082 03/04/78 21 36 15435 0 25.20 135.30 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 V	 083.38 W	 290062 224
2111215372 03/06/78 26 36 15505 D 26.38 134_26 90 EcEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N	 092.56 w	 290060 716
2111315431 03/04178 27 36 15514 D 26.64 134.04 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N	 094.00 W	 290061 120
2113215500 04/21/78 28 36 15784 D 32.7.2 129_81 100 FEFE NO CC`tL LLLL 34.50 N	 095.43 W	 290062 707
2109715535 03/06/78 29 36 15296 D 23.27 137.2? 100 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N	 096.86 W	 290060 783
2111616003 03/04/78 30 36 15561 D 27.42 133.39 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N	 09h.30 W	 290p61 133
2109815593 03/04/78 30 36 15310 D 23.42 137.10 100 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N	 098.31 w	 290060 669
2109916052 03/06/78 31 36 15324 D 23.60.136.90 q FEEE hi 0 CCCL LLLL 34.50 N	 099.73 w	 290061 178
2111816121 03/06178 32 36 15589 -D 27.97 132.95 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N	 101.16 W	 290062 12
2110116170 03/06/78 33 36 15352 D 23.98 136.50 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N	 102_60 W	 290061 608
2112416235 03/04/78 34 36 15617 D 2b.54 132_51 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N	 104.03 w	 290062 112
2110216224 03/04/78 34 36 15366 D 24.17 136.30 90` EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N	 1.04.04 W	 290062 293
2110316283 03/06/78 35 36 15380 D 24.37 136.10 20 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N	 105.47 W	 290061 753
2117516324 04/26/78 35 36 16384 D 46.80 115.30 NA MP1lk!7 NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N	 105.47 W	 0 0
2110416342 03/06178 36 36 15394 D 24.57 135.89 90 FEEF NO. CCCL LLLL 34.50 N	 106.90 W	 290061 458
2117716441 04/26/78 37 36 16412 D 47.41 117.65 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 14	 108.33 W	 290063 266
2110616455 03/10/78 38 36 15422 D 24.99 135.50 60 EFE2 IN CCCL LLLL 34.50 N	 109.77 w	 290061 413
i
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OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/N1TE SUN SUN X CLD QUALITY CCM	 CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MIC FLM
1D DATE /SPCL ELEV AZIF? COVER 4567 4LTY 4567 4567 CNTR	 LAT CNTR	 -,ONG ROLL. FRAME
2112717042 03/09/78 41 36 15715 D 30_64 130.95 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N	 114.08 W	 290062 525
2113017214 04/21/78 44 36 15757 D 31.59 130.26 40 -EFEE ti0 CCCL LLLL 34.50 N	 119_37 W	 290062 705
2113217332 03/09/78 46 36 15785 0 32.25 129.79 90 EEEE 140 CCCL LLLL 34.50 N	 121_25 W	 290062 795
2109617312 03/06/78 46 36 15283 D 23.12 137.47 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N	 121.26 W	 290061 232
2111517380 03/06/78 47 36 15541 D 27.16 133.55 50 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N	 122.68 W	 290061 74
2109717370 03/[16/78 47 36 15297 D 23.26 137.29 10 FEEE K0 CCCL LLLL 34.50 N	 122.70 W	 290060 802
I	 2117506130 04/25/78 178 36 16378 0 46.67 11$.44 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.51 W	 049.38 E	 290063 208
21094015UZ 03/06178 133 36 15246 D 22.71 13$,.01 70 E E F F k0 CCCL LLLL 34.51 N	 113.91 E	 290061 206
2109301443 03/04/78 132 36 15232 D 22.59 138.18 0 EFEF X 10 CCCL LLLL 34.51 N	 115.34 E	 290060 652
2109201385 03104178 131 36 1521P 0 22.44 138.39 0 EEFF po CCCL LLLL 34.51 N	 116.79 E	 290060 633
'	 2109101330 03/04i78 130 36 15204 D 22.33 138.55 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.51 N	 118.21 E	 290060 617
2108714561 02/11/78 19 36 15156 D 21.99 139.1E 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.51 N	 082.56 W	 290060 423
2109015132 02/11/78 22 36 15198 D 22.:30 138.62 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.51 N	 086.85 W	 290060 473
2109115191 02/03/78 23 36 15212 D 22.4L'-_138.45 100 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 34.51 N	 088.31 W	 290060 198
2109515421 U3/"04/7F 27 36 15268 D 22.95 T37.69 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.51 N	 094.04 W	 290060 570
2109615480 03/06/78 28 36 15282 D 23.09 137.50 60 EEEE NO CCCL 4LLL 34.51 N	 095.48'w 290061 214
2110016111 03/04/78 32 36 15338 D 23.78 136.72 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.51 N	 101_20 W	 290061 536
F109517253 03/04/78 45 36 15269 0 22.98 137.67 10 EFEE CCCL LLLL 34.51 N	 119.85 W	 290060 511
2107914101 03/04/78 11 36 15044 D 21.45 140.53 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.52 N	 071.12 W	 290060 604
2108114214 02/11/7€3 13 36 1507? D 21.53 140.21 70 EEEE F10 CCCL LLLL 34.52 N	 074.00 W	 290060 235
2108214273 02103178 14 36 15086 0 21.59 140.04 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.52 N	 075_41 *	 290060 86
'	 210F?314331 02/11/73 15 36 15100 D 21.65 139.87 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.52 N	 076.87 W	 290060 274
2108614502 02/11/78. 18 36 15142 D 21.88 139.36 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.52 N	 081.16 W	 290060 385
2109215250 03/04/78 24 36 15226 D 22.52 138.27 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.52 N	 089.75 W	 290060 525
2109315304 04/21/78 25 36 15240 D 22.65 138.08 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.52 N	 091_21 W	 290062 690
2107915533 03/04/76 29 36 15045 D 21 -46 140.52 30 EEEE • NO CCCL LLLL 34..52 N	 096.93 it	 290060 606
2108015591 03/06/78 30 36 15059 D 21.50 140.35 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.52 N	 098.38 k	 290060 698
2108116050 03/06/78 31 36 15073 D 21.54 140.19 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.52 N	 099.81 W	 290060 759
j	 2108516280 02/11/78 35 36 15129 U 21.11 139.50 60 EEEE no CCCL LLLL 34.52 N	 105.55 W	 290060 354
2108616334 02/11/78 36 36 15143 D 21.89 139.35 20 EEEE no CCCL LLLL 34.52 N	 106.96 W	 290060 4015
2108916505 02/11/78 39 36 15185 D 22.19 138.80 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.52 N	 111.27 W	 290060 444
2109016564 02/11/78 40 36 15199 D 22.30 138.61 100 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.52 N	 112.70 W	 290060 490
2109317140 03/04/78 43 36 15241 D	 : 22.67 )38.07 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.52 N	 117.02 W	 290060 543
`	 2109417194 02/14/78 44 36 15255 D 22.81 137.87 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.52 N	 118.46 W	 290060 460
2108414385 02/11/78 16 36 15114 D 21.71 139.70 0 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 34.53 N	 078_31 W	 290060 292
2108514444 02/11/78 17 36 1512F. D 21.79 139.52 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.53 N	 079.75 W	 290060 334
2109415363 03104/78 26 36 15254 D 22.77 137.91 10 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.53 N	 092.67 W	 290060 556
2108216104 02/03/78 32 36 15087 D 21.58 140.04 40 EE1E NO CCCL LLLL 34.53.N 1111.27 W	 290060 127
2108316163 02/03/78 33 36 15101 D 21.64 139.86 80 FEAF NO CCCL LLLL 34.53 'N	 102.72 W	 290060 173
2108416221 02/11/78 34 36 15115 D 21.72 139.68 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.53 N	 104_14 W	 290060 310
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10:08 FROM	 01/11 1/78	 TO (:4/30/78
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITS SUN SUN X	 CLD QUALITY CCM	 CCM GEODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURF MICROFILM MIC	 FLM
10 DATE # /SPCL ELCV AZIK.. COVER 4567 QLTY 4567 4567 CNTR	 LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRARE
s;
2107917365 02/03178 47 36 15046 D 21.46 14U..50 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 34.53 N 122.78 W	 290060 12
2110801273 03/06178 . 129 35 15441 D 24.50 135.95 80 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 N 120.21 E	 290061 274
211/015252 03/06/78 24 35 15477 D 25.10 135.45 90 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 N 089.18 w	 • 290061 720
2111001391 03/06178 131 35 15469 D 24.96 135.57 100 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 35.91 N 117.29 E	 290061 307
211 .0901332 03/06/78 130 35 15455 D 24.73 135.76 ' 0 EEEE NO' CCCL LLLL 35.91 N 118.75 E	 290061 282
2111914342 03/09/78 15 35 15602 D 27.47 133.59 90 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL 35.91 N 076.30 W	 290062 .725
2112014400 03/04178 16 35 15616 D 27.76 133.31 40 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 35.91 N 077.73 W	 290062 472
2112214514 03/G4178 18 35 15644 D 2b.36 132.95 70 EkF.P NO CCCL ,LLLL 35.91 N 080.60 W	 290062 199
2112314573 03/09/78 19 35 1565,P^ D 28.46 132.73 70 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 35.91 N 092.04 E+'	 290062 389
2112615145 03/09178 ?2 35 1 576L D 29.58. 132.U9 100 EEFF No . CCCL LLLL 35.91 N 1786.32 w	 290062 ,.	 563
2112715204 03/04/78 23 35 15714 D 29.90 131.87 0,_...:aFFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.91 N 087.77 W	 290062 504
F 2111115311 03/06/78 25" 35 15491 D 25.33 135.25 .0 EE€. E N0 CCCL LLLL 35.91 N 09!1.64 W	 290061 736
R; 2172116291 03/04/78 35 35 15631 D 28.07 133_15 70 FEES N0 CCCL LLLL 35.91 N 105.00 W	 290062 780
2112416463 03/04/78 38 35 15673: D 28.97 132.52 0 FEEE'•' NO CCCL LLLL 35.91 N 109.29 W	 290062 267
2110816570 03/06/78 40 35 15450 D 24.64 135. e4 30 EEEE;: NR CCCL LLLL 35.91 N 112.14 W	 299061 500
2110917025 03/06/78 41 35 15464 E 24.85 135.661 90 FE-F.'c;., N0 CCCL LLLL 35.91 N 113_59 w	 290061 707
2111217201 03/06/78 44- 35 15506 D 25.61 135.03 50 FEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 35.91 N 1i 7.89 W	 290061 765
2111417315 03/06/78 46 35 15534•, D 26.13 134.61 190 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 35-.91 N 12U.76 W	 290061 105
2112106093 03/04/78 178 35 15625' D 27.94 133.26 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL--:.7_35.92 N 049.86 E	 290062 141
2111201505 03/06/78 133 35 15497 D 75.44 135.16 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL	 ' 35.92 N 114.41 E	 290061 45
211110.1450 03/06/78 132 35 15483 D 25.20 135.37 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 115.85 E	 290061 320
2111514110 03/06/78 11 35 15546 D 26.35 134.44 100 FE FE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 070.58 W	 290061 26
2111614165 03/06/78 12 35 15560 D 26.62 134.23 80 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 072.00 W	 290061 162
` 2111814283 03/06/78 14 35 15588 D 27.18 133.81 40 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 074.89 W	 290060 749
2113714352 03/10/78 15 35 15853 D	 "33.19 129.69 40 FEES No CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 076.31 W	 290063 50
2110214390 03/06/78 16 35 15365 D 23.31 137.04 U EEEF No CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 077.75 W	 290061 439
2110314445 03/06/78 17 35 15379 D 23.51 136.85 10 EEFF No CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 079.19 W	 290061 639
2112114455 03/04/78 17 35 15630 D 28.06 133.17 100 FEEE 4140 CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 079.19 W	 290062 161
2110414504 0306/78 18 35 15393 D 23.71 136.65 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 080.62 W	 290G61 657
2110574562 U3/06/78 19 35 11407 D 23.93 136.45 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 082.07 W	 290061 468
211U615021 :;'3/06/78 20 35 15421 D 24.15 136.25 20 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 083.50 W	 290061 686
2112415032 03/04/78 20 35 15672 D 28.96 132.53 70 EEFE N0 CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 083.50 W	 290062 304
2117515090 03104/78 21 35 15686 D 29.77 132.32 10 EEEE 190 CCCL "LLLL 35.92 N 084.91 W	 290062 429
2110715080 03/04/78 21 35.15435 D 24.38 136.(1 5 90 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 084.93 W	 290062 223
2110915193 03;!06/78 21' 35 15463 D 24.84 135.66 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 07.78 w	 290061 86
2112915321 03104/78 25 35 15742 O 30.53 131.45 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35:92 N 090.65 w	 290062 539
2113015380 03/()9/78 26 35 15756 D 30.86 131.23 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 092.09 w	 290062 601
211121537(1 Q-_.-'e6/78 26 35 15505 D 25.58 135.05 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL - 35.92 N 092.11 W	 290060 715
2113?"15435 0 /09/78 27 35 15770 D 31.19 131.01. 30 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 093.53 W	 290062 750
2111315424 03/04178 27 35 15519 D 25.84 134.84 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 093.55 W	 290061 119
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ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCHIM
STANDARD CATALOG
07106/78 LANDSAT 2	 %,SS SENSOR PAGE 100
10:08 FROM	 01/01173 TO 04/30178
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/KITE SUN 5 U V ti	 CLD QUALITY CCM
	
CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM -MIC FLM
ID DATE q /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 4567 QLTY 4567 4567 CNTR	 LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
2/16915573 114/21/78 29 35 16300 D 44.40 121.71 .90 EFEE NU CCCL LLLL 35.92 N	 096.39 w	 290063 92
2111515542'03/06 /78 29 35.15547 D 26.37 134.42 100 Ef;FF NO CCCL LLLL 35.92.N 096.40 W	 290061 39
2-109715532 03/06/7B 29 35 15296 D 22.41 137.98 100 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.9? N	 096.42 W	 :290060 782
2111616001 03/04/78 30. 35 15561 b .26.64'134.22 100 EEEE 140 CCCL LLLL 35'.92 N	 097.85 to	 290061 132
2117116090.04/25 /78 31 35 16328 D 45.06 121.15 60 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N	 099.26 U	 290063 155
2111716061E 03/06/78 31 35 15575 D 26.92'134.00 100 . EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N	 099.27 w	 290061 581
2109916050 03/06/78 31 35 15324 b 22.74 137.60 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N	 099.28 1r	 290061 177
2111816114 03/06/78 32 35 15589 D 27.20 133.F10 0 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 35_92 N	 100.72 W	 290062 11
2111916173 03/04/78 33 .35 15603 D 27.48 133.5A 70 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 35.92 N	 102.14 W	 290062 332
2110116163 03!06/78 33 35 15352 D 23.13.137.22 20 EEEE NO, CCCL LLLL 35.92 N	 102.15 W	 290061 607
2112016232 03104/78 .34 35 15617 D 27.77 133.37 qO EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N'	 3t)3.58 W	 290062 111
2110316281 03/06178 35 35 1538D D 23.53 136.83 40 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N	 105.02 W	 290061 752
2117516321 04/26/78 35 35 16384 D 45.,36 119.96 NA . MMMM N0 CCCL LLLL 35.92 N	 ' 105,.02 w	 6 0
2112216350 03/04/78 36 35 '15645 D 28.37 132.95 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N	 106.44 W	 290062 254
2112316404 03/09/78 37 35 15659 D 28.67 132.75 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N.	 107.87•w 290062 404
2110516394 03/10/78 37 35 15401: b 23.95 136.43 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N	 107.88 W	 290062 808
2117716435 04/26/78 37 35 1641? D 46.98 119.35 10 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 35_92 N	 107.88 W	 290063 265.
2110716511 03/06/78 39 35 15436, D 24.39 136.04 70 EEEE too CCCL LLLL 35.92 N	 110_75 W	 290061 485
2112514522 03104/78 39 35 15687 D 29.28 132.31 0 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N	 110.75 W	 290062 2811
2112817094 03/04/78. 42 35 15729 D 30.24 131.65 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N	 115.04 W	 290062 449
2113017212 04/21/78 44 35 15757 D 30.x'8 131.22 20 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35,.92 N	 117.93 W	 290062 704
2111317260 03/06/78 45 35 15520 D 25.86 134.82 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N	 119.35 w	 290061 779
2113117271 03/09/78 45 35 15771 D 31.21 131.180 60	 . EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N	 119.35 W	 290062 766
2113217325 03/09/78 46 35 15785 D 31.54 130.78 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N	 120.80 w	 290062 794
2111517374 03/06178 47 35 1554F D 26.:59 134.41 70 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N	 122.23 W	 290061 73
2111617433 03/04/78 48 35 15562 D 26.67 134.19 40 FEEE No CCCL LLLL 35.92 N	 123.65 W	 290061 149
2108606134 02/03/78 179 35 15137 D 20.94 140.07 80 EEEE: N0 CCCL LLLL 35_93 0	 048.39 E	 290060 144
21092013R[ 03/04/78 131 35 1521E. h	 .21.55 139.05 .0 -FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N	 117.23 E	 290060 632
2109815591 03104/78 30 35 15310 D 22.56 137.80 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N	 097.86 W	 290060 66F
2110216222 03/04/78 34 35 15366 D 23.33 137.02 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N	 103_59 W	 290062 292
2110416335 03/06/78 36 35 15394 D 23_73 136.63 20 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93,N 106.46 W	 290061 457
2117616453 V3/1fi/78 38 35 15422 D 24.16 136.25 70 FEE2 NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N	 109.32 W	 290061 412
2112717035 03/03/78 41 35 15715 D	 . 29.91 131.88 0, EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N	 113.63 V	 290062 524
`2109617305 03/06178 46 35 15283 D 22.25 138.16 40 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N	 120.82 w	 290061 231
2109717364 03/06/78 47 35 15297 b 22.40 137.97 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N	 122.25.W. 290060 Rol
2109817423 03/04/78 48 35 1531.1. D 22,.58 137.78 10 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N	 123.68 W	 290060 685
2109401495 03/06/78 133 35 15?46 D 21.fi3 13'.65 10 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 35.94 N	 114_35 E	 290061 205
2109301441 03/114/78 132 35 15232 D 21.70 138.86 0 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 35_94 N	 115.79 F	 290060 651
2109101324 03/04/78 130 35 15204 D 21.44 139.22 20 FFEF N0 CCCL LLLL 35.44 N	 119_66 E	 290060 616
2108714554 02/11/78 19 . 35 15156 D 21.07 139.82 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.94 N	 082.12 W	 290060 422
07/06/78
10: up
OBSERVATION FNTRY PATH ROW ORPIT DAY/NITF SUN
ID	 DATE	 #	 /SPCL	 ELEV
ARCHIVAL IMA6E REPORT •-ARCHIM
STANDARD CATALOG
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FRO+' 01/01/78 TO 04/30/78




MODE GAIN PICTURE	 PICTURE




2109015130 02/11/78 22 35 1519;: D 21.41 139.2E 1f10 EL E No CCCL LLLL 35.94 N	 Q86.41 w	 290060 472
2109115184 02103/78 23 35 15212 D 21.51 139.11 100 FEFE NO "CCCL LLLL 35_94 N	 087.86 W	 290060 147
2109215243 03/04/78 24 35 15226 D 21.63 13F.94 Fo EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.94 N	 089.31 W	 290060 524
2109515415 03/04/78 27 35 15268 D 22.67 138.37 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.94 N	 093.59 N	 290060 569
2109615474 03/04/78 23 35 15282 0 22.22 13E.19 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 35.94 N	 095.03 W	 0 0
2i10016iG4 03/04/78 32 35 1533fs D 22.92 137.43 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.94 N	 100.77 w	 290061 .53.5
2109016561"02/11 /78 40 35 15199 D 21.41 139.27 1110 E F E E NO CCCL LLLL 35.94 N	 112.25 w	 290060 489
2109517251 03/04/78 45 35 1526 c D 22.10 138.35 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.94 N	 119.41 w	 290060 510
2107914095 03/04/78 11 35 15044 D 20.52 141.16 50 EEFI N0. CCCL LLLL 35.95 N	 070.68 w	 290060 603
2108114212 02/11/78 13 35 15072 D 20.60 140.K4 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.95 N	 073.54 W	 290060 234
210821427E 02/03178 14 35 15086 D 20.67 140.67 50 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL 35.95 N	 074.96 w	 290060 85
2108314325 02/11/78 15 35 15100 10 20.73 140.50 90 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.95 N	 076.43 W	 290060 273
21086145001 OZ/11/78 1S 35 15142 D 20.97 140.01 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.95 N	 080.72 ,r	 290060 384
2109315302 04/21178 "25 35 15240 D 21.77 131.76 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.95 N	 090.76 w	 290062 689
2107915531 03/04/78 29 35 15045 D 20.53 141.14 1;0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.95 N	 096.48W 290060 605
2108015585 U3/P6/78 30 35 15059 D 20.58 140_911. 9r1 EEEE 140 CCCL LLLL 35.95 N	 097.92 W	 290060 697
2109116043 03/06/78 31 35 15073 0 20.61 14C.i+2 70 EFEE ND CCCL LLLL 35.95 N	 099.36 w	 290060 758
2108516273 02/11/78 35 35 15129 D 20.90,:'140.14 40 EEEE !10 CCCL LLLL 35.95 N	 105.11 N	 290060 353
21080 6331 02/11/78 36 35 15143 D 20.98 140..00'- 40 EEEE 140 CCCL LLLL 35.95 N	 106.52 w	 290060 404
2108916503 02/11/78 39 35 151 P.5 D 21.29 139. 1:6 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.95 N	 110.83 to	 290060 443
21093.17133 03/04/78 43 . 35 15241 D 21.79 13h.75 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.95 N	 116.58 W	 2'90060 542
2109417192 02/14/78 44 35 15255 0'- 21.93 138.55 20 FEFE NJ() CCCL LLLL 35.95 N	 118.02 w	 290060 459
2108017421 02/03/78 48 35 15060 D 20.58 140.97 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.95 N	 123.76 w	 290060 51
2108414383 02/11/78 16 35 15114 D 20.74 140.34 0 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.96 N	 077.87 W	 290060 291
210"8514441 02/11178 17 35 15128 D 20.88 140.16 0 EEEE NO &LCL LLLL 35.96 N	 079.31 w	 290060 333
2109415360 03/04/78 76 35 15754 D 21.90 138.59 q0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.96 N	 092.22 W	 290060 555
2108216102 02/03/79 32 35 15087 D 20_66 140.67 10 .FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.96 N	 100.82 W	 290060 126
2108416215 02/11/78 34 .35 15115 D 20.80 140.33 80 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35_96 N	 103.69 W	 290060 309
2107 917362 02103/78 47 35 15046 D 20.53 141.13 -0 0 FEFE No CCCL LLLL 35.96 N	 122.33 W	 2900'60 11
2108316160 02/03/78 33 35 15101 D 20.72 140.50 90 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.97 N	 102.28 w	 290060 172
2110801271 03106/78 129 34 15441 D 23.67 136.71 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37_32 N	 120.67 E	 290061 273
2110904593 03106/78 166 34 154.57 D 23.93 136.50 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 N	 067.57 E	 0 0
2112615143 03109/78 22 34 15700 D 28.83 133.01 90 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 N	 OR.5.87 w	 290062 562
2111015250 03/06/78 24 34 15477 D 24.28 136.21 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 N	 088.72 W	 290061 719
21/0816564 03/06/78 40 34 15450 D 23.81 136.59 70 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 37.33 N	 111.68 W	 290061 499
2112106091 03104178 178 34 15625 D 27.16 134.12 30 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N	 050.33 E	 290062 140
2112705004 03/10/78 166 34 1570h D 29.01 137_9L, 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N	 067.55 E	 290062 646
2110804534 03106/78 165 34 15443 D 23.69 136.69 vu F F F F N0 CCCL LLLL 37.34 N	 069.00 E	 290061 422
2111201502 03/06/78 133 34 15497 D 24.63 135.94 100 SEEP NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N	 114.88 E	 290061 44
2111101443 03/06/78 132 34 15483 D 24.38 136.13 100 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N	 116.31 F	 290061 319
r.
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ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT. --ARCHIM
STANDARD CATALOG
07106178 LANDSAT 2	 "SS SENSOR PAGE 102
10:08 FROM	 131/01/78	 TO 04130/78
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITS SUN SUN X	 CLD OUALITY CCM	 CCM MODE GAIN PICTURF. . PICTURE MICROFILM MIC	 FLA
ID DATE d /SNCL ELEV AZIM COVER 4567 OLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
2111001385 03/06178 131 34 15469 D 24.14 136.33 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 117.76 F	 290061 306
2110901330 03/0617F 130 34 15455 D 23.f9 136.52 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 119.20 E	 •290061 281
2110701212 03/06178 128 34 15427 D 23.42 136.90 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 122.04 E	 290061 267
2111614163 03/06/72 12 34 15560 D 25.h3 135.04 9U EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 h 071.55 W	 290061 161
2111314280 03/06/78 14 34 15588 D 26.40 134.64 401 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N G74.42 W	 290060 .748
2111914335 03/09/78 15 34 15602 D 26.69 134.43 100 FFEF NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 075.84 w	 290062 724
2113714350 03/10/78 15 34 15853 D 32.49 130.73 40 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 075.85 W	 290063 49
211211 14394 03/04/78 16 34 15616 D 26.99 134.23 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 077.27 W	 290062 471
2110214364 03/06/78 16 34 15365 D 22.46 137.75 10 E E F F NO' CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 077.28 W	 290061 438
2112214512 03/64/79 18 34 15644 D 27.59 133.8.2 1 D EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 050.14 wr	 290062 198
2110414501 03/C6/78 IF 34 15393 D 22.e7 137.38 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N OBO.16 w	 290061. 656
2112314570 03/Ci9/78 19 34 15658 D 27.90 133.61 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 081.58 k	 290062 388
2112415U25 03/04/78 20 34 15672 D 28.20 133.42 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 083.02 b	 290062 303
2116615014 0310617P 26 34 15421 D 23.32 137.00 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 083.03 "w	 290061 685
2112515084 03/04/78 21 34 15686 D 28.51 133.21 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 r 084.45 W	 290062 429
2112715201 03/04178 23 34 15714 D 29.16 132.79 0 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 087.31 W	 290062 503
2110915191 03/06178 23 34 15463. D. 24.02 136.42 4U EEEE NO "CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 087.32 1.	 290061 85
2111115304 03/06/79 25 34 15491 D 24.52 136.02 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 090.19 w	 290061 735
2112915315 03/04/78 25 34 1574?. D 29.80 132.39 0 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 090.19 W	 290062 538
2113015374 03109/78" 26 34 15756 D 30.12 132.19 30 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 091.63 W	 290062 600
2111515540 03/06/78 29 34 15547 0 25.58 135.22 100 EEFE 1140 CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 095.94 W	 290061 38
2116915570 04/21/78 29 34 16300 D 43.88 123.25- 90 FEFF NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 095.94 W	 290063 91
2117116OE4 04/25/78 31 34 1632k D 44.55 122.71 30 EEEE N{1 CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 0198.80 Iw	 290063 154
211211.6284 03/04/78 35 34 15631 D 27.30 134.01 70 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 104.53 k	 290062 179
2112416461 031[14/78 38 34 15673 D 28.21 133.42 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N IOP.84 W	 290062 266
2110716505 03/U6/78 39 34 15436 D 23.56 136.79 70 EEEE N,0 CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 110.27 W	 290061 484
2112516515 03/04/78 39 34 15687 0 28.53 133.21 10' EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 110.28 W	 290062 279
2110917022 03106/78 41 34 15464 D 24.03 136.42 ?0 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 113.13 W	 296061 706
21/2817092 03/04178 42 34 15729 D 29.49 132.59 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 114.57 W	 290{162 449
2111217195 03/06/78 44 34 15506 D 24.80 135.81 50 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 117.43 w	 290061 764
2111317254 03/06/78 45 34 15520 D 25.05 135.61 40 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 118.89 w	 290061 776
2111417312 03/06/78 46 34 15534 D 25.32 135.41 90 FEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 120.31 W	 290061 104
2111617430 03/04/78 48 34 15562 0 25.87 135.01 30 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 123.19 w	 290061 148
211171.7485 03/06/78 49 34 15576 D 26.15 134.81 30 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 124.62 W	 290061 597
2112604545 03/04/78 165 34 15694 D 28.69 133.1{1 30' EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 068.97 E	 290062 483
2111514104 03/06/78 11 34 15546 D 25.55 135.25 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 070.13 W	 290061 25
2110314442 03106/78 17 34 15379 D 22.66 137.56 40 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL. 37_35 N 078.73 W	 290061 638
2112114453 03/04/76 17 34 1 563L D 27.28 134.03 100 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 078.73 W	 290062 160
2110514560 OS/06/78 19 34 15407 D 23.09 137.18 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 081.61 k	 290063 467
2110715073 03/04/78 21 34 15435 D 23.54 136.FU 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 084.47 W	 2900(;2 222
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10:08 FROM	 0'1101/78	 TO C14/30/7F
OBSERVATION FNTRY PATH RON UR6IT DAY/KITE SUN SUN X	 CLO QUALITY CCM	 CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MSC	 FL
ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZ IM COVER 4567 QLTY 4567 4567 CN1R	 LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRA14E
2108901204 02/03/78 128 34 1511E 0 70.30 140.23 7U EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.37 N	 121.97 E	 290060 214
2108114205 02111/78 13 34 15072 S 19.67 141.46 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.37 N	 073.08 w	 290060 233
2108214264 G2/03/78 14 34 15086 S 19.74 141.29 30 FFEF NO CCCL LLLL 37.37 N	 074.50 W	 290060 84
2108714552 G2/1117F± 19 34 15150 D 20.16 140.46 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.37 N	 081.66 w	 290060 421
2109115182 02/03178 23 34 15212 D 20.61 139.77 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.37 N	 087_41 W	 290060 146
2109215241 03/04/78 24 34 15226 D 20.74 139.60 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.37 N	 088.84 w	 290060 523
2109515412 03/04/78 27 34 15268 D 21.19 139.05 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.37 N	 093.13 W	 290060 568
2109615471 03/04/78 78 34 15287 D 21.34 13F:.P7 N1 M6MM 140 CCCL LLLL 37.37 N	 094.57 W	 0 0
2107915524 02/U3/78 25 34 15045 S 19.58 141.77 60 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 37.37 N	 096.03 W	 290060 103
2108015582 03/06/78 30 34 15059 S 19.65 141.59 90 FEFE N6 CCCL LLLL 37.37 N	 097.46 W	 290060 696
2110016102 03 :iO4/78 32 34 1533E 0 22.06 138.13 20 EFEE hiO CCCL LLLL 37.37 N	 100.31 W	 290061 534
2108616325 02111/78 36 34 15143 D 20.06 140.63 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.37 N	 106.07 W	 29006.0 403
2108916501: 02/11/78 39 34 15185 D 20.38 140.11 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.37 N	 110.37 W	 290060 442
2109016555 02/11178. 40 34 1519 Q D 20.51 139.92 90 FEEF 140 CCCL LLLL 37.37 N	 111.80 W	 290060 488
2109517244 03/04/78 45 34 15269 0 21.22 139.02 10 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 37.37 N	 119.96' W	 290060 509
2107914092 03/04178 11 34 15044 S 19.57 141.7F 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.38 N	 070.22 W	 290060 602
2108314322 02/11/78 15 34 15100 S 19.80 141.14 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.38 N	 075-97 w	 290060 272
2908514435 02/11/78 17 34 15128 S 19.96 140.,90 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.38 N	 078.85 W	 290060 332
2108614493 02/11178 18 34 15142 D ZO.G5 14[r.64 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.38 N	 080.26 W	 290060 383
2109315295 04/21/78 25 34 15240 D 20.88 139.42 NA rim m4 N0 CCCL LLLL 31.38 N	 090.31 W	 0 0
2108116041 02/11/78 31 34 1507) S 19.68 141.44 90 EEEE NA CCCL LLLL 37.38 N	 098...91 w	 290060 251
2108516271 02/11/78 35 34 15129 S 19.98 140.78 50 EEEE 140 CCCL LLLL 37.38 N	 104 65 W	 290060 352
2109317131 L13/04178 43 34 15241 D ?0.49 139.40 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.38 N	 116.12 W	 290060 541
2109417185 02/14/78 44 34 15255 0 21.05 139.22 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.38 N	 117.56 W	 290060 458
2107917360 02/03/78 47 34 15046 S 19.60 141.75 90 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 37.38 N	 121.88 W	 290060 10
2108017414 02/03/78 48 34 15060 S 19.64 141.59 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.38 N	 123.30 W	 290060 50
2108414380 02/11/78 16 34 15114 S 19.87 140.97 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.39 N	 077.42 W	 290060 290
2109415354 03/04/78 ?6 34.15254 D 21.01 1339.25 . 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.39 N	 091.76 w	 290060 554
2108216095 02/03/78 32 34 15087 S 19.74 141 ..29 10 ELFE NO CCCL LLLL 37.39 N	 100.37 W	 290060 125
2108316154 02/03/78 33 34 15101 S 19.79 141.13 10 EFFE P;0 CCCL LLLL 37_39 N	 101.83 W	 290060 171
2108416212 02/11/78 34 34 15115 5 19_88 140.96 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.39 N	 103.25 W	 290060 308
2108117472 02/03/78 49 34 15074 S 19.68 141.44 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.39 N	 124.75 W	 290060 114
2110606250 03/04178 1x1 33 15416 D 22.38 137.79 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.75 N	 046.54 E	 290061 800
2111UI5243 03/06/78 24 53 15477 D 23.45 136.97 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 3,9.75 N	 088.25 w	 290061 718
2110816561 03/G6/7R 40 33 15450 n 22.97 137.33 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 3b.75 N	 111.20 W	 290061 498
2112506315 03/10/78 182 33 15681 0 27.62 134.18 NA 222E NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N	 045.09 E	 290062 623
2112306202 03/09/78 180 33 15653 D 26.99 134.57 20 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N	 047.95 E	 290062 378
2112206143 03/04/78 179 33 15639 D 26.69 134.76 90 EEFF N0 CCCL LLLL 38.76 N	 049.38 E	 290062 Z42
21111[15104 03/0+6178 168 33 15485 D 23.(-0 136.86 W 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 32.76 N	 065.18 E	 0 0
2 11100504 5 03/06/78 167 33 15471 D 23.33 13 7. 06 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N	 066.59 E	 290061 314
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2112705001 030U/7R 166 33 157D+: D 28.24 13'3.81 20 EEEE fl, 0 CCCL LLLL 38.76 N 068.03 E 290062 fi45
2110904590 03/o6/78 166 33 15457 D 23.09 137.25 r;0 CECE NO CCCL LLLL 3P.76 N 061;.04 E 290061 296
2110904532 03/06/78 165 33 15443 D 22.x'5 157.43 90 EEFF NU CCCL LLLL 38.76 N 069.48 E 290061 421
211110144'1 03/06/78 132 33 15483 D 23.55 136.89 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N 116_79 F 290061 318
2111001387 03/05/78 131 33 15469 n 23.30 137.0E 100 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N 118.23 F 290061 305
2111714215 03106/78 13 33 15574 D 25.31 135.65 NA Mromm N0 CCCL LLLL 3x.76 N 072.50 ;q 0 0
2111914333 03/09/78 15 33 15602 D 25.`9 135.27 1UO EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N 075.37 W 290062 723
2113714343 03/10/78 15 33 15853 D 31.77 131.75 29 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 3b.76 N 075.37 W 290063 48
2110214381 03/06/78 16 33 15365 D 21.x•0 138.45 10 FEFE N0 CCCL LLLL 3x:.76 N D76.80 w 29u061 437
2112014341 03104/72 16 33 15616 D 26.19 135.07 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N 076.80 w 290062 470
2112214505 03/04/78 18 33 15644 D 26.80 134.68 100 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.76 N 079.67 w 290062 197
21.12314564 03/L9/78 19 33 15656 D 27.12 134.50 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N 081.10 W 290062 387
2112515081 03/.04178 21 33 15686 D 27.75 134.10 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 3ts.76 N 063.96 W 290062 427
2112615140 03/09/73 22 33 15700 n 28.07 133.90 ?0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N 085.40.w 290062 561
2112715195 03/04/7A 23 33 15714 D 28.39 133.71 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N 086.83 W 290062 502
2110915184 03/06/78 23 33 15463 0 23.18 137.17 20 FEFE N0 CCCL LLLL 3x..76 N 086.84 4 290061 84
2111115302 03/06178 25 33 15491 D 23.69 136.79 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N 089_71 w 290061 734
2110917021; 03/06/78 41 33 15464 D 23.19 737.17 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N 112.66 W 290061 705
2111217192 03/06178 44 33 15506 D 23.97 136.5F 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N 116.95 W 290061 763
2111417310 03/06/78 46 33 15534 D 24.51 136.20 90 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 38.76 N 119.84 w 290061 103
2111%,17482 03/06/78 49 33 15576 D 25.34 135.63 40 FFEE N0 CCCL LLLL 31:.76 N 124.14 k 290061 596
2M617541 03/06/78 50 33 1559r D 25.64 135.43 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N 125.57 W 290062 27
2110506191 03/06/78 11, 0 33 15402 D 22.14 137.91• 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 3b.77 N 047.93 E 290061 670
2110406132 03/10/78 119 33 15388 0 21.92 138.17 70 FEFE No CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 049.36 E 290061 358
2112106084 03/04/78 178 33 15625 D 26.38 134.96 40 F F F F NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 05U.80 f 290062 139
2112905115 03/10/78 168 33 15736. D 2B.P9 133.43 r0 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 065.13 E 290062 662
21,1.2805060 03/04!78.167 33 15722 D 28.57 133.61 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 066.58 E 290062 438
2112604542 0311j4 /7&' _33 15694 0 27.92 134.UO 30 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 069.45 E 290062 482
2111201506. 03/6. 6/78 133 33 15497 D 23.b0 136.71 1D0 EEEE 1140 CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 115.35 F 290061 43
2111514107 03/06/78 11 33 15546 0 24.74 136.04 60 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 069.66 W .290061 24
2111614160 03106/78 12 33 15560 D 25.02 135.84 It EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 31'••.77 N 071_08 W 290061 160
2111814274 03/06/78 14 33 155F6 D 25.60 135.46 40 fFFE tq n CCCL-LLLL 3x'.77 N 073.94 M; 29006D 747
2117214304 04/25/78 14 33.16341 D 44.32 124.04 20 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 36.77 N 073.96 W 290063 162
211031444L, 03/n6/78 17 33 15379 D 21.x0 13Y.27 511 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31, .77 N 07!1.25 W 290061 637
2112114450 03/04178 17 33 15630 n 26.49 13A.P-b 100 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 31s.77 N 078.26 W ?..,90062 159
2110414495 03/06178 1R 33 15393 D 22.01 138.09 50 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 079.68 w 290061 655
2110514553 03/06/78 19 33 15407 D 22.23 137.90 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 081.13 w 290061 466
2110615012 03/6'6/78 20 33 15421 D 22.47 137.72 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 082.55 W 290061 684
2112415023 03/L4/78 20 33 15672 D ?7.42 134.36 U EEEE rf0 CCCL LLLL 3t.77 N 082.55 W 290062 302
2110715071 03/04/78 21 33 15435 D 22.70 137.53 0 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 084.00 W 290062 221
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2112915312 03104178 25 33 15742 D 29.04 133.33 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 u 089.72 k	 29UG62 537
2111215361 03/U6/78 26 33 15505 D 23.95 136.60 20 2FEE No CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 091.16 W	 290060 713
2113015371 03/fi9/78 26 33 15756 D 29.37 133.13 10 EFEE {+0 CCCL LLLL 3:'..77 N 091.16 W	 `.290062 599.
2113115430 03/09178 27 33 1 577 D 29.72 132.93 0. FETE NO CCCL LLLL 3F.77 N 092.60 N'	 79Uu`,{.?	 .._ 609
2111315415 03/04/78 27 33 15519 D 24.21 136.41 50. EEEE No CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 092.61 w	 290061 1.77
2111515533 03/06/78 29 33 15541 D 24.76 136.02 90 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 3$.77 N 095.46 w	 290061 3-"
2116915564 04/21178 29 33 163DO D 43.32 124.77 70: EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 095.47 W	 290063 90	 -
2109715523 03/04/78 29 33 15296 D 20.65 139.34 100 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 3K.77 N D95.48 W	 290060 585
2117116081 04/25/78 31 33 16328 D 44.01.124.26 30 EEEE NO. CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 098.33 W	 290U63 153
2111716051 03/06/78 31 33 15575 D 25.32 135.64 100 FEES N0 CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 098.34 k	 290061 579
2117216140 04/25/78 32 33 16342 D 44.36 724.1, 0 60 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 099.78 w	 290063 173
2110116154 03/06/7P 33 33 15352 D 21.41 138.62 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 101.21 w	 290061• 605
2112016723 03/04/78 34 33 15617 D 76.20 135.07 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 3L.77 4 102.64 W	 2.90062 109
2110216213 0310417b 34 33 15366 D 21.62 138.44 0 EEEF no CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 1n2.65 .w	 ,7.90062 290
2112116282 03104/78 35 33 15631 D 26.51 134.87 80 FEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 104.06 W	 290062 178
2110316272 03/06/78 35 33 153RD D 21 .R3 138.25 f:0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 104.08 1r	 290061 750
211751631? 04/26/78 35 33 16384. D 45.36 123.23 0 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 104.09 k	 290063 25A
2112216341 03/04/78 36 33 15645 D 26.81 134.6r in EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 105.52 u	 290062 252
2117716430 04/26178 37 33 16412 D 46.02 122.68 70 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 106.94 W	 290063 263
2110516385 03/10/78 37 33 15408 0 22.25 137.88 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 3f..77 N 106.95 W	 290062 806
2112316395 03/09/78 37 33 15659 D 27.12 134.50 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 106.95 W	 290062 402
2112416454 03/04178 38 33 15673 D 27.44 134.29 ' 30 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 108.37 W	 290062 265
2110616444 03/10/78 36 33 15422 D 22.48 137.71 FO EE£2 NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 104.39 N	 290061 410
2110716502 03/06/78 39 33 15436 D 22.71 137.52 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 109.80 W	 290061 483
2112516513 03/04/78 39 33 15687 D 27.76 134.10 20 EF.FE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 109.80 W	 290062 Z78
2112717030 03/09/75 41 33 15715 D 28.40 133.71 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38..77 N 112.69 W	 290062 522
2113017203 04/21/78 44 33 1575/ D 29.39 133.13 70 F F E E NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 117.00 W	 290U62 702
2111317251 03/06/78 45 33 15520 D 24.23 136.4G 70 PEES NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 118.41 W	 290061 777
2113117262 03/09/78 45 33 15771 D 29.74 732.92 20 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 118.42 W	 290062 764
2113717320 03/09178 46 33 15785 D 30.08 132.73 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 3F.77 N 119.86 W	 290062 792
2111517365 03/06178 47 33 1554? D 24 .7P 136.01 90 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 >4 121.29 W	 290061 71
2111617424 03/04/78 48 33 15562 D 25.06 135.82 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 122.71 1.	 29"61 147
'21119917472 03/06/7E 49 33.15325 D 21.02 138.96 40 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 124.17 W	 290061 1911
21089063DO 02/03/78 162 33 15179 S 19.41 14.0.83 NA f^MMM NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 045.02 E	 0 0
2117906350 04/25/78 152 33 16434 D 46.51 122.29 1D EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 045.04 E	 290063 205
2117706232 04/25/78 1EU 33 16406 D 45.87 122.82 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 047.91 E	 290063 179
2108606125 02/03/78 179 33 15137 S 19.10 141.33 80 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 38.783 N 049.32 E	 290060 142
2113614284 03/10/78 14 33 15839 0 31.41 131.97 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 073.98 W	 290063 43
2111615592 03/04178 30 33 15561 D 25.03 135.84 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 096.92 W	 290061 130
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2109916041 03/06178 31 33 15324 D 21.00 136.58 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N	 098.35 W	 290061 175
2111816105 03/06/78 32 33 15589 D 25.61 135.46 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N	 099.79 4	 290062 9
2111916164 03/04/78 33 33 15603 D 25.90 135.26 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N	 101.22 k	 290062 330
211041b330 03/06/78 36 33 15394 D 22.03 138.07 10 FEEE N0 CCCL LLLL . 38.78 N	 115.52 W	 290061 455
2109717355 03/06/78 47 33 15297 D 20.65 139.33 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N	 121.33 W	 290060 799
2109817414 03/04/78 49 33 15311 D 20.63 139.1 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N	 122.75 w°	 290060 683
2108706183 02/93/78 180 33 15151 S 19.210 141.17 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.79 N	 047.87 E	 290060 160
2109305D95 03/04178 168 33 15234 S 1991 140.16 0 F E E F NO CCCL LLLL 38.79 N	 065.08 E	 290060 654•
2109205040'x.03 /04/78 167 33 15220 S	 .19.79 140.33 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.79 N	 066.52 E	 290060 638
44	 2109401490 03/ .06/78 133 33 15246 D 20.05 140.01 10 2EEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.79 N	 115.27 E '	290061 203
2109:01432 03/04/78 132 33 'i5232 S 19.91 140.17 0 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 38.79 N	 116.72 E	 290060 649
210201373 03/04179 131 33 1521 S 19.76 14D.36 70 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.79 N	 118.16 E	 290060 630
I	 2108714545 02/11/78 19 33 15156 S 19.24 141.10 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.79 N	 081.19 W	 290060 420
2109015121 02/11/78. 22 33 1519F: S 19.60 140.57 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.79 N	 085.48 W	 290060 470
2109115175 02/03/78 23 33 15212 S 19.70 140.42 90 FEEE No CCCL LLLL 38.79 N	 086.94 W	 290060 195
2109215234 03/04178 24 33 15226 S 19.P4 140.25 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.79 N	 OF8.37 W	 290060 522
210951541(: 03/04/78 77 33 1526.1, D 20.30 139.72 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 36.79 N	 092.66 W	 290060 567
2109615465 03104/78 28 33 15282 D 20.45 139.54 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 3b.79 N	 094.10 W	 290060 574
2110016095 03/04178 3? 33 1533.s D 21.18 138.83 2D EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.79 N	 099.83 W	 290061 533
2109617300 03/06178 46 33 15283 D 20.49 139.51 NA MMM+9 NO CCCL LLLL 38.79 N	 119.90 W	 0 0
2110017531 03/0417B 50 33 15339 D 21.21 13P.F0 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.79 N	 1Z5.66 W	 290061 548
2109104582 03104/79 166 33 15206 S 19.64 140.50 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 38.80 N	 067.93 E	 290060 624
2107914090 03/04/78 11 33 15044 5 18.63 142.39 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 3E.80 N	 069.75 W	 290060 601
2108114203 02/11/78 13 33 15072 S 18.74 142.07 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.80 N	 072.60 W	 290060 232
2108214261 02/03/78 14 33 15086 5 18.81 141.91 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.80 N	 074.03 W	 290060 83
2108614491 02/11/76 18 33 15142 S	 .- 19.13 141.28 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.80 N	 079.79 W	 290060 382
2107715405 03/04/78 27 33 15017 S 18.56 142.68 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.80 N	 092.70 w	 290060 594
2107915522 (j2/G3/78 29 33 15045 S 18.64 142.38 90 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 3(..80 N	 095.57 W	 290060 102
!	 2108015580 1}3/06/78 30 33 15059 5 18.71 142.21 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.80 N	 097.00 W	 290060 695I	 2108116034 02/11/78 31 33 15073 5	 r 18.73 142.06 70 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.80 N	 098.44 W	 290060 250
2108616322 02/11/78 36 33 15143 5 19.14 141.26 50 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 38.80 N	 105.60 W	 290060 402
2108916494 02/11/78 39 33 15185 S 19.46 140.76 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.80 N	 109.90 W	 290060 441
2109016553 02/11/78 40 33 15199 S 19.60 140.57 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.80 N	 111.33 W	 290060 487
2109317124 03/04/78 43 33 15241 S 19.99 140.06 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.80 N	 115.65 W	 290060 540
2109517242 03/04/78 45 33 15269 D 20.32 139.69 10 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 36.80 N	 118.50 Y	 290060 508
2108314320 02/11/78 15 33 15100 S 18.86 1 .41.76 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.81 N	 075.50 W	 290060 271
2108414374 02/11/78 16 33 15114 5 18.94 141.59 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 38.81 N	 076.95 W	 0 0
2108514432 82/11/78 17 33 1512E S 19.02 141.43 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.81 N	 078.38 W	 290060 331
2109315293 04/2-1/78 25 33 15240 S 19.98 140.08 ?30 EEEF N0 CCCL LLLL 38.81 N	 089.85 w	 290062 688
2109415351 03/04/78 26 33 15254 D 20.12 139.91 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 383.81 N	 091.29 W	 Z9D060 553
f,
t
18.79 141.91 30 EEE1 NO CCCL LLLL 38.81	 1
18.95 141.,58 100 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL 3F.81	 !
19_05 141.46 26 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 38_81
	
1
20.15 139.88 70 EEEE NO CCCL. LLLL. 38.81
	
1
18.65 142.36 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.81	 1
18.69 142.21 60 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 38.81	 1
18.74 142.1!5 74 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 3,.81	 1
18.65 141.76 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 38.82	 1
22.61 137.72 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 1
22.0 138.16 90 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 40.18	 1
26.84 135.06 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.18	 1
21.52 139.51 60 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.18	 1
25_89 135.61 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.18 €
23.0D 137.45 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40_18	 1
22.76 137.61 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.18	 1
27.46 134.70 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.18
	
1
22.25 137.9P 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.18 .1
27.14 134.89 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.18	 f
22_00 138.16 90 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.18	 1
26.81 135.08 0 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4.11.18	 1
22.45 137.83 100 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 40.18	 1
24.50 136.45 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 40.18	 1
25.09 136.09 100 EEFF NO CCCL.LLLL 40.18	 f
26.00 135.54 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.18	 r
26_32 135„35 90 EEEE NO ECCL LLLL 40.18	 1
26.96 134.98 30 EEE.E NO CCzL LLLL 40.18 1
27.28 134.80 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4U.18	 f
27.62 134.61 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.18	 1
22.34 137.91 10 EEEE fro CCCL LLLL 40.18	 1
22.85 137.55 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL • 40'.18	 1
22-12 138.07 i0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.18	 1
23.14 137.35 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.18	 1
27_16 134.fF 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19	 1
26_52 135.25 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40:19	 1
21_28 138.69 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.14	 1
26.20 135.43 40 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL , - 40.19	 1
21.05 139.88 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19	 1
20.84 139.05 90 FFFF No CCCL LLLL 40.19	 1
25.58 135.?U 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19	 r
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10:09	 FROM 01/01/78 TO 04/30/79
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITS SON 	 SUN
	

























































































22.49 137.81 70 EFEE NO CCS.L LLLL 40.19 N	 067.08 E 290061 313
22.97 137.47 80 FEFF no CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 115.84 E 290061 42
22.71 137.65 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 117.28 C 290061 317
23.91 136.e3 50 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 4ll.19 N	 069.17 W 290,D61 23
24.20 136.64 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 070.59 W 290061 159
30.32 133.15 NA 2222 No CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 072_03 W 0 '0
24.79 136.27 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4D.19 N	 073.45 W 290060 746•
43.76 125.59 20 MP22 NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 073.47 W :?90063 161
31.04 132.77 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 074.88 W- 290063 47
20.72 139.15 30 EFEF NO CCCL'LLLL 40_19 N	 076.31 W 290041 436
25.39 135.90 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 076.32 W 290062 469
?0.93 138.98 80 EEEE NL: CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 077.76 W 290061 636
25.69 135.73 70 2EEE Noi CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 077.77 W .290062 158
21.14 13h.80 80 EEFE NO,I CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 079.19, W 290061 654
21.38 138.61 30 EEEE NO'' CCCL LLLL 40_19 N	 080.63 W 290061 465
21.61 138.44 30 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 082.05 W 290061 683
26.63 135.17 20 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 082.D7 W 290062 307
21.f4 138.26 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 083.50 W 290062 220
28.27 134.25 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 089.25 W 29006Z 536
23.12 137.36 30 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 090.67 W 290060 712
28.61 134.07 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 090.68 W 2900b[ 598
28.96 133.88 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 092.11 W 290062 608
23.94 136.81 70 EEFE 140 CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 094.98 W 290061 36
42.74 126.26 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 094.98 N 290063 89
43.44 125.79 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 097.84 W 290063 152
24.51 136.45 100 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 097.85 W 290061 578
20.54 139.31 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 100.72 W 290061 604
25.40 135.90 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 102.16 W 290062 108
20.96 138.95 90 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 4U.19 N	 103.58 W 290061 749
25.71 135.71 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 103.58 W 290062 177
44.81 124.82 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 103.59 W 290063 249
21.39 138:60 - 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 106.45 W 290062 805
45.48 124.31 HO EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 106.46 W 290063 262
26.65 135.16 60 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 107.88 U 290062 264
21.86 13:5.25 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 109.32 W 290061 482
26'97 134.98 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 109.32 W 290062 Z77
22.34 137.91 10 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 112.17 W 29GO61 704
27.63 134.61 0 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 112.20 W 290062 521
28.63 134.06 80 EFFF NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 116.50 W 290062 701





ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCHIM
STANDARD CATALOG
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2113117255 03/09/74 45 32 15771 D 28.98 133.87 20 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 117.93 w 290062 763
2111417303 03/06/78 46 32 15534 D 23.68 136.91 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 iv.	 119.35 w 290061 102
2113ZI7314 03/09/75 46 32 15785 D 29.32 133.68 10 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 119.37 W 290062 791
2111517362 03/06/78 47 32 15548 D 23.95 136.81 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL •	 40.19 N	 120.80 w 290061 70
2111617421 03/04/78 4 t 32 15562 D 24.24 136.62 10 IEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 122.23 w 290061 146
2111717480 03/06/78 49 32. 15576 D 24.53 136.44 80 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 123.65 w 290061 545
2111617535 031(16/78 50 '32 1559U D 24.63 136.25 50 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 125.08 W 290062 26
2108906294 02/03/78 182 32 15179 5 18.48 141.47. 20 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 46.20 N	 045.52 E 290060 222
2/17906343 04/25/78 182 32 16434 D 45.98 123.95 10 FEEE N0. CCCL LLLL 40.20 N	 045.5'c F	 _ 290063 204
2117706230 04/25/78 1FC) 3? 16406 D 45.33' 124.44 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N	 048.39 E 290063 178
2117506112 04/25/78 178 32 16378 D 44.66 124..95 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N	 051.25 E 290053 207
2112905112 03/10/78 168 32 15736 D 28.12 134.35 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL. 40.20 "J	 065.62 F 290062 661
2117904511 04/25178 164 32 16433 D 45.96 123.98 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N	 071.35 E 290063 194
2113614282 03/10/78 -14 32 15839 D 30.67 137. y 7 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N	 073.50 W 290063 42
2-111315413 03/04/78 27 32 15519 D 23.38 137.19 40 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 40.20 N	 092_13 W 290061 116
41 `09715521 03/64/78 29 32 15296 s 19.75 140.00 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N	 095.00 W 290060 584
2111615585 03/64/78 30 32 15561 0 24.21 136..64 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 14	 096.43 W 290061 129
2109815575 03/04/78 3U 32 15310' S 19.93 139.L3 aO EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N	 096.44 W 29UO60 665
2109916034 03/06/78 31 32 15324 D 20.11 139.66 60 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 tJ	 097.86 W 290061 174
2111816103 03/06/78 32 32 15589 D 24.79 136.28 100 2EEE NO CCCL LLLL 4U.20 N	 099.30 W 290062 8
2117216134 04/25/78 32 32 16342 ,.	 0 43.7`9 1?5.54 50 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N	 099.30 w 290063 172
2111916162 03/04/18 33 32 15603 D 25_09 136.09 90 E E E F No CCCL LLLL 40.20 N	 100.75 W 290062 329
2119216210 03104178 34 32 15366 D 20.74 139.14 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N	 102.17 W 290062 289
2110416324 03/06/78 36 37 15394 D 21.16 138.78 50 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 4x.20 N	 105.03 W 290061 454
2/12216334 03/04/78 36 32 15645 D 26.02 135.53 .10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N . .	 105.04 W 290062 251
2112316393 03/09/78 37 32 15659 D 26.33 135.35 ` 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N	 106.47 k 290062 401
2110616441 03/10/78 38 32 15422 D 21.62 138.43 40 EEE2 NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N	 107.90 W 290061 409
2109817411 03/04/78 0 32 15311 S 19.94 1396x.2 0 FEEE No CCCL LLLL 40.20 N	 122.25 W 290060 682
2109917470 03/06178 49 32 15325 D 20.13 139.64 50 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N	 123.68 W 290061 190
2108706181 02/03/78 180 32 15151 S 18.27 141.79 50 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N	 04ii.36 E 290060 159
2108606127 02103/78 179 32 15137 S 18_17 141.96 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N	 049.81 E ` 290060 141
2109305093 03/64/78 168 32 15234 5 19.00 140.81 0 F F f E NO CCCL LLLL 4U.21 N	 065.57 E 290060 653
2109205034 03/[14/78 167 32 15220 5 18.87 140.97 10 FEEE no CCCL LLLL 4C.21 N	 067.01 F 290060 637
2108904462 02/03178 164 32 15178 5 18.48 141.4E 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4C).21 N	 071.32 E 290060 219
2109301425 03/04/78 132 32 15232 S 19.00 14P .82 0 FFEE= NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N	 117.21 E 290060 64E
2109201371 03/04/79 131 32 1521 4 S 18.55 141.06 30 FEEE No CCCL LLLL 40_21 N	 118.64-E 290060 629
2110014261 03/06/78 14 32 15337 D 20.30 139.52 40 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N	 073.51 W 0 0
2109015114 02/11/78 22 32 1519,1 S 18.6$ 141.21 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N	 085.00 W 290060 469
2109515403 03/04/78 27 32 15268 S 19.40 140.3h (I EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4G.21 N	 092.17 W 290060 566
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21096/7294 03/G6/7B 46 32 152F3 5 19.59 140.17 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N	 119.42 W 290061
2109717352 63/06/78 47 32 15297 S 19.75 140.00 10 EEEE	 ', No CCCL LLLL 40.21 N	 120.84 W 290060
2108506064 02/11178 179 32 15123 S 18.06 142.10 90 EEEE i, NO CCCL LLLL 4U_22 N	 051.22 E 290060
2109104575 03/(}4178 166 32 15206 5 18.72 141.14 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40_22 N	 063.41 F 290060
2109401484 03/06/78 133 32 15246 S 19.13 14D.67 30 PE6F NO CCCL LLLL 40.22 N	 115.76 E 290061
2109014142 02/03/78 12 32 1505h 5 17.73 142.84 20 'FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.22 N	 070.68 G 290060
2108114200 02/11/78 13 32 15072 S 17.79 142.6& 9(1 ECEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.22 N	 072.12 W 290060
2108214255 02/03178 14 32 150F6 S 17.46 142.52 90;'^ EEEE_ NO CCCL LLLL 40.22 N	 073.55 W 290060
2108714543 02/11/78 19 32 15156 5 18.31 141.72 9,I EE^:cff NQ CCCL LLLL 40_22 N	 080.70 W	 _ 290060
2109115173 02/03/78 23 32 15212 S 1F.78 141_06 40+-,., F,r,fEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.22 N	 056.45 W 290060
2109215232 03,/04/78 24 32 15226 S' 18.94 140.89 10 ft EE NO CCCL LLLL 40.22 N	 087.98 W 290060
2109615462 03I04/7E 28 32 152B2 5 19.56 140.20 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.22 N	 093.62 W 29006,
2108015573 033 U6/78 30 37 15059 S 17.75, 142.82 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4G.22 N	 096,51 N 290060
2108616320 02/11/78 36 32 15143 S 18.21,-141.89 50. EEEE No CCCL LLLL 40.ZZ N	 105_11 W 290060
210F916491 02/11/78 39 32 151F5 5 18.54 141.39 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.22 N	 109.41 W 290060
2109016550 02/11176 40 32 15199 5 18_68 141.21 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.22 N	 110.84 W 290060
2109517235 03/04178 45 32 15269 5 19_42 140.36 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.22 N	 118.01 W 290060
2110017524 03104178 50 32 15339 G 20.33 139.5G 70 EECE NO CCCL LLLL 40,.22 N	 125.16 W 290061
2109405951 03/06/78 169 32 15248 S 19.15 140.64 70 Ef2E N0 CCCL LLLL 4C1.23 N	 064.10 F 290061
2107914083 03/04/7F 11 32 15044 5 17.68 143.00 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL -40.23 N	 069.26 W 290060
21D9914202 03/06/78 13 32 15323 D 2D.07 139.69 100 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 40.23 N	 072.14 W 290060
.2108314313 02/17/76 15 32 15100 S 17_91 142.37 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.23 N	 075.02 W 290060
2108614494 02/11/78 1h 32 15142 5 1$.19 141.90 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.23 N	 079,31 W 290060
2107715402 03/04/78 27 32 15017 S 17.60 143_.29 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.23 N	 092_Zl W 290060
2107915515 02/03/78 29 37 15 04 5 S 17.68 142.91< 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 40.23 N	 095.09 6 290060
2108116032 02/11/78 31 32 1507.3 S 17.78 142.67 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.23 N	 097.95 W 2'90060
2108516262 02/11/78 35 32 15129 S 18.12 142.02 30 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 40.23 N	 103.70 W 290060
2109317122 03/04/78 43 32 15241 S 19.08 140.71 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4,0.23 N	 115.17 W 290060
2109417180 02114/78 44 32 15255 s 19.24 140.54 90 F E E E Ho CCCL LLLL 40.23 N	 116_60 W 290660
2108017405 02/03/78 4F 32 15060 S 17_74 142.82 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.23 N	 122.34 W 290060
2108414371 02/11/78 16 32 15114 5 18.00 142.21 '4A MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 40.24 H	 076.46 W 0
210851443D 02/11178 17 32 1512P 5 18.08 142.05 30 EFEE NO. CCCL LLLL 40.24 N	 077.90 W 2901760
2109315290 04/21/78 25 32 15740 S 19.06 140.73 70 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 40.24 N	 089.37 W 290062
2109415345 03/04178 26 32 15254 S 19.21 140.57 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.24 N	 090.80 W 290060
2108216090 OZ/03/78 32 32 15067 5 17.F•4 142.53 30 FF1F NO CCCL LLLL 40.24 N	 099.42 W 290060
2108416203 02/11/78 34 32 15115 S 18_01 142.20 100 F F F F NO CCCL LLLL 40.24 N	 102.28 W 290060
2107917351 02/03/78 47 32 15046 5 17.69. 142.97 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.24 N	 120.93 W 290060
2108117463 02/03/78 49 32 15074 S 17.79 142.66 90 EEEF No CCCL LLLL 40.24 N	 123.80 W 290060
2108316145 02/03/78 33 32 15101 S 17_90 142.27 AO FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.25 N	 100.87 W 290060
2111015234 03/06/78 24 31 15477 D 21.76 138.46 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N	 087.25 W 290061
17"
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2110816552 03 166/79 40 31 15450 D 21_27 138.79 70 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N 110.20 W 290061 496
2110806354 03/06178 1R3 31 15444 D 21.15 13f^.8B 90 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 41_60 N 044.65 E 290061 4Z4
2112506310 03/10178 Ie-2 3 .1 15681 D 26.04 135.93 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41,60 N 046.09 E 290062 621
2110606241 03/04/7B 181 31 15416 D 20.65 139.23 60 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N 047.53 E 290061 798
2112306193.,03/09 /78 1f0 31 15653 D 25.39 136.2F 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N 048.94 F 290062 376
211270459?. 03110/78 166 31 15708 D 26.67 135,59 20 EEEF NO CCCL, LLLL 41.60 N 069.03 E 290062 .643
2110904582 03/06178 166 31 15457 D 21.39 138,71 ?0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N 069.04 E 290061 294
2112604533 03/04/78 165 31 15694 D 26.34 135.77 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N 070.47 F 290062 480
2110804523 03/06/78 165 31 15443 D 21_14 138.PF 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N 070.48 E 290U61 419
2112504475 03/10/78 164 31 15680 D 26.01 135.94 0 EEEE N6 CCCL LLLL 41.60 N 071.91 E 290062 01F-
2111714210 03/06/78 13 31 15574 D 23.67 137.25 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41 b N 071.50 N 290060 734
2110615003 03/06/78 20 31 15421 D 20.75 139.16 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N 081.54 W 29006'1 682
2112515072 03/04/79 21 31 15686 D 26.16 135.66 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41_60 N 082.97 W 290062 425
2112615131 03/09/78 . 22 31 15700 D 26.49 135.68 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N 084.41 w 290062 559
2110915175 03/06/78 23 31 15463 D 21.48 131.65 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N 085.84'w 2:90061 82
2112715190 03/04/78 23 31 15714 D 26.43 135.50 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N 085.84 w 290062 500
2111115293 03/06/78 25 31 15491 D 22.00 138.30 1t1 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 41.60 N 1189.70 W 290061 737
2111217183 63/06178 44 31 1550E D 22_29 138.11, 100 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N 115.96 w 290061 761
2112606365 03/04/78183 31 15695 D 26.36 135.78`' 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 044.64 E 290062 487
2112406251 03/10/7B 181 31 15667 D 25.71 136.11 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 047.50 E 290062 611
21105061Y,2 1•;?106/78 1,, 11 31 15402 D 20.41 139.40 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61,.N 048.93 E 29OD61 668
2111005040 03/06/78 167 31 15471 D 21.64 138.55 30 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 41.6'.' N 067.!)B E 290061 312
2112805051 03/44/78 167 31 15722 D 27.01 135.42 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 067.58 E 290062 436
2117904505 04/25/78 164 31 16433 D 45.40 125.61 10 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 071_87 E 290063 193
2111614151 03/06/7K 12 31 15560 D 23.37 137.43 30	 : . EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 070.09 W 290061 158
2113514221 03/10/78 13 31 15825 D 29.56 134.13 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 071.53 w 290063 32
2111814265 03/06/78 14 31 1558E D 23.96 137.08 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 072.95 W 290060 745
2111914324 03/09/78 15 31 15602 D 24.27 136.90 70 EEFF N0 CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 074.37 W 290062. 721
2113714334 03/10/78 15 31 15853 D 30.29 133.77 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 074.38 W 290063 46
2110214372 03106/7$ 16• 31 15365 S 19.84 139.84 70 EEEF NO. CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 075.81 W 290061 435
2112014382 03/04/78 16 31 15616 D 24.57 136.73 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 075.81 W 29DO62 468
2110314431 03106478 17 31 1537 6 D 20.05 139.68 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 077.25 W 290061 635
2112114441 03/04/78 17 31 15630 D 24.87 136.56 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 077.27 W 290062 157
21/0414490 03/06/78 18 31 15393 D 20.27 139.50 fO FEEE No CCCL LLLL 41_61 N D78_68 W 290061 653
2112214500 03/04178 18 31 15644 D 25.19 136.38 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 078.68 W 290062 195
2112314555 03/09/78 19 31 15658 D 25.51 136.21 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N DEU.11 W 29OU62 385
211D514544 03/06/78 19 3115407 D 20.51 139.32 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41_61 N 08D.12 W 290061 464
2112415014 03/04/78 20 31 15672 D 25.83 136.04 10 FEEE NO ^-.CCL LLLL 41.61 N 081.57 W 290D62 300
2110715062 03/04/78 21 31 15435 D 2D.9A 139.0G 20 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 083.00 w 290062 219
2112915303 03/04/78 25 31 15742 D 27.49 135.17 60 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N D88.73 W 290062 535
^:+:r..^s:.,1,......1.w..,. ..,_,....«.,r. _.,.... ,.ux.^^e;.-RS;.1^.iv.,i... :-d...ua::..:.Wi^7[•r.-
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2111215352 03/fi6/78 26 31 15505
2113015362 03/09/7P 26 31 15756
2113115421 03/09/78 27 31 15770
2111515.524 03/06/78
	 29 31 15547
2116915555 04/21/78 29 31 16300
2113415593 (?3/10/78 30 31 15812
2117116072 04/25/7F 31
	 31 16320
2111716042 03/06/78 31	 31 1.5575
2110116145 03/06/78' 33 31 15352
2110316263 03/06/78 35	 51 15380
2112116273 G3/04/78 35	 11 15631
2117516303 04/26/78 35 31 16384
21.10516380 03/10/78 37 31 15408
2112416445 03104/7E -3F 31 15673
2112516504 03/04/18 39 31 15687
2110716493 (1310617;3	 39 31 15436
2110917011 03/06/78 41	 31 15464
2112817080 03104/78 42 	 31 15729
2113017194 04/21/78 44	 31 15757
2111317242 03/06/78 45 31 15520
2113117253 03/09/78 45 31 15771
2111417301 03/06/78 46 31 15534.




2111717413 03/06/78 49 31 15576
2111817532 03/G6/7n, 50 31 15590
2110117581 03/06178" 51	 31 15353
2111917591 03/04/78	 51	 31 15604
2117906341 04/25/78 192 31 16434
2108906291 02/03/78.182 31 15179
2117706223 04/25/78 1^0 31 164D6
2111514092 03/0608 11 31 1554h
2113614275 03/10/78	 14	 31,15939
2111315410 03/04/78 27 31 15519
2109715514 03/64/78 29 31 15295
2111615583 03/04178 30 31 15561
2109815573 (33/04/78	 30	 31 1$3121)
2109916032 03/06/78 31	 31 15324
21118/6100 03/06/78 32 31 15569
2117216131 04/25/78 32 31 16342
0	 22.27 138.12 30 EEEE Ncl CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 090.16 W	 290060 711
D	 27_0 135.00 50	 .' FECE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 99U.17 w	 290062 597
D	 28.19 134.81 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41..61 N	 091.61 w	 290062 607
D	 23.10 137.60 90 F E F E NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 094.47 W	 29D061 35
D	 42.13 127.73 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 094.47 w	 290063 88
D	 29.23 134.29 30 EFEE 140 CCCL LLLL 41.61 V	 095.90 W	 290063 16
D	 42_°4 127_30 5'0 EEEE NO CC%L LLLL 41.61 N	 097.33 4	 290063 151
D	 23.68 137.25 100 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 097.34 k	 290061 577
5	 19.65 14U.DL' 10 FEES No CrCL LLLL 41.61 N	 100.21 W	 290061 603
D	 20.08 139.65 100 EEEE 140 CCCL LL'L 41.61 N	 103.08 w	 290061 748
D	 24.90 136.54 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 103.08 W	 290062 176
D	 44_23 126_39 40 EEEE ko CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 1033.08 W	 290063 248
D	 20.52 139.31 SO EEEE No CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 105,.95 W	 290062 804
D	 25_k5 136.02 F0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 107.38 -w	 290062 263
D	 26.18 135.85 90 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 1DR.81 W	 290062 276
D	 21_00 138.9E 50 EEEE no CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 108.82 W	 290061 481
D	 21_49 138.65 in EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 111.67 4	 290061 703
D	 27.18 135.32 50 EFEE NO CCCL HHLL 41.61 N	 113_,11 w 447
D	 27.86 134.98 60 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 '1	 116.0{# it	 290062 700
D	 22.56 137.94 30 EEEE NO;_^ CCCL LLLL 41.61 14	 117.42 W	 290061 775
D	 28.21 134.FG 50 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 117.42 W	 290062 762
D	 22.84 137.76 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 11K.84 W	 290061 101
D	 28_56 134.61 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41_61 14	 11'1.86 '14	 290062 790
D	 23.41 137,841 lu:, EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 121.72 W	 290061 145
D,	 .	 23_71 137423 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 123.15 w	 290061-, 594
D	 24.00 137.[16 70 FEFE ND CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 124.58 W	 290062 25
S	 19.66 140.00 NA MMM4 00 CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 126.02 &1	 0 0
D	 24.31 136.P9 NA MMMM N0 CCCL LLLL 41.61 N	 12h.02 K	 .0 0
D	 45.43 125.59 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N	 046.02 E	 290063 203
S	 1.7_55 142.10 30 EEEE HO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N	 046.03 E	 290060 221
D	 44.76 126.05 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N	 048.90 E	 290063 177
D	 23.08 137.62 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N	 065.67 W	 290061 22
D	 29.91 133.97' 9D EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N--,	372.9.8 w	 290063 41
D	 22.53 137.96 30 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N	 091.62 W	 290061 113
S	 18.86 140.67 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N	 094.50 W	 290060 583
D	 23.39 137.43 100 EEEE No" CCCL, LLLL 41.62 N	 095.92 w	 290061 128
S	 19_g3 140.51 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N	 095.93 W	 290060 664
S	 19.22 140.33 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N	 D97.36 W	 290061 173
D	 23.97 137.09 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N	 098.80 W	 290062 7
D	 43.2G 127.07 40 EEEE 140 CCCL LLLL 41.62 N	 098.80 W	 290063 171
z
PAGE 214
PICTURE PICTURE KICROFILK MIC FLK
CHTR LAT CNTR	 LONG ROLL FRAME
41.62 N	 100.25 W	 290062 328
41.62 N	 101.66 k	 0 0
11.62 N	 101.67 W	 290062 288
41.62 N	 104.53 W	 290061 453
41.62 N	 104.53 w	 290062 250
41.62 N	 105.96 W	 290062 4.00
41_62 N	 1D5.96 W	 290063 269
41.62 N	 107.39 W	 290061 408
41.62 N	 111.69 W	 290062 520
41.62 N	 120.30 W	 29004b1 69
41.62 N	 121.75 k	 290060 681
41.62 N	 123 .17 W	 290061 189
41.63 N	 ,067.51 E	 290060 636
41.63 N	 071.82 E	 290060 218
41.63 N	 073.01 i	 290061 153
41.63 N	 084.50 w	 290060 468
41.63 N	 091.66 W	 290060 565
41.63 N	 096.83 w	 290061 531
41.63 N	 11F_92 w	 290061 228
41.63 N	 120.34 W	 290060 797
41.64 N	 046.86 E	 290060 158
41.64 N	 068.92 E	 290060 622
41.64 N	 068.75 W	 290060 599
41.64 N	 080.20 W	 290060 418
41.64 N	 085.94 W	 290060 193
41.64 N	 087.37 W	 290060 524
41.64: N	 093.12 W	 290060 572
41.64 N	 124.66 W	 29006.1 546
41.65 N	 070.18 W	 290060 38
41.65 N	 071.62 W	 290060 23C
41.65 N	 071.63 W	 290060 816
41.65 N	 073.05 W	 290060 al
41.65 N	 078.81 W	 290060 380
41.65 N	 091.70 W	 290060 592
41.65 N	 094.59 W	 290060 100
41.65 N	 096.01 W	 290060 693
41.65 N	 097.45 w	 290060 248
41.65 N	 103.19 W	 290060 349
41.65 N	 106.60 W	 290060 +400
41.65 N	 10F.92 W	 290060 439
r
ARCHIVAL	 .IMAGE REPORT	 -ARClt1M
STANDARD	 CATALOG
07/06/78 LANCSAT 2	 ^S5 SENSOR
10:09 FROM 01/01178 TO 04/30/78
OBSERVATION ENTRY	 PATh ROW ORBIT DAY/NITS SUN SUN %	 CLD QUALITY C.CM	 CCN NODE GAIN
ID DATE- /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 4567 QLTY 4567 4567
2111916155 03/04/78 33 .31 15603 D 24.27 136.91 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2112016214 . 03/04 /78 34 31 15617 D 24.58 136.73 NA mmmm NO	 •CCCL LLLL
2110.216204 03/04/78 34 31 15366 S 19.86 139.8.3 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
"	 2110416321 03/06178 36 31 15394 D 20.29 '139.50 40 EFEF. NO CCCL LLLL
2112216332 0'3/04/78 36 31 15645 D 25.21 136.3f, 10 EEEE I.O. CCCL LLLL
2112316390 03/49/78 37 31 15659 D 25:53 136.20 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2117716421 04/26178 37 31 16412 U 44.91 125.93 .90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2110616435 03/10/78 38 31 154.22 0 .20.75 139.15 20 FEE2 NO CCCL LLLL
2112717022 4310.9178 41 31 15715 D 26.84 135.51 1D EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
21115173611 03/036/78 47 31 1554H D' 23.12 137.59 90 FEES ND CCCL LLLL
2109817405 03/04/78 48 31 . 15311 S 19.04 14D.5V 10 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL
2109917463 03/06/78 .49 31 15325 S 19.24 140.32 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2109205031 03/04/78 167 31 15220 S 17.95 141.62 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL
210890446D 02/03/78 . 164 31.15178 S 17.55 142.10 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2110014255 03/06/78 14 31'l5337 S 19.41 140.20 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
t	 2109015112 02/11/78 22 31 15198 S 17.75 141.85 90 EEEE 140 CCCL LLLL
P	 2109515401 03/04/78 27 31 15261{ S 18.49 141.03 0 FETE NO CCCL LLLL
2110016090 03104/78 32 31 15338 5	 _ 19.43 140.19 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2109617291 03/06/78 46 31 15283 S 18.69 140.F3 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2109717350 03/06/7tf 47 31 15297 5 18.+15 140.67 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2108706174 02/03/78 1811 31 15151 S 17.33 142.41 50 EEEE 140' CCCL LLLL
2109104573 03/04/7 9 166 31.15206 .5 17.90 141.7E 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
21 . 07914081 03/04/78 11 31''15044 S 16.72 143.59 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
21D8714540 0	 /11/78 19 31 15156 S 17..38 142.35 g 0 FEEE N6 CCCL LLLL
2109115170 02/03/78 23 31 15212 s 17.87 141.69 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2109215225 03/04/78 24 31 15226 S	 .18.02 141.53 30 EEEE N,0. CCCL LLLL
2109615460 03/04178 28 31 152F2 S 18.66 140.86. 90 EENE NO CCCL LLLL
.	 2110017522 03/04/78 50 31 15339 5 19.45 140.17 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2108014135 02103178 12 31 1505F S 16.77 143.44 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2108114194 02111178 13 31 15072 S 16.83 143.29 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
710991420C 03/06/78 13 31 15323 S 19.18 140.37 100 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL
2108?14252 02/03/78 14 31 150{46 5 16.41 143.13 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2108614482 02/11/78 18 31 . 15142 S 17.25 142.52 20 EEEE No CCCL LLLL
2107715440 03/04/78 27 31 15017 S 16.63 143.19 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
210791 '5513 02/03/78 29 31 15045 S 16.72 143.59 80 IEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2108015571 03/06/7b 3P 31 15059 S 16.78 143.43 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2108116025 02/11/78 31 31 15073 S 16.83 143.28 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2108516255 02/11/78 35 31 15129 S 17.17 142.64 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL
2108616313 02/11/78 36 31 15143 S 17.28 142.50 10 EEEE N, 0 CCCL LLLL
2108916485 02/11178 39 31 15185 5 17.61 142.02 100 FFFE NC CCCL LLLL
:.pe
i	 +e
ARCh1VAL IMAGE REPORT-AR C14IM
STANDARD CATALOG
07/06/78	 r	 LANDSAT 2	 VSS SENSOR	 PAGE 115
	
10:09	 FROM 01101 1/71 TO 04130/7h
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW O.RE E IT DAY/NTTC SUN	 SUN	 % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM
	 MODE GAIN PICTURE	 PICTURE	 MICROFILM MI,C FLM
	
ID	 DATE
	 9	 /SPCL	 ELFV A7.Ir•1 CCFVER
	 4567	 [iLTY 4567 4567	 CNTR LAT	 CNTR LONG	 ROLL	 FRAME
2109016544 02/11/78 40, 31 15195 5 17.76 141.84 50 FEFF FAO. CCCL LLLL 41.65 N	 110.34 W
2109317115 03/04/78 43 31 15241 8 18.17 141.36 1n0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.65 N	 114.67 k
2109417174 02/14/78 44 31 15255 S 18.33 141.20 80 EPEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.65 N	 116.10 W
2109517233 03/04/78 45 31 1526 1) S 18.51 141.01 211: EFEE No CCCL LLLL 41.65 N	 111.51 w
,.'	 2108317574 02/03/78 51 31 151P2 S 17.nL) 142.95 60 CFEF No CCCL LLLL 41.65 ^u	 126.14 .^
2108314311 02/11/78 15 31 15100 S 16.96 143.00 90 EEEE n0 CCCL LLLL 41.66 h	 074.51
2108414365 02111/7F 16 31 15114 S 17.05 142.83 70 FEES N0 CCCL LLLL 41.66 N	 075.95 W
2108514423 02/11/78 17 31 15128. 5 17.14 142.67 . 50 F.EEE N0 CCCL LLLL 41.66 N	 077.40 k
2109315294 04/21/7R 25 31 15240 5 18.15 141.31: 60 EFEE No CCCL LLLL 41.66 N	 088.87 W
2109415342 03/04/78 76 31 15254 5 18.30 141.12 EO F F E E NA CCCL LLLL /11.66 N	 090.31 w
2108216084 02103/7{: 32 31 1.5047 S 16.P9 143.14 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.66 14	 098.92 w
i	 21Q8416201 02/11/78 34 31 15115 5 17.116 142.82-. ^ 100 FEEE MO CCCL LLLL 41.66 N	 101.77 W
2107917344 . 02/03 /78 47 31 15046 5 16.72 1.43.5F 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.66 N'	 120.43 w
210e017403 02/03/7H 4i' 31 15060 5 16.79 143.41 70 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.66 N	 121.84 k
i . 	 2108117461 02/C'3/7b 49 31 15074 S 16.84 143.27 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.66 R	 123.30.w
2108316142 02/03178 33 31 15101 5 16_96 142.91=, (70 FFFE N0. CCCL LLLL 41.67 N	 .'100.36 w
211U904575 03/C6/78 166 30 15457 D 20.52 139.45 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N	 069.57 E
2112104241 03/04/18 160 30 15624 D 23.90 137.4E 40 CEEE N. CCCL LLLL 43.01 N	 07	 .17 F
2111015232 03/06/78 24 3  15477 1) 2n.96 139.2)' 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N	 086.(2 W
2110616556 03/06/78 40 3C 1545C. D 20.40 139.52 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 14
	
109.67 W
2110906411 03/06/78 1..4 30 154511 D 20_53 139.44.
;IA
MMM'4 NO	 .- CCCL LLLL 43.02 to	 043.73 F
2112606362 03/04/78 183 30 15695 D 25.56 136.63 80 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N	 045.16 F
2110806352 03/06/7F, 1N3 30 15444 D 20.79 139-61 NA Mm.m4 No CCCL LLLL 43.02 N	 045.18 E
21125063[14 03/10/78 1F2 30 15681 0 25.23 136.79 9.0 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL. 43.02 N	 046.62 E
21127(=4590 03/10/78 166 3U 15706 D 25.K7 136.47 . 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43:02 .0	 069.55 1_
21106 U4520 03106/78 165 30 15443 0 20_2K 139-66 ^o EEEE ko CCCL LLLL 43:02 N	 071.00 E
2112604531 03/10/78 165 30 '15694 D 25.54 136.64 40 EFEE N0 CCCL LLLL 43.02 N	 071.00 E
2112504472 03/10/78 164 30 15680 1s 25.20 136.x0 20 EEEE NO ;'C'	 CCCL LLLL 43.02 N	 072.43 E
2112404413 03/09/78 163 30 15666 D 24.88 136.97 .%A ?222 140 CCCL LLLL 43.02 h	 073.85 E
21 1 0504344 03/06/78 162 30 15401 5 19:51 140.11 0 EPEE N O CCCL LLLL 43.02 N	 075.29 E
2110304231 0:3/06/78 10 30 15373 S 19.0b 140.45 10 FEEF No CCCL LLLL 43	 C , 2. : 071.16 E
2112004182 0'3/04/78 159 30 15610 0 23.61 137.63 40 EEEE h0 CCCL LLLL 43.02 N	 079.58 E
2111714204.03/{16 / 7E 13 30 15574 D 22 .e3 139.05 60 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N	 070.98 W
2111914321 03/09/18 15 30 15602 D 23.44 137.72 60 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N	 073_85 b
2113714332 03/10/78' 15 3G 15F53 D 29.57 134.77 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N	 073.86 W
2110414483 03/U6/ 7F; 1R 30 15393 S 19.39 14L.21 70 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 43.02 N	 078.15 W
2112214494 03/04178.. 18 30 15644 D 24_38 137.22 60 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N	 07v.15 W
2110615001 (13/[16178 20 30 15421 5 19.h7 139.87 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N	 081.01 w
2112515070 03/04178 21 30 15E56 n 25.35 136.73 50 EEEE NO. CCCL LLLL 43.02 N	 UP2.44 .+


















































































































ARCHIVAL	 IMAGE	 REPORI	 -Art C14111
STANDARD	 CATALOG
07/06/78 LANDSAT 2	 HESS SENSOR
7U--U9 FROM	 01101178 TO 04130178
(JUSERVAT1014 ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/MITE SUN SUN X	 CLD DUALITY CCM	 CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE
ID DATE 151CL ELEV AZIM COVER 4567 OLTY 4567 4567 CNTR	 LAI CHTR LONG
2110915173 03106178 ?3 30 15463 D 20.62 139.39 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N	 085.31
	
w
2112715183 03104178 23 30 15714 D 26.03 136.39 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N	 085.31	 w
2111115290 03/06/7F. 25 30 15491 D 21.15 139.05 10 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 43.02 N	 088.17	 w
2111215345 03/06/78 26 3b 155( 1 5 a 21.42 138.FS8 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4;1.02 N	 089.63 w
21112171K1 03/G6/ 78 44 30 15506 D 21.44 13F..r7 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.i12 N	 115.44
	
14
r	 2111417294 03/06/78 46 30 15534 D 22.00 138.53 70 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 43.02 N	 118.32	 w
2112706421 03/10/78 184 30 15709 D 25.)88 136.4E 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 043.71	 E
2112RU5044 U3104/7F 167 30 15729 D 26_21 136.31 70 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 068.10	 E
2111405034 U3/06/78 167 30 15471 D 20.77 139.24 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43_03 N	 068.11	 E
2117904502.04125 //8 164 30 16433 0 44_8? 127.21 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 072.46	 E
ii 2110604403 03/04/78.163 30 15415 S 19.75 139.96 80 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 073.83	 E
2112304354 03/09/7F 162 30 15652 D 24.54 137.15 0 EEEE N4 CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 075.26	 E
2112204300 03/04178 161 30 15638 D 24.23 137.30 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 076.70	 E
4	 21104042;'5 U3/'10/78 :161 ^0 153Ft7 S 19.29 140.2b 20 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 076.71. E
{	 21175P4271 04176178 160 30:16377 D 43.45 128.06 80 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 078.12	 E
2117304154 04/26/79 158 30 16349 D 42.75 12F^.46 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 081.00	 E
2111904123 03/04/78 158 30 . 15596 D 23.29 137.80 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 OF1.01	 E
-	 2111514090 03/06/78 11 30 15546 D 22.24 13F.39 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 1168.14
	
w
2111614145 03/06/78 12 30 15560 D 22_53 138.22 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 069_56 w
2113414155 03/10/78 12 30 15811 D ?8.43 135.27 60 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 069.57	 W
2113514214 03/10/78. 13 30:15825 D 28.79 135.10 10 SFEE No CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 071.00	 W
2111814262 03/06/78 14 30 15588 D 23.13 137.PF 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 072.42	 R
2110214370 03106178. 16 30 15365 5 .18.95 140.53 50 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 075.29	 W
2112014380 03/04/78 16 30 15616 D 23. 15 137.55 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 075..29	 W
2110314424 03/06178 17 30 15379 5 19.17 140.37 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 076.73 W
2112114435 03/04/78 17 3R 1563C D 24,05 137.35 80 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 076.75	 w
2110514542 . 03/06 /78 19 30.15407 S 19.63 140.03 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 is	 079.59	 w
2112314552 03/119/70 19 30 1565F' D 24.69 137.06 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43,03 N	 079.60 w
2112415011 63/04/78 20 30:15672 D 25.01 136.90 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 081_05	 W
2110715055 03104/7;3 21 30 15435 D 20.10 139.71 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 082.48	 W
2112915301 03104/78 25 30'15742 D 26.70 136.07 100 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 43_03 N	 089.20 w
2113015360 03/09/78 26 30 15756 D 27.04 135.91 80 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 059.65	 w
2113115415 03/09178 27 30 15770 D 27.40 135.73 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 091.08 W
2111515522 03/06/78 29 30 15547 D 22.26 138.38 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 093.95 w
2116915552 04/2'117R :	 29 311 16300 D 41.49 129.11, 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43,03 N	 093,95	 W
2113415591 03/10/78 30 30:15812 D 28.46 135.25 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 095.38	 w
2111615580 03/04178 30 30.15561 D 22.55 13F.21 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 095.39	 W
2113516050 03/10/78 31 30 15826 D 28.82 135.09 100 EEFE no CCCL LLLL 43_03 N	 096.81	 W
2117116070 04/25/78 31 30 102F D 42.21 12F.7N `10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 096.81	 w'


















































07/06/78 LANDSAT 2	 b1SS SENSOR PAGE 117
10_09 FROm	 111/01/78	 TO 04/30178
OBSERVATION FNTRY PATH RjW 0R13IT DAY/N1 TL SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM	 CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MIC	 FLM
ID DATE # ./SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 4567 GLTY 4567 4567 CNTR	 L.AT CNTR	 LONG ROLL FRAME
2110116143 03/t.617P 33 30 15352 S 18.76 140.68 40 EEEE N. CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 099.69 w	 290061 6aZ
2110316260 03/06/78 35 30 15380 S 19.19 140.35 1UO EEEF N0 CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 102.55 W	 290061 747
2112116270 L'3/U4/78 35 30 15631 D 24.08 137.37 50 EFEF N0 CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 102.55 W	 290062 175
2117516301 04/26/78 35 3C 163F4 D 43.63.177.95 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 102.55 W	 290063 247
2110516373 03/10/78 37 30 15404ti S. 19.64 140.02 30 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 105.42 W	 290062 803
2112416443 113/0417F 3 A 30 15673 D 25.04 136.88 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 106.86 W.	 290062 .262
2110616452 03/10/78 38 30 15422 S 19.81 139.F7 10 EEE2 NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 106.87 W	 290061 407
2112516501 03/04/76 3 E? 30 156>7. n 25.37 136.71 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 108_29 it	 290062 275
2110716491 03/06/78 39 30 15436 D 20.13 139.69 10 EErE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 10R.30 w	 290061 480
2110917004 03/06179 41 .30 15464 D 20.62 139.3P 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 111.15 w'	 290061 702
2112717015 03/09/78 41 30 15715 D 26.04 136.39 30 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 111.17 w	 290062 519
2112817074 03/04/78 42 3U 1.5729 D 26.39 .136.71 50 IEEE NO CCCL hfHLL 43.03 N	 112.59 w	 290062 446
2113017191 P4/21/75 44 31: 15757 0 27.1>b 135.90 60 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 115.47 w	 290062 699
.2113117250 G3/U9178 45 30 15771 D 27.42 135.73 9p EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 116.89 W	 290062 761.
2111317240 03/06/79 45 30 15520 D 21.71 138.70 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 116.90" 290061 774
2113217305 03/09178 46 30 15785 D 27.77 135.56 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 136.34 W	 290062 789
2111617412 D3/04/78 4P 30 15562 D 22.57 13K.70 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 121.20 w	 ?90061 144
2111717471 0.3/11 6/7$ 49 3C 15576 D 22.87 138.03 1U0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 122.62 W	 290061 593
2TCJ99174[il 03/D6/78 49 3l1 15325 5 11s.34 141 O o0 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 122.65 W	 290061 188
'	 2111817530 03/136/78 50 30 15590 D 23.17 137. F'6 40 E C E E NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 124.06 w	 290062 24
'	 21119.17584 03/04/78 51 30 15604 D 23.48 137.69 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N	 125.50 W	 290062 343
2110117574 03/06/73 51 30 15353 5 .1b.77 140.67 50 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 +N	 125.50 w	 290061 617
2108906285 02/03/78 182 30 15179 S 16.61 142.73 NA 55EE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N	 046.55 E	 290060 220
21179116334 04/251'78 1E2 30 16434 D 44.83 127.22 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 U	 046.55 E	 290063 202
2117400545 04/26. 78 123 30 16361 D 43.05 128.36 20 EEEE W0 CCCL LLLL, 43.04 N	 131.18 E	 290063, 239
2113614273 03110178 14 30 15839 D 29.14 134.95 100. EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.04 N	 072.46 W	 3.90063 40-
21113155404 07,/04/78 27 3 p 15519 D 21.68 138.72 60 ,FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N	 091_10 4	 - ? 90061 114
. 2109715512 03/04/78 29 .30 1529E S 17.95 141 .33 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N	 093.98 W	 290064 582
2109815570 03/04/78 3U 30 1531 f1 S 18.12 141.7Y 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N	 095.41 W	 2900'60 663
2109916025 03/06/78 31 30 15324 S 18.33 141 .VU 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N	 096.84 W	 290061 172
2117216124 04/25/78 32 30 16342 D 42.57 12F.5R 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N	 098.27 w	 290063 170
2111816094 031061711 32 30 15589 D 23-13 137..F9 100 EEEF ND CCCL LLLL 43.04 N	 098.28 W	 290062 6,
211-1916153 03/04/78 33 30 15603 D 23.44 137.13 90 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 43.04 N	 099.72 W	 290062 327
2110216201 03/04/78 34 30 15366 S. 19.97 140.52 70 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 43.04 N	 "101_14 W	 290062 287
2112016212 03/04/78 34 3l+ 15617 D 23.76 137.55 NA MMMK ilO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N	 101.14 W	 0 0
2110416315 03/06/78 36 30 15394 S 19_40 140.19 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N	 104.0D w	 290061 452
2112216325 03/04/78 36 30 15645 D 24.39 137.21 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N	 104.01 W	 290062 Z49
2112316384 03/09/78 37 30 15659 D 24.71 137.05 20 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N	 105.44 W	 290062 399
2117716414 04/26/78 37 30 16412 D 44.31 1?7.53 40 EFEE No CCCL LLLL 43.04 N	 105.44 W	 290063 260






	 IMAGE	 REPORT	 -ARCHIM
STANDARD	 CATALOG
07/06/71 LANDSAT 2	 YSS SENSOR PAGE 118
10:09 FROM	 "1/I:1/7h	 TO 04/3017F
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITF SUN SUN 9	 CLD -QUALITY CCM	 CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MIC	 FLM
ID DATE l{ /SPCL ELEV AZIM. COVER 4567 CLTY 4567 4567 CNTR	 LAT CNTR	 LONG ROLL FRAME
2109817402 03/04/78 48 30 15311 5 18.14 14'1.17 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N	 121.23 V	 290060 680
2109205025 G3/r4/7;? 167 34 15?2(J S 17.02 142.26 111 EEEF No CCCL LLLL 43.05 N	 068.04 E	 290060 635
21989114453 UP/03/78 164 311 15178 5 16.6? 142.73 0 EEEF 1.10 CCCL LLLL 43.05 N	 072.34 E	 -290060 217
21086042e2 02103/7P 161 30 15136. S 16.29 143_19 70 F£EE 110 CCCL LLLL 43.05 N	 076.65 E	 290060 140
2108404165 02/03178 159 30 15106 S 16.10 143.50 20 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N	 079.51 E	 290060 206
2109814135.03/06 /78 12 30 1530 4) .,	 S 18.1(1 141.20 10 EEEE N11 CCCL LLLL 43.05 N	 069.62 w	 290060 1309
2110014x52 03/06/78 14 30 15337 S 18.51 140.88 80 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N	 072_50 W	 290061 152
2109015105 02111/79 22 30 1519F S 16.01 142.4E 'O EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N	 083.97 W	 290060 467
III	 2109515395 03/04/76 27 30 15268 5 17.58 141.68 10 EEEE N0, CCCL LLLL 43.05 N	 091.14 W	 290060 564
2110016084 03/04/78 32 30 15338 5 18.53 140.Y6 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43_05 N	 098.30 W	 290061 530
2109617285 03/06/78 46 30 15?83 5 17.71 141.50 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N	 118.39 W	 290061 227
2109717343 03106178. 47 30 15297 S 17.95 141.32 20. EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N	 119.82 w	 290060. 796
2110617515 03/U4/7F 5(,i 30 15339 S 1V.55 140.E4 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N	 124.13 W	 290061 545
2109106402 03/04/78 1v4 311 15207 S 16.89 147.39 e0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.06 N	 1143.64 E	 290060 628
2109104570 03/04/78 166 30 15206 5 16.147 142.41 301 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.06 N	 069.44 'E	 290060 621
2108704340 02/03/78 162 30 1515(! S 1631. 143_05 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.06 N	 075.20 L	 290060 157
2108504223 02/11/78 180 30 15122 S 16.17 143.34 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.06 N	 078.05 E	 290060 363
21083[14110 02/11/78 158 30 15094 * 5 15.9P 143.66 NA 1111 NO CCCL LLLL 43.06 N	 080,91 F	 O 0
2107914074 03/04/78 11 3V 15644 5 15.76 144.1 c 60 EE 1;E NO CCCL LLLL 43.[36 N	 068.22 W	 290060 5913
2108714534 02/11/78 19 30 15156 S 16.44 142.97 on FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.06 N	 079.68 W	 290060 417
2109115164 02/03/78 23 30 1521? 5 16.95 142.32 30 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.06 N	 065.41 W	 290060 192
2109215223 03/64/78 24 30 15226 5 17.10 142.17 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43_06 N	 086_85 w	 290060 519
2109615453 03104179 ?1^ 30 15211 2 S 17.74 141.5? NA MMMyf NO CCCL LLLL 43.06 N	 092.60 W	 0 0
2108014133 02/U3/7. 8 12 3G 15058 S 15.80 144.1'5 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.07 N	 069.67 W	 290060 37
2108114191 02111178. 13 30 15072 5 15.87 143.F9 RO EE£E NO CCCL LLLL 43.07 N	 071.10 W	 290060 229
2109914193 03/06/7E 13 30 15323 S 18.27 141.04 100 F F F F NO CCCL LLLL 43.07 N	 071_11 im	 290060 815
2108214250 02103/78 14 30 15086 5 15.95 143.75 .100 FEES_ NO CCCL LLLL 43.07 N	 072.54 W	 290060 80
2107715393 03/04/76 27 30 15617 S 15.66 144.411, 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.07 N	 091.19 W	 290060 591
21079155111 02103/78 ?9 30 15045 S 15.75 144.19 60 1EEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.07 N	 094.07 W	 290060 99
2108015564 03/06/76 30 30 15059 S 15.e2 144.( 1 3 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 43_07 N	 095.50 w	 290060 692
2108116023 02/11/78 31 30 15073 S 15.87 143.28 90 EEEE 140 CCCL LLLL 43.07 N	 096.94 W	 290060 247
2108516253 OZ/11178 35 30 15129 S	 .16. ?2 143.26 ?0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.07 N	 102.67 W	 290060 348
'2108616311 0211.1176 36 30.15143 S- 16.33 143.12 40 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.07 N	 104.08 w	 290060 399
2108916482 02/11/78. 39 30 15185 5 16.6F 142.65 11:0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.07 N'	 108.40 W	 290060 438
210901654.1 02/11/78 40 30 15199. S 16.P2 142.47 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.07 N	 109.82 W	 290060 484
2109517230 03104/78 45 30 15269 S 17.60 141.66 20 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.07 N	 117.00 W	 290060 505
2108317571 02/03/78 51 30 15102 S 16.04 143.56 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.07 N	 125_61 W	 290060 185
210841903L 02/11/715 52 30 15116 S 16.14 143.40 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.07 N	 127.03 W	 290060 321
2108314304 U2/11/78 15 3L 1510 r) S 16.00 143.60 10D EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.08 N	 074.00 W	 290060 268


































































































ARCHIVAL	 1?+AGE	 REPORT	 --ANCVIm
STANnARD	 CATALOG
47/06/78 LANDSAT 2	 NSS SENSOR PAGE 120
10:10 FROM	 ('i1 /U1/78	 TO 0413G/78
OBSERVA71ON ENTRY PA.TH ROW ORBIT DAY/NIT F SUN SUN y	 CLD QUALITY CC^%M	 C C K MODF GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM M)C	 FLM
In DATE 11 /SPCL ELE`a AZIM COVER 4567 QLTY 4.567 4567 CNIR	 LAT CNTR	 LONG ROLL FRAME
"	 2112204293 03/04/79 161 2,y ' 1563 4 D 23.39 138.14 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 fi	 077.25 E	 290062 239
21104042bi C3/ln/71: 161 29 153$7 S 18.39 14Lt .91 30 FEEE 7;0 CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 077.26 F	 290061 355
2110304224 03106/7P. 160 29 15373 S 18.17 141.14 0 EEEF NO CCCL LL L L 44.44 N	 078.70 E	 290061 621
2112004180 03/04/78 159 29 15610 D 22.77 138.44 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44_44 N	 080.13 E	 290062 45
2111 Q D4121 U3/0417F 15^i 29 15596 D 22.45 138.61 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 081.55 E	 290062 76
2111614142 03/06/78 12 29 15560 O 21.68 139.00 20 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 069.02 w	 290061 156
2111714201 03/06/78 13 29 15574 D 21.99 138.b4 8(3 EEEF FiD CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 070.43 W	 290060 732
'r	 2113514212 03/10178 13 29 15825 D 26.00 136.07 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 (170.45 W	 290063 30
2111814260 03/061.78 14 29 1556h D 22.29 138.6F 20 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44_44 N	 071.88 W_	 290060 .743
2113714325 03/10/78 15 29 15853 D 28.74 135.76 60 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 073.31 d	 290063 44
2111914315 03/09/-78 15 29 15602 D 22.60 138.53 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 1173.32 W	 290062 719
2110214363 03/06178 16 29 15365 S 18.05 141.22 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 074.75 W	 290061 433
2112014375 03/04/78 16 29 15616 D 22.50 138.37 1t) EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44:44 N	 074.75 tit	 290062 466
2110314422 03106/79 17 29 15379 S 18.27 141.06 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 076..18 W	 290061 633
2112214431 03/04/78 1e 29 15644 0 23.55 138.06 q0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 077.60 W	 290U62 193
•	 2110414481 03/06/78 18 29 15393 S 18.50.1110.90 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 077.61 W	 290061 651
2110514535 03/06/7E 19 29 15407 S 18.74 14P.75 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44"N 079.05 W	 290U61 462
2110614594 (`3/46/78 2C 29 15421 S 18.99 10.58 60 FEEE No CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 060.47 w	 290061 680
2112515063 03/04/78 21 29 15686 h 24_53 137.59 50 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 081.90 W	 290062 423
211261512? 03/09/7P 22 29 15700 D 24.86 137.44 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 083.34 W	 290062 557
2112715181 03/04/78 ?3 29 15714 D 25.21 137.27 20 EEEE 110 CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 084.78 W	 290062 498
2112915294 03/(+4/78 25 29 1574? D. 25.Y.9 136.97 110 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 087.66 6	 290062 533
2111215343 U3/C6/78 26 29 15505 0 20.55 139.63 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 089.08 W	 290060 709
"	 2113115412 03/C917S ?7 29 15770 D 26.60 136.66 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 090.53 w	 290062 605
2113516043 Vi/10178 31 29 15826_ D 38.03 136.06 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 096.26 W	 290063 36
`	 2117116063 04/25/78 31 29 1632a D 41.56 130.26 00 FEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 096.27 4	 290063 149
2117516294 04/?6178 35 29 16384 0 42.99 129.48 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 102.00 W	 290063 246
2112817071 03/04/78 4? 29 15729 D 25.58 137.10 70 FEEE No CCCL HHLL 44.44 N	 112.04 W	 290062 445
2111217174 03106/78 44 29 15506 h 20_57 139.63 FO FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 114.89 W	 290061 759
2113117244 03109/78 45 29 15771 D 26.62 136.65 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLL1. 44.44 N	 116.34 W	 290062 76 L1
2111317233.03/06 /78 45 29 15520 4 20.:5 139.47 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 116.35 W	 290061 773
2111417292 03/06/78 46 29 15534 D 21.14 139.30 so EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 117.77 W	 290061 99
2111617410 L13/G4/78 48 29 15562 D 21.7? 138.98 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 4	 120.65 W	 290061 143
2111717464 03106/78 49 29 15576 D 22.02 13F_1c2 90 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 122.08 W	 290061 592
2111817523 03/06178 50 29 15590 D 22.33 118.66 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 123.52 W	 290062 23
211191758? 03/04/78 51 29 15604 D 22.64 138.50 100 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 124.94 w	 290062 342
•	 2117107301 04/25/78 192 29 16323 D 41.42 130.34 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N	 032.77 F.	 290063 146
2109807202 03/06/78 191 29 15305 5 17.14 141.91 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N	 034.19 E	 290061 246











ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT --ARCHIM+
STANDARD CATALOG
07/06/78 LANDSAT 7	 4SS SENSOR PAGE 121
117: 10 	. FROM	 0110117F TO 04/30/7P.
V OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORRI- T DAY/NITE SUL SUN %	 CLD QUALITY CCM	 CrM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICRDFILM Y17C	 FLPt
ID DATF H /SPCL ELEV A21M COVER 4567 Q TY 4.5,67 4567 CNTR CAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
• r
21179(14513 ( 94/25/78 164 29 16433 D 44.20 12t< .Fl NA mmm-4 NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 072.94 E	 0 0
211060440G• 03/O4/78 163 79 15415 3 10_'6 140.67 70 F F E F NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 074.37 E	 290061 796
2112304352 03109/78 162 29 15652 D 23.70 138.00 10 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 075.80 E	 290062 374
2117504265 04126/78 160 29 16377 D 42.1,1 129.59 .70 FLEE NO CCCL.LLLL 44.45 N 078.66 E	 290063 277
2110104111 03/04/78 158 29 15345 S 17.73 141.46 NA Mmmm NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 081.54 E	 0 0
I 2117304151 (14/26/78 156 29 16349 D 42.10 129.96 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45, +J 081.54 E	 290063 234
1 2117400543 04126/7 3: 123 29 16361 D 42.41 129.51 50 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 131.73 E	 290063. 238
"
2111514083 03/06/78 11 29 15546 D 21.39 139.16 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 067.60 W	 290061 z0
2116914114 04/21/78 11 29 16290 D 40.,'0 130.64 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 067.60 W	 290063 82
E; 2113414153 03/10178 12 29 15811 D 27.64 136.22 10 FEEE No CCCL LLLL 44.45 4 D69.03 w'	 2911063 9
2112114432 03/04 /78 17 29 15630 D 7.3.22 138.22 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 076„20 W	 290062 155
211231455Ci n31(, 9/78 19 29 15658 D 23..u6 137.91 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 079.06 W	 290062 383
2112415005 03/04/78 20 29 15672 D 24.18 137.76 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N DbO.51 W	 290062 298
2110715053 03104/79 21 29 15435 5 19.22 140.43 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 081.94 W	 290062 217
2113015353 03/09/78 26 29 15756 D 26.24 136„14 2 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N OF9.11 W	 290062 595
2111315401 03/G4/78 27 29 15519 D 20.1`2 139.41 6O EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 090.55 W	 290061 113
5 2111515515 03/1-6/78 29 29 15547 0 21.41 139.15 30 FEFE hO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 093.40 W	 290061 33
j 2116915550 04/21/79 29 29 16300 D 40.F3 130.62 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44_45 N 093.41 a	 290063 86
2113415594 03/10/78 30 29 15812 D 27.67 136.21 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 094.84 vi	 .290063 14
2111615574 03/04/78 30 29 15561 D .21.70 139.00 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 094.85 w	 290061 126
2111716033 03/06/78 31 29 15575 D 22.00 138.83 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 096.28 w	 290061 575
2117216122 04/25/78 32 27 16342 D 41.92 130.07 90 EEEE 140 CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 097.73 W	 290063 169
2110196140 03/06/78 33 29 15352 S 17.86 141.36 30 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 099.14 W	 290061 601
2110216195 03/04/78 34 29 15366 5 18.07 141.21 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 100.59 w	 290062 286
2112016205 03/04/78 34 29 15617 D 22.92 138.37 in EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 100.60 N	 290062 107.
2110316254 03/06/78 35 29 153PO 5 18.29 141.05 80 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 102.01 w	 290061 746
2112116264 (13/n4/78 35 29 15631 D 23.25 138.L0 70 FFEF N0 CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 102_01 w	 290062 174
2110416312 03/06178 36 29 15394 5 18.52 140.F9 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 103.46",W 290061 451
E 21,12216323 03/04/78 36 29 15645 D 23.57 138.05 10 EEEF No CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 103.46 61	 290062 248
'. 2110516371 03/10/78 37 29 154014 S 18.75 140.77 70 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 104.89 W	 290062 802
4117716412 04/26178 37 29 16412 D 43.68 129.10 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 104.90 w	 290063 259
2110f,1643G 03/10/78 38 I;'9 15422 5 18.99 140.59 20 EEE2 NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 106.32 W	 290061 406
2112416440 03/04/79 38 ^9 15673 D 24.22 137.73 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 106,32 W	 290062 261
2110716484 03/06/78 39 29 15436 S 19.25 140.41 60 FEEE NO CCCL .LLLL 44.45 N 107.75 W	 290061 479
2112516495 03/04/78 39 29 15687 D 24.55 137.58 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 107.75 K	 290062 274
2110917002 03/06/78 41 29 15464 S 19.75 140.12 26 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 110.61 W	 290061 701
2112717013 (13/09/78 41 29 15715 D 25.72 137.28 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 110.63 W	 290062 518
2113017185 04/21/78 44 29 15757 D 26.25 136.V3 50 ECEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 114.92 W	 290062 698
2113217302 03/09/78 46 " 29 15.785 D 26.98 136.50 70 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 44_45 N 117.79 W	 290062 788
i
i
2111517351. 03106/ 7F 47 29 15541• D 2'1.43 139.14 50 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44445 N 119.25
,
W	 290061 67.,;;
ARCHIVAL TIA.GE REPORT -ARCHIM
STANDARD CATALOG
0 7/06 /78	 LANDSAT ?	 MSS SENSOR
	
10:10	 FFDM 01/01/78 TO 04/30/78
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT nAY/NITF SO S.	 SUN	 / CLD QUALITY CCM CCM	 1,10DE GAIN PICTURE	 PICTURE
	







2109917454 03/O6/78 49 29 15325
2110117572 03/06/78 51	 29 15353
210990726D 03/10/7R 1 1.12 29 15319
2109306513 03/04/78 116 29 15235
2117906332 04/25/78 1r2 29 16434
210,9604275 02/03/78 161	 29 15136
2113614270 03/10/78 14 29 15839
2109715505 03/04/76 29 29 15296
2109815564 03/114/78 30 29 15310
2109916023 03/06/78 31	 79 15324
2111N16091 03/06/78 32 29 15589
2111916150 03/04/78 33 29 15603
21123163,1 03/09178	 37 29 15659
2109817400 03/04/78 48 " 29 15311
2107907142 03/10178 190 29 15040
2109707143 03/06/75 190 29 15291
2109607085 (13106178 189 29 15?77
2109507030 03104171' 1FF 	 29 15263
2109206454 03/04/78 185 29 15221
2109106395 03/04/78 1c4 29 15207
2108904451 02/03/78 164 29 1517
2108404162 02/03/78 159 29 1510{
210981413? 03/0617A 12 29 15309
2/10014250 03/06/78 14 29 15337
2109015103 02/11/7 3,	 22	 29 1519 3
2109115161 P2103/78 23 29 15212
2109215220 03/154/78 24 29 15226
2109515397 03/114176	 P7	 29 '15258
2110016081 03/04/78 32 29 15338
•21096172x? 03/06/78 46 29 157k3
2109717341 03/06/78 47 29 15297
2110017513 03104/76 !^O 29 15335
2108107254 132103178 192 29 15068
2108007200 02/03/78 191	 29 15054
21094(16571 03106/711 1r,7	 29 15247
21091(14564 03/D4/78 166 29 15206
2108704334 02103.178 162 29 15150
2108504221 02/11178 160 29 15122
2108304104 02/11/76 15V	 29 15094
2107914072 03/04/78 11 29 15044
S 17.44 141.65 '90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 122.10 w	 290061 187
5 17.88 141.35 50 EFEE NO CCC.L LLLL 44.45 N 124.96 w	 290061 616
S 17.33 141.75 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 032.75 E	 290061 332
S 16.27 142.!1 - NA MMM11 140 CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 041.35 E	 0 0
D 44.21 12R.F? '4A ,JMvIpim NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 047.09 E	 0 0
5 15.34 143.A1 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 077.20 E	 290060 139
D 28.35 135.93 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 071.92 w	 290063 39*
S. 17.02 142.0(: 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 093.45 W	 290060 581
5 17.21 141.8 4 30 EEF.F NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 094.87 it	 290060 662
S 17.42 141.67. 90 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 096.30 W	 290061 171
0 22.29 136.69 100 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 097.75 W	 290062 5
D 22.60 138.53 90 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 099.18 w	 290062 32.6
D 23.E8 137.90 `-30 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 D1 104.90 w	 290062 398
S 17.23 141.83 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 120.70-w 290060 679
S 14.7N 144.°3 60 EFFF NO CCCL LLLL 44.4'7 N., 035.58 E	 290061 393
5 16.95 142.07 A7 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 44.47=N 035.60 E	 290061 560
S 16.76 142.25 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.47 ,N 037.01 C	 290060 779
S 16.5`7 142.4( 1 ?E1 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 44.47 N 038.45 E	 290061 522
5 16.10 142.88 80 EEEE IN CCCL LLLL 44.47 N' 047.75 E	 290060 640
5 15.95 143.0? 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.47 W 044.19 E	 290060 627
5 15.1;7 143.36 11) E E F F NO CCCL LLLL 44.47 IV 072.88 E	 290060 216
S 15.14 144.10 10 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 44.47 N 080.06 11:	 290060'x, 205
5 17_19 141.86 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.47 N 069.08 1',	 290060 FOS
S 17.60 141.56 co FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.47 N 071.95 U	 290061 151
5 15.N7 143.12 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.47 IQ 083.43 w	 290U60 466
S , 16.01 142_96 1Ci EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.47 tv OR4.87 w	 290060 191
S 16.17 142.Fl 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.47 N 086.30 l	 290060 518
5 16.65 142.33 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.47 N 090.60 w	 2900,60 563
S 17.63.141.54 30 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.47 N ! 097.76 W	 290061 529
S 16.46 142.14 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.47 N	 :' 111.85 w	 290061 226
S 17.05. 141.913 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.47 N, 119.29 W	 290060 795
S	 : 17.h5 141.52 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.47 N 123.59 w	 290061 544
S 14.89 144.53 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.48 N 032.69 E	 290060 62
S 14.82 144.69 2.0 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.48 N 034.14 E	 290060 26
S 16.42 142.57 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4.4.48 N 039.86 E	 290061 213
S 15.93 143.04 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.43 N ()69.98 E	 290060 620
S 15.42 143.67 20 1FEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.48 N D75.75 E	 290060 756
S 15.21 143.95 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 078.59 F	 290060 362
5 15.0? 144.26 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 44.48 N 081.45 E	 0	 . 0











GPSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN Y	 CLD QUALITY CCM	 CCM f14DE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MIC	 FLN
ID DATE 1t ISPCL ELEV AZIt' COVER 4567 QLTY 4567 456.7 CNTR	 LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
2108714531 02/11/78 19 29 15156 5 15.49 143.59 70 FEEL: NO CCCL LLLL 44.48 N	 079.15 W	 290060 416
2109615451 63/0417F 2h 29 15282 S "16.x2 142.19 NA M"14 NO CCCL LLLL 44.48 N	 092.06 W	 0 b
2109517224 03104/78 45 29 15269 S 16.68 142.37 b0' EEEE 11;O CCCL LLLL 44.48 N	 116.45 W	 290060 504
2108014130 02/C3/7F 12 29 15058 S 14.63 144.65 30 EEEE 1410 CCCL LLLL 44.49 N	 069.13 W	 290060 36
2108.114185 62/11/78 13 29 15672 S 14.11 144.50 St) E E E F NO CCCL LLLL 44.49 N	 0711.56 W	 290060 228
'r	 2109914191 03/06/78 13 29 15323 5 17.36 141. 71 90 FFEF NO CCCL LLLL 44.49 N	 070.57 w	 290060 814
2108214243 07103178 14 29 15OF6 5 14.98 144.35 1U0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 44_49 N	 072.01 W	 290060 79
r	 2107715391 03/04/78 27 29 15017 S 14.69 145.08 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.49 N	 090.66 w	 290060 590
4.	 2107915504 02/03/78 29 29 15045 5 14.7F 144.7P 10 EEEE 110, CCCL LLLL 44.49 N	 093.52 W	 290060 98
2108516250 02/1'1/78 35 29 15129 S 15.26 143.67. 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.49 N	 102.13 W	 290060 347
Ilk
2108616304 02/11/78 36 29 15143 5 15.38 143.75 50 EEEE NO CC0L LLLL 44.49 N	 103.54 W	 290060 398
210.99164t?0 02/11/78 39 29 15185 S 15.74 143.27 1110 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.49 N	 10.7 .86 W	 290060 437
2109016535 02/11/78 40 29 15199 S. 15.k9 143.10 60 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 44.49 N	 109.28 W	 290060 483
2109417165 {7/14178 . 44 29 15255 S 16.4F 142.50 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.49 N	 115.04 4	 290.060 453
2108317565 62/n3/78 51 29 15102 5 15.67 144.17 50 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.49 N	 125.07 W	 290060 184
2108418023 02/11/78 5? 29 15116 S 15.111 144.01 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.49 N	 126.50 W	 290060 320
2108314302 0?/11178 15 29 151001 S 15.04 144.21 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44_50 N	 073.46 w	 290060 267
2108414360 02/11178 16 29 15114 S 15.14 144.05 100 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 44.50 N	 074.89 ++	 290060 287
2108614473 02/11178 1t( 29 15142 S 15.35 143.76 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.50 N	 077.75 w	 290060 378
2168015562 03/1'6/78 311 29 15059 S 14.85 144.03 1001 EEEE hO CCCL LLLL 44.50 N	 094.98 W	 290060 691
2109116020 02/11179 31 29 15073 S 14.90 144.50 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.50 N	 096.40 W	 290060 246
2108416192 02/11178 34 29 15115 S 15.15 144.04 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.50 N	 100.71 W	 290060 303
2109317110 03/04118 43 29 15241 S 16.31 142.66 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.50 N	 113_61 w	 290060 536
2107917335 021V3178 47 29 15046 S 14.79 144.77 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.50 N	 119.36 W	 290060 5
21089377394 02/03/78 45 29 15060 5 14.8E 144.61 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.50 N	 120.79 W	 290660 45
j	 2108514414 02/11/78 17 29 15128 S 15.24 143.90 1;0 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 4,4 .51 N	 D76.35 w	 290060 327
2109315275 04/21/78 25 29 15240 S 16.29 142.67 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.51 N	 687.82 W	 290062 684
2109415333 03!04178 26 29 15254 5 16.46 142.52 7{1 2EEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.51 N	 089.26 W	 290060 549
l	 21OP216075 02/03/78 32 29 15087 S 14.97 144.35 10 EEE1 N0 CCCL LLLL 44.51 N	 097.86 W	 290060 120
2101:316133 ` 02/[13 /78 33 29 15101 5 15.(14 144.20 50 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 44.51 N	 099.29 W	 290060 166
2108117452 01/03/78 49 29 15074 5 14.90 144.4E 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 44.51 N	 722.25 W	 290060 109
2111015223 03/06/78 24 2F 15477 5 19.15 140.69 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.83 N	 085.60 W	 290061 713
2110616541 03/06/78 40 PE 15450 S 18.64. 140.9?'' 70 CEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.83 N	 108.56 w	 290061 493
2112906530 03110/7b 19.6 28 15737 D 24.94 137.93 50 FEEE PO CCCL LLLL 45.84 N	 042.00 E	 290062 665
211191'17382 031[14/78 194 28 15598 D 21.65 139.39 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N	 030_50 E	 290062 84
211CJ107371 03/04/78 194 28 15347 5 16.ii6 142.11 NA MMmM NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N	 030.50 E	 0 0
II` 2111707264 03/04/78 192 28 15570 D 21.04 139.68 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N	 033.36 E	 290062 32
2113507275 03/10178 1.92 2F 15527 D 27.019 137.0E 90 PEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N	 033.36 E	 290063 26
2117007240 04121/7 13 191 28 16309 D 40.38 131.94 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.95 N	 034_79 E	 290063 1-14





ARCFIVAL IMAGF REPORT -ARCRIM
STANDARD CATALOG
07106/78 LANDSAT ?	 ,	 KSS SENSOR PAGE 124
10:10 FROM	 01/01/78	 TO 04/30/78
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATE! ROW Oki3IT DAY/NITF SUN SUN `/.	 CLD LUALITY CCM	 CCM M(J,DE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MIC	 FL14
ID DATE # /SFCL ELEV A7IM C')VER 4567 OLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
2111307033 03/06/78 1Ni~ 28 15514 S 19.86 140.29 80 EEEE 140 CCCL LLLL 45.85 N	 039.10 F 290061 4
2111206574 03/06/78 187 28 15500 S 19.57 140.46 °l0 EEEE ho CCCL LLLL 45.85 N	 040.53 F 290061 53
2113006545 03/09178 1h7 28 15751 D 25.30 137.79 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N	 040.55 E 290062 736
211100646{" 031(36/78 185 28 15472 5 19. Q4 140.75 50 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 45.95 N	 043;.40 E 290061 316
2112706412 03/10/78 11'4 23 15709 D 24.24 138.23 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 45.85.N 044'.83 E 290062 648
2110906402 03/06/78 184 28 15458 5 18.78 140.90 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N	 044.84 E 290061 298
211260635.4 03104/78 1Y3 28 15695 A 23.01 13P.36 110 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N	 046.27 E 290062 484•
2110304222 03/06/79 160 28 15373 5 17.27 141.83 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N	 079.27 F. 290U61 620
2112104232 03/04/78 160 2h 15624 D 22.23 139..17 ­ 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N	 079.27 E	 - 290062 133
2112004173 03/04/78 159 28 15610 D 21.92 139.26, NA E3EE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N	 080.70 E 290062 44
2111714195 03/06/78 13 28 15574 D 21.13 139.63 70 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N	 069.87 w 290069 731
2110314415 0.3/06178 17 28 153'79 ' 5 17.37 141.76 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N	 075.62 w 290061 632
2110414474 03/06118 18 28 15393 S 17.60 141.60 40 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N	 077.04 w 290061 650
2112214485 03/0417?' 1P ?8 15644 D 22.71 138.89 80 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N	 077.04.w 290062 192
2110514533 [:3/06178 19 2E 15407 S 17.84 141.45 8U EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.Fs5 N	 07E.48 W 290061 461
2110614592 03/11617R 20 28 15421 S 18.10 141.29 40 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N	 079.91 IN 290061 679
2112615120 03/U9/78 22 28 15700 D 24.02 138.32 kiR 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N	 082.79 W- 0 0
2110915164 03/06/78 23 28 15463 S 18.h5 140.86 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.P5 N	 0184.20 w 290061 79
2112715174 03/04/78 ?3 ?P 15714 D 24.38 138.1E 20 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 45.85 N	 084.22 w 290062 497
2111115281 03/06/78 25 28 15491 S 19.41 140.54 70 EEFE .'40 CCCL LLLL 45.95 N	 Uh7.08 W 290061 729
2111215340 03/06178. 26 2F 15505 5 19.615 140.39 'l0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N	 088.51 W 290060 708
2111217172 03/06178 44 28 15506 5 19.69 140.38 30 .FEEE No CCCL LLLL 45.85 N'	 114.33 w 290061 758
2111317231 03/06/78 45 28 15520 5 19.97 140.23 30 I=EEE 140 CCCL LLLL 45.85 N	 115.77 w 290061 772
211141721:5 113/06/78. 46 e£ 155;4 D 20.27 140.07 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N	 111_20 W 290061 98
2111917575 03/04/78 51 2R 15694 D 21.79 139.37 1[l fl EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N	 124.38 W 290062 341
2112107495 03/04/78 196 26, 15626 D 22.?7 1:;9.10 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 027.61 C 290062 150
2110307485 L3/06/78 396 28 15375 S 17.29 141.82 90 222E NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 027.62 E 290061 630
2112007440 03/04/78 195 2E 15612 D 21.96 139.25 90 EEEE 140 CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 029.05 E 2900.62 56
2111607205 (13/06/76 191 28-15556 D 20.73 139.84 NA Mmmhl NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 034.78 L 0'. 0
2116907181 04/21/78 1901 28 16295 D 40 ..01 132.11 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.$6 N	 036.21 E 290063 80
2111106515 03/06/78 1r6 7.P 154F6 S 19.31 140,59 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 041.96 E 290061 565
2112806471 03/04178 185 R8 15723 D 24.59 138.09 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 043.40 E 290062 440
2117904493 04125178 164 25 16433 D 43.55 130.3( r!A Mml4 NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 073.50 E 0 0
2110104104 03/04/78 158 28 15345 5 16.82 142.14 NA mmMNl N0 CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 082.11 E 0 0
2111914114 03/04/76, 15& 28 15596 D 21.60 139.47 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 082.11 E 290062 34
2117304145 04/26178 158 2P 16349 D 41_43 131.44 NA M666 NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 082.11 E 0 0
2111514081 03/06/78 11 28 15546 D 20.52 139.94 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 45_86 N	 067.03 k 290061 19
2116914112 04/2117£' 11 2,R 16299 A 40.11 132.06 NA M666 Fi0 CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 067.03 W 0 0
2111614140 03/06/78 12 28 15560 0 20.83 139.78 10 EEFE N0 CCCL'LLLL 45.86 N	 068.45 w 290061 155
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D	 27.20 137.03 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 069.88 W	 290063 29
D	 21.43 139.48 20 EEEE NO 'CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 071.32 w	 290060 742
D	 21.74 139.34 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 072.75 w	 290062 718
S	 17.15 141.91 60 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 ft	 U74.19 W	 290061 432
D	 22.06 139.19 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 074.19 v	 290062 465
D	 22.3.7 739.05 30 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 075.64 W	 290062 154
D	 23.02 138.75 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 078.50 w	 290062 382
S	 18.33 141.15. 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 081.37 w	 290062 216
D	 25.07 137.87 90 EEEE NO. CCCL LLLL 45.96 N	 087.09 u	 _	 290062 532
D	 25.43 137.73 7D EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 088.54 w	 290062 594
D	 25.79 137.58 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 089.97 k	 290062 604
D	 20.55 139.93 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 45.66 N	 092.84 w	 290061 32
D	 40.14 132.04 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 092.84 w	 290063 85
D	 26.8..6 137.16 10 EEEE. 140 CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 094.27 W	 290063 13
D	 .27.23 137.Q2 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 095.70 W	 x90063 35
D	 21.14 139.63 4D EEEE 40 CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 095.71 w	 290061 574
D	 40.Y8i 131.70 100 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 095.71 W	 290063 148
5	 16.95 142.04 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 098.58 w	 290061 600
D	 22.40 139.03 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.9~6 N	 101.44 W	 290062 173
D	 42.33 131.11 50 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 101.44 w	 290063 245
S	 17.39 141.75 30 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 101.45 W	 290061 745
D	 22.72'- 138.Ft 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 102.89 W	 290062 247
S'	 17.85 141.44 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 104.33 W	 290062 801
S	 16.10 141.311 10 FEEL' N0 CCCL LLLL 45.1?6 N	 105.76 W	 290061 405
D	 23.39 138.59 9U EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 105.76 W	 290062 260
D	 23..72 138.44 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 107.18 W	 290062 273
S	 18.36 141.13. 60 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45..86 N	 107.19 W	 290061 478
S	 18.88 140.85 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 110.05 w	 290061 700
D	 24.76.138.(10 30 EEEE NO CCCL HhLL 45.86 N	 111.48 w	 290062 444
D	 25.44 137.73 NA 2222 No CCCL LLLL 45..86 N	 114.35 W	 0 0
D	 25.81 137.57 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 115.78 w	 790062 759
D	 26.17 137.43 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 117.22 w	 290062 787
D'	 20.81 139.77 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 120_09 w	 290061 142
D	 21.17 139.62 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 121.52 W	 290061 591
D	 21.48 139.46 90 EEEE NO CCCL, LLLL 45.86 N	 122.95 k	 290062 2Z
S	 16.98 142.03 60 EEEF :;	 NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N	 124.39 W	 290061 615
S	 14.29 144.53 SO EEEE ;''	 NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N	 027.57 E	 290060 371
S	 16.64 142.28 NA 2222 ''.NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N	 031.89 E	 0 0
5	 16.41 142.42 100 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N	 033.31 E	 290061 331



















































ARCrIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCHIM
STANDARD CATALOG
07106/78 LPKDSAT 2	 MSS SENSOR PAGE 126
10:1" FkGM	 til/nl/7P	 TO 04/30/7b
OBSERVATION ENTRY	 11 ;TH ROW ONEIT DAY/KITE SUN SUN %	 CLC OUALITY CCM	 CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE. PICTURE MICROFILM MIC	 FLM
ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV A ;IN C^VER 4567 SALTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT FNTR LONG ROLL FRA14F
2109807195 05106/78 191 28 15305 5 16.22 142.57 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.P7 N	 034.76 E 290061 245
2117906325 114/25/7'1 1 1^2 28 16434 D 43.57 130_3F in EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N	 047.66 C 290063 201
2117504262 11412 .617h 1 6{i-. 28 15377 D 42.14 131.11 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45,87 N	 679 .22 £ 290063 276
21136142.04 03110178 1`4 ` 28 1583Q D 27.56 136.90 40 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N	 071.35 w 290063 38
2112415002 03/04/78 20 28 15672 0 ?3.35 138.61 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N	 074.96 w 290062 297
21113i5395 U3104l7P 27 ?e 1551" S 19.95 140.25. 50 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N	 0911.00 r 290061 112
2111615571 03/u4/78 30 ?8 15561 D 20.84 159.78 40 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N	 094.29 k 290061 125.
210991602[) 03/fl6/78 31 2P 15324 S 16_50 142.34 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N	 095.75 W 29(1061 170
21119160b5 03106/7H 32 ?8 15585 D 21.44 139,50 60 2EEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N	 097.17 W- 290062 4
2117216115 04/25/78 32 28 16342 D 41.24 131.54 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N	 097.17 k 290063 168
2111916144 03/G4/78 33 28 15603 D 21.75 139.34 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N	 098.61 290062 325
2110216192 03/04/78 34 28 15366 S 17.17 141.89 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N	 100.02 k 290062 285
2112016203 03/1,4/78 34 28 15617 D 22.L7 139.11 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N	 ICU .03 W 290062 106
2110416310 03/06/79 36 2Y. 15394 S 17.62 141.59 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N	 102.89. W 290061 450
2117716405 04/26/78 37 28 16412 D 43.03 130.65 20 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N	 104.33 w 290063 258
2112316375 03109/79 37 2E 15659 D 23.05 13F.75 31) EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N	 104.34 6 290062 397
2112717010 03109/76 41 28 15715 D 24.40 138.15 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45_87 N	 110.07 #. 290062' ::..517
2111517344 03106/78 47 28 1554h D 20.56 139.92 10	 - FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N	 118.67 W 290061 66
2109917452 03/06/78 49 2$ 15325 S 16.52 147.33 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N	 121.54 W '290061 186
2108407423 02/03/78 195 28 15110 5 14.19 144.69 20 EEFE No CCCL LLLL 45.88 N	 029.00 E 290060 213
2109707141 03/06/7P 190 28 15291 S 16.03 142.73 60 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N	 036.16 E 290061 559
2109306510 03104178 186 28 15235 S 15.33 143.35 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 45.Pe N	 041.92 E 290060 657
2109106393 03104/78 1h4 28 15207 S 15.01 143.66 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N	 044.76 E 290060 626
2108404160 02/03/78 159 26 151U S 14.17 144.72 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.8h N	 0ED.63 E 290060 204
2109814130 03/06/78 12 28 15309 5 16.,28 142.53 50 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N	 068.51 W 290060 807
21119715503 03/04/78 29 28 15296 5 16.10 142.66 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N	 092.90 W 290060 580
2109815561 03/D4/ ?8 30 28 15310 S 16.29 142.51 80 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N	 094.31 w 290060 661
2110016075 03104178 37 ?F. 15338 S 16.71 142.22 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N	 097.20 w 290061 528
2109817393 03/84/78 48 28 15311 S 16.32 142.56 30 EEEF 110 CCCL LLLL 45.88 N	 120.13 W 290060 678
2108D07193 02/0311 '08 191 28 15054 S 13.84 145.3C 70 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 45_89 N	 034.70 E 290060 25
2 1 07907135 03/10/78 190 28 15040 S 13.80 145.43 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.89 N	 036.15 E 290061 392
2109607082 03/06/78 189 28 15277 5 15_114 142.89 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.89 N	 037.57 E 290060 778
2109507023 03/04/78 11•N 21: 15263 S 15.65 143.05 40, EFEE° NO CCCL LLLL 45.89 N	 039.01 E 290061 521
2109211645? {;3/04/78 185 ?,8 15221 S 15.16 143.52 100 ` ' EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.89 N	 043.31 E 290060 639
2110014243 03/06/78 14 28 15337 5 16.69 142.25 100 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 45.89 N	 071.39 W 290061 150
2109015100 02/11/78 22 28 15198 S 14.92 143.75 30 EEEF k0 CCCL LLLL 45.89 N	 082.88 w 290060 465
2109115155 02/03/78 23 28.15212 S 15.07 143.59 0- EEEE NO CCCL LLQ.. 45.F9 N	 084.30 w 290060 190
2109215214 03/04/7(( 24 26 15226 S 15.23 143.45 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.89 N	 085.75 w 290060 517
2109515390 03/C4/78 27 26 15268 5 15.73 143.('0 30 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.89 N	 090.04 W 290060 562
2109617Z8U
G
03/06/7P 46 28 15283 S 15.93 142.81 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.89 N	 117.28 W 290061
IM WIN11 III
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074:06J78 2	 MSS SENSOR PAGE 127
10:10 FROM	 01/01/78 TO 04/30178
OBSERVATION ENTRY	 PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITS SUN SUN X	 CLD QUALITY CCM	 CCIt, MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE. MICROFILM MiC	 FL!!
ID DATE	 ., 9 ./SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 4567 .0,LTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR	 LONG ROLL FRAME
2109717334 03/06/78 47 25 15297 S 16.13 142.64 10 EEEE NO CCCL iL'LLL 45.89 N	 118.72 k	 290U60 794
'	 2110017511 03/04/78 50 28 15339' S 16.74 142.20 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45_89 N	 123.02 W	 290061 543
2108207310 02/03/78 193 2b 15082 S 13.99 145.00 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.90 N	 031.81 'E	 290060 75
2108107252 02/03/78 192 29 15468 S 13.92 145.14 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.90 N	 033_25 E	 290060 61
2109406565 03/06/76 187 2E 15249 S 15_48 143.21 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.90 N	 040..43 E	 290061 212
2108304101 02/11/78 158 28 15094 S 14_06 144.87 NA MM*1M NO CCCL LLLL 45.90 N	 OP2.01 E	 0 -0
2107914065 03/04/78 11 28 15044 S 13.81 145.39 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 45.90 N	 067.11 W	 290060 596•
2108114182`00/11/78 13 28 15072 S 13.,93 145.10 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.90 N	 070.00 W	 290060 227
2108714525 02/11/78 '19 28 15156 S 14..54 144.21 KO EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45_90 N	 078.59 W	 290060 415
?109615444 03/04/75 28 RE 15282 S 15.89 142.84 14A Mm MM NO CCCL LLLL 45.90 N	 091.50 W	 0 0
2108616302 02/11/78 36 28 15143 S 14.42 144.36 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.90 N	 102.98 W	 290060 397
2109016532 02/11/78 40 28 15199' S 14.94 143.75 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.90 N	 108.72 W	 29006'0 482
2109517221 83/04/78 45 RE 15269 5 15.75 142.97 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.90 N	 115.87 W	 290060 503
2108418021 02/11/78' 52 28 15116 S 14_22 144.63 80 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 45.90 N	 125.94.W 2911060 319
2108307365 02/11/78 194 28 15096 S. 14.06 144.86 20 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.91 N	 030.35 E	 290060 .261
2108014124 02/03/78 12 28 15055 S 13.85 145.26 10 'EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.91 N	 068.57 W	 290060 35
2109914184 03/06/76 13 28 15323 S 16.45 142.38 90 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 45.91 N	 070.01 W	 290060 813
2108214241 02/03/78 14 28 1508b. S 14.01 144.96 100 EE1F NO CCCL LLLL 45.91 N	 071.44 W	 290060 78
2108614470 02111/78 18 28 15142 5 14.39 144.38 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.91 N	 077.20 w	 290060 377
2107715384 03/04/78 27 28 15017 S 13.70 145.68 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.91 N	 U90.10 4	 290060 589
2/07915501 02/03/78 29 28 15045 S 13.80 145.,3,9 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.91 N	 092.96 k	 290060 97
2108516244 02/11/78 35 28 15129 S 14.31 144.50 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.91 N	 101.57 w	 290060 346
2108916473 1:2/11178 39 28 15185 s 14.79 143.91 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.91 N	 107.29 W	 290060 436
2109317104 03/04/78 43 23 155241 S 15.37 143.30 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.91 N	 113.05 W	 290060 535
2109417162 02/14178 44 28 15255 S 15.54 143.15 NA MMNm NO CCCL LLLL 45.91 N	 114_48 6	 0 0
2108017391 02103/78 48 Re 15060 S 13.k9 145.22 20 EEFE_ NO CCCL LLLL 45.91 N	 120.22 w	 290060 44
2108317562 02/03/78 51 28 15102 S 14.10 144.79 60 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 45_91 N	 124.50 w	 290060 .183
2108314295 02/11179 15 .2Fr 15100 S. 14_08 144.82 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.92 N	 072.89 W	 2900160 266
2108414353 02/11/78 16 28 15114 S 14.18 144.67 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.92 N	 074.33 W	 290060 286
2109314412 02/11/78 17 28 15128 S 14.28 144.51 70' FE-EE NO CCCL LLLL 45.92 N	 075.79 w	 290060 326
2109315272 04/21/78 25 2E 15240 S 15_36 143.31 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.92 N	 087.25 W	 290062 683
2108015555 03/06/78 30 28 15059 5 13.87 145.25 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.92 N	 094.42 W	 290060 690
., 2108116014 02111/r8 31 28 15073 S 13.93 145.09 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.92 N	 095.85 W	 290060 245
2108216072 02143178 32 28 15087 S 14.P0 144.96 10 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 45.92 N	 097.29 W	 290060 119
2108316131 02103/78 33 28 15101 S 14.09 144.80 40 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 45.92 N	 098,.72 W	 290060 165
21084161P5 02/11178 34 28 15115 S 14.19 144.65 0 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 45.92 N	 100.15 w	 290060 302
2107917333 02/03/78 47 2P 15046 S 13.81 145.38 90 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 45.92 N	 118.80 w	 290060 4
2109415331 03/04/78 26 28 15254 S 15.52 143.17 90 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 45.93 N	 088.70 W	 290060 548
2108117445 02/03/78 49 28 15074 5 13.93 145.09 90 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL 45.93 N	 121.68 k	 240060 108
2111015220 03/06/78 24 . 27 15477 S 18_26 141.43 PO EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.24 N	 085.00 W	 290061 712
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ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT	 -ARCHIM
r
STANDARD	 CATALOG:
07/06/78 LANDSAT.2 MSS SENSOR PAGE 12810:10 . : FROM 01/01/78	 TO 04130/78
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITS SUN SUN %	 CLD QUALITY CCM	 CCM MODE GA IIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MIC	 FLl1
ID DATE.. #/ /SPCL ELEV AT7M COVER 4567 4L:TY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
2110816534 03/06/78 40 27 15450 S 17.75 141.71 PO EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 47.24 N	 107.96 W 290061. 492
2112906523 03/10/78 186 27 15737: D 24.11 138.b4 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N	 042.59 E 290062 664
2112207552 03/09/78 197 27 15640 D 21.75 139.79 NA 22EL NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N	 026.78 E 290062 360
2110407541 03/10/78 197 27 15389' S 16.63 142.35 90. EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N	 026.79 E 290061 362
2110307482 03/06/78 196 27 15375 S 16.38 142.52 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL.- 47.26 H	 028.21 E 290061 629
2110107365 03/04/78 194 27 15347 5 15.95 142.80 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N	 031.09 E 290062 .318
2111707262 03/04/78 192 27 15570 6 20.18 140.47 96 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N	 033.96 E 290062 31
:2113507272 03/10/78 192 27 15621 D 26.28 138.04 .100 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N	 033.96 E 290063 25 .
.2117007233 04/21/78 191 .27 16309 D 39.68 133.34 90. FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N	 035.39 E 240063 113
2113307155 03110/78 190 27 15793 D 25.56 138.29 90 FEEE NO . . CCCL LLLL 47.26 N	 036.84 E	 _ 290063 19
2111307030 03/06/78 188 27 15514: S 18.94 141.05 100' EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N	 039.69 E 290061 3
21112Cr6572 03/06/78 187 27 '!5500 S 18.69 141.21 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N	 041.12 E 290061 52
21/3006582 03/09/78 157 27 15751 D 24.47 138.69 10 2 F F F NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N	 041.14 E 290062 735
2111006454 03/06/78 185 27 15472 S 18.15 141.50 10 EFEE N0 CCCL LLLL 47.26 N	 044.00 E 290061 315
2112806465 03104/78 1F.5 27 15723' D 23.75 138.98 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N	 044.00,E 290062 439
2110906395 03/06f78 184 27 15458 S 17.89 141.64 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N	 045.43 E 290061 297
2.112706410 03/10/78 1E4 27 15709 D 23.44 139411 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N	 045.43 E 290062 647
2111714192 03/061 , 78 13 27 15574 D 70.26 140.43 70 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 47.26 N	 069.28 W 290060 730
2112214482 03/04/.78 18 27 15644 D 21_86 139.72 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N	 076.55 W 290062 191
2. 110915161 03/06/78 23 27 15463 S 17.96 141.60 20 EEEE tJ0 CCCL LLLL 47.26 N .	 083.62 W 290061 78
'	 2111115275 03/06/78 25 27 15491 5 18.53 141.Rf5 70 EEEF No CCCL LLLL 47.26 N	 086.50 W 290061 728
2111715334.03/06 /78 26 27 15505 5 1R.R0 141.15 90. EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N	 087.92 W 290060 707
2111217165 03/06/78 44 27 15506 5 18.81 141.14 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N	 113.75 W 290061 757
2111317224 03/06/78 45 27 15520 S 19.10 141;00 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N	 115.17 W 290061 771
211'1417283 03/06/78 46 27 15534 S 19.39 140.85 90 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 47.26 N	 116.67 W 290061 97
2111817514 03/06/78 .50 27 15590 D 20.62 140.27 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N	 122.35 W 290062 21
2111917573 !13/04/78 51 27 15604 D 20.93 140.13 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47_26 N	 123.79 W 290062 340
2112197493 U3l04.173 196 27 15626 D 21.41 139.93 40 -EEEE. No CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 028_21 E 290062 149
2112007434 03/04/78 195 '27 15612 D 21.11 140_06 90 2EEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 029.65 E 290062 55
2111907375 03/04178 194 27 15598 D 20..79 140.20 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 031.08 E 290062 83
2171607203 03/06/78 191 27 15556 S 19.66 140.62 NA MMM4 NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 035_38 E 0 0
2116907175 04721/78 190 27 16295 D 39.30 133.51 100 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 036.80 E 290063 79
2111106513 03/06178 186 27.15486 S 18.43141.34. 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 042.55 E 290061 564
2.111514074 03106/78 11 27'15546 S 19.65 140.72 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 066.44 W 290061. 18
2111614133 03/06/78 12 27 15560 S 19.96 140.57 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47,.27 N	 067.86 W 290G61 154
2113414144 03/10/78 12 27 15b11 D 26 -.02 138.12 30. EEE;, N(1 CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 067.87 W 290063 7
2113514203 031101'18. 13 27 15825 D 26.40 137.96 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 069.30 W 290063 28
2111814251 q 3/06/76 14 27 15588 D 20.57 140.25 TD EEEE NO CCC1 LLLL 47.27 N	 070.73 W 290060 741
2111914310 03109/78 15 27 15602 D 20.88 140.15 20 EEFE N0 CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 072.17 W 290062 717
2110214354 03106/78 16 27 15365 S 16.24 142.61 70 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 073.60 W 290061 431
ARCHIVA-L	 IMAGE	 REPORT	 -A.RCHI'M
STANiDARD
	 CATALOG
07106/78 LANDSAT 2	 NSS SENSOR PAGE 129
10;10 FROM 01/01178 TO n4/30./78
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW 0R8•17 DAY/'KITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CC14	 EC 54 MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM 1110
	
FLN
ID DATE R /SPCL ELEV AIIM COVER 4567 QLTY 4567 4567 CNI'R LAT CHAR LONG ROLL FIIAME
2112.014364 03104/79 16 27 15616 D 21.20 140.01 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 073.60 w 290062 464
21110314413 03/(16178 17 27 15379 5 16.46 142.46 50 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 075..03 L 290061 631
2110715044 03/04/78 21 27 15435 S 17.44 141.87 110 EEEE NO CLCL LLLL 47.27 N	 08.0.78 W 290062 Z15
2112615113 03/09/78 22 27 15700 D 23.20 139.18 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 082.2.2 W 290062 556
2112715172 03/'04178 23 27 15714 D 23.54 139.04 10 EEFE N0 CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 [183.64 W 290062 496
2112915290 03/04/78 25 27 15742 D 24.25 138.77 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 086.50 W 290062 531
2113015344 03!09178 26 27 15,756 D 24.60 138.64 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 097.95 W 290062 593
2113115403 03/09/76 27 27 15770 D 24.96 138.50 50 2EEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 089.38 W 290062 603.
2116915541 04121 / 78 29 27 16300 D 39 . 43 133./4 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47. . 27 N	 092.25 L 290063 84
2113415575 03/10478 30 27 15812 D 26.05 13 .8.11 10 E EEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 093.68 W- 290063 12
21117160:24 03.106178 31 27 15575 D 20.28 14.0.42 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 095.12 W 290061 573
2113516034 03/10/78 31 27 15,826 D 26.42 137.91 100 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL 47.0 N	 095.12 W 290063 34
2117116D54 04125/78 31 27 16328 n 40.1P 133.14 30 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 095.12 W 290063 147
21121162'55 03104/78 35 27 15631 D 21.55 139.85 70 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 100.85 W 290062 172
21175152P,5 04126178 35 27 16384 D 41.64 132.51 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 100.85 W 290063 244
2112216314 03/04/76 36 27 15645 0 21.87 139.72 0 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 102.30 w 290062 246
2112516490 03/64/76 39 27 156157 D 22.*k 139.31 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 1105.59 W 290062 272
2110916593 03/06/78 41 27 15464 S 17.90 141.5x: 161 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 109.46 W 290061 699
21128170.62 03/04178 4.2 27 15729 D 23.92 138.89 50 EFFE NO CCCL HHLL 47.27 N	 110.H9 W 290062 443
21130171t(i U412l/76 L 4 27 15757 D 24.63 13F.62 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 113.76 W 290062 697
2113117235 OS/09/78 45 27 15.771 D 24.99 138.50 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 115.19 W 290062 758
2113217294 03/09178 46 27 157e5 D 25.35 13 8 .36 1U0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 116.63 W 290062 78'6
2111617401 03/04/78 4b 27 15562 D 2U.1-0 140.56 60 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 119.50 W 290061 141
2111717455 03106178 49 27 15576 D 20.50 140.41 20 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 1.20.93 W 290061 590
2110/17563 03/0617R 51 27 15353 S 16.06 142.72 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N	 123.80 w 290061 614
21 ,08607533 02/03/18 197 27 15138 5 13.43 145.04 1U EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N	 026.75 F 290060 I49
21176075b2 04125/79 197 27 16393 D 41.H7 132.401 10 EEFF N0 CCCL LLLL 47.28 N	 026.75 E 290063 218
21100n731P 03/10/78 193 27 15333 5 15.71 142.97 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 h	 03.2.4$ E 290061 345
2117407292 04/25178 192 27 16323 D 40.0.3 133.22 40 EEEE hu CCCL LLLL 47.26 N	 033.92 E 290063 1744
2109807193 03106178 191 27 15305 S 15.30 143.25 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N	 035.34 F 290061 244
2112114423 03/04/78 17 21 15630 D 21.52 139.e= 7 40 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47..2'8 N	 075.05 w 290062 1^3
2111315392 03/04/78 27 27 15519 S 19.07 141.01 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.2E N	 089.41 W 290061 111
2111515510 03/06/78 29 27 15547 S 19.67 • 40.71 30 FEFF NO CCCL LLLL- 47.28 N	 092.26 W 290061 31
2111615565 03/04!76 30 27 15561 S 1.9.97 146.57 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N	 093.70 w 290061 124
2109916014 03106/78 31 27 15324 S 15.57 143.03 40 FEFF NO CCCL LLLL 47.2'6 N	 095.15 w 290061 1.69
Z1118160 Lfd 3 03/06/78 3.2 27 15589 D 20.58 140..29 10 2EEE t?O CCCL LLLL 47.28 N	 096.58 W 290062 3
2117216113 04125/78 32 27 16342 D 40.54 133.00 50 EEEE N.0 CCCL LLLL 47.2E N	 096.58 1 290863 167
211 ,0116131 03/06178 33 27 15352 5 16.04 14.2.73 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47..28 N	 098.00 W 290061 599
2iS1916141 03/04178 33 27 15603 D 20.E9 14[.15 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.2'8 N	 098.01 W 290062 324
21liOZ16190 03/04/78 34 27 15366 S 16.27 142.56 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N	 099.43 W 290062 284
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ARCHIVAL LM'A .GE REPORT -AR,CH1111
STANDARD C57ALOG
I	 07/06/7$	 LA'NDSAT 7	 NSS SENSOR	 PAGE 130
1.0_10	 FROM 01/01/78 TO 04/30,/7$
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/KITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CTM CCM	 MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFTLM 141C
	
FLN
10 DATE R /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 4567 OLTY	 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNIR LONG ROLL fRA11E
2112U116206 03/04/78 34 27 15617 D 21.22 14.0.00 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N	 099.44 W	 290062 105
2'110316245 03/06178 35 27 15380 S 16.47 142.45 10 EEEF NO -CCCL LLLL 47.2 8 N	 1 1,00.67 w	 240061 744
2110416303 03106 1 7R 36 27 15394 S 16.71 142^36 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.x8 h	 1'02 . 30 W	 290061 449
21105 16362 03/10/78 37 27 15408 5 16.95 142.15, 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL -	 47.28 N	 103.75 Y	 290062 800
2117716403 04/26 1 78 37 27 16412 D 42.35 132.16 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N	 1 103.75 W	 290063 757
211231,6372 03/09/78 37 27 1565 0 D 22.20 139.59 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.,2'8 N	 103.75 w	 290062 396
211'061 ,64 .21 03/110/78 38 27 15422 5 17.20 14:2.01 110 E.EEf NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N	 1105.17 it	 290061 404
2112416431 03104178 38 27 15673 D 22.54 139.44 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N	 1105.17 M	 290062 259
211 1071.6475 03/06.178 39 27 15436 S 17.47 141.86 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.2'8 N	 706.60 W	 290061 477
2112717004 0'3/09/78 41 27 15715 D 23.57 1.39.03 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N	 109.48 W	 290062 516
211151734.2 03/06/78 47 27 15548 S 19.69 140.71 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N	 118.09 W	 290061 65
2104817391 03/04/78 48 27 15311 S TS .410 143.16 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.2'8 N	 119.53 W	 290060 677
21:09917"445 03106,/78 49 27 15325 S 15.60 143.01 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.Z8 N	 120.95 W	 290061 185
21 108507473 02/11/78 196 27 15124 S 13.33 145.15 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N	 028.16 E	 290060 370
21'08407421 02/03/78 195 27 15110 S 13.22 145.31 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N	 029.59-E 290060 212
2109907251 0.3/1'0/ 78 192 27 15319 S 15.49 143.09 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N	 033.90 E	 290062 330
21-09306504 03104/78 186 27 15235 S 14.39 144.CC 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N	 042.50 E	 290060 656
2109106390 03JG4/78 184 27 15207' S 14.0'5 144.31 50 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N	 045.36 E	 29006'0 625
2117906323 04125-178 162 27 164.34 0 42.90 131.92 110 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N	 048.25 E	 290063 2d0
2109$ 15555 03/04/78 30 27 15310 S 15.37 143.19 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N	 093.72 W	 29OG60 660
21079.07133 03/10/78 190 27 1504.0 S 12.82 146.04 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.30 N	 036.75 E	 290061 391
2109707134 03106178 190 27 15291 S 15.10 143.39 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.30 N	 036.75 E	 290061 558
210960708E 03IP6/78 119 27 15277 S 14.91 1 743.55 40 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.30 N	 03'6.17 E	 290060 777
21-09507021 03/04/78 188 27 15263 S 14.73 143.70 10 U EE NO CCCL LLLL 47.30 N	 039.60 E	 29006.1 520
2109814123 03/06/78 12 27 15309 S 15.35 143.20 80 E'EEF NO CCCL LLLL 47.30 N	 067.93 W	 290060 806
2109115752 02103178 23 27 15212 S 14.12 144.25 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.3'0 N	 083.72 W	 290060 189
210951'5383 03/04/78 27 27 15268 5 14.79 143.64 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.30 N	 089.46 W	 290060 561
21097155OD 03/04/7e 29 27 15296 S 15.17 143.33 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.3'0 N	 092.32 W	 290060 579
211[1016072 03/04/78 32 27 15338 S 15.79 142.91 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.30 N	 096.61 W	 290061 5.27
2109617273 03/06/78 46 27 15283 S 15.00 143.47 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.30 N	 116.69 W	 290061 224
2116971733? 03/06/78 47 27 15.297 S 15.19 143.31 110 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.310 N	 118.13 Y	 2900xO 793
2110017504 03104,/78 50 27 153319 S 15.82 142.89 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.3.0 N	 122.43 W	 290061 542
2108007191 02/03-178 1'91 27 15054 5 12.86 145.90 7[] EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.31 N	 035..28 E	 290060 24
21 109.406562 03/06/78 167 27 15249 S 14.54 143.87 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.31 N	 041.02 E	 290061 211
21092'06445 03/'04/78 185 27 15221 S 14.21 144.17 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 47.31 N	 043.89 E	 0 0
21-07914:063 03/04/78 11 27 15044 S 12.83 1 146.00 50 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.31 N	 066.53 w	 290060 395
21!08714522 02111178 19 27 15156 S 13.58 144.84 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.31 N	 078.00 W	 290060 414
2109015094 G.2111/78 22 27 15198 S 13.97 144.39 ?d EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.31 N	 082.30 W	 290060 464
21'09215231 03/04/78 24 27 15226 5 14.79 144.1{' 50 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 47.31 N	 085.1'6 w	 290060 516
2109615442 03/04/78 28 27 15282 S 14.96 143.50 NA MMMtl NO CCCL LLLL 47.31 N	 090.91 w	 0 0
1	 1
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To: 10 FRiGH	 01/01178 7'0 {14 /3C/7'b
OB'S'ERVATION
	
ENTRY PAT11 ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE S-UN STUN %	 C.LD QUALITY CCM	 CCM MODE. GAIN PICIURf PICTURE PICROFI : LM MIC	 FLM
ID DATE N /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 4567 OLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL MAKE
2109517715 03/04/78 45 27 15269 S 14.41 143.63 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.31 N	 115.28 W	 290060 502
2108207304 02/n3/78 193 27 15082 S 13.02 145.62 in EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 47.32 N	 032.40 F	 290060 74
2108107245 02/03/78 1 10 2 27 15068 S 12.94 145.75 4.0 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 47.32 N	 033.83 E	 290.060 60
2108014171 02/03/78 12 27 15058 S 12.88 145.86 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.32 N	 068.00 w	 290060 34
21.09914182 03/06178 13 27 15323 5 15.54 143.06 100 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.32 N	 069.42 N	 2900:60 812
2118214234 02/03/78 14 27 1506 S 13.63 145.57 80 FE1F NO CCCL LLLL 47.32 N	 070.8'5 M	 290.060 77
2108:616295 02/11/78 36 27 15143 5 13.46 145.1+0 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.3.2 N	 102.40 w	 290060 396,
2108916471 02/11/78 39 27 15165 5 13.63 144.54 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.32 N	 1015.70 %	 290060 435
2109 :016530 0?/11178 40 27 15199 S 13.99 144.38 80 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.32 N	 108.14 w	 29.0060 481
2108317560 02/03178 51 27 15102 S 13.13 145.40 0 0 E'EFF NO CCCL LLLL 47.32 N	 123.92 w	 290060 182
2108418014 02111/78 52 27 15116 S 13.26 145.25 8.0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.32 N	 125.35 w	 290060 31,8
21083C7362 02111178 194 27 15096 S 13.09 145.47 0 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.33 N	 030.93 E	 290060 260
2108314293 02/11/78 15 27 1510 10 5 13.11 145.4.3 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.33 N	 1172.30 W	 290060 265
I	 21:08°4143'51 02111178 16 27 15114 S 13.20 145.29 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.33 N	 073.75 W	 290060 295
2108614464 02/11 / 7P 1F 27 15142 5 13.43 145.01 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.33 N	 076.62'1. 290060 376
2107715392 03/0417FS 27 27 15017 S 12.71 146.28 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.33 N	 089.53 w	 290060 588
21079154 0 5 02/03/78 29 27 15045 S 12.82 146.00 1CO 1EEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.33 N	 092 . 37 w	 290060 96
2108416lb3 02111/78 34 27 15115 S 13.23 145.27 0 EEEE h0 CCCL LLLL 47.33 N	 099.57 w	 290060 301
2108'516241 02/11/78 35 27 15129 5 13.35 145.10 0 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.33 N	 101..00 w	 290060 545
2109317101 03/04/7F. 43 27 15241 S 14.43 143.96 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.33 N	 112.47 W	 290060 534
2109417160 02/14/78 44 27 15255 S 14.61 143.81 %A MMl1>w NO CCCL LLLL 47.33 N	 113.90 w	 0 0
21 ,07917336 02/03/78 47 27 15046 5 12.83 145.9E 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.33 N	 118.21 w	 2900.60 3
?108 !017385 02/03179 48 27 15060 S 12.92 145.82 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.33 N	 119.63 w	 290060 43
21108 .518073 02/11178 53 27 15130 S 13.36 145.09 80 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.33 N	 126.80 W	 290060 361
21 .OR'514405 02/11/78 17 27 15128 S 13.31 145.13 30 EEEE KO CCCL LLLL 47.34 N	 075..2'0 w	 290060 325
2109 '3152711 04121 / 78 25 27 15740 S 14.4.2 143.96 90 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 47.34 N	 086.66 w	 290.062 682
2109.415324 03/04178 26 27 15254 S 14.58 143.P3 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.34 N	 098.12 w	 290060 547
2108015553 03/06/78 30 27 15059 S 12.8'9 145.85 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.34 N	 093.84 w	 290060 689
2108116011 02/11/78 31 27 15073 S 12.95 145.70 x0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.34 N	 095.27 w	 290060 244
2108216070 02/'03 / 7F! 32 27 15087 5 13.03 145.57 20 P'EFF NO CCCL LLLL 47.34 N	 096.71 w	 290060 118
210.8117443 02/03/78 49 27 15074 S 12.95 145.70 917 EEF1 NO CCCL LLLL 47.34 N	 121.09 w	 2^0060 107
2111015214 03/06/79 24 26 15477 5 17.37 142.1? 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 414.65 N	 084.39 w	 290061 711
2110816532 01/06/761 40 26 15450 S 16.85 142.45 80 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 48..65 N	 107.35 W	 290061 491
2113.307152 03/10./78 1'90 26 15793 D 24.72 139.23 100 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 48.66 N	 037.46 E	 290063 18
21130065F0 03109/78 lb7 26 15751 D 23.63 139.6.0 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.66 N	 041.76 E	 290062 734
2112906521 03/1 ,D/78 186 26 15737 0 23.26 139.75 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 0..66 N	 043.20 E	 290062 663
211 ,0608052 63104/78 199 76 15417 S 16.21 142.79 K0 EFFF NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N	 024.54 E	 290.061 803
211,22075.45 03/09/78 1'97 26 15640 D 20.89 140.62 TO EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4F?.67 N	 027.40 E	 290062 3159
2110407535 03110178 IQ7 26 15389 S 15.72 143.06 100 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 46.67 N	 027.41 F	 290061 361
211 10307480 03/06/78 196 26 15375 S 15.47 143 . 22 10 EEEE NO PCCL LLLL 48 . 6.7 N	 028.83 E	 290061 628
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211210749 .0 03/04:/T8 1'96 26 1'5626 D ?0.55 140.76 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 02 03.83 E 290062 146
2112007431 03,104/78 1 1 95 26 15612 D 20:.23 140.1:8 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 030.26 E 290062 54
_ 2'110'1073'62 03104/78 194 26 15347 5 1.5.03 143.5.6 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4:8.67 N 031 .71 E 290062 317
2111707255 03104/70 1 192 26 15570 5 119.30 141.27 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL. 4.8..67 N 034.58 E 290062 30
r1' 2113507270 0311 ,0178 192 26 15821 D 25.45 139.00 1 ,00 EFEE NO CCCL Luc 48.:67 N 034.58 E 290063 24r
21116.0720.0 031206./78 1 0 1 26 15'5'56 5 18.99 141.41 100 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 036.01 E 290061 785
2117007231 04/21178 191 26 16309 D 38.96 134.75 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 48..67 N 03.6.02 E 29.01063 112
2/11307024 031'06178 lb8 26 15514 S 1'8.10 141.82 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4b.67 N 04-0.31 E 290051 2
2111206565 03/06/78 187 2.6 15500 S 17.80 141.97 10 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 041.75 E 29,0061 51
2111106510 03/06178 186 26 1 15466 S 17.5.4 14.2.10 10 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 48".67 N 043.17 E 290061 563
2117105454 04125/78 174 26 16322 D 19.29 134.63 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48:.67 fe 060.39 E 290063 13$
2111714190 03/06/78 13 26 15"574 S 1'9.39 1°41.22 70 FE'EE NO CCCL LLLL 4f.67 N 068.E+6 M 290060 7?9
21122144.80 03104.178 18 26 15644 0 21.00 140.57 90 EEFE NO CCC L LLLL 48.67 N 075.83 v 290062 190
211'0915155 03 .1'06/78. 23 26 15463 S 17.07 142.34 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 083.01 m X90061 77
2111115272 03106:178 25 26 154.91 5 17.65 142.04 80 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 085.8,7 Y 290061 7?7
2111215331 03/06/78 26 26 15'305 S 17.92 141.91 40 EEEE HZ CCCL LLLL 4.8.67 N 087.31 w 290060 706
211341'5573 03/10/78 30 1.6 1'5812 D 25.23 139.06 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.61 N 093.06 Y 290063 11
211131722 .2 03106178 45 ?"6 15520 S 18.21 141.77 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 11'4.56 W 290061 770
?. 113117232 03109/78 45 26 15771 D 24.16 139.41 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4b..67 N 114.57 W 290062 752
211141729.0 03/•06/78 46 26 15534 S 1:8.51 141.63 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48..67 N 116.00 W 290061 96
2111817512 03.106/78 50 26 15590 S 19.75 141.08 70 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 4 .8.6.7 N 1:2'1.73 W 2900"62 20
2111017570 03/'04/76 51 26 15604 D 20.06 140.95 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 1.23.17 W 290062 339
21125OR'121 03.110•/7$ 200 26 15682 D 21_89 140.25 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N 023.07 E 290062 62.4
2'1105 10.7593 0.3106 .178 1 1 98 26 154.03 S 15.96 142.92 9.0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N 0"25.95 E X90061 673
21123 1 0R004 03/09/78 1'9'8 26 15654 D 21.22 140.5.0 1(]0 FEFF NO CCCL LLLL 48.6'8 N 025.95 E 290062 381
211760.7575 04/25/78 1'97 26 16393 D 41.16 13.3.90 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48 . 68 N 027 . 37 E 290063 217
2111907373 03/'04 /7F 194 26 1'5598 S 1'9.92 1 ,41.01 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N 031.69 E 290062 82
21'16907172 04/21/71S 190 26 16295 D 38.56 134.90 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.6& N 037.42 E 290063 7a
2117706203 04/25/78 11,0 26 1640.6 D 41.48 133.79 40 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 4-8.68 N 0.51.76 E 290063 176
2117005395 0405 / 78 173 26 1630 '8 D 38.91 134.78 VA MMKN NO CCCL LLLL 49.68 N 061.80 E 0 0
" 2111514077 03/06/76 11 26 15546 S 18.77 141.50 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N 065.82 W 290061 17
1111H1424 .4 03/ 1 06 / IB 14 26 1558 '8 S 119.70 141.09 60 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N 07 0.11 W 290060 740
2111914303 03/09/78 TS 26 15602 D 20.11 140.97 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N 071.55 W 290062 71.6
?'11201=,362 03104/78 16 2;6 15616 D 20.33 140.	 3 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4b.68 N 072_98 W 290062 463
2112114421 03/•04/78 17 26 15630 D 20.65 140.71 40 EEEF NO CC GL LLLL 48.68 N 074.43 W 290062 1152
211 ,0715041 03/04 / 78 21 26 15435 5 16.54 142.6E 10 FEEF ND CCCL LLLL 4.8.6.8 N 080 . 16 N ?90062 214
21127151 .65 03/04/7"8 23 26 15714 D 22.69 139.93 1.0 E2E2 N0 CCCL LLLL 48.6.8 N 083.03 V 290062 495
2116915534 04121/78 2 ,9 26 16300 D 38 . 70 134 . 1'4 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 46. .611 N 091 . 63 W 290063 83
2113516032 63/10178 31 26 15826 0 2'5.60 138.94 90 FEEf H'0 CCCL LLLL 4.b.68 N 094.50 W 290063 33
211171 ,6021 03/'06/78 31 26 15575
.
S 19.41 141.22 10 £EfE 60 CCCL LLLL 4•b.68 N 094.51 W 290061 572
I
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071'06/78	 L A'N'D SA T 7	 WSS SENSOR	 PAGE 133
	10:10	 FRO14 01/01176 TO 04/3.0/7r
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH RiOw ORBIT DAY/NTTE SUN 	 SUN	 % CLD QUALITY CCh CCM 	 PORE GAIN PICTURE	 PICTURE	 MICROFILM RIC FLM
ID	 DATE	 M	 /S.PC'L	 ELEV AZIM COVER 4567	 GLTY 456 .7 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG 	 ROLL	 FRAME
21'102161113 03/D4/78 34 26 15366 S 1'5.35 143.2F 10 E22Z NO CCCL LLLL 4.11 .68 N 098.81 w 290062 283
2112116252 03/'04.178 35 26 15631 D 20..69 140.Et 90 EEEE h0 CCCL LLLL 48..68 N 109 ..25 tit 290062 !71
2'117516283 04/16/78 35 26 163.84 D 40.92 134.00 80 EEEE MO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N 100.25 w 290063 24.3
211221-6311 03/'04/78 36 26 15645 D 21.01 140.56 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N 1-01.67 w 290062 245
21'1051,6414 03/110/76 3'8 26 15422 S 16.30 142.73 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4R.6A N 104.55 !. 290061 403
i	 211,241642'5 03104178 3b 7.6 15673 D 21.69 140.30 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4h.68 N 104.55 M 290062 258
2112516484 03104/78 39 26 15687 D 22.03 140.17 80 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N 1'05.97 w 290062 M.
2110716473 03/06178 39 26 15436 S 16.57 142.5 ,b 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.66 N 105.98 w 290061 476}	
211 1 091 ,6590 03/06178 41 26 15464 S 17.10 1 .42.32 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N 108..84 w . 290061 698
2112717001 03/09/78 41 26 15715 22.?Z 139.92 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 M 1Gb.85 6 290062 515
{	 21128170601 03/4x4/78 42 26 15729 D 23..08 139.79 SO F222 NO CCCL HHLL 4F..68 N 11 10.28 w 290062 442
21112171 ,63 03/06/78 44 Z.6 15506 S 11.92 141.91 30 EEEE NC CCCL LLLL 48..68 H 113.14 w 290061 756
21'13017173 04/21/78 44 26 15757 D 23.75 139.58 N-A 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 4.8.68 N 113.15 w 0 0
21'13217291 03109178. 4.6 26 1578'5 0 24.52 139.29 100 E666 NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N 11 .6.02 w 290062 781
2111417394 03/04/78 48 26 15562 5 19.12 141.35 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N 118.89 w 290061 140
2111717453 03106179 49 26 15576 S 19.43 141.21 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N 120..3.2 w 290061 589
2110117560 03/C6./78 51 26 15553 S 15.14 143.41 40 EEEE NG CCCL LLLL 48.68 N 123.19 w 290061 613
F	 21108607531 02/03/78 197 26 15155 S 12.46 145.67 1-0 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 4:F..69 h 027.37 E 290060 048
G	 2110007104 03/1 ,0178 193 26 15333 S 14.79 143.6.6 100 EEFE kO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 033.10 E 2900.61 34'4
L	 21,09907245 03/10178 192 26 13319 S 14.56 143.76 20 E2'EE NO CCCL LLLL 41..69 N 034.52 E 290061 329
211710729(1 04/25/78 192 26 16323 0 39.:3'0 134.65 60 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 034.53 F 290063 143
x	 21:09807190 03/C6/78 191 26 15305 S 14.37 143.92 1.0 EEEE KO CCCL LLLL 49.69 N 035.95 E 290061 243
2117906320 OA M1 7A IR? 26 16434 D 42.20 133.47 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 4.u..69 N 046.87 E 290063 199
21115155.04 03/016/78 29 26 15547 S 19.79 141.5:0 50 -	 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 091.65 w 290.061 30
2111615562 03/04/78 30 26 155.61 S 19.09 141.37 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48..69 N 093.09 w 290061 1.23
21118160841 03/06/78 32 26 15589 S 1'9.71 141.10 110 EEEE N'0 CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 095.96 w 290062 2
2117216111 !14/25/78 32 26 16342 D 39.x2 134.43 4.0 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 0.69 N 095.96 M 290063 166
2110116125 03/06/78 33 26 1535.2 S 15.11 143.43 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 4Fr.69 N 097.39 w 2900.61 59.8
21119 16135 03/04178 3.3 26 15603 D 20.03 140.96 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 097.39 w 290062 323
2112'01-61 1 94 03/04178 34 26 15617 0 20.35 146.F3 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 4 098..82 4 290062 104
211 ,0316242 03106I'M 35 26 1538.0 S 15.56 143.16 10 EEEF h.0 CCC.L LLLL 46.69 N 1!00.26 w 2900.61 743
211'84163.01 03/06/7is 36 76 15394 S. 15.50 143.01 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4b.69 N 101.69 w 290061 448
2112316370 03/09178 37 26 15659 0 21.35 140.43 40 EEEE NA CCCL LL.L.L 48.69 % 10.3.12 w 290062 395
2117716400 04/26/78 37 26 16412 D 41.64 133.71 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 103.12 w 290063 256
-	 2110516355 03/1'0178 37 26 15401+ S 16.[+5 142.h6 6.0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48..69 N 103.13 w 290062 799
2111517335 03/06./78 47 26 15548 S 18.8'0 141.50 30 EEFE NO CCCL '-LLL 4F. .69 N 117.48 w 290061 64
21,09817364 03/04 / 7E 48 26 15311 S 14.48 143.84 70 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 49.69 N 118 . 90 w 290060 676
21.099174-43 03/06/78 49 26 15325 S 14.67 143.69 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 120.34 L 290.061 184
21'08507473 02111/78 196 2E 15124 S 12.36 145.79 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41'.70 N 029.77 E 290.0.60 369
21 ,084 .07414 0210317P. 195 26 1511 0 S 12.25 145 . 93 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 030. .21 E 290060 211
h
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071 ,06178 :,° LA'NDSA7 2	 ASS SENSOR PAGE 13410 ,00 FROM 041'01178 TO 04.130/78
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/-KITE 5 U SUN X CLD QUALITY CCM	 CCM MODE GAIN P'ICTUR+E PICTURE RICROFILY RIC FLN
10 DATF 0 / SPCL ELEV AdI lM COVER 4567 QLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
2117S0608S 04115178 178 26 16376 D 40.78 134.04 5.0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N	 054.60 f	 290063 206
2111315390 03/04/78 27 26 15519 S 1'9.19 1 .41.75 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N	 088.80 W	 290061 110
2109815552 03104/78 3C 26 1531 ,0 S 14.44 143.86 20 EEEE NC CCCL LLLL 48.70 N	 093.11 W	 290060 659
2109916011 03106178 31 26 1'5324 5 14.65 143.71' 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N	 094.54 v	 290061 1.68
210-7907130 031/0 / 78 190 26 15040 S 11.83 146.65 9.0 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 4fk.71 N	 037.35 E	 290061 390
2109167132 0310617F 1 1 40 26 15291 S 14.116 144.07 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4is . 71 N	 037.36 E	 290061 SO
2109607073 03106/78 1,89 26 15277 S 13.97 144.22 4.0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.71 N	 038.79 E	 29006.0 -	 776
2/09507014 03/04/78 1P8 26 15263 S 13.79 144.37 30 EEEF no CCCL LLLL 49 .71 N	 040..22 IF 	 290061 519
2109306501 03/04/78 186 26 T5235 S 13.44 144.66 NA MM,FE No CCCL LLLL 48.71 N	 043.09 E	 290060 6S5
2109814/21 03/06/78 1.2 26 15309 S 14.42 143.x8 80 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 48.71 N	 067.33 W	 290060 403
21.09ii5i$0 02/03178 23 26 15212 S 13.17 1 44.F9 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.71 N	 083.10 W	 290060 188
2109715494 03104!78 29. 26 15296 S 14.73 144.01 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4F 71
4 Pf.71
N	 091.71 W	 ^	 290060 576
03.104178 321 26 15338 S 1-4.8'6 143..60 1 1 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL N	 09:6;.01 W	 290061 5262110116070
21017271 03106178 46 26 15283 S 1,4.06 144.15 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.71 N	 116.,08. 11	 290061 223
2109117325 03/06178 47 26 15297 S 14.26 144.00 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41+.71 N	 117.52 W	 290060 792
2109406560 03/06/78 1'87 26 15249 S 11.60 144.53 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.72 N	 041.63 E	 290061 210
2188714520 021/1 / 78 19 26 151 156 S 12.62 145.41 110 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.72 N	 077 . 39 W	 290060 413
2109215205 03/04 {78 24 26 15226 S 13..34 1 1 44.75 AO FfEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.72 N	 084.55 W	 290060 515
2 1095/5381 03/04i73 27 2.6 1-5268 S 13.86 144.31 10 E'.EEE NO CCC:L LLLL 48.72 N	 088.84 w	 290060 560
210961 '54 '5 03104178 28 26 15282 S 14.03 144 . 17 hA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 46.72 N	 090.30 W	 0 0
2109517212 03/04178 45 26 15269 S 13.87 1-44.3 ,0 70 EEEE N.0 CCCL LLLL 4:8.72 N	 114.67 W	 290060 501
2108908102 02111,78 200 26 151&U S 1.2.P1 145.26 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.73 N	 022.97 E	 290060 429
2108707585 02103/78 198 26 15152 S 12.55 145.54 60 1EFE N.0 CCCL LLLL 4.8.73 N	 UZS.83 E	 290060 163
21'08207301 021n3178 193 26 1508.2 S 12.04 146.23 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 49_73 N	 033.01 E	 290060 73
2108107243 02/03/78 192 26 15068 S 11.9.6 146.37 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.73 N	 034.44 E	 290060 59
2106007184 02103.178 191 26 15054 S 11.88 1 .46..52 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.73 N	 015..88 E	 290060 23
210801 .4115 .02103178 12 26 15058 S 11.F9 1,46.44, 1 , 0 -EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4.8.73 N	 067.37 W	 290060 33
2108214232 0 ,2/03178 1 14 -26 15086 S 1.2.05 146.19 k0 EMMM NO CCCL LLLL 48.73 N	 070..25 W	 290060 76
210861-6293 02/11178 36 26 15143 S 12.50 145.61 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.73 N	 101.79 W	 290060 395
210891.6464 02111/78 39 26 131:8 5 S 12.87 145.19 90 E EEE NO CCCL LLLL 4.8.73 N	 106.09 4	 .290060 434
2109016523 021111+78 4Q 26 151'99 S 13.03 145.03 70 FEEf N0 CCCL LLL L 48.73 N	 107.53 W	 290060 460
21:0841FOIZ 02/11/78 52 26 15116 S 12.28 145.87 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.73 N	 1.24.75 Y	 290060 317
'2108307360 02111/78 194 26 15046 S 12.11 146.10 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.74 N	 031.55 E	 290060 289
2109914175 03/06/78 13 26 15323 5 14.61 143.75 QO FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 48.74 N	 068..81 W	 290060 811
2106314.290 02/11/78 15 26 15 100 S 1.2.14 146 .05 100 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.74 N	 071.69 W	 290060 268
2/08414344 02/11/78 16 26 15114 S 12.24 145.91 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.74 N	 0713.13 W	 290060 284
2107 1;1 1r402 02/03178 24 26 1'5045 S 11.43 146.61 90 EE1E N0 CCCL LLLL 48.74 N	 091.76 W	 290060 95
2t08'S1	 235 02/11178 35 26 15129 S 12.38 145.73 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.14 N	 100.38 W	 290060 3.44
2107917324 02/03179 47 26 15046 S 11.`5 146.60 1UG EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.74 N	 117.59 W	 290060 2.
2108017'182 02/03/78 48 26 15060 S 11.94 146.44 110 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.74 N	 119.02 W	 240060 42
j+,
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LA'N'D-SAT 2	 'AS$ SENSOR
FR'OP 0110117 M T4 04./3'0/?P
OBSERVATION FNTRY PATH ROW ORS17 DAYINITE SON SUN 2 CLO U.URLITY CCM CCK	 MODE GAT" PICTURE P'iCTURF N1CROFIt11 *IC	 FLIt
ID DATE A /SPCL ELEV AZYF COVER 4567 QLTY	 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROIL FR°AIIE
21n8317553 02/03/78 51 26 15102 S 12.15 146.03 90 E1E.E NO CCCL LLLL 44.74 N	 123.32 w 290060 181
2108516070 02/11/78 53 26 1513'[' S 12.39 1 .45.72 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.74 H	 126.18 w 290060 360
21.08614461 02/11/78 1.8 26 15142 S 12.46 145.65 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.75 4	 076.01 w 290060 375
2109315263 04/21178 75 26 15240 S 13.47 144.62 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL' 48.75 N	 086.05 r 290062 681
2107715375 03104•178 27 26 15017 S 11.73 146.89 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.75 N	 088.92 w 290060 $87
2108015S50 03IU6/78 30 26 15059 5 11.90 146.46 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 49.75 N	 093.23 w 290060 688
2108116005 02/11/78 31 26 15073 S 11.97 146.32 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4h.75 N	 094.66 w 290050 243
21084141 1:80 02111178 34 26 15115 S 12.25 1'4.5.1,9 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.75 N	 098.96 W 290060 300
2109311095 031-04178 43 26 15241 S 13.49 144.61 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.75 N	 111.87 W , 290060 S33
2108117440 021-C3178 49 26 15074 S 11.98 14.6.31 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 0.7S N	 120.47 w 290060 106
2108514403 02/11/78 17 26 t512li S 12.34 14S.76 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4.8.76 N	 074.59 w 290060 324
2109415322 0310417b 26 26 15254 S 13.63 144.50 40 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 48.76 h	 A87.51 w 290060 546
21'08216063 02t03/78 32 26 15087 S 12.06 146.1A 20 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 46.76 N	 096.11 w 290060 117
211081'6525 03/'116'/78' 40 25 15450 S 15.94 143.20 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 5;0.06 N	 106.71 to 290061 490
211,0608050 03/04/78 199 25 15417 5 15.30 143.5.2 90 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 N	 025.19 E 290061 802
211-040,7532 03110178 197 25 15389 S 14.8`0 143.7E 100 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 5.0.07 to	 028..05 E 290061 360
211,01073:60 031'04/78 194 25 153:47 S 14.1U 1 .44.26 9'.0 EFkE NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 h	 032.36 E 290062 316
21117072'53 03/'04/78 1-12 2'5 1557'0 5 18.42 142.07 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 5:0.07 N	 035.23 t 290062 29
2113'50:7263 03/1 10.178 152 ?5 15821 D 24.62 139.96 100 PEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 N	 035.25 F 290063 23
3	 211160.1194 03/06/78 191 15 15556 S 18.11 142.2'[1 100 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 N	 036.65 E 290061 784t	 2117.007224 (i4/21/7R 191 25 1630 1 D 34.21 136.13 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 N	 036.67 E 290063 111
2113307150 03/10178 190 25 15793 D 23.68 140.1E 90 EEE2 NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 N	 039.11 E 290063 17
211171 ,4193 03/'06178 13 25 15574 S 18.41 142.03 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 N	 968.02 M 290060 728
2111115270 03/06/78 25 25 15491 5 16.75 142.80 70 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 N	 Oh5.22 w 290061 726
211181/505 03/06./78 50 25 15590 S 18.97 141.t9 70 FFEE pf0 CCCL LLtL 50.07 N	 121.08 w 29006? 19
?11 .0507591 03106178 19a 25 15403 S 15.05 143.64 100 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N	 026.60 E 29.0061 672
Z1123'08001 03/P9/78 198 25 15654 D 20.3'5 141.35 60 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N	 026.60 E 290062 380
2112207543 03/,09/78 1 07 25 15640 0 20.02 141.47 N4 F2E2 NO CCCL LLLL 5!C,.08 N	 028.04 E 290062 35b
211 ,0307473 03/06178 196 25 15375 S 14.56 14.3.93 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N	 029.48 F 290061 627
2112107484 03/04/78 196 25 15626 5 19..69 141.59 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N	 029.48 E 290062 147
2112007425 03/04/7R 19-5 25 15.612 S 19.35 1-41.77 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N	 030.91 E 290062 53
2111'90,7370 031(1 4178 1'94 25 1559'S 5 T9.()4 141.84 qU EEEE h0 CCCL LLLL 50.08 N	 031.34 E 290062 81
a	 211690.717U 04/21178 190 25 16295 D 37.81 136.29 100 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N	 038.08 E 290063 77
21113'07021 03/06/78 188 25 15514 5 17.20 142.61 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 510.08 N	 040.95 F 290061 1
s	 2111206563 03106178 IE7 25 15500 5 16.91 142.75 0 EEEE 1j.0 CCCL LLLL 5.0.08 N	 042.39 E 290061 5l1
2117105451 "I['5/78 174 25 16322 0 38.54 136.05 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 5.0.08 N	 061.03 E 290063 134
211191 :43'01 03/09/78 15 25 15.60? S 19.14 141.75 70 EFEF h0 CCCL LLLL 5,0.08 to	 070.90 w 290062 715
211201 ,4360 03/04/713 16 25 15616 5 19.46 1 . 41.67 50 FEEE 140 CCCL LLLL 50.08 N	 072.34 W 290062 462
21122 14473 03104/78 18 25 15644 D 20.13 141.41 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 5.0.U'8 N	 075.19 W 29.0062 1'89
211 ,0715035 03104/78 21 ?5 15435 5 15.63 143.34 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N	 079.51 w 2900.62 213
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OBSERVATION ENTRY	 P'AT'H ROW ORBIT DAY/KITE SUN SUN %	 CLD QUALITY ECM CCM	 MODE GAI-1 PICTURE PICTURE W1420FI.LN PIC FLN
ID DATE 0 ISM ELEY A2IM COYER 4567 4LTY	 4567 4567 CUTR LAI CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
211 10915152 03/ 06178 23 25 15463 5 16.18 143.01' 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N 082.37 w ?.90061 76
2111215325 03106/19 26 25 15505 5 17.02 142.66 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N 086.67 w 290060 705
211-21162 '50 03/04/78 35 25 15631 5 1'9.82 141.52 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.01 N 099.59 w 290062 170
21122163'05 03/04/78 36 25 15645 D 20.14 141.42 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N 101..02 4 290062 244
2110716410 03/06178 39 25 15436 5 15.66 143.32 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.06 N 105.33 6 290061 475
21111916584 03/06/78 41 25 15464 5 16.20 143.0E 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 5.0.08 N T08.1 19 w 290061 697
2111317215 03/06/75 45 25 15:20 S 17_32 142.55 NA EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.<08 N 113.93 w 290061. 769
2111417274 03/06/78 46 25 15534 5 17.62 142.41 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N 115.36 w 290061 95
2111'917554 03104/?P 51 25 15604 s 119.1.9 141.77 FO EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 510.08 N 122.53 W- 290062 338
2112508115 0.3.11,0178 200 25 15682 6 21 .03 141.11 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.09 N 023.71 E 290062 625
2117607573 04/25 1 79 197 25 16393 D 40.4.2 135.40 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.09 N 028 _ 02 E 290063 216
2110007301 03/10/78 193 Z'5 15333 5 13.86 144.35 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.09 N 033.75 E 290061 343
21'17706200 0412$/78 180 25 16406 s	 D 40.75 135.30, 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.09 N 05?^.40 E 290063 ITS
2117005393 04.125178 173 25 16308 D 38.16 136.18 30 2EEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.09 N 062.44 E 290063 1ZA
2117701101 04/25/78 126 25 16403 D 4.0.67 135.31 70 EEEE N4 CCCL LLLL 50.09 N 129.85 E 290063 219
2112114414 03:104/78 17 25 15630 S 19.78 141.55 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.09 N 073.79 W 290062 151
2111716015 03106178 31 25 155 .75 s 18.5.2 142.04 6 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.09 N 093.86 w 290061 571
2111816074 03 .106178 32 25 15569 s 18.63 141.91 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.09 N 095.31 w 290062 1
211 ,0116122 03106178 33 2'5 15352 5 1.4.19 144.1"4 N-R M44M NO CCCL LLLL 50.09 N 096.75 w 0 0
211191 !6132 03.104178 33 25 15603 S T9.15 141.79 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.09 N 096 . 75 it 290062 322
2112.0`1 ,6191 03104/78 34 25 15617 5 19.48 1 .41.66 80 EE::E NO CCCL LLLL 50.09 N 0918.17 w 290062 103
211 ,0316240 03/06/78 35 25 15380 S 14.63 1 ,43.F8 TO EEEF 140 CCCL LLLL 50.09 N 099.61 W 240061 742
2110416294 03/06/78 36 25 15394 5 14.99 143.73 SD EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 50.09 N T01.04 w 290061 447
211.2316363 03.1'09/78 37 25 15659 C 20.48 1 .41.29 10 EEEE NO CM LLLL 50.09 N 102.47 W 290062 394
2110616412 03/1'0178 38 25 15422 5 15.39 143.47 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 50..09 N 1 ,03.91 Y 290061 402
2111717450 03:106/ 78 0 25 15576 S 18,55 142.02 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.09 N 119.67 Y 290061 58a
2108:6.07524 0.21'03/78 197 25 1513':8 5 11.49 1 .46.31 10 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 40_1 10 N 028.00 E 290060 147
21084117412 02/03/78 195. 25 15114 5 11.2' 146.57 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 03'a.86 E 290.060 210
2ii09907242 03/110/78 192 25 15319 5 13.63 144_47 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL s:r.t0 N 015.16 E 290061 328
2117107283 04/25178 192 25 16323 D 3.8.55 136.07 50 E€FE NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 03'5_17 E 290063 142
21,09807184 03/06178 191 25 15305 5 13.43 144.61 UO EEE-E NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 036.60 E 290061 242
21179 106314 04/25/78 182 25 16434 0 41.47 135.01 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 049.51 E 240063 198
21'17 &04423 04/25178 163 25 1,641 '9 D 41.09 135 . 15 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 076 . 77 E 290063 182
21115155111 03/06/78 29 25 15547 S 17.89 142.30 10 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 5U.10 N 091.01 W 290061 29
2110516353 0311'0178 37 25 15408 5 15.13 1 .43.54 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 102.50 w 290062 798
2111517333 03106 .178 47 25 155418 5 17.91 142 . 29 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 116.83 W 290961 63
21099174 .40 03/06/78 49 25 15325 s 13.74 144.39 100 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 5.0.10 N 11x+.69 w 290061 183
2108507470 02/11/7E 196 25 1512 .4 S 11.34 14,6.42 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.11 N 0+29.41 E 290060 368




04 / 25178 179 25 16378 D 40.04 135.57 NA 14MM6 NO CCCL LLLL 50.11 N 055.23 E 0 0
ARCHIVA-L I'M ,A-GE REPORT -ARCHIM
^.	 STkNOA'RD CATALOG
LAND-SAT 7	 %SS SENSOR
...	 FROM VI/;?1/78 TO. 04.130178
OBSERVATION ENTRY P 'AT'H ROW ORBIT D"A-Y/N I TF. SUN	 SUN	 % CLD OUA,LITY CCM CCM	 MODE GAIN PICTURE
	 °: C TURF
10	 DATE	 N	 /S'PC `L	 ELEV AZIiP' COVER 4567	 &LTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG
i	 211131'.5384 03/04/78 ?7 25 15519
2 109 8155 Safi 03/04/78 3'U 25 1531 G
1	 2109916005 03/06/78 31 25 15324
}	 2107907124 03/1,0/78 1''90 25 1504.0
21:09607071 03.10'6/78 1 P9 25 15277
2109507012 03 .104178 IP A 25 15263
2109814114 031L6/78 12 25 15309
2109'11'5143 021'03!78 23 25 15212
2109515374 03.104/78 27 25 15.268
211001,6063 (33!04178 32 25 15.338.
21109617264 03./'06/78 46 25 15283
21097'17323 03/06/78 47 25 15297
2108007182 02/03/78 1 ,91 25 15054
2109406553 03 .106/78.187 25 15249
21108714513 02/11/78 19 25 15156
2109215202 03/04/78 24 25 15226i	 2109615433 031'04/78 2! 25 15282
2109715491 03/'04178 ?v 25 15296
i	 2109517210 03/04/78 45 25 15269
21!08908100 02/11/71 200 25 1518C,
2L0870758.3 02103178 19.8 25 15152
2108Z0 ,729'5 02/03/78 193 Z5 15062
21.0810+7240 02/03/78 192 2S 15068
21'GR61 ,6290 0:2111/78 36 25 15143
21,0891-6462 02111178 39 25 15185
21 ! 08 .61'8122 02/11/78 54 2 15 15144
21083'07353 02/11/78 194 25 15096
2109914173 03/'06/ ?F% 13 25 15323
211083142'84 02/11/78 15 25 15100
2108414342 02/11/78 16 25 15114
210791'5485 02/03/78 29 25 15045
210$.516232 02/11/78 35 25 1512'9
210901 ,6521 02/11/78 40 25 151'99
2107917321 02/03/78 47 25 15046
21080173E+0 02/03/78 0 25 15060
2108217492 0210 x/78 50 25 15.088
21:08317551 02/'03/78 51 25 15102
21108418005 02111178 5? 25 15116
21108518064 02/11/78 5325 1513[1




S 17.30 142.56 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.11 k	 088.17 k 290061 109
5 13.50 144,55 Ic EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.11 N	 092.4.7 W 290060 658
S 13.72 T44.40 50 fEFF NO CCCL LLLL 50.11 N	 093.90 W 290061 187
S 110.84 147.27 70 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 50.12 h	 037.99 E 290061 389
S 13.03 144.90 50 FEE-E NO CCCL LLLL 50.12 N	 03'9.44 E 290060 775
S 12.84 145.0.5 20 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL 50.12 N	 04.0.86 E 290061 51'E
S 13.47 144.58: r0 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.12 N	 066.69 W 290060 804
S 12.21 145.55 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.1.2 N	 082.45 W 290060 187'
S 12.91 145 . 0.0 1 ,0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.12 N	 088.20 W 290060 559
5 13.93 144.31 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.12 N	 095.37 Y- 290061 525
S 13.12 144.83 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.12 N	 115.44 W 290061 222
5 13.32 14"4.:67 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.12 h	 116.:88 W 290060 791
S 110.90 1 .47.14 911 ElEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.13 N	 036.53 E 290060 22
S 12.64 1 .45.21 60 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 50.13 N	 042.27 E 290061 209
S 11.66 146.11 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.13 N	 076.75 W 290060 412
S 12.39 1 .45.41 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 5[x .13 N	 083.91 M 290060 514
S 13.09 144.E5 NA MMMPI NO CCCL LLLL 50.13 N	 089.66 W 0 0
S 13.29 144.69 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 5L.13 N	 091.07 W 290060 577
S 12.92 144.9t 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.13 N	 114.03 W 29006.0 500
s 11.84 1 .45.91 Na *555 40 CCCL LLLL 50.14 N	 023.62 E 0 0
S 11.60 146.18 50 1FEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.14 N	 026.50 E 290060 162
S 13.06 146.F6 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.14 N	 033.64 E 290060 72
S 110.96 1-47.6C, 70 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.14 m	 035.08 E 290060 58
5 11.53 146.25 70 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL 50.14 N	 101.15 W 290060 394
S 11.91 145.84 40 5EEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.14 N	 105.45 W 290060 43.3
S 11.53 146.26 NA MM!EM NO CCCL LLLL 50.14 N	 126.97 W 290060 410
S 11.12 146.73 3'0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.15 N	 032.20 E 290060 258
S 13.66 T44.44 SO FEF3: NO CCCL LLLL 50.15 h	 068.17 W 290060 810
S 11.15 146.65Y 100 FEEE 60 CCCL LLLL 50.15 N	 071.05 W 290060 263
$ 11.27 146.54 100 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 50.15 N	 072.48 W 290060 283
5 10.84 147.25 60 IEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.15 N	 091.11 W 290060 94
S 11.40 1 1+6.37 TO EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.15 N	 099.75 W x90060 343
5 12.08 145.61 2G FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.15 N	 1.06.89 W 290060 479
5 10.A "6 147.22 NA MMM4 NO CCCL LLLL 50.14 h	 116.95 W 0 0
S 10.95 147.06 6.0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.15 N	 118.38 W 290060 Al
S 11.08 1'46.81 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.15 k	 121.25 W 290060 134
S 11.17 146.66 91, FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.15 N	 122..68 W 290060 ISO
S 11.31 146.51 Q0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.15 N	 124.11 W 290060 316
S 11.42 146.3E 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.15 N	 125.54 W 290060 359
S "11.48 146.29 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.16 N	 075.36 6 290060 374
ARCHI 'VA'L LMAGE REPORT	 -ARCNIM
STANDARD CATALOG
I	 07106-179 LA'NDSAT 2	 14S3 SENSOR PAGE 138
10: 11 FR'0#I	 011011?b TO 041 3017k
OBSERVATION ENTRY P'AT I N ROW ORBIT DAY /KITE SUN SUN X CLD QUALITY CCM	 CCM MOVE GAI I N P'IMftf PICTURE MICROfl'LM Rif FL
ID DATE R IS'PCL ELEV AIIP COVER 4567 GLTY 4567 4567 CNI^R LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRARE
210931'5261 04121/78 c5 25 15240 S 12.51 145.30 40 FEEE NO CCCt LLLL 50.116 N	 085.41 W	 290062 680
21'077'1 .5373 03.104178 27 25 15.017 S 10_73 147.51 TO EEEE No CCCL LLLL 5'0.% N	 088..28 W	 290060 586
2108015544 03/06/78 30 25 1'5059 S 10.91 147.09 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 56.16 N	 092.57 Y	 290060 6817
'	 21.08116002 02/11/78 .31 25 1'5073 5	 -10.98 146.95 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL. 50.16 N	 094.00 W	 290060 247
2109317092 03/04/78 43 25 15241 5 12.53 145.2E 60 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 50_16 N	 111.23 W	 290060 532
21.08117434 02/05/ 78 49 25 15074 S 10.99 146.94 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.16 N	 11'9.83 W	 290060 1DS
21:0851-4400 02/11/78 17 25 15128 5 11.36 1 . 4:6.41 5.0 EEEE N O CCCL LLLL 5[7.17 N	 073 . 96 W	 290060 323
21094TS315 03/04/78 26 25 15254 S 12.68 145.17 0 MFFF h0 CCCL LLLL 50.17 N	 086.67 W	 290060 -	 54S
21,0821 ,6061 02/0.3J78 32 25 15087 5 11.08 146_Y1 0 EEEE NO CCCL 4.LLL 50..17 N	 095.47 W	 290060 116
211!0808161 03/06!78 201 24 15445 S 14.944 144.00 MA 6222 NO CCCL LLLL 51.46 N	 023.:01 E	 0 a
2110603043 03/04/78 199 24 15417 S 14.39 144.27 90 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 51.46 N	 025.88 E	 290061 801
2113507261 0311'0.178 192 24 15821 D 23.76 140.94 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.46 N	 033.92 E	 290063 22
211.2221401 03`104178 90 24 156484 S 1'9.36 142 . 25 RO EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 51_46 N	 1,7?. 75 W	 29006 211
211260P171 03104173 ?01 24 15696 D 20.52 141.n7 N:A 2222 NO CCCL LLLL $1.47 N	 023.00 E	 0 0
21110407530 03/10178 197 24 153189 S 13.87 144.5.2 100 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.47 to	 028.73 E	 290061 359
21119073.64 031[14/78 194 24 15591 5 18.15 142.67 90 EEEE 140 CCCL LLLL 51.47 N	 033.03 E	 290062 80
2110107354 031'04i/78 194 24 15347 5 13.16 144.92 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.47 N	 033.04 E	 290062 315
2111707250 03:/04 / 78 192 24 15570 5 17.53 14Z.A9 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.47 N	 035 . 91 E	 290062 28
2117007222 04/21/78 191 24 16309 D 37.43 137.53 100 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 51.47 N	 03.7.34 E	 290063 110
2-11 , 0816523 03/06/78 40 24 15450 S 15.03 143.96 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 51.47 N	 506.04 R	 290061 489
21t1 .917503 03106 .178 50 24 15590 S 17.99 142.7 1 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51_47 N	 120.40 W	 290062 11
2111621,052 03/06.178 84 24 15564 5 17.40 142.94 N-A PAR% NO CCCL LLLL 51.47 N	 169.16 W	 0
2110'121.215 03:/04/78 87 24 15355 5 13.32 144.82 NSA MR"" No CCCL LLLL 51.47 N	 173.45 W	 0 U
2111'921225 03/04/78 F7 24 15606 S 18.56 1-42.59 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 51.47 N	 173.45 W	 0 0
2112021284 03/04/76 68 24 15620 S 18.69 1 .42.47 N•A 2221 NO CCCL LLLL 51.47 N	 174.89 W	 0 0
21123214.6.0 03/09/78 91 24 15662 S 19.69 142.13 NA 62142 NO CCCL LLLL 51.47 N	 179.19 1,l	 0 0
2110507584 03106/76 198 24 15403 S 14.12 144.39 100 FEEE ho CCCL LLLL 51.48 N	 027.28 E	 290061 671
211230.7595 03109/78 198 24 15654 S 19.48 142.21 30 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N	 027_28 E	 290062 3179
211220.7541,} 03/04/78 197 24 15640 S 19.14 142.33 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N	 028.72 E	 290062 414
2110307471 031`06/78 196 24 15375 5 13.63 144.65 30 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N	 030.16 E	 290061 626
2112107481 03/0.4 / 78 196 24 15626 S 1F.Fl 14.2.44 60 2EEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.4 8 N	 03 10 . 1-6 E	 290062 146
21120:0 .7422 03/04178 195 74 1561,2 S 18.47 142.56 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N	 031.58 E	 290062 52
211,6907163 04/2'1/78 1'90 24 16295 n 37 _ 04 137.66 9A FEEE No CCCL LLLL 51.48 N	 038.76 E	 290063 76
2117105445 04/25/78 174 24 16322 D 37.77 137.46 90 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N	 061.71 F	 290063 133
2111914.294 03/09/78 15 24 1560.2 S 18.26 142_62 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N	 070.22 W	 299062 714
2112014353 03/(14178 16 24 15616 S 18.5.8 142.51 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.49 N	 071.66 W	 290062 461
211071 , 6464 ' 03/06 ./ 78 39 24 15436 s 14.75 144 . 07 N•A MMMR No CCCL LLLL 51.48 N	 104.64 W	 0 0
2110916581 03/06178 41 24 15464 5 15.29 1 .43.84 60 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N	 107.51 W	 290061 696
j	 2110818354 03/06/78 58 24 15451 5 15.03 143.96 NA 14M $4 NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N	 131.89 W	 0 0
211-0021160 03/10/Its P6 74 15341 s 13.09 144.96 4A gMMN NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N	 172.05 Y	 0 0
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10:11 FROM 01/01/78 TO 0413'.0178
OBSERVATION E'NTR'Y PATH ROW ORPIT D-AY / W TE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM	 CC P MOD-E GAIN PICTURE PICTUR-E MICROFILM RIC FLN
L0 DATE N /S,PC:L ELEV AZI ,M COVER 45 .6.7 OLTV 4561 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
t
2112121342 03104.178 89 24 15634 S 19.01 142 . 36 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 51_48 N 176.35 W	 O 0
2 11105 2144 5 031'06178 91 7,4 15411 S 14.28 144.30 R0 E2EE NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 179.22 M	 290061 678
F 2112508112 03/10/ 78 ZVO 24 15662 D 20.16 14:2.0f NA 2212 NO CCCL LLLL 51.49 N 024.39 E	 290062 624
21'17607570 04/2S/78 197 24 16393 D 39.66 13"6.89 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.49 N 028.69 E	 290063 21'S
2110007295 03/1 10/78 113 24 15333 S 12.92 1 .45.07 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51 A9 N 034.43 E	 290061 342
211700539 0 04/25 / 78 173 24 16308 D 37_38 137.59 20 PEEF NO CCCL LLLL 51.49 N 063.1 .2 E	 290063 "127
21107/5032 03404178 21 24 15435 S 14.72 144.09 0 2EEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.49 N 0:78.84 w	 290062 212
E 21117160/2 03/06/78 37 24 15575 S 17.63 142.8'6 NA M666 NO CCCL LLLL 51.49 N 093.1 1 9 W	 0 0
4 2112216302 03:/'04:178 36 24 15.645 S 1-9.27 142".27 0 EEEE NO.' CCCL LLLL 51.49 N 100.35 li	 290062 243
r
2111717444 03 :06/78 49 24 15576 S 17.66 142.84 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.49 N 119.00 W	 290061 SB7
2109921101 03110 / 78 85 24 15327 5 12.84 1-45.07 HA M,4MM HO CCCL LLLL 51.49 N 170.63 W	 0 0
3 2110321332 03/06/78 E9 24 15383 S 13.79 144.56 EO EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 51.49 N 176.36 W	 290061 64A
2110421391 03/1 ,0178 9.0 24 15397 5 14.03 144.43 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.49 N 177.78 w	 290061 368
21108.60752.2 02/'03/78 197 2"4 1513`6 S 10.52 146.96 50 EFE1 NO CCCL LLLL 51.50 N 028.68.E 290060 146
21'C990,7240 03/1 1 0178 192 24 15319 S 12.69 145_17 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 51.50 N 035.84 E	 290061 327
2117107281 U4/25/78 192 24 16323 D 37.78 137.4.1: 20 FEES NU CCCL LLLL 51.50 N 035.86 E	 290063 141
2117904421 04/2`5 / 78 163 24 16419. D 40.33 136.67 0 FLEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.50 N 077.44 E	 290063 1"81
211151549`5 03/^06/78 29 24 155.47 S 16.99 143.11 90 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 51.50 N 090.33 W	 290061 28
2110316233 03/06178 35 24 1558-0 5 13.71 144.61 10 EF2-P N0 CCCL LLLL 51.50 N 09!8.94 w	 290061 741
2110616405 03/110/18 38 24 15422 5 14.48 144.21 `:A M666 k0 CCCL LLLL 51.50 N 103.25 w	 0 0
211151733'1' 03/06/78 47 24 1554;6 5 17.b? 143.10 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.50 N 116.16 W	 290061 62
21 1 09 18.2104 .2 03/06 ./78 F4 2!4 15313 s 12.61 145.23 4A 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 51.50 N 1169.21 w	 0 0
2108'507464 02/11/76 196 24 15124 S 10.39 147.08 F0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 51.51 N 030.08 E	 29.0060 367
2108407405 02103./78 195 24 15110 5 10_29 147.27 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.51 N 031.53 E	 290060 209
{ 21179.06311 04125/78 182 24 16434 D 40.72 136.55 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.51 N 050.118 E	 290063 1;97
2109916002 03./'[66/78 31 24 15324 S 12.7 7 145.12 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.51 N 093.23 W	 290.061 1:66
21'08714511 02/11/78 1 1 9 24 15156 5 10.69 746.77 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL $1.53 N 876.05 W	 290060 411
21 1 09715485 031'04/78 29 24 15:296 S 12.35 145.39 >t0 F F E E NO CCCL LLLL 51.53 N 090.39 w	 290060 S76
2109 1908-093 02/11/78 2'00 24 15180 5 10.F6 146.57 MA RMMM NO CCCL LLLL 51.54 N 024.29 E	 0 0
21087'0 ,7580 02/'03/78 198 24 1515.2 s 10.62 146.83 60 EFEE ^a,D CCCL LLLL 51.54 k 027.17 E	 290060 161
2108107234 02/'03/78 192 24 1506!8 5 09.98 147.64 0 IEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.54 N 035.77 E	 290060 57
21095172113 03/`04/78 45 24 15269 5 11.96 145.0' %A 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 51.54 N 113.36 W	 0 0
21 ,08621383 021'03,173 90 24 15146 5 110.57 146.90 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.54 N 177.89 w	 290060 154
21,08 721 ,441 02/03178 91 24 151 . 60 5 110.70 146.75 80 EEEE N:0 CCC'LL LLLL 51.54 N 179_33 w	 290060 164
210830 ,7351 02/11/78 194 24 15096 S 10.14 147.3E Q0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 51.55 N 032.87 E	 290060 257
2TOF 07292 021'03 1 78 193 24 150 .8:2 S 10 . 07 147.51 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 51_55 N 034_32 E	 290060 71
21 108414335 (12/11/78 16 24 15114 S 10.29 147.19 100 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 51.55 K 071.80 M	 290060 282
21 ,08616284 OP/11/78 3 '6 24 15143 S 10.56 146.91 60 FEEf NO CCCL LLLL 57.55 N 100 . 48 w	 290060 393
21 1081)17373 021'03178 48 24 15.060 5 09.95 147.71 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.55 N 117.69 4	 290060 40
s
I
21,08618115 02/11/78 54 24 15144 S 10.55 146. 9 2 A'A MMEM NO CCCL LLLL 51_55 N 126_30 w	 290060 409
07106/78
116:11
AR.CklV'AL IMAGE REPORT -A'RCHI!M
STANDARD C.ATA'LOG
LA'N'.DSAT 2	 453 SENSOR




PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITF SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM	 MO0,E GAIN PICTURE P1CTUR# Oil CROFILR Hit FL11to DATE It /SPCL ELFV AIIN COVER 4567 OLTY	 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRik3wE
2'1485 . 2 .1324 02111178 89 24 15132 S 10.45 147.00 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.55 N	 176.48 V	 290060 372
2108314287 02/11/78 15 2'4 15lbD 5 10.17 147.33 100 EFFE NO [CCL LLLL 51.56 N	 670.38 W	 290060 262
2108614452 02/11/76 18 24 15141 S 10.51 146.95 110 EFEE Ft:O CCCL LLLL 51.56 N	 074.69 W	 290060 373
210$015541 03!0617,8,_ . 30 .44 15054... S 09.93 147.73 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL ,	 51.56 N	 091.89 u	 290060 686
2iQ8I1600E? 02111/78 31 24 15073 5 09.99 147,60 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.56 N	 093.32 W	 290060 241
21.08516225 02/11178 35 24 15129 5 10.41 147.033 1 , 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.56 N	 049.07 W	 290060 3102
21377417315 02/03/78 47 24 15046 S 09.66 147.86 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.56 N	 1116.27 W	 290060 1
21 1 08117431 02/03/78 49 24 15.074 5 1'0.00 147.59 PC F F F F NO CCCL LLLL 51.56 N	 11 .9.1'5 W	 296060 104
210$217490 02/03178 50 24 1508 ,8 S 10.10 148.45 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.56 N	 120.58 W	 290060 133
2108317544 02/03/7F 51 24 15li02 5 10.19'147.31 70 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 51.56 N	 122.01 W	 290060 179
21084ISM 02111/78 52 24 15116 5 10.33 1 141.16 4.0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51,56 N	 123.44 W	 290060 315
2ji08518061 02/11/78 53 24 1513'0 S 10.44 147.01 70 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.56 N	 124.87 W	 290060 3S8
2109317090 03/04/76 43 24 15247 S 11.58 145.97 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.57 N	 110.56 w	 290060 531
21,08514.394 02111178 17 24 15128 S 110.3.8 147.06 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.58 N	 073.28 W	 290060 3?2
2108216054 02/03:178 32 24 15087 5 110.09 147.46 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.58 N	 09,6.78 '6< 290060 111$
2110121212 03/04.178 87 23 15355 S 1.2.40 145.55 80 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 52..86 N	 172.75 w	 290062 321
2112221395 03/04/78 90 23 1564E 5 118.47 143..12 60 PEEP NO CCCL LLLL 52.86 N	 177.02 W	 290062 2 VD
2112321453 03/09/78 91 23 15662' 5 118.81 1 .43.02 50 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.86 N	 178.48 W	 290062 41'3
03/04178 194 23 15347 S 1.2.23 145.65- 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 5:2.87 N	 033.75 E	 290062 31.4
2
2110"1'0 ,7351
11907361 03/04/78 194 23 15596 S 17.26 143.52 90 EEEE Nu CCCL LLLL 52_87 N	 033.75 F	 290062 79
2116907161 04121/78 190 23 16295 D 36.25 139.04 40 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.87 ft	 039.48 E	 290063 75
2117105442 04/25/78 174 23 16322 D 36.98 138.FE 100 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 52.87 N	 062.43 E	 290063 132
2110716461 03/0'6•/78 39 23 15436 S 13.83 144.84 NA M34MM NO CCCL LLLL 5.2.87 N	 103.91 w	 0 0
2111320473 03106:178 81 23 15522 S 15.58 144.12 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52..87 N	 164.1 .4 W	 290061 16
21116210:50 L13/06178 K4 23 15564 S 16.50 143.77 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.87 N	 168.44 w	 290061 795
2111921222 03/64/78 87 23 1560'6 S 17.47 143.44 40 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 52.8 .7 N	 172.75 W	 290062 102
21120,21281 03104/76 88 23 15620 S 17.90 143..33 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.87 N	 174.17 W	 290062 75
2117007215 04/21178 191 23 16509 D 36.64 138.93 100 E E F F NO CCCL LLLL 52.88 N	 03 1 0.04 E	 290063 109
2110918575 03/06/78 41 23 15464 S 14.37 144.62 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.88 N	 106.79 W	 273061 695
2110818352 03tC6J733 511 23 15451 S 14.11 144.75 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.18 N	 131.17 W	 290061 507
2112718421 03/09/78 59 23 15716 D 20.15 142.63 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 52..88 N	 132.60 W	 0 0
2112818480 03/09/78 60 23 75750 D 20.51 14:2.53 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 52.88 N	 134.03 W	 0 0
-2112121340 031D4/78 89 23 15634 S 18.13 143.23 5.0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.8.8 N	 175.64 w	 290062 130
2110421384 03/1OJ78 90 23 15397 5 13.11 145.1E 90 EFEE NA CCCL LLLL 52.8'8 N	 177.07 w	 290061 367
2117607564 64/25176 1 07 23 16393 D 3'8.8'8 13.8.3'8 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52..89 N	 029.41 E	 290063 214
2117107274 04/25/78 192 23 16323 0 37.00 13S.ft 40 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.89 N	 036.58 E	 290063 140
2110918411 03/06178 59 23 15465 5 1.4.40 144.61 NA M#!M'M NO CCCL LLLL 52.69 N	 132.62 W	 0 0
2111018465 03/06/78 60 23 15479 S 14.67 144.50 90 E F F E NO CCCL LLLL 5:2..89 N	 134.06 W	 290061 261
21 1 09921'095 03110178 FS 23 15327 5 11.90 145.FO u0 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.89 N	 169.91 W	 290061 339
2110021153 0311 .0!78 t. 23 15341 S 12.15 145.69 80 EEEE N.0 CCCL LLLL 52.89 N	 171.34 w	 290061 348
I.	 1
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110:11 FROM 01/`01/78 TO 04/30M3	 •
OBSERVATION ENTRY P'AT'H ROW ORBIT DAY/N'ITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCH	 CCM MODE GAIN PICT0AIE PICTURIE MICROFILM MiC
	
FLN
ID DATE k /SPC'L ELEV AZIM COVER 4567 OLTY 4567 4567 CHTR LAT CN7 1R LONG ROLL FRAME
2'11103213:25 03/06/78 89 23 15383 . S 12.8'b 145.31 80 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.#9 N	 175.65 M 290061 648
21178'0441 .4 04125/78 163 23 16419 0 39.56 138_111 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.90 N	 078.16 E 290063 180
2110316251 03/'06,/78 35 23 15380 S 12.77 145.36 NA 6KMt4 NO CCCL LLLL 52.90 N	 09.8.22 w 0 0
2109821:040 03/'06!78 84 23 15313 5 11..66 1 ,45.95 90 EEEE k0 CCCL LLLL 52.90 h	 168.50 W 290061 249
211790630:5 04/25/78 182 23 T6434 D 39.94 138.vt 0 EFEE No CCCL LLLL 52.91 h	 05:0.89 E 290063 196i	 21,09520464 03/04/78 81 23 15271 S 11.07 146.34 100 FEEF w.0 CCCL LLLL 52.92 h	 164..23 w 290061 524
210972MI 03/116178 F3 23 15.299 5 11.45 146.0'8 60 E.<<'E NO CCCL LLLL 52.92 h	 167..09 W 290061 561•
21 , 0971'5482 03/04/18 29 23 15296 S 11.41 146.11 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.93 N	 089.68 Y 290060 5T5
21.09317083 03/'04/78 43 23 15241 5 10..62 141..66 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.98 -N	 1,09.85 W - 290060 530
2111220412 03/06/78 6U 22 1550'8 S 14.37 1 .45.67 90 2F22 No CCCL LLLL 54.26 N	 161.96 a 290060 727
2113120482 03/'69178 81 22 15773 0 20.77 143..20 NA MM2M NO CCCL LLLL 54.2'6 N	 163.37 w 0 0
2111320471 03/06/72 F1 22 15522 5 14.68 144.9'5 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.26 N	 163.38 W 290061 15
2111621,043 03/06/78 b4 22 15564 S 15.60 144.63 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.26 N	 1,67.69 W 290061 794
211 ,0121210 03104178' f7 22 15355 5 11.46 146.31 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.26 N	 172.00 W 29.0062 320
2111921220 03/04/76 b7 22 15606 S 16.57 144.31 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.26 N	 172.00 W 290062 101
2112021275 03/'04/78 Ph 22 IS62'0 5 16.91 144.21 60 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.26 N	 173.42 w 290062 74j	 2117007213 04/21/78 191 22 16309 D 35.83 140.34 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.27 k	 038.79 E 290063 108
211-6907154 04/21/78 190 22 16.29 . 5 D 35.43 140.44 20 FEEE N.0 CCCL LLLL 54.27 N	 040.25 F 290063 74
2117105440+ 04/25/78 174 22 1632.2 0 36.17 140.2'6 10.0 6EEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.27 N	 063.19 E 290063 131
211091 16573 03/'06178 41 22 15464 5 13.46 145.42 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.27 h	 106.04 W 290061 694
2112718415 03/'09/78 59 22 15716 5 19.27 143.57 80 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 54.27 N	 131.85 w 290062 530
2112'818474 03/09/7P 60 22 15730 5 19.63 143.48 10 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 54.27 N	 133.28 w 290062 572
2110920240 03/06/18 77 22 15466 5 13.50 145.41 NA MMhM NO CCCL LLLL 54.27 N	 157.66 4 0 0
211710,7272 0-4/25/78 192 22 16323 D 36.1.9 14G.311 30 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 54.2'8 N	 037.34 E 290063 139
2110818345 03/06/76 58 22 15451 S 13.20 145.54 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54..2'8 N	 13U.42 W 290061 506
211 , 0919404 03/06/76 59 22 15465 5 13.48 145.42 HO FEEE %:0 CCCL LLLL 54_28 N	 131.86 w 290061 253
21110'18463 03/06/78 60 22 15479 5 13.75 145.31 9.0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.28 N	 133.30 w 290061 260
2111020295 03/"06/78 78 22 15460 5 13.77 145.31 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.24 N	 159.12 H 790061 266
2109921'092 03/10/78 )i5 22 15327 S 10.45 146.55 70 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 54.28 N	 1,69.16 W 290061 338
2110021151 0311VG/78 b6 22 15341 5 11.21 146.44 90 EEEF A0 CCCL LLLL 54.28 h	 170.39 W 290061 347
2112121333 03IC417P F9 22 15634 5 17.23 144.12 30 EEEF 140 CCCL LLLL 54.28 h	 174..88 W 290062 129
2117607561 04125/78 197 22 16393 D 38.08 119.87 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54..29 N	 030.16 F 29OP,63 213
2117407444 04126/78 155 22 16365 D 3.7.34 14U.62 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.29 k	 033.02 E 290063 275
2110316224 03/06./79 35 22 1531'0 S 11.84 146.13 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 54.29 N	 091.47 w 0 0
2117906302 04/25/78 182 22 16434 D 39.14 139.61 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.310 N	 051.66 F 290063 195
2109'821'033 03/0.6178 e4 22 15313 5 10.72 14:6.70 100 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.3,0 N	 1,67.75 w 290061 248
21'09720575 03/06/78 83 22 15299 5 10.50 146.82 NA MMMM N.O CCCL LLLL 54.31 N	 166.34 w 0 0
2109'520461 U3/04/7k F1 22 15271 5 10.11 147.0F 100 FFFF NO CCC! LLLL 54.32 N	 163.48 w 290061 523
211093170331 U3/'D4/7B 43 22 15241 5 09.:66 147.39 10 F222 NO CCCL LLLL 54.38 N	 109.10 w 290060 529
2113120475 03/09/78 t1 21 15773 S 19.89 144.1° ICO EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.64 N	 '52.57 W 290062 784
A





PAGE 1421.0: I 	 FROM. E31/01/7F TO 04./3'0/78
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY /wITE SUN SUN % CLD OUA-LITY CCN CCM	 MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MI,CROFILE Ki[C	 F'LO
ID DATE h /SPCL EL.EV AIIF COVER 4567 OLTY	 4567 4567 CN'TR LAT CNT-R LONG ROLL FRAKF
2110620174 03/`06/78 76 21 15452 S 12.29 146.36 NA Z2?.2 NO CCCL LLLL 55.65 N 155.42 W	 0 0
2110920233 03/0617P 77 21 15466 S 12.514 146.25 70 CEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.65 N 156.85 w	 290061 255
2111220411) 03/U6/7b t0 21 1550E S 13.46 145.91 8n EFEE NO CC CL LLLL 55.65 N 161.15 W	 290060 776
i':i1320465 03/061714 F-1 21 . 155.22 S 13.76 14501 20 EEEE NO -CCCL LLLL 55.65 N 162.56 W	 290061 14
2111621041 03/1f6/78 84 21 15564 5 14.69 145.51 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.65 N 166.88 W	 290061 793
2111921213 03/04/18 87 21 15606 5 15.67 145.21 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.65 N 171.19 W	 290062 1002112021272 03/'04/78 t8 21 15620 S 16.01 145.12 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.65 N 172.61 w	 290062 73
2117007210 0'4/21/7A 191 21 16309 D 35.010 141.75 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.66 N 039.59 E	 290063 1.07
2116907152 04/21/78 190 21 1-6295 D 34.59 1A1.N6 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55..66 N 041.03 E	 290063 t3
21109 1657"0 03./'06178 41 21 15464 S 12.53 146.26 10 E222 NO CCCL LLLL 55.66 N 105..25 w	 290061 693
2110818343 03/06/78 58 11 15451 S 12.27 146.3:6 R0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.66 N 129.61 W	 290061 $03
2112718412 031'09/78 S9 21 15716 5 18.38 144.53 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.66 N 131.05 W	 290062 529
211101&460 G31'06/76 60 21 15479 S 12.F3 146.15 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.66 N 132.48 W	 290061 259
2112'8203'03 03109178 78 21 15731 S 18.78 144.44 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 55.66 N 1'SB.29- W	 0 0
2117107265 04.125/78 192 21 16323 D 35.36 141.72 50 FEEE No CCCL LLLL 55.67 N 03.8.14 E	 29006.3 138
21109/8402 03/06/?P 59 21 15465 S 12.55 146.25 Q O FEEE r,0 CCCL LLLL 55.67 N 131.07 W	 290061 252
2112 :818471 03/'09/78 60 21 13730 S 18.74 144.45 10 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 55.67 N 132.50 W	 290067 571
2112720244 03/10/76 77 21 15717 5 18.41 144.53 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.67 N 156.88 W	 290062 660
2109921090 03110/78 P•5 21 15327 5 10..01 147.32 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 55.67 N 168.36 W	 290061 337
2112121331 03 . 104/78 89 21 15634 5 16.33 145.04 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.67 N 174.09 W	 290062 128
2111218574 03/1)6/78 62 21 155.07 5 13.41 145.94 NA 22V NO CCCL LLLL 55.68 N 135.39 W	 0 0
21106,20061 03104/78 74 21 154,24 S 11.74 146.5b 90 FEEL •'0 CCCL LLLL 55.68 N 152.59 W	 290061 813
21110 .20292 03106178 7'E 21 15480 S 12.83 146.16 p EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.68 N 158.32 W	 290061 265
2112920361 03/09/78 79 21 15.745 S 1'9.13 144.:37 NA MMM4 NO CCCL LLLL 55.68 N 159.76 w	 0 0
2117407441 04/26/78 195 21 16365 D 36.52 141.50 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.69 N 033.82 E	 2900.63 274
2109821031 03/06/78 F4 21 15313 S 09.77 147.46 90 EEFE No CCCL LLLL 55.69 N 166.95 W	 290061 247
2112119493 031 . 04/78 71 20 15633 S 15.42 145.97 NA MMMN NO CCCL LLLL 57.03 N 1 147.38 w	 0 0
211282030.0 03/09/78 79 Z'0 15731 5 17.k'8 145.44 70 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.03 N 157..44 w	 29.0062 582
2111720403 03/116/7b r0 20 155Oh S 12.54 146.79 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.03 N 16[3.30 w	 290060 725
2113120473 03/09/78 81 20 15773 S 119.00 145.21 90 F F E F NO CCCL LLLL 57.03 N 161.72 W	 290062 783
2111320462 113106/7fi Fl 204 15527 5 12.84 146.70 10 EEFE No CCCL LLLL 57.03 N 161.73 W	 290061 13
2111921211 03104/78 87 20 15606 S 14.76.146.14 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.03 N 170.33 w	 290062 99
21120212713 03/04178 h8 20 15620 5 15.10 14 .6.05 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.03 N 171.76 W	 290062 72
2117'8 , 08070 04125/7'g 19 y 20 16421 0 37.18 142.7(' 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.04 N 028.98 E	 290063 1185
2917507494 04/25/78 196 20 16379 D 36.07 142.F9 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.04 N 033.28 E	 290063 212
2110'818340 03/06/78 56 20 15451 5 11.35 147.21 60 EEEE 40 CCCL LLLL 57.04 N 128.76 W	 29.0061 504
2111018454 03/06/78 60 ?J 15479 5 11.91 147.01 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.04 N 131.63 W	 290061 2S9
2110820172 03/06/78 76 20 15452 S 11.36 14?.22 no EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 57.04 N 154.58 W	 290061 430
2110920231 03/06178 77 20 15466 S 11.64 147.11 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.04 N 156.00 W	 290061 254
2111621034 03/06/78 84 20 15564 S 13.77 146.42 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.04 N 166.03 W	 290061 792
Ll
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1.0":11	 FROM 01/01/7'8 TO 04.130/76
06SERVATION WRY PATH ROY ORBIT D.AY/NITE SUN 5Uh Z CLD QUALITY CCM CCM	 MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MR-C FLN
10 DATE M /SiPCL ELEV A1I 1 M COVER 4567 6L7Y	 4567 4567 CNI'R LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
2117107263 04/25/78 192 20 16323 D 34.52 1 .4.3.17 10 fEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.05 N 039.00 E	 290063 13?
2117,007204 04/21/78 191 20 16309 0 34.16 143.17 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.05 N 040.44 E	 290063 106
2116907/45 04/21/78 190 ZO 1 ,6295 0 33.74 143.2h 70 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 57.05 N 041.:87 E	 290063 72
211.271,8410 03/09/78 59 20 1571 , 6 S 17.49 145.52 90 FETE NO CCCL LLLL' 57.05 N 130.19 Y	 290062 S28
2112019454 03104/7E 70 ZO 1561 19 5 15.105 146.0t NSA MMMm NO CCCL LLLL 57.05 N 145.98 Y	 0 0
211272:0241 03/10/78 17 20 15717 S 17.51 145.52 8'0 EEF.f NO CCCL LLLL 57.05 N 156.02 W	 290062 659
2110911839'5 03106/78 59 20 1 ,5465 S 11.62 147.12 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.06 N 130.22 W	 290061 251
2112818465 03:I'109/?F 60 20 15750 5 17.84 145.46 10 EEEE 140 CCC'L LLLL 57.06 N 13.1.65 W	 290062 5?0
2112520124 03410178 75 20 15689 5 16.80 145.67 NA MMM4 NO CCCL LLLL 57.06 N 153.16 W:	 0 0
2111020290 03•/06178 7E 2D 15480 5 11.41 147.03 FO EEEE Nn CCCL LLLL 57.06 N 157.48 M	 290061 264
211 "2920'355 03/109/78 79 20 15745 5 18.24 145.37 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.06'N 15R.90 W	 290062 592
21'12121324 03104178 ft9 20 15634 5 15.43 145.9F 70 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 57.06 N 173.2.5 W	 290Q'62 127
21174.07435 04126178 195 20 1h365 D 35.67 142.9't 6.0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL $7.07 N 034.66 E	 290063 273
211121$572 03/06/78 62 20 1550 .7 5 12.49 1 . 4.6.62 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.07 N 134.S,4 L"	 290060 722
2113119041 03/09/78 63 20 15772 5 18.95 145.25 10 2m2E NO CCCL LLLL 57.07 N 135.96 W	 290062 773
211 ,0620054 03/04/78 14 20 1542"4 S 10.8:0 1 .47.41 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 57.07 N 151.75 W	 290061 812
21/1319030 03/06/78 63 20 15521 S 12.79 146.72 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.08 N 135.98 W	 290061 9
21178-08063 04/2'SJ7R 199 19 1-6421 0 36.32 144.27 9.0 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.41 N 029.89 E	 290063 184
211211'9490 031-04/78 71 19 15633 5 14.51 146.95 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 5E.41 N 146.48 W	 290062 121
2112820294 031• 09/78 78 19 15731 5 16.90 1,4.6.42 60 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 58.41 N 156.52 W	 290062 5811
2111621032 03/06/?8 84 19 15564 5 12.8'5 147.36 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.41 N 165.13 W	 290061 791
2111921.204 03/04/78 E7 1'9 15606 5 13.85 147.11 70 EEF'E NO CCCL LLLL 58.41 N 169.42 W	 290062 98
2112021263 03/04/78 88 19 15620 S 14.19 147.02 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.41 h 170.85 W	 290062 71
211,0818334 031.06178 58 19 15451 S 10.41 148.11 310 EFEE NO CCC`L LLLL 5Y.42 N 127.85 W	 290061 503
211161'9200 03/06/78 66 19 15563 5 12..83 147.37 N•A MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 58.42 N 139.33 W	 0 0
211351 19270 03/10./78 67 19 15828 S 19.59 146.08 70 EEF2 40 CCCL LLLL 58.42 IN 140.76 W	 290063 S3
2110820170 031'0"6/78 76 19 1545.2 S 10.43 148.11 90 FETE h0 CCCL LLLL 58.4.2 N 15.3.67 W	 290061 429
21/0920224 03/06178 77 19 15466 5 10.71 1 ,48.01 NA 222? NO 'CCCL LLLL 56.42 N 155.10  	 a 0
2111220401 03/06.178 80 19 1550b 5 11.61 147.71 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.42 N 159.40 W	 290060 724
2113120470 03/09/78 81 1 9 15773 5 18.11 1 ,46.28 90 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 58.42 N 160.82 W	 290062 782
2111320460 03/06./78 81 1'9 15522 5 11.92 147.12 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.42 N 160.83 r	 290061 12
211710 .726E 04'2'5/78 192 19 16323 0 33.66 144.64 1l0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.43 h 039.91 E	 290063 136
211101'845? 03IU6178 iW 19 15479 S 10.99 147.91 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 5b.43 N 130.72 W	 290061 257
2112520121 03/1 10/78 75 19 15689 5 15.89 146.68 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.43 N 15.2.25 W	 290062 633
2IT2720235 03•11-0178 77 19 15717 5 16.60 146.56 40 EEEE UO CCCL LLLL 58.43 N 155.11 W	 290062 658
2112920353 03/09178 79 19 15745 S 17.35 1 . 46.42 60 EEFP NO CCCL LLLL 56.43 N 158.00 w	 290062 591
2112121322 03/04/78 A9 19 15634 S 14.52 1 ,46.96 40 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 58.43 N 172.33 W	 290062 126
21110.07201 04/21/78 191 19 16309 D 33.30 144.64 21 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 5f.44 N 041.33 E	 290063 105
211690.7143 04•12'1178 190 19 1-4495 0 32.p9 144.72 9.0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.44 N 042.77 E	 290063 77
211 ,091'8393 03106178 59 19 15465 S 110.69 148.01 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.44 N 12'9.31 W	 290061 250
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PROP 01101178 10 04/30.178
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROY ORBIT OAY/KITE SUN
	 SUN	 X CLO QUALITY CCP CCP	 MODE GAIN PICTUR,E	 P33CTUfE	 IIIt"FILM M ilt FLIT
	
ID	 DATE	 8	 /'SPCL	 ELEV A2I 1P COVER 456 .7	 QLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNT ,R LONG	 ROLL	 FfAIIE
2112818462 03/09/78 60 19 1 1 573-P S 16.94 1 . 46.51 1 70 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 5b.44 N 130.75 W	 290062 569
2111919373 03104/78 69 19 15605 S 13.80 147.13 H-A m"Plq N0 CCCL LLLL 58.44 N 143.65 w	 0 0
211201 19431 03/04/78 70 19 1561 1 9 5 14.1.4 147.05 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.44 N 145.08 W	 290062 61
2117407432 04/26178 195 19 16365 0 34.87 1 .44. St' 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.45 N 035.57 E	 290063 272
2111319024 03/06178 63 19 15521 S 11.86 147.66 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.45 N 135.06 W	 290061 S
211311 ,9034 03/09/78 63 19 15772 S 1p.05 146.31 116 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.45 N 135.06 W	 290062 772
211062005.2 03104,178 74 19 15424 S 09.86 1 .4b.3v 6D E-EEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.45 N 1511.83 Y	 290061 811,
2111020223 03106/78 78 19 15480 S 110.99 1 .47.93 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 5:6.45 k 156.57 w	 290061 263
1111218565 031061?f 62 19 15507 S 11.55 ills ? . 76 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 58.46 N 133.63 V _	 290060 721
2111921202 03/04/78 87 18 15606 S 12.93 148.13 40 EEFE NO CCCI LLLL 59.78 N 168.45 r	 290062 97
2112021261 03/04/78 1!48 18 1'5670 5 13.27 146.05 R0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.78 N 169.68 W	 290062 70
21178.08061 04/25/78 199 18 16421 D 35.45 1 ,45. E6 90 ME NO CCCL LLLL 59.79 N 030.86 E	 250063 183
2112119484 03/04/78 71 18 15633 S 13.59 147.98 100 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 59.79 N 145.52 W	 290062 120
2112219543 03/04/78 72 18 15647 S 13.92 147.93 NA }1NP% NO CCCL LLLL 59.79 N 146.95 W	 0 0
2112820291 03/09/78 78 18 15731 S 16.08 1 ,47.55 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.79 N 155.55 w	 290062 560
2111120344 03106/78 Ito 18 1550,9 S 1'0 . 68 148.61• 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 59.79 N 15.8.42 Y	 290060 723
2111320453 03106178 61 1'8 15522 5 10.98 146.6R 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.79 N 159.86 w	 290061 11
2713120464 03/09/78 F1 1-8 15771 S 17.20 147.39 00 FEES Iwo CCCL LLLL 59.79 N 159.86 W	 290062 784
2111 ,621025 U3106/78 84 18 15564 S 11.93 148.36 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.79 N 164.16 W	 290061 79C
2111018445 03106 ./78 60 1'8 15474 S 110.05 148.1-7 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.80 N 129.75 W	 290061 251
2111619194 0110647P 66 18 15563 S 11.90 1 ,48..36 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 59.80 N 138.35 Y	 0 I
2113'519263 03/10/78 67 lb 1 , 582,9 S 18.69 1 .47.27 40 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 59.80 N 139.78 w	 290063 5i
2112320001 03/09-/78 73 1.F 15661 S 14.27 147.,96 NA 66R" NO CCCL LLLL 59.80 N 148.40 W	 0 0
2112720232 0311'0/78 77 18 15717 S 15.69 147.64 90 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL $9.80 N 154.14 w	 290062 657
21129203150 03/09/78 79 It 15745 S 16.44 147.51 60 EEEE NO C[Sl LLLL 54.80 N 157.00 w	 290062 590
2 11212 13 15 U3/Co4/78 "9 1 .8 15634 5 13.61 1 .47.98 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.80 N 171.35 w	 290062 125
211/319021 03/06/78 63 1 18 15521 S 110.92 148.64 no E#EE NO CCCL LLL L 59.61 N 134 . 06 W	 290061 7
211191937() 03/04/731 69 1b 15605 S 12.k9 1 .48.15 50 EEEF 1#0 CCCL LLLL 59.81 N 14.2.68 W	 290062 89
2112019425 03/04/78 70 1.8 15619 S 13.23 148.07 80 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 59_81 N 144.10 W	 290062 60
2112520115 03110/78 75 18 15699 S 14.97 147.75 p 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.81 N 151.27 Y	 290062 632
2113119032 03/09/78 63 18 15772 5 17.15 147.42 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL $9.82 N 134.08 Y	 290062 771
2111112(1281 U3/06i?b 7F 1E 7548 1 44 S 10.05 14F.h9 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.82 N 155.59 W	 2,90061 262
211-682054.2 04/71178 Y. 7 18 16289 D 31.85 146.21 30 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.82 N 161.33 W	 290063 70
2113521095 03/10/78 85 18 15829 S 18.71 147.22 NA mm"m NO CCCL LLLL 59.82 N 165.63 W	 0 0
2111218563 03/U6178 62 1 18 15507 5 10.62 148.72 p0 EEPF No CCCL LLLL 59.83 N 132.66 W	 290060 720
7111921195 03/04/78 87 17 15606 S 12.01 149.19 30 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 61.14 N 1.67.41 W	 190061 96
2112021254 [13/04/78 FF 17 156ZD 5 12.35 149.12 90 FETE NO CCCL LLLL 61.14 N 168..83 w	 290062 69
2112119481 03/04/79 71 17 15633 S 12.66 149.07 TO EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 61 . 15 N 144.47 W	 290062 119
2112820285 03/09/78 78 17 15731 S 15.17 10.69 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 61.15 N 1154.50 w	 290062 S79
2111320451 03/06/78 !1 17 tS522 S 10.04 149.64 f1 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 61.15 N 158.81 W	 290061 10
.,.,,,v.:Y .air. 	 ^^^z^^^c^.i^^s^ts^e::,^zr^,^^.,.a-^ta•.v.:^r^ia
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	10:11	 FR.Ol1 01101178 TO 04/30.78
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATVI ROW ORBIT DA FT/N.ITE SUN SUN h CLO QUALITY CCN CCM	 NODE GA SIN PICTURE P*CTU(1f MICROFILM PIC Fill
ID DATE M /SPCL ELEV AZIN COVER 4567 OLTY	 4567 4567 CNT'R LAI CN1'R LONG ROLL FWARE
2111621023 03 .1`06178 K4 17 15564 S 11.01 149.40 90 FEEE MO CCCL LLLL 61.1'5 N	 163.1'1 W 290061 789
211161'9191 03,106178 66 17 13563 5 10.98 149.41 10 EF-EE NO CCCL LLLL 61.16 N	 137.31 it 290061 787
2112219540 03104178 72 17 15647 S 13.00 149.02 90 EE-EF MO CCCL LLLL. 61.16 N	 14S.91 W 290062 209
2112920344 03109/78 79 17 1S745 S 15.S3 148..66 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 61.16 N	 1'55.95 W 290462 S69
2113120461 113IU9178 Al 17 15773 S 116.29 148.55 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 61.16 N	 1'58.83 W 290062 780
21121213'13 031'04172 P9 17 15634 5 12.69 149.0f 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 61.16 h	 170.34 W 290062 124
2111319015 03.106178 63 17 1'5521 S 09.99 149.67 p.0 FEFE NO CC-CL LLLL 61.11 N	 133.01 W 290061 b
2112019423 031'04172 70 17 15619 s 12.31 149.14 30 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 61.17 N	 143.05 W 290062 59
211231VS95 03109118 73 17 1S66i S 13.35 148.97 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 61.17 N	 147.36 W 290062 412
21125.20112 03.11!0178 75 17 15689 S 14.06 148.0.6 90 EE g f NO CCCL LLLL 61.17 N	 1.50..23 W 290062 631
2112720230 03/10/78 77 17 1'57'17 S 14.76 148.77 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 61.17 N	 1'S 3.110 W 290062 656
2111'919364 03,104178 69 17 15605 S 11.97 149.21 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 61.16 N	 141.63 W 290062 88
21'16820540 04/21/78. A:2 17 16289 D 30.96 147.72 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 61.18 N	 16.0.28 w 290063 69
2113119025 031'09178 63 17 15772 S 16.24 148.58 0 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 61.19 N	 133..04 W 290062 770
2113521092 03/10/78 F5 17 15829 S 17.80 148.42 0 FEEE NA CCCL LLLL 61.19 N	 764.58 W 290063 61
2112021257 03/04/78 48 16 15W S 11.43 150.26 90 FEFE h0 CCCL LLLL 62.49 N	 167.70 w 290062 68
2112820282 031OY/78 7P 1,6 15731 S 14.25 149.99 70 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 62.50 N	 153.36 w 290062 578
2112119475 03/'04178 71 1.6 156.33 S 11.74 150.22 30 E-EEE NO CCCL LLLL 62.51 N	 143.34 W 290062 118
21116210.21 03/06178 84 16 15564 S 10.08 150.51 KO FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 62.51 N	 161.98 w 290061 788
?1119211'93 03.1'04/78 h7 16 15606 5 11.03 150.33 20 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 62.51 N	 166..28 w 290062 95
2117219534 ti3.10417N 72 16 15647 S 1.2. ti? 150.1F. 81 EEEE ho CCCL LLLL 62.5.2 N	 144.78 W 290062 208
2112420341 031'09/76 79 16 15745 5 14.60 149.87 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 62.52 N	 1'54.82 W 290062 388
2113120455 03/09/78 81 16 15773 5 15.36 149.79 40 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 62.52 N	 157..69 W 290062 779
21121213 % 03.104/78 69 16 15634 S 11.76 150.22 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 62. 5.2 N	 1 , 6 1P.16 W 290062 123
2111 1 6191V5 03/06/78 66 16 15563 5 1'0.05 15C.52 110 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 62.53 N	 136.118 W 290061 786
711201'9421 £3104/78 7ir 16 15619 5 11.38 150.29 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 62.53 N	 141.92 W 290062 58
2112570110 05./1 10/7F 75 1 . 6 15689 S 13.14 150.04 qp FFF.E NG CCCL LLLL 62.53 N	 1.49.1'0 W 290062 630
2111919361 03.04178 69 16 1'5605 S 11.04 1'50.3'5 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 62.54 N	 140.50 w 290062 87
211231959.2 03/`09/78 73 16 15661 5 12.42 150.14 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 62.54 N	 146.23 w 2900.62 411
2'112720223 U3:110/7R 77 T6 15717 5 13.87 149.95 80 EFEF %0 CCCL LLLL 6.2.54 N	 151.97 w 290062 655
2116820533 04/21/78 b2 16 16289 D 30.06 149.29 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 62.54 N	 159.15 w 290063 68
2113S.21090 IJ3110118 F5 16 15H29 S 16.F9 149.65 0 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 6.2.54 N	 163.45 W 290063 60
2'l13ll902'3 0.3109/78 63 16 15772 5 15.32 149.81 20 E2?'F NO CCCL LLLL 6.2.55 N	 131.90 w 290062 769
2112021245 03.`04178 F:8 1 1 5 15620 S 110.50 151.41 FAA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 63.84 N	 166.47 W 0 0
21124262$0 03/09/78 78 1 1 5 15731 5 13.32 1.51.1! 70 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 63.85 N	 152.13 w 290062 577
211211'9472 031184/78 71 1 1 5 15633 S TO. £i1 151.45 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 63.86 N	 142.11 W 290062 117
21119111'90 03.'04/78 hf 15 15606 S 10.15 151.54 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 63..8'6 N	 165.05 W 2901162 94
2112121304 0.3104178 89 15 15634 5 110.84 151.44 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 63.b6 N	 167.93 W 290062 122
2112219531 03464/7P 72 15 15647 S 11.14 151.42 50 EE'EF NO CCCL LLLL 63.87 N	 143.56 Mi 290062 707
2113120452 0310Y/78 81 15 15773 S 14.44 151.09 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 63..87 N	 1'56.47 W 0 0
ARC14 1VAL IMAGE REPORT -ARC HIM
STANDARD CATALOG
07/06/78	 LANDSAT 2	 NSr SENSOR	 PAGE 146
Y0: I 
	 FROr 01/01/Tu 10 04150,/?b
OESERVATI ' ON ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/N • ITF SUN SUN Y CLD QUALITY CC'R C C R	 MODE GAIN PICTURE Pfc:L'R;E MI!CR•O#I'LM RTC FL11
ID DATE D /SPCL ELFV A,I1M COVER 4567 QL7Y	 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CkTIR LONG ROLL FRA"E
2112019414 03104178 70 15 15619 S 10.44 151.52 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 63.80 H 1'40.68 4	 290.062 57
21125 211J1 103 03 1 1+0-178 75 15 156F. 9 S 12.72 151.29 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 63.83 N 147.87 d	 290062 629
211.2F20221 03/1'0178 77 15 15717 S 12.94 151.23 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 63.8A N 150.73 w	 290062 6546
2112920315 03/'09178. 79 15 15 .745 5 13.6p 151.16 60 E'EE ! E NO CCCL LLLL 63.88 N 733.60 w	 290062 587
2111 ,919'35S 031114/78 0 15 15605 S 10.1$ 151.57 0 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 63.89 N 159.26 k	 290062 86
211231'9590 03/09/78 73 15 15661 S 11.50 151.3( 20 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 63.8'9 N 145.01 w	 290062 410
2116120531 04121/78 F2 15 16289 D 29.14 150.94 80 EFF'E NO CCCL LLLL 63.89 N 157.92 w	 290063 67
211352'1:083 03/110-178 85 15 15829 S 15.97 1'51.71 0 EEFE N.0 CCCL LLLL 63.89 N 162.22 w	 290063 S9
21089ZOO84 02/03178 75 15 15lib? S 02.06 154.04 TO f'EEE NO CCCL HHLL 64.02 N 1 ,48.02 W	 290060 228
21121121243 03/04/78 8'8 14 1562'0 S 09.57 152.79 80 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 65.17 N 165.13
_
w	 290062 67
2112820273 03109178 78 14 15731 S 12.40 152.53 70 FEEE No CCCL LLLL 65.19 N 150.80 w	 290062 576
2112720215 0311 ,0178 77 14 15717 5 12.01 152.59 20 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 65.21 N 149.39 w	 290062 633
2 1 12219525 031041 ?8 72 14 15647 S 10.21 152.75 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 65.22 N 142.22 w	 290062 206
:11231-9583 63IP9178 73 14 1S.661 5 li0.56 152.12 10 ME NO CCCL LLLL 65.22 N 143.66 w	 290062 409
2112520/01 03/10/78 75 14 156b9 S 11,.78 152.65 30 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 65.22 N 146.52'w 290062 628
2112920332 03/09/78 79 14 15745 S 12.75 152.54 PO EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 65.22 N 1.52.26 w	 290062 586
2113120450 03/09178 81 14 1 .5773 S 13.52 152.48 110 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 65.22 N 155.13 w	 290062 778
21168,20524 04121178 F2 14 1 .62?9 D 28.20 152.6? 5o EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 65.23 N 156.57 w	 290063 66
21135Z1i081 031110-17F Z15 14 15829 S 15.05 152.44 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 65.23 N 160..87 w	 290063 58
21$6920583 04/21/78 83 14 16303 D 28.58 152.7? 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 65.24 N 158.02 w	 290063 104
2 1089,2008 2 02/03/718 75 14 15197 S 01.01 155.21 40 1EEE NO CCCL HHLL 65.3.18 N 146.6.7 W	 290060 225
2112021240 03/04/78 86 13 15620 5 08.63 154.21 TO EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 66.49 N 163.65 w	 29006? 66
211 .2820271 03/0917F IF 13 15731 S 11.46 154.013 70 EPEE NO CCCL LLLL 66.52 N 149.33 w	 290062 575
21127IOZ12 03/10/18 It 13 1571? S 11.08 154.07 1 1 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 66.54 N 147.92 w	 290062 6S2
21129211330 03f-U9/78 79 13 15745 S t1.F2 154.114 90 EEEF AO CCCL LLLL 66.54 N 150.75 w	 290062 585
2112219522 03/04/78 72 13 15647 S 09.27 154.21 H-A RMHM No CCCL LLLL 64.55 N 147.75 w	 0 0
2112319581 03/09/78 71 13 15661 S 09.62 15 ,4.18 $0 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 66.55 N 142.1 .8 w	 290062 408
2112 .52UO0 4 03/1 10/78 75 13 15689 S 10.35 154.12 U EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 66.55 N 145.05 w	 290062 627
2113120443 03/'09/78 81 13 15,773 5 12.59 153.9b 40 E'EF 1+o CCCL LLLL 66.55 N 153.66 w	 290062 777
21135211074 03/1,0/78 E5 13 15829 S 14.12 153.9E 1'0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 66.55 N 159.40 w	 290063 57
2111 6F20522 04/21/78 t.2 13 16289 0 27.26 1'54.52 1111 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 66.5.6 N 155.11 k	 290063 65
2116920581 04121/7'8 83 13 16503 0 27.63 154.5E. h0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 66.57 N 15.6.55 w	 290063 10'5
21 , 00920075 02/03178 75 13 15187 5 00.26 15.6.50 1-0 E1EE NO CCCL HHLL 66.71 N 145.19 w	 290060 2;^4
2112021234 03/04/18 88 12 15620 5 07.10 155.1'h 0 EEEE 11,10 CCCL LLLL 67.8'0 N 162..02 W	 290067 6S
2112820264 03/-69 / 78 7F 12 15731 S 10.57 155.65 sn EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 67.83 N 147.70 w	 290062 574
2113170441 03/09/78 F1 12 15773 S 11.65 155.64 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 67.85 N 152.02 w	 290062 776
2112920323 03/09/78 79 12 15745 5 10.88 155.68 40 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 67.86 N 149.16 w	 290062 584
2112720210 03/10/7F 77 12 15717 S 10.13 155.71 0 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 67.8.7 N 146..29 w	 290062 651
2113521072 03/1 ,0 / 78 85 12 15829 5 13.18 155.66 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 67.87 N 157.77 w	 290063 56
?1168211515 04/21178 r2 12 16211.9 0 26.31 156.5[ U EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 67.818 N 153.47 W	 290063 64
F
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07106178 LANDSAT 2	 455 SENSOR PAGE 148
10:11 FROM 01101178 TO U4 /30/7P
OBSERVATION ENTRY	 PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/'N'ITF SUN SUN X CLD QUALITY CC$	 CCR MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE RIC:ROFILII HIC IFLM
ID DATE N /SP€L SLEW A2LM COVER 45.67 QLTY 4567 4567 CNTIt LAI CNTR LONG ROLL feamf
2111604092 03106178 155 64 15554 D 41.14 103.76 NA IRPORM NO CCCL HHLL 05.75 S	 072.23 E 0 0
2'1171041$4 04/25/78 156 65 16321 D 42.62 074..01 30 FEET NO CCCL HHLL 07.1 . 8 S	 0.70.43 E 290063 130
2117004125 04/25/78 155 65 16307 D 42.63 074.52 30 2EEE NO CCCL HHLL 07.1+8 5	 071.87 1 290063 126
21128'01524 03/04/78 131 65 15720 D 41.67 097.100 80 EEF. E- NO "CCCL tI.LL" 07.18 S	 1106.29 E 290062 51.4
2117701265 04125/78 126 65 16403 D 4.2.41 070.9 18 20 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 07.18 S	 113.45 E 290063 231
21086011-62 02/'03178 125 65 15134 0 41.56 112.75 1 .00 11EEE NO CCCL HHLL 07.18 S	 11=4.89 E 290060 116
2117401093 04126/78 123 65 16361 D 42.57 072.St 60 FEES NO CCCL HHLL 01.1 1 8 S	 117.73 E 290063 232•
2112001062 03104/78 123 65 15608 D 41.36 100.80 50 2EEE No CCCL WILL 07.18 S	 117.77 E 290062 41
2111604094 03/06/78 155 65 15.554 D 41.24 102.51 NA MR"" NO CCCL WILL 07.19 S	 071.89 E- 0 0
21123101235 03109178 126 65 15650 D 41.47 699.39 50 FEES NO CCCL HHLL 07.19 5	 113.48 E 290042 371
2112201180 03:104178 125 65 15636 D 41.43 099.,87 30 EEEF NO CCCL HHLL 07.15€ S	 11 .4.92 E 200062 236
2111701272 04/25/78 126 66 16403" D 41.71 069.•87 20 EPEE NO CCCL HHLL 06.462 S	 113.11 E 240063 242
21086011 . 64 02/'03.178 125 66 15134 0 41.F9 111.5? 40 FEEL NO CCCL NHLL 08•.62 S	 114.55 E 290068 137
2117401095 04/?6178-123 66 1-6361 0 41.85 071.36 NA M11RM NO CCCL HHLL 08.62 S	 117.4Q E O 0
2112001065 €13Ju4178 123 66 15609 D 41.3# 099.54 40 E'FEE NO CCCL 'HHLL 08.62 S	 117.43 E 290062 42
2117301241 03109178 126 66 15650 D 41.46 098..13 30 EE'E.E NO CCCL HHLL 09..63 S	 113.14 E 290062 372
2112201192 03104/78 125 66 15636 D 41.43 098.62 30 EEFF NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 S	 114.58 E 290062 2J.t
2117101274 04/25/78 126 67 164. 03 D 40.98 068.79 40 FEES NO CCCL HHLL 10.06 S	 112.76 E 290063 233
2lbb601171 UM31 78 125 67 15134 D 42.118 11.0:.27 QO EE EE NO CCCL HHLL '1 10.06 S	 11'4.21 E 290060 138
2117401102 04/26/78 123 6 .7 16361 D 41.15 070.2E NA "MR" NO CCCL HHLL 110.06 5	 117.06 E 0 0
2108001054 02/03178 123 67 151106 D 42.33 1'10.71 70 FEEL NO CCCL HHLL 10.06 5	 117.07 E 290060 203
2112001071 03/04/78 123 67 15608 D 41.37 098.29 40 ELSE NO CCCL HHLL 10.06 S	 117.08 E 290062 43
2111'901012 03:/04/78 122 67 15594 D 41.36 09.8.76 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 10.06 S	 1 :18.51 E 0 0
2112301244 03/09/78 176 6.7 15650 0 41.41 096.89 4U FEEL 40 CCCL HHLL 10.07 S	 11.2.80 E 290062 373
2112201185 03104178 12'S 6 .7 15636 D 41.40 097.37 20 FEES NO CCCL HHLL 10.07 S	 114.25 E 290062 238
208961-2332 03104178 241 72 12491 D 29.37 050,.27 0 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 17.29 S	 053.73 Y 0 0
2089412220 03/04/78 ?39 72 12463 D 29.3"4 056.02 0 17777 NO CCCL LLLL 17.30 5	 050.85 V 0 0
2 ,089612334 031"04/78 241 .73 12491 D 26.26 049.82 0 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 18.73 S	 054.08 w 0 0
2'087412115 02/14/76 237 73 12'1 1 84 D 28.90 04.8..37 70 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 18.74 S	 048.32 Y 0 0
2'087512173 02/14/78 23'8 73 12198 D 28.82 048.37 4:0 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 1 .8.74 S	 044.75 Y 0 0
20893121 , 64 03/04/78 23-8 73 12449 D 28.21 049.47 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 18.74 5	 049.78 Y 0 0
2'087612231 07/14/78 239 73 12212 D 28.75 1148.35 60 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 1b.74 S	 451.17 Y 0 0
ZORY4.12222 03/04178 239 73 17463 D 28.23 049.58 0 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 19.74 S	 D51.20 w 0 0
2'089312171 0/04/78 238 74 124.49 D 27.09 049.06 110 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 20..17 5	 050.14 Y 0 0
2'089612341 03/04/78 241 74 12491 D 27.15 049.41 110 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 20.17 S	 U54.44 Y 0 0
2'087412122 02/14/7F 237 74 121P.4 D 27.76 047.96 60 1666 NO CCCL LLLL 2008 S	 048.68 Y 0 O
I	 2087512180 02/14178 738 74 12'1 1 98 D 27.68 047.97 50 666.6 NO CCCL LLLL 20.18 S	 050.110 w 0 D
2087612234 02/14/76 239 74 12212 D 27.6.0 047_98 90 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 20.118 5	 851.53 Y 0. 0
2'089412225 03104/78 239 74 12463 D 27.11 049.18 0 7717 NO CCCL LLLL 2:0.18 S	 051.56 Y 0 0
2089312113 03/04./78 238 75 12'449 D 25.96 04#.69 30 7777 N.0 CCCL LLLL 21.61 5	 05.0.50 Y 0 0
ARCHI'VA'L JRAGE REPORT -AF•CHto
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10-:12	 FRO14 01/01178 TO 04/30.178
OBSE'RV'ATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAIMITE SUN SUN X CLO OUALITV CCM	 CCM NODE GA Lk PICTURF PICTURE RI-CR.OFILM MfC FLIT
to DATE S /SPCC ELEV AlI IN COVER 4561 QLTT 4567 4567 CNT1t LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FREE
208941.2231 03/04179 239 75 12463 D 25.98 n4S.F. q N-A 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 21.61 S 051.92 Y 0 0
208961-2343 03.104179 241 75 12491. D 26..03 049.04 %A 2222 NO CCCL L!LL 21.61 S 054.79 v 0 0
208741.2124 02/14/78 237 75 121!94 D 26..61 047.59 70 6666 NO CC-CL LLLL 21.62 S 049.04 W 0 0
2081751-2182 02114118 238 15 121 ,98 0 26.54 047.60 80 6666 N0 CCCL LLLL. 21.,62 S 050.46 W 0 0
2087612240 021'1,4178 239 75 1221.2 0 26.46 047.61 90 6665 NO CCCL LLLL 21.62 S 051.90 Y 0 0
2107722514 03/10/78 99 76 15021 D 44.34 099.98 20 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 2'3.00 S 148.30 E 290061 169
2109622574 03106178 100 76 1'5286 D 42.09 096.15 10 E'EEif ND CCCL LLLL 23.01 S 146.:89 E 290061 549
2107822573 03.11.0,1 TA 100 76 15035 0 44_21 099.86 90 FFE-F NO CCCL LLLL 23.01 S 146.90 E 290061• US
2109522520 03106/78 99 /6 15272 0 42.2:0 096.42 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 23.01 S 148.32 E 290060 765
208731.2072 03/•09178 236 76 12170 D 25.54 047.15 80 7777 40 CM LLLL 23.05 S 047.98 W - 0 0
209091-2054 03/04/78 236 76 12672 D 25.71 11.50.63 ?0 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 23.05 5 047.98 W 0 0
2089112063 03/04/78 236 76 12421 D 24010 048.15 0 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 23.05 S 048.00 w 0 0
2087412131 0211 ,417t 237 76 1218A D 25.46 047.25 80 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 23.05 S 049.41 W 0 0
2 1 089312180 03/04/78 . 238 76 12449 0 24.82 048.36 60 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 23.05 S 050.86 W 0 0
2089412234 03,104178 239 76 12463 8 24.84 048.47 20 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 23.05 5 052.29 W 0 0
2087712101 0?114/78 240 76 1.2226 0 25.25 047.3'G NA 1111 NO CCCL LLLL 23.05 S 053.72 Y 0 0
208951:2292 03/04/78 24:0 76 12477 D 24.87 048.58 M'A 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 23.05 S 053.72 W 0 0
+	 20896123501 03/G4178 Al 76 1.2491 D 24.90 04:8.70 70 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 23.05 S 055.16 W 0 0
20875.2185 02/14/78 238 76 12198 D 25.38 047.26 60 666.6 No CCCL LLLL 23.06 S 050.83 W 0 0
208761-2243 02/14/78 239 76 12212 D 25.31 047.2F 90 6666 NO CM LLLL 23.06 S 052.,27 W 0 0
2107722521 03:1110178 99 77 15021 D 44.32 098.67 40 E'£EE ND CCCL LLLL 24.43 S 147.92 E 29.0061 370
2112922425 03110/78 97 77 15746 0 ;8.52 0.82.25 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 24.43 S 150.77 E 290062 668
21,09522522 0-3/'06/78 99 77 15272 0 42.09 095.21 80 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 24.44 S 147.94 E 290060 766
2109322405 03106178 97 77 15244 D 42.33 095.72 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 24.45 5 150.84 E 290061 1:93
20873120 ,75 03/09/78 236 17 12170 0 24.38 046.95 70 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 24.49 S O49.35 W 0 0
209091206U 03,1014/78 236 77 12671 0 24.60 U50.29 60 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 24.49 S . 048.35 W 0 0
2089112070 03:1'04/78 236 77 12421 D 23.66 047.86 40 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 74.45+ S 048.36 W 0 0
2087412133 02/1-4/78 237 77 121P4 D 74_30 046.95 NA 1111 NO CCCL LLLL 2`4.49 S 049.79 it 0 0
2087512191 02/14./78 238 77 12'19t D 24.22 046.96 70 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 24_49 S 051..21 W 0 0
20893121-82 03/04/78 238 77 12449 D 23.69 04.8.0C NA 2?22 NO CCCL LLLL 24.49 S 051.23 W 0 0
20876122'45 02/14/78 239 77 12212 0 24.15 n46.96 NA 1115 NO CCCL LLLL 24.49 S 052.64 k 0 0
2089412240 03/014./78 239 77 12463 D 23.70 048_17 10 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 24.49 S 052.66 W 0 0
2087712503 02/1,4/73 240 77 12226 0 24_09 047.00 40 1166 NO CCCL LLLL 24.49 S 054.0.9 W 0 0
20895 12294 03/04/78 240 77 12477 D 23.73 048.28 20 2777 NO CCCL LLLL 24.49 S 054.1'0 W 0 0
208961,2352 03/04/78 241 77 1.249'1 0 23.76 048.40 90 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 24.49 S 055.53 W 0 0
211.30224.90 03/09/78 98 78 15760 D 37.94 (}80.82 30 EEEE NO CC.ZL LLLL 215.87 S 148.96 E 290062 739
2112922431 03/10/78 97 78 1574.6 D 58.06 08'1.2P xC •EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 25.87 S 150.39 E 290062 669
2109422470 03104:/78 9P 78 15251 D 42.08 094.2E 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL ?5.88 S 149.01 E 290061 508
21093.22412 03/'06 ,178 97 78 15244 D 42.20 094.52 40 FEE2 NO CCCL LLLL 25.89 S 150.46 E 290061 194
2089112.072 03104/78 ?36 7S 12421 D 22.51 047.60 HA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 25.92 S 048.75 W Q 0
y^^ mac '+.. •tit '^+,
+.
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FROP 01/01178 TO 04130178
OBSERVATION .ENTRY	 PATH R-OW ORBIT D:AYMITE -.SUN SUN X CLD QUALITY CCR CCM	 !LODE GAIN pitTURE OrcTpRE 11ICR8fIL11 not As
1+0 DATE A tSFCL FLE'V AIIM COVER 4367 OLTY	 4567 4367 CN*R'LAT COT-it LONE ROLL FRAME
2,087312081 03/09/78 236 78 12370 D 23.22 046.68 10 7777 No CCCL LLLL 25.93 S	 048.73 M	 0 0
2090912063 03/04/78 236 78 12677 D 23.49 050..00 N-A FIRM, NO CCCL LLLL ?5.93 S	 046.73 it	 0 0
2087412140 02114178 237 78 12184 D 23.14 046.69 NA AMM6 NO CCCL LLLL 25.03 S	 050.17 y	 0 0
"	 208.7512194 02!141.78 238
.
78 1219'8 0 23.05 046.70 NA 1111. NO CCCL LLLL. 25.93 S	 05139 Y	 0 0
20851312185 03104/78 23'8 78 12449 0 22.54 047.20 q 7777 NO CCCL -:LLLL 25.93 S	 051.61 V	 0 0
2087613252 02/14/78 239 78 12212 0 22.98 046..71 NA 1111 NO CCCL LLLL 25.9-3 S	 05342 W	 0 0
206941-2243 03/04178 239 78 12463 D 22.56 647.96 10 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 25.93 S	 OS3.04 'V	 0 0
20877 12310 02/1 ,4178 240 78 124?26 D 22.93 046.75 50 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 25.93 5	 05:4.46 Y	 0 0,
20895/2301 03104/78-24.0 78 12,477 0 22.59 048.02 0 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 25.93 S	 054.47 V	 0 0
2089612355 03/.04178 241 76 1.2491 0 22..62 048.1:3 90 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 25.93 S	 055.90 W	 0 0
211010 ,1052 03/04178 122 79 15343 D 41.12 091.45 0 EEEE KO CCCL LLLL 27.30 S	 114.15 E	 190069 30
2113100324 03/09/78 116 79 15761 . 0 37.44 079.87 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 2'7.30 S	 197.73 E	 990002 748
2113022493 03/09/78 96 79 15760 D 37.44 0.79.88 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 77.30 S	 148.37 E	 940Ca? 740
211.2922434 03110/78. 9.7 79 13746 D 37.57 060.34 10 EE'EF NO CCCL LLLL 27.30 S	 15'0:.00 E	 '2*6062 470
2112822175 03/04/78 % 79 157.31 D 37.70 080•.79 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.30 S	 157.44 E	 00062 6'13
21083'.00SO 02/11/78 122 79 ISM D 4.3. 51 095.47 1 :0 Efam NO CCCL LLLL 27.32 5	 114.20 E	 26006.0 25.4
710942.?473 .03INIM 98 79 15258 D 41.99 093.110 60 EEff NO CCCL LLkL ?7.32 S	 148.64 E	 290061 S R
21.119;x2 , 14 04/06/28 97 79 15214 D 42.04 093:.34 TO E.E!EE NO. CCCL LLLL 27.32 S	 1SO.07 E	 290081 i	 ii
00022-M 03/64/78 96 T9 35 230 D 42.17 093 . 5 60 EE FE Nb CCCL LLLL 27.32 S	 151 . 50 E	 290060 643
2089:3'12084 03/09/18 ?36 79 12110 D 22.05 046.44 1.0 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 27.36 S	 049.11 M	 0 0,
2:090912065 03/04/78 236 79 12672 D ?2.37 049.72 80 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 27.36 S	 049.11 w	 0 O
20891.12075 03104178 236 79 12421 0 21.35 047..36 ILA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL ?7.36 S	 049.13 K	 0 0
208741214.2 02/14/78 237 79 12184 D 21.97 046.45 NA NFIM6 NO CCCL LLLL 27.16 S	 05035 Y	 0 0
200931219/ MOWS 238 79 12449 D 21.39 047.56 NA 222.2 NO CCCL LLLL 27.3+6 S	 052.00 W	 0 O
2089412245 031-04178 239 79 12463 D 21.40 04.7..6.7 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 27.36 S	 053.42 W	 0 0
2081712312 02/14178 240 79 1?2 6 D 21.77 046.51 40 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 27.36 3	 054.85 M	 0 0
2.0895123'03 03/04178 240 79 12477 D 27.44 047.78 1'0 7777 NO CM LLLL 27.36 S	 054.85 Y	 0 0
2089612361 03104178 241 79 12491 0 21.47 047.89 90 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 27.36 S	 056.29 W	 0 0
20811231,2483 U3/04/78 243 ' 79 12268 D 21.59 046.61 NA NOW NO CCCL LLLL 27.36 S	 059.16 W	 0 0
20898124 .74 031,04/78 243 79 12519 D 21.55 048.13 90 7777 NO C'tCL LLLL 27.36 S	 059.17 w	 0 U
208.9912532 03/04/78 244 79 12533 D 21.60 048..?6 60 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 27.36 S	 060.61 W	 0 0
208751'22 ,00 02/14/78 236 7y .12196 D 21.89 046.47 60 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 27.37 S	 051.97 W	 0 0
20876 .1?254 02114178 239 79 12212 D 21.81 046..48 60 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 2`7.37 S	 053.61
11
	 0 0
2110101:055 03/O4/78 122 90 15343 0 40:.88 090.34 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 28.73 S	 113.75 E	 290062 313
2113OZZ495 63/09178 98 8G 15760 D 36.92 079.00 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.73 S	 146.17 f	 290062 M.
21129?2440..03/1'0/78 97 80 15746 D 37.06 079.44 0 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 28.73 5	 149.61 E	 290062 671
2112822381 03/04/78 96 80 15732 D 37.70 0179.68 30 LEES NO CCCL LLLL 21.73 S	 TS1.04 E	 290062 4S4
Z 110001 ,002) 03/110,/78 121 80 1 15329 0 41.02 090.64 0 F F FF NO CCCL LLL1 28.714 5	 11 1 5.19 E	 290061 340
2108309105:2 02/11/78 122 80 15092 D 43..37 094.23 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.75 S	 113.86 8	 290060 255
21:09200594 02/2l3/ 76 121 EO 1507E 0 43:.51 094.15 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.75 S	 11'5.23 E	 290060 69
a
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ARCHIVAL FRAGE REPORT -AR,C141M
5TANIDAWD CATALOG
07/06178	 LAN!D5A7 2	 iSS' SENSOR
	10x12	 FROF ► 01/01/78 TO 04130178
OBSE'RVATLON ENTRY PAT44 ROW OR8 1 T DA 1417E SUN	 SUN	 2 CLD QUALITY CCM CCM	 MODE GAIiN PICTURE	 PICTURE
	
LD	 D'AT'E	 8	 /SPCL
	
ELEV A2LM COVER 4567	 QLTY 4567 4567 CNIR &AT C:11TR LONG
PAGE	 1'51
PtCROFILII 141 1 C FLIT
ROLL	 FLAME
2109100535 02/03/78 120 80 15064 0 43.65 094.5[ 5.0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.75 S 1116.66 E	 290060 54
2109422475 03/04/78 98 80 15258 0 41.71 091.94 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 2.8.75 S 141.25 F	 290061 STO
2109322421 U3106,/79 97 80 15244 D 41.£5 092.1'r 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.75 S 149.67 E	 290061 196
21092223'62 03/04/78 96 80 15230 D 41.99 092.42 60 EEE2 NO CCCL LLLL ?8.75 S 151.10 E	 290060 644
2107912457 03110176 244 80 1 15043 D 43.8'5 094.63 70 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 28.75 S 061.15 w	 290061 394
2109900541 03//0178 120 86 1'5315 D 41.16 090..b9 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.76 S 116.,69 E	 290061 324
2089312794 03104•/78 238 80 1.2449 D 20.22 047.36 30 7777 N6 CCCL LLLL 28..79 S 052.39 w	 0 0•
2089912534 03404.178 244 80 12533 D 20.45 048.05 80 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 28.79 S 061..00 w	 0 0
2088?13002 03104.178 245 90 12296 D 20.33 046.51 40 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 2'b.79 $ 062.4S r	 0 0
20874121-45 02114/78 237 80 121.84 D 20.79 046..25 N.A 1116 NO CCCL LLLL 218..80 S 050.95 w	 0 0
2087512203 02/14,178 238 bO 1.2198 D 20.73 046.. 17 80 6666 NO CM LLLL 28..80 5 052.37 w	 0 0
2087612261 02/14/78 ?19 80 12212 D 20.63 046.2! 20 6165 NO CCCL LLLL 28..80 S 053.,80 it	 0 0
2089412252 03:104:178 239 80 12463 D 20.74 047.47 90 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 2'8..80 S 0:53.bl w	 0 0
20877'12315 02/1-4/78 '240 80 12226 D 20.59 046.31 50 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 2 18.EO S 055.25. W	 0 0
?089512310 03/04/78 240 90 12477 0 20.27 [147.57 10 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 28.80 S Obi.25 w	 0 0
2089612364 03/04/78 741 80 12491 D 20.31 047.69 90 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 2A.E0 S 056.69 w	 0 0
208801,2485 03PO4178 243 80 1226N D 20.42 046.42 N-A 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 28.80 S 059.55 w	 0 0
2089 ,19 12480 03/04/78 243 80 12519 D 20.40 047.93 90 7272 NO CCCL LLLL 28..80 S 059.55 w	 0 0
2113400.510 03/10-178 119 91 15803 0 35.93 076.Y1 40 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 3'0.16 S 117.62 E	 290063 4
21130.22502 03/0917E 99 81 1'576{5 D 36.38 978.15 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.16 S 147.77 E	 290062 742
2112922443 03/1 10/78 97 81 1574 . 6 D 3'6.53 0715.59 VA "MMM NO CCCL LLLL 30.16 S 149.20 E	 0 0
2112722325 03/04178 95 9'1 15718 D 36.82 079.43 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 10.1u S 1'52.07 E	 290062 510
2110001002 03110./78 121 81 15329 D 40.75 089.55 0 2EEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.17 S 114.79 E	 290061 341
2109800485 031'06178 11'9 81 15301 D. 41.05 09.0.06 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.17 S 117.66 E	 29.0061 238
21.07900425 03/10178 118 61 15036 D 43.76 093.46 5.0 EEiE NO CCCL LLLL 30.17 S 119.10 E	 290061 3'82
211212?384 03/04/78 46 tit 1373.2 D 36.67 079.01 10 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 30.17 S 150.63 E	 290062 455
2102011000 02/'03178 121 81 13078 D 43.34 093.13 70 EEEE 40 CCCL LLLL 310.18 S 114.82 F	 290060 70
21081'00542 02/03178 120 d1 15064 D 43.48 091.25 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.18 S 116.26 E	 290060 55
2108000483 02/03.178 1 7 9 81 15050 D 43.62 093.35 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 3'0:.18 S 117.69 E	 290060 17
21097004310 03/'C,6•/7K 11F MI 15.267 D 41.19 090.33 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 10..18 S 1119.11 E	 290061 552
21093224 .23 03-/06/78 97 81 15244 D 41.63 091.04 80 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 30.18 S 1.49.27 E	 290061 197
2109222364 03/(14178 96 >.1 +°.Z30 D 41.77 091.29 fin FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.18 S 150.68 E	 290.060 645
210791245.4 03/1 1 0./78 244 151 15043 D 43.69 093.39 40 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 3'0.18 S 061.55 of	 290061 39S
2108012513 02103/16 245 81 15057 D 43.55 093.29 40 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 30.18 S 063.00 k	 290060 27
210O V00544 03/10478 120 81 153'15 0 40.90 089.79 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.19 S 116.I8 E	 290061 32S
2109422482 03/'04/78 98 81 1525~. D 41.45 090.F1 70 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 30.19 S 147.85 E	 290061 511
'	 21189312200 03104/79 2315 41 12449 S 19.135 047.2& m 2222 N0 CCCL LLLL 30•.22 S 052.80 w	 0 0
?D88213004 03fV4/78 245 81 12296 S 1'9.15 0146..35 50 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 30..22 5 062.84 w	 0 0
2090113053 03/04.178 246 91 12561 S 19.41 048.13 60 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 30.22 S 064.29 k	 0 0
2087411151 02/14/78 237 81 121 ,84 S 1'9.62 046.08 70 66.66 NO CCCL LLLL 30.23 S 031.34 Y	 0 0
aARCHIVAL IMAGE R,6PORT	 -ARCMIM
STANDAFD C414L06
07106/78 LAND'SAT 2	 453 SENSOR PAGE 13210:12 FROM 01/01/78 TO 04130.178
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT GA'Y/NRTF SUH SUN 2 CLO QUALITY CC"	 CCw MODE GAIN PICTURE P31CTURE 1RICKOFILN 1130 FLN
TD DATE 0 /SiPCL E•LEV AZIP C"EA 4567 QL1Y 4567 4567 CNTR LIST CM.TR LONG ROLL FRAM
208751.22Q5 02/14176 ?38 81 1?19'F S 19.54 04k. ft 70 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 30.23 3 052.77 W 0 0
2087612263 82/14./78 ?39 81 12212 S 19.45 046..12 10 6666 NO CCCL LILL 31.23 5 034.21 W 0 0
2089412?54 03/04/78 239 81 124.63 S 19.08 047.30 90 ?777 NO CCCL LLLL 30..93 5 054.22 W 0 0
2087712322 02/14/78 240 81 12226 S 119.41 046.1'5 90 6666 NO 'CCCL LLLL 3043 S 055.564 W 0 0
2089512312 03/04/78 240 81 1 .2477 5 19.11 047.41 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 30..23 5 055.04 6 0 .0
20896123 ?0 03104178 241 81 12491 S 19.15 047.52 90 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 30.,23 S 457.09 Y 0 O
2089712425 03/04/78 242 81 12505 5 19.19 047.63 N'A 7RMN NO CCCL LLLL 30.23 S 056.32 M 0 8'
2088012492 03/04/78 243 81 12268 S 19.25 046.25 1'00 7772 NO CCCL LLLL 30.23 5 059.95 W 0 0
2089812483 031041?8 2113 81 1.2519 S 19.25 047.75 90 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 30.23 S 059.95 W 0 0
2089912541 03/44178 244 81 12533 5 19.29 047.88 90 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 30.23 S 061.40 W 0 0
2088313062 03/04/78 246 81 12310. 5 1'9.12 046.&P 90 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 30,23 S 664.25 W
2087912434 03/114/78 242 81 12254 S 19.28 046.21 40 777? NO CCCL LLLL 30.24 5 958.50 N 0 0
211 1 0323404 03/10/78 107 82 1 1 5384 0 39..88 087.36 ?0 FE`EF NO CCCL LLLL 31.56 S 134.42 E 290061 349
2113400512 03/t0178 119 82 15803 D 35.33 076.02 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.59 5 117.21•E 240063 5
21/2922445 03/10176 97 82 15746 C 35.97 077.16 1'U FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.59 S 148.78 E z90062 6?2
2112622390 03/04178 96 82 1'5?32 D 36.13 078.19 30 E':EEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.59 S 150.22 E 290062 456
2109400492 03/06/78 119 E2 15301 D 40.76 088.90 0 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 31.60 S 117.?S E 290061 Z39
210 LT900411 03110178 118 82 1'5036 0 43..57 092.25. 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64: S 118. 1 68 E 290061 383
2109700433'63/06 /78 11h R2 15287 '	 0 40.92 089.2.3 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.60 S 118.69.E 290061 553
211302?504 03/09178 98 82 15760 D 35.81 077.33 TO EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.60 S 147.35 E 290062 743
210 FttOO544 02/03178 120 62 15864 O 43.28 092.04 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31..61 S 115.85 E 290060 564 21,0800049 {I 02103178 119 82 15050 D 43.42 092.14 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.61 S 1'17.28 E 290060 18
2107800373 03110178 117 87 15022 0 43..70 092.30 0 FIEF NO CCCL LLLL $1.61 5 12O.tS E 290061 37S
?109600374 03/06/78 117 82 152?3 0 41.07 089.50 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.61 5 1.20.1'5 E 290060 771
?109222371 03/04/78 94 82 15230 0 41.52 090.1P 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.61 5 1 1 50.46 E 290060 646
2107712344 03/13/78 242 82 15015 D 43.77 09.2.34 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.61 S 059.1 . 2 W 290062 349t 2107912461 03110/78 Z44 62 1`5043 D 43.49 092.1'1 30 'EEEE No CCCL LLLL 31.61 S 061.9 ,7 W 290061 396
21-08,012515 02/03/78 ?45 '82 15057 0 43.35 092.09 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.61 S 063.40 W 290060 28
211.99005'50 0311 !0.178 120 82 f 5.315 6 40.61 0.88.72 0 EEEF No CtCL LILL 34.62 S 1'1'5.8'7 E Z90061 326
2109422484 03•104/78 98 R2 1 15258 D 41.2? 089.72 40 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 S 147.43 E 290061 512
2109322430 03/06178 97 8.2 1'5244 D 41.37 089.94 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 S 1758.85 E I90061 198
C 2108112573 02/03178 246 87 15071 0 43.21 091.9E 90 FFFF NO CCCL LILL 31.62 5 064.82 H 240060 63
209011306-P 01./04178 746 82 1?561 S 18.26 046.00 60 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 31.65 S 064.69 W 0 0
2087412154 02114178 237 82 1,2184 S 18.43 045.95 50 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 31.66 5 051.76 W 0 0
2089312203 03/04/78 238 82 12+449 S 17.89 04.7.06 80 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 31.66 S 053..21 W 0 0
20894122x1 03/04/78 239 82 12463 5 17.92 047.17 100 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 31.66 5 054.,3 W 0 0
2089612373 03104/78 241 82 12491 S 17.99 047.38 90 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 31..66 S 057.50 W 0 0
2089712431 03/04/78 242 82 1:2505 S 118.03 n47.S.V 90 7777 !.o CCCL LLLL 31.66 5 058.93 W D 0
2088012494 03/04/78 ?43 82 12268 5 18.06 046.12 NA nNMN NO CCCL LLLL 31.66 5 060.36 W 0 0
208981248S 03104178 243 82 12519 S 18.08 047.61 90 7777 No CCCL LLLL 31.66 S 060.37 W 0 0
•	 r •	 x
ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -AkCMIM
STA'N.D ,AR'D CATALOG
07/06/78 LA*DSAT- 2	 4,SS SENSOR PAGE 153
TO: 12 FROM 01/01/78 TO 04/30/7P
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW O-RSIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN X CLD QUALITY CCM	 CCM 040DE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE RICR'OFILM 01I 1 C 	FLITID DATE M /SPCL ELEV AII!M COVER 4567 4.LTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG POLL FRBIIE
2089912543 03/'04/78 244 82 12535 5 18.14 047.73 90 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 31.66 S	 061.81 W	 0 0
2088213011 03104178 245 92 12296 • S 17.97 046.22 90 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 31.66 S	 063.,25 W	 0 0
i	 2088313065 03/04./78 246 82 12310 5 17.94 046..28 100 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 31.66 S	 064.67 W	 0 0
2087512.212 02111/78 238 82 1279 1? S 18.35 045.97 NA 1111 No CCCL LLLL. 31 .67 5	 D53.18 r	 0 0
2087612270 02/14/78 239 82 12212 S 18.27 046.00 0 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 31.6.7 S	 054.62 W	 0 0
2087712324 02/14/78 2'40 82 12226 5 18.72 04.6.01 IJA 1111 NO CCCL LLLL 31.67 S	 056.05 W	 0 .0
2089512315 03/04/78 240 82 12477 S 17.94 047.27 90 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 31.67 S	 056.05 W	 0 0
2087912440 03104/78 242 82 12254 5 1'8.110 045.08 30 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 31.67 S	 058..90 W	 0 0'
211 10323411 03110178 107 83 15384 D 39.53 086.31 110 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 33.31 S	 134..00 E	 290065 350
21110223352 03/06/78 106 83 15311} D 39.68, 08,6.65 10 IEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.01 S	 1350.43 E	 290061 618
21134-00515 03110/78 119 83 15803 D 34.70 075.26 1 1 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.02 S	 116.78 E	 290063 6
211310034.2 03109/78 116 b3 15761 D 35.22 076.53 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.02 5	 121.0+7 E	 190062 749
2113'000283 03/110478 115 83 15747 D 35.37 076.94 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 33.02 S	 172.52 F	 290062 677
2110:023234 03104/78 . 104 83 15342 D 39.99 087.20 50 E222 40 CCCL LLLL 33.02 S	 138.33 E	 290062 31.0
2113022511 03/09/78 98 83 15760 D 35.2.2 076.55 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 33.02 S	 146.92 E	 290062 744
2112922452 0311'0178 97 S3 15746 D 35.39 076.97 70 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.02 S	 148.35 F.	 290062 673
2117822393 03/04/78 96 83 15732 D 35.56 077.35 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.02 S	 149.79 E	 290062 457
21 ,09800494 03106/7P 119 S3 15301 D 40.45 U87.94 0 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.03 S	 116.83 E	 290061 240
210790043=4 03/10178 118 83 15036 0 43.34 091.05 80 SEEE N4 CCCL LLLL 33.03 S	 118.2'6 E	 290061 384
2709700435 03/06/78 MR 83 15287 C 40.61 086.17 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.03 S	 11R.26 E	 290061 554
21 .07722544 03/1 1 0/78 99 83 15021 D 43.48 091.12 50 FEEE 140 CCCL LLLL 33.03 S	 145.52 F	 290061 371
2109522545 03./06/7R 99 83 15272 0 40.7,9.;14'8.43 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.03 S	 145.52 E	 290060 767
21':07622490 03/13/78 98 83 15007 D 43.62 !191.18 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.03 S	 146.95 E	 290062 344
2109222373 0:3.104/78 96 U 1523 . 0 0 41.24 0R9.C9 6!D FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 3.3.03 S	 149.84 E	 290060 647
2108000492 02/03/715 119 F3 15050 D 43.19 090.95 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 S	 11-6.85 E	 290060 119
2109600381 03/06/78 117 85 15.273 D 40.77 OK1=.47 ZD EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 S	 119.71 C	 290060 772
21 1 078'003.8 , 0 03/1 10/78 117 83 150.22 D 43.47 b9l.11 0 PEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 S	 179.72 E	 290061 376
21 ,09500322 03104/7b 116 83 15259 0 40.92 OfSt.64 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 S	 121.15 E	 290061 517
1107700521 03/13/78 11'6 93 150015 0 43.61 091.17 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 S	 121.17 L	 290062 348
2109400264 03.106178 115 83 15245 D 41.07 DA8.86 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 S	 1.22.60 G	 290061 201
21OR223232 11.2111171! 144 R3 150 0 1 D 42.76 090.67 0 MEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 S	 138.41 E	 290060 252
2109322432 03/0.6/78 91 83 15244 0 41.0.8 088.87 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 S	 14F.43 F	 290061 199
21077123511 03./13/7P, 242 P3 15015 D 43.54 U91.14 10 PFFF N.0 CCCL LLLL 33.04 S	 059.54 W	 290062 350
2107912463 03/10/78 244 83 15043 D 43.26 091.Cf. 10 PFEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 S	 062.40 W	 290061 397
7108012522 02/03/78 245 N3 15057 D 43.12 090.91 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 S	 063.82 W	 290.060 29
2109422491 03./04/78 9P b3 1522`59 D 40.93 088.64 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 S	 147..00 F	 290061 513
21081125810 0.2/C3/78 246 83 15071 D 42.97 090.L4 0 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 S	 '065.25 W	 290060 64
2 1089412263 03/04179 2.3,9 F.3 12463 5 16.75 047.06 100 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 33.09 S	 055.05 W	 0 0
2'089812492 03.104178 243 83 12519 5 16.91 6)47.51 90 7777 n0 CCCL LLLL 33.09 S	 060.80 W	 0 0
2089912550 03104/78 244 ri3 17533 S 1,6.98 047.63 90 7777 NO ECCL LLLL 33.09 S	 06:2.23 6	 0 0
ARCHIV =AL IMAGE REPORT	 -ARCHIP
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1002 FR•OP 01/01/78 TO 04/50'1718
085LA VATION ENTRY PATH ROY ORBIT DAYPNlTf SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCP	 CCM PODS GAIN PICTURE PICTURF MICROFILM MAC ELM
ID DATE R /SPCL ELEV A WR COVE R 4567 QLTY 4567 4567 CN'TR	 LArT CXTR LONG ROLL FRAME
208-8213013 03/04/78 245 83 12?96 S 1-6.78 046.12 90 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 33.09 S	 063.66 Y	 0 0
2088313071 03/'04/78 246 83 123H S 1+6.74 046.16 1PD 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 33.09 S	 065.:09 Y	 0 0
2090113062 03/'04:/7B 246 83 12561 S 17.1'0 047.87 60 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 33.09 S	 06S.10 M	 0 0
?'08.74121 , 6.0 02/14/78 237 83 121184 S 17.24 0'45.8'5 1 10 6616 NO CCCL LLLL 33.10 S	 052.18 w	 0 0
208761227? 02/14.178 239 83 12212 5 17.09 045.89 NA 1111 NO CCCL LLLL 33.10 S	 055.04 w	 0 0
2087712331 0.2114/78 240 83 12226 5 17.03 045.92 90 66.66 NO CCCL LLLL 33.10 S	 056.47 w	 0 0
2089512321 0.3104178 240 83 12477 5 16.77 047.17 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 33.1 10 S	 056.47 0	 0 0
208'9612375 03/04/ 8 241 83 12441 S 16..62 047.2h NA 2272 NO CCCL LLLL 33.110 S	 OS7.91 W	 0 0 •
2087912443 03/04!'8 242 83 12254 S 16.91 045.98 90 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 33.110 S	 059.32 w	 0 0
208'9712434 03/04178 242 83 IZ505 S 16.8.6 047.39 50 2777 NO CCCL LLLL 33.10 S	 059.55 1=	 0 0
` 2098,0125'01 03,04/78 243 83 12268 S 16.87 046.03 NA AMMM NO CCCL LLLL 33.10 S	 060.77 w	 0 0
2113323085 03/110/78 101 64 15802 D 34.09 074.60 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.43 S	 14.2.1 1 5 E	 290063 1
2113022513 03/09/73 98 84 15760 D 34.61 075_F2 0 £FEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.44 S	 146.48 E	 290062 AS
2112922454 03110/78 . 97 84 15746 D 34.7.8 076.22 1 1 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.44 S	 147.90 E	 29006? 674
2112e?2395 03/04178 96 84 1573? D 34.96 076.63 ?0 FE EE NO CCCL LLLL 34.44 S	 149.35 E	 290062 458
21110.223354 03 ,06./78 106 84 15370 D 39.31 085.68 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.45 S	 13540 E	 290061 61F
2110'023241 03104/78 104 84 1534.2 D 39.,63 086.20 30 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.45,S 137.89 E	 290062 311
2107900446 03,/10178 11 18 84 15036 D 43.07 089 .88 40 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 3'4.46 S	 117.:83 E	 290061 385
21.09700442 03106178 i1R 84 ,15287 D 4,0_28 087.15 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.46 5	 117.83 f	 290061 555



































,,. 210772255,D 0311 ,0/78 99 84 15'D21 D 43..72 089.95 90 FFEF NO CCCL LLLL 34.46 S	 145.08 E	 290061 372
21095j255.2 03/06178 99 54 15272 0 40.45 087.40 90 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.46 S	 145.08 E	 290060 768
21 1076 .22497 03/13/78 98 84 15007 D 43.36 090.00 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.46 5	 146.52 E	 290062 345
21107712353 03/13/78 242 84 15015 D 43.28 089.97 10 P222 NO CCCL LLLL 34.46 S	 059.98 W	 290062 3S'1
210 .7K003 %b2 03/1 1 0179 117 84 15022 D 4.3.21 089.93 110 FFEF HO CCCL LLLL 34.47 S	 1119.28 E	 290061 377
2109600383 03/06/78 117 84 15 x 73 D 40.44 087.38 1 1 0 f'EEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 S	 119.26 f	 290060 773
2108'223234 6.2111178 104 84 15491 D 42_49 089.53 0 E'EEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.4.7 S	 137.97 E	 290060 293
k 21081231ND 0 ,2103/78 103 84 15 ,077 D 42 . 64 U89.63 0 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 S	 139.40 E	 290060 68
21107823005 03/10/78 1 ,00 84 1 .5.035 D 43.08 089.88 90 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 S	 143.67 E	 290061 379
21109322435 03/'06:/78 97 84 15244 D 40.76 087.F1 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 S	 1 .48.00 E	 290061 200
21'07912470 03/1 , 0178 244 84 15043 D 43.00 089.84 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 S	 062.83 Y	 290061 398
2IO&P12524 02/03/78 245 84 15057 C 42.F.5 089.76 110 FfFF NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 S	 064..27 W	 290060 30
2108112582 0'1/03178 246 84 15.071 D 4.2.70 089.66 110 EFE-E NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 S	 065.69 W	 290060 65
2109422493 03104/78 99 84 1'5258 D 40.60 0K7.60 110 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.46 S	 146.57 E	 290061 5114
2'089412270 03/04/78 239 84 12463 S 15.38 047.90 100 7777 N.0 CCCL LLLL 34.52 S	 055.48 W	 0 _0
2089812494 03/04/78 243 84 12519 S 15.75 047.43 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 34.5.2 S	 061.22 Y	 0 0
2'088213070 03/'04/78 ?45 84 1,2296 S 15.59 046..06 90 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 34.52 S	 0614..09 Y	 0 0
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1fO:12	 FROM 01/01/78 TO 04/3.6/74
OBSEIR-VATION	 FNTRY P'AT'H ROW ORBIT DAY/NITS S'UN SUh % CLD QUALITY CC* CC p 	 MODE GAIN PICTURT PICTURE AlCR,OFUPI Milic	 FLA
TD DATE t /SPCL ELEV AZIP+ COWER 4567 OLTY	 4567 4567 CNTR LAT [NTR LONG ROLL FRAME
2088313074 03.104178 246 84 12310 S 15.54 046.12 90 7777 AO CCCL LLLL 34.52 S	 065.53 W	 0 0
2087612275 02/14178 239 84 12212 S 15.90 043.82 N4 1111 NO CCCL LLLL 34.53 S	 055.47 W	 0 0
2057712333 07/14/78 240 84 12226 S 15.B4 045.85 NA 1111 k0 CCCL LLLL 34.53 S	 056.89 W	 0 0
2089512324 G3/'04/7R 240 34 12477 S 15.59 047.10 90 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 34.53 S	 056.90 w	 0 0
2089.612382 03.104/78 241 84 12491 S 15.66 047.21 90 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 34.53 S	 058.34 w	 0 0
208791.2445 03104178 24.2 84 12254 5 15.73 045.92 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 34.53 S	 059.76 w	 0 0
2089712440 03/04/78 242 04 12505 S 15.70 047.32 10 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 34.53 S	 059.78 r	 0 0
20880'12503 03/04/78 243 84 1226E S 15.A9 045.96 NA 14MP4R NO CCCL LLLL 34.53 S	 D61.?O W	 0 0
2,089912552 03/44/78 244 154 12533 S 15.02 047.55 QO 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 54.53 S	 062.65 w	 0 0
21133 .23092 03/1 1 0/78 ICI 85 15802 D 33.43 073.93 1 1 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.86 S	 141.69 f _	 290063 2
2113`022520 03/09/78 98 85 15760 D 33.9h 075.12 10 EEEE k0 CCCL LLLL 35.157 S	 146.02 E	 29DO62 746
2112922461 0511-07h 97 X15 15746 D 34.16 075.52 20 EEEE Wo CECL LLLL 35.87 5	 147.45 E	 290062 675
2111122450 U3/'f6/78 97 8'5 15495 D 37.36 082.[)7 30 EEEE N` CCCL LLLL 35..87 S	 147_46 E	 2900.61 569
21128224.02 03/04/78 96 85 15732 D 34.34 075.91 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 35..87 S	 148.89 E	 290062 459
2509522554 03/06178 99 8.5 1527, D 40.09 0.86.41 90 EE FE NO CCCL LLLL 35.@18 S	 1.4-4.63 E	 290060 769
2107722'553 03110/714 99 85 15.0'77 D 42.93 0'6h.F2 FO FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.8'8 S	 144.64 E	 290061 373
21 ,0762:2495 13/13/78 98 85 15007 D 43.07 088.86 80 fEEE N>0 CCCL LLLL 35.88 5	 146.07 E	 290062 346
2108-023124 6.2/03/78 102 85 15:063 D 42.49 088.62 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.89 S	 140.36 E	 290060 53
216,7923070 0?/'C 3178 1(A Fs5 15:49 D 42.64 [)€5.69 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.5"9 S	 141.78 E	 290060 15
21 , 09723071 03/'06/79 101 r5 15300 D 3'9.76 085.95 20 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 35.89 5	 141.78 E	 290061 236
21096.23013 03/'0"6/78 100 85 15286 D 39.92 086.18 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.89 S	 143..22 E	 290061 5SO
210.7'R23011 03/1. 0178 100 y 5 15035 D 42_79 0.88.76 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.89 S	 143.25 E	 290061 380
2107712355 03/13/78 242 85 15.015 0 42.99 08:8.83 30 EEEE N'0, CCCL LLLL 35.89 S	 O U.43 W'	 290062 352
21 107912472 03/10/78 744 25 15043 0 42.7'f) 068.71 NA 22?£ NO CCCL LLLL 35.89 S	 063.28 W	 290061 399
2 1094 .22500 03/04/78 98 85 15258 D 40.25 086.6[; 20 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 5	 146_13 E	 290061 515
2109322441 03106/78 97 85 15244 0 40.41 086.80 P I A 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 S	 147.56 E	 0 0
21,08'012531 0:2/03/7"8 745 P5 15057 D 4?.55 08'8.64 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 S	 064.71 W	 290060 31
2089412272 03/04/78 239 85 124.63 S 14.40 046.96 90 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 35.95 S	 055.92 w	 0 0
2'089712443 03/04/78 ?4.7 P5 12505 5 14.52 047.2r 0 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 35.95 5	 060.23 w	 0 0
2089612501 03104/78 243 65 12514 5 14.58 [47.3'9 20 1777 NO CCCL LLLL 35.95 S	 061.66 r	 0 0
208`9912555 03/04/78 244 65 12533 5 14.64 047.51 00 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 35_95 S	 063.0S r	 0 0
208`821302? 03/04178 245 r.'5 1229"6 S 14.39 046.03 50 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 35.95 S	 064.53 r	 0 0
208 18313'.08.0 03/04/78 246 85 12310 S 14.35 04.6.09 90 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 35.95 S	 065.96 w	 0 0
2087612281 01114/7/ 239 A5 12112 S 14.71 045.79 10 E665 NO CCCL LLLL 35.96 S	 055.91 W	 290060 463
2087712341) 0211-4178 240 85 12226 S 14.65 045.72 9;) 6665 N0 CCCL LLLL 35.95 5	 057.33 w	 0 0
20895123311 03/0"4/79 240 85 12477 S 14.41 047.07 00 .7777 NO CCCL LLLL 35_96 5	 057.35 w	 0 G-
2D89612385 03/04178 141 05 12491 5 14.48 047.17 40 7777 N.0 CCCL LLLL 35.96 5	 1358.79 w	 0 0
2087912452 03/04/78 242 85 12254 S 14.4 045.09 90 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 35.96 5	 06f1.20 w	 0 0
2f18L8D12510 03/C4178 243 85 1226h S 14.49 045.93 h Pl1RMM NO CCCL LLLL 35.96 5	 061.63 4	 0 0
209'0113071 03/P4/78 746 85 12561 S 14.77 047.75 70 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 35.96 S	 065.96 W	 D 0









FROM 01/71/76 TO 04/30/76
UBSER'VATION FNTRY PATH ROW URFIT RAY /NITL SUN 5UN %	 CLD QUALITY CCM CCM	 MODE GAIN PICTORIE PICTURE RICRO .FILN RIC FLP
1D DAIE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 4567 GLTY	 4567 4567 CNTR LAY CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
2113323094 03/10/78 101 86 15802 D 32.75 073.3D 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.28 5	 141.23 E	 290063 3
2113022522 03/fj9/7fk 9.g 86 1576L D 33.33 6674.47 40 E f f F NO CCCL LLLL 37,29 S	 145.56 f	 290062 747
2112922463 03/10 / 78 97 86 15746 D 33.52 074.86 3'61 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 37.29 S	 147.00 E	 290062 676
2111122453 03/06 / 78 97 .46 15495 0 36.57 081.25 .4 0 EEEF N0 CCCL LLLL 37.29 S	 147.00 F	 290061 570
2112822404 03/04/78 96 86 15732 D 33.71 075.25 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.29 S	 148.42 E	 290062 460
210952256'6 03/061 IF 99 96 15272 D 3'9.70 085.45 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.30 S	 144.17 E	 190060 7?'u
2109723074 03/06/78 1U1 86 15300 D 39.36 085.01 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.31 5	 141.32 E	 290061 237.
2109623015 03/06 / 78 100 .96 15286 D 39.53 085.23 k 0 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 37.31 S	 14.2.75 E	 290061 551
2107722555 03/10 / 78 99 86 15021 D 42.60 Ub7.71 50 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.31 S	 14.4.17 E	 290061 374
2107622'501 03/13178 98 86 15007 D 42.74 087.75 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.31 S	 145.62 E	 290062 347
210792307? 02/03/78 101 86 15049 0 42.31 087.61 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 S	 141.33 E	 290060 1,6
2109212191 03/04178 239 86 15224 D 40.2" 086.09 0 EEFF NO CCCL LLIL 37.32 S	 056.57 W	 290060 6411
21077123.62 03/13/78 242 86 15015 0 42.56 087.73 10 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 S	 060.89 N	 290062 331
2107912475 03./1 10178 244 96 15043 D 42.37 087.62 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 S	 063.7S . W 290061 400
1108012533 02/03/78 245 86 15057 D 42.22 087.56 20 1F11 NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 S	 085.17 W	 290060 32
21078230'14 03/10/78 100 86 15035 0 42.46 087.67 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37..33 5	 142.79 E	 290061 381
2109422502 03/04/78 98 86 152574 D 39.b6 085.63 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 S	 145.67 E	 290061 '316
208941227'5 03/04/78 239 86 12463 S 13.21 046.96 80 7771 NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 S	 056.37 w	 0 •
2089712445 03/04178 242 96 125.05 5 13.34 047.2E 10 7777 No CCEL LLLL 37.3a S	 060.66 W	 0 0
2'0891 12503 03704/78 243 86 12519 5 1A.40 047_39 10 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 37.3.8 S	 662.12 N	 0 0
20899125.61 03104/78 244 86 12533 S 13.47 047.50 50 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 37.38 S	 063..51 W	 0 0
20882130 .25 0.311'4/79 245 86 12296 S 13.19 046.04 60 7777 so CCCL LLLL 37 . 38 S	 064.98 W	 0 0
2087612284 02114/78 239 86 12212 S 13.51 045.79 3'0 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 37.39 S	 05:6.36 Y	 0 0
2087712342 02/14/78 240 86 12226 5 13.45 045.82 90 6665 NO CCCL LLLL 37.3'9 S	 057.78 k	 0 0
2'089 ,512333 03/04178 240 86 12477 S 13.23 047.6!7 80 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 37.39 S	 u7.80 W	 D 0
2089612391 03/04179 241 86 12491 S 13.29 047.17 0 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 37.39 S	 059.25 w	 0 0
2087x12454 03/0417 13 742 116 12254 S 13.34 045.90 1170 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 37.39 S	 06.0.66 w	 0 0
2088062513 03/G4/78 243 86 12268 S 13.29 045.94 N MMM14 NO CCCL LLLL 37.39 S	 062.08 w	 0 0
2107712364 03/13/7h 242 87 15.015 0 42.30 086.67 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.74 S	 061.36 W	 290062 3S4
1107912461 03/10/78 ?44 67 15043 D 42.01 086.57 10 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL 36.74 S	 064.21 W	 290061 401
2089412281 03/04/79 239 87 17463 S 12.03 047.00 10 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 3P.81 5	 056.83 W	 0 0
2089612304 03/04178 241 1%7 12491 S 12.11 047.20 0 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 38.81 5	 059.70 w	 0 0
2089712452 03/U4118 242 87 12505 5 12.16 047.31 10 2777 NO CCCL LLLL 36.81 S	 061.16 w	 0 0
?Uh9^12516 03/04/78 243 K7 12519 5 12.?3 8147.42 30 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 38.81 S	 062_58 W	 0 0
2089912564 0310417'8 244 b7 12533 S 12.29 047.53 80 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 31'.81 5	 064.02 w	 0 0
208'8213031 0304/79 145 47 12290 S 11.99 046.0? NA MRMa NO CCCL LLLL 38.81 S	 065.45 w	 0 0
20876122 1 0 02/14/76 ?39 87 12212 5 12.31 045.83 30 6165 NO CCCL LLLL 38.82 5	 056.83 N	 0 0
2089512335 031204178 240 87 12477 5 12.07 047.10 10 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 3t.P2 5	 058.215 w	 0 0
2087712345 02/14/7e 14C 57 12226 S 12.24 045.8-6 917 666.6 NO CCCL LILL 38.82 S	 058.26 6	 0 0
2087912461 613/6'4/76 ?42 47 12254 S 12.14 /45.93 50 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 3N.F2 5	 061.13 w	 0 0
ARCHIVAL	 1"A•GE	 REPORT	 -ARCHIM
STANDARD	 CATALOG
(11/'06/78 LANDSAT 2	 MSS SENSOR PAGE 15.7
1 1 0:1? FkVM	 11/ rll/714 	10 ('4/30171'
OFFS-ERVATION	 ENTRY PATH R'06 )OR]I DAY/KITE SUN SUN % CLO QUALITY CCM	 CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM RIiC	 FLM
ID DATE N /SPCC ELCV A21 Y COVER 4567 ULTY 4567 4567 CNTR	 LAT fNTR LONG ROLL FR•ANE
2088012515 03/04/78 243 81 12268 5 1.2.119 045.9; NA 14H:RM NO CCCL LLLL 3`!.82 5	 062.55 «	 0 It
2107?12371 U3/1317r1 242 iF 15015 D 41.41 (185.6 .4 30 EEFE N0 CCCL LLLL 40.16 5	 061.85 w	 290U62 355
7[189712454 X13/!'4 /7F 24? 88 125UY S 10 91 ?47.36 10 7777 164 CCCL LLLL 41.23 S	 061.64 w	 0 (1
208991257(' OWV4/78 244 w5 12533 5 11.11 :;47.6(1 60 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 40.23 S	 064.50 :	 I (?
2'U87712351 0?/14/78 240 88 12226 5 11.04 045.93 1110 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 40.24 5	 058.75 r	 0 0
2'089612400 OS/04/78 241 38 12491 5 10.143 047.27 10 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 40.24 5	 060.18 4	 0 0
2(78791246' 03/04/i^ 042 :n 12254 5 10.94 04t.Ll 10 7117 NO CCCL LLLL 4 .0.24 S	 061.61 w	 U 0
?oH981251? OS/:)4178 ?43 68 12511 S 11.04 (147.5[' 70 7777 140 CCCL LLLL 40.24 S	 063.06 W	 0 0
2 . OP951234? U3/04118 140 All 12477 5 10.#•9 047.17 2(1 7777 NO CCCL LLLL 40.25 5	 058.75 k	 0 0
2086 , 012522 03/(r4/78 243 88 12268 5 10.88 046.05 NA M143M+1 NO CCCL LLLL 40.25 5	 063.03 w	 0 ()
2089712461 03/(14/749 242 89 1250'5 5 09.'•11 (147.4F 1 V 7777 '10 CCCL LLLL 41.66 S	 062.13 w	 !? 0
20898101 515 ri3/104/7h ?4' 89 1?51 Q 5 119.86 047.59 70 1777 NO CCCL LLLL 41.66 S	 063.56 w	 L) 0
?U879124 7f. [+3/n4/7b ?42 69 1?254 5 09.73 r46.12 50 7777 NU CCCL LLLL 41.67 5	 062.11 7M	 O Cr
20.8 ,8.012524 07/04/78 ?43 09 1226 4 5 09.c%P 04-6.16 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 41.67 S	 063.54 0 (1
2111020510 03/C-6/78 78 90 15480 D 34.90 078.7[1 NIA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 42.96 5	 172.22 F	 0 0
2109220571 03/04/7F 7f 40 1522 D 38.44 02.51f 90 F?FE %:0 CCCL LLLL 43.00 5	 17?.31 E	 21900.60 642
2111121041 G3/06/7t 79 91 15494 D 3.4.08 077.82 10 E E E F N0 CCCL LLLL 44.38 5	 1/0.25 E	 290061 568
2709321-032 031(617P 79 X11 15241 r. 37.74 r6l.5 9 5n FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 44.43 5	 17J.38 t	 290061 192
2 1126 1010 5 03/114/78 219 91 15697 ^ 26.3`0 4)71.7Y 70 FE2E NO CCCL LLLL 52.79 S	 034.32 w	 290062 489
2112610312 03/04/78 219 98 15.697 D 25.49 071.73 70 EEEF No CCCL LLLL 54.18 S	 035.08 4	 290062 490
2112610314 03/04/M 219 99 15647 D 24.61?' 071.75 '1(1 EEEF tr 0 CCCL LLLL 55.57 5	 135.87 a.	 290062 491
2112610321) 030417F 219 110 15697 0 23.85 071.81 90 EEEF %0 CCCL LLLL 56.95 S	 036.72 6	 290.0.62 492
L
